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Foreword 

Throughout more than a century of OLttstanding progress mlmgui~tir5 -
and especially from rhe time of che ]un.~,~1'111/lltl!ltiker - thl· mos.c unprc~s1ve 
:and apparently mosr abJdmg successes h,we been in work at the elemental 
end of language strucrure : rhe description :md rdanoil of ph0110logical 
units. Nor, when they were pressed into rductant service, dtd the cate
gories and insights evolved for phonology get us far in explicating lm
gmstic organi:zation at other ' levels' , the morphological and syntactic. 
Moreover, even m the fruitful renaissance of syntactic swdies during rhc 
third quarter of this century, vvork has been virtually confined to relations 
within the sentence. Tlm limitation , though ro some extcnt vigorouslr 
defended on theorencal grotlllds, l1as not m general been because 110 rele
vance to lingmstic structure was seen in the relations between sentences, 
in the coru1ections w l11Ch resulted in the impression of well-formed para
gtapbs or longer stretches of discourse. But as with semantics - another 
and indeed closely related area which lingmsts have hesitated to enter. 
often justifying their dissociation on closely-argued theoretic>tl grounds-
1r was not unreasonably held that relations. 'beyond the sentence' involved 
a complex interplay of lmgUJstics with other concerns such as rhcroric, 
aesthetics, and pragmatics, for wluch the theoretical foundations and frame
work were too shaky w supporr ambitious model bmlding. And that m 
my case lingmm had enough on hand to get their sentent!al home 
furnished . 

Meanwhile, literary crirics (for whom of course text structure has been 
a traditional concern) and social anthropologists (for whom text and talc 
<:onst itute fundamental evidence} began themselves ro look ar the con
structs. evolved by de Sauswrc, rhe Prague Se boo!, and other lmgui~t~. One 
thlllks f01: example ofUvi-Srrauss, Dell Hyrnes, Roland Banhes, Js o ut
stmding exponents of $tructuratism iJl broad-sc<Jie textual analysis. And 
Jmong linguists, there h:lve always been those who hav~ per~isted in the 
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vemure to subscrvc literary and mhl·r humanistic diSCiplmcs by cxtcndmg 
~beir work to embrace' ~rylistiCS and othu ;~~pccts of textual studies. In this 
movemt•nt. Michacl H.11lidayand Ruqa1p Hasan have long been especially 
active. The prme of Goldmg and rhc verse ofY cats art among the material 
subjected to valued lmglllstic scrurmy by the former, while the latter has 
made ' col1esion' her special field, bcginmng with a doctoral dissertation at 
the University of Edinburgh and continumg with mBuential papers while 
she worked for several fru~t-ful years m the Communication Research 
Centre at University College London. During the whole of tlm penod, 
rhc two authors have worked in dose cooperation and mutual mOut.:ncc, 
acutely aware of arc-<~s in English stud1e~ of profo und interest for both 
lmguists and critics. but r1gorously explored to a large cxtcm by nCJthcr. 

We are ~mgnlarly fortunate rhar we arc able to correct some of these 
grave ddincncies m rh<' descripnon of English w1th the work of so lllll
qucly equipped a team. As English has mcreasmgly come into ·world-wide 
u>c, there has arisen a correspondingly mcn~asing need for more informa
tion on the language and the ways in •..vhich 1t IS used. The English 
Language Series seeks to meet this need and to play a part in further stun
ulating the study and teaching of EngLsh by prov1dmg up-to-date and 
scholarly treatments of topics mosr relevant to present-day Enghsh - in
cluding tts history and traditions, 1ts sound patterns, 1ts granunar, its 
lcxicology, its rich vanety and complexity m speech and wri ting, and its 
standards in Britain, the USA, and the ot;hcr principal areas where the 
language is used, 

University College London 
May 1975 

RANDOLPH QUinK 



Prefa.ce 

Tlm book originated as one of a scncs of srud tcs of the Engltsh language 
and modern English texts which were undertaken by the Nrtffield Pre>
~ramme m Litrgurstics a11d English Tcachr'ng at Untvcrstty College London. 
The at m of these studie~ was to provide an account of aspects of contem
porary English which would be both founded on theory and also applic
able m practtcc: a description of the system, but 011(' which, since it w aN 
based on evidence from texts of different varierics, Ulcluding both spoken 
and written, would be useful in application to further text studies. 

A relativdy neglected aspect of the lmguistic system is it~ resources for 
rext construction, the range of meanings that arc specifically associated 
With relarmg what is being said .or written to its semantic environment. 
The pnnClpal component of these resources is that of cohes•on. Cohesive 
relatJons are relations between two or more elements in a text that are 
independent of the structure; for example betwt"en a personal pronoLm 
and an antecedent proper name, such as jolm . _ . he. A semanric relauon of 
th1~ kind may be set up either wirhm a sentence or between sentences; with 
the consequence that, when it crosses a sentence boundary, 1t has the dfecr 
of making the two sentences cohere with one another. The various kinds 
of cohesion had been outlined by M . A. K. HalltJay in his wntings on 
sryhstics, and the concept was developed by Ruqaiya Hasan tn her Um
verstty of Edmburgh doctoral rhesis. 

The earlier chapters of this book w ere first published as CrarJIII1ttticnl 
Co11esio11 itJ Spoke11 m1d Written Et~glislr, Pnrt I, by Ruqaiya Ha)an, Com
mumcanon Research Centre (University College London) and Long
man>. Green & Co, Programme ill Lmgrtistics m11i E11gltsh Te,Jcl1111g: Papers, 
No. 7, 1968. This contained Cha.pters r, 2 and 3 in their origm<'~ l form. Th~ 
btcr chapters were wntten 111 collaboration by Ruqa1ya Hasan and. 
M. A . K. HaUiday, and were prcpart"d for pubhc.\Uon m the follow-up 
scnes (Srl1nols Council Progrmmue 111 Lwgurstics a11d E11glislz Tenchi11g: Papers 
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Series II) . However, mstcad of issuing this part separately, jr was decided 
tO revi~r the earlier chapters and to publishL rhe two halves together as a 
book. The revlSlOn was undettnkrn by M. A . K. Halliday, who also added 
the last two chapters. 

We should like to express our gtatimde to several individuals and insn
tutions for their cooperation and help. The Nufiidd Foundation £nanccd 
the originaJ project within wh1ch the earlier part of the work was written. 
The Schools Council £nanced the succcssm project (Schools Council Pro
gramme in Lir1guistics nrul En_glish Teaching, 1967-71); although the later 
part was not writte11 directly under their auspices, smce Ruqa1ya Hasan 
had by then left the team, 1t had been plamJoed to publish it in the ser1es of 
papers emanatmg from this project, and we are grateful to them for allow
ing it to be withdrawn and published in its present revised form. The fmal 
version was written by M . A. K. HalL day d~;1ring his tenure of a fellowship 
at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behav:ioral Sciences, Stanforcl, 
California, and we are most grateful to tlbe Centcr for providing this 
opportunity. 

We wish to thank Stcphcn Lushington, General Ed1tor of the Schools 
Council Programme i11 Linguistics and English Teaching: Papers Series II, and a 
former colleague in the prc~ject, for h1s valuable help and comments 
throughout the preparation of the original manuscript. Other members of 
the Nuffieid team - Kcnneth Albrow, Eiria11 Davies, Peter Doughty, 
David Mackay and Brian Thompson -provided stimulating discussion, a~ 
did our colleagues on another related research project, Rodney Huddles
con, Richard Hudson and Eugene Winter, To Marcia Insel we express our 
appreciation for her research and bibliographical assistance during thelinal 
revision. Students at the LtngLUstlc Society of America's Linguistic Insti
tute, at the University of Michigan, Aim Arbor, in summer 1973, made 
numerous helpfuJ observations in the cont<~Xt of a course based on this 
material. 

We much appreciate the interest shown by Randolph Quirk, friend, 
former colleague, ai1d General Editor of the present series; and ·would like 
to take this opportunity of rcferrmg tO the debt owed by everyone m the 
field of contemporary Engl1sh to the work done by him and by h1s col
leagues at the Survey ofEnglish Usage. Fina.llywe thank the many people 
who have kindly enquired after the progres~ q[ the book. Their continuing 
concern has been a most valuable source of encouragement. 

University of Essex 
May 1975 

MAKH 

RH 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

I. I The concept of cohesion 
1.1.1 Text 

If a speaker of English hears or reads a passage of the language which is 
more than one sentence in lengt~ he can normally decide without diffi
culty whether it forms a unified whole or is just a collection of unrdated 
sentences. This book is about what makes the difference between the two. 

The word TP.XT is. used in linguistics to refer to any passage. spoken o:r 
written, of' whatever length, that does form <~ unified. whole. We know, as 
a general rule. whether any specimen of our own language constitutes a 
TEXT or not. This does not mean there can never be any uncertainty. The 
distinction between a text and a collection of unrelated sentences is in the 
last resort a matter of degree, and there may always be instances about 
which we are uncertain- a point that is probably familiar to most teachers 
from reading their students' compositions. But this does. not invalidate the 
general observation that we at:e sensitive to the distinction between what is 
text and what is not. 

This suggests that there are objective factors involved - the~:e must be 
cemin features which are characteristic o£ texts and not found otherwise; 
and so there are. We shall attempt to identify these~ in order to establish 
what are the properties of teXtS in English. and what it is that distinguishes 
a text from a disconnected sequence of sentences. As always in linguistic 
description, we shall be discussing things that the native speaker of the 
language • kno·ws • already - but without knowing that he knows them. 

A text may be spoken or wri~ prose or verse, dialogue or mon~ 
logue. It may be anything from a single proverb to a whole play. from a 
momentary cry for help to an alklay discussion on a committee. 

A text is a unit o!Ianguage in use. It is not a gr.unmatical unit~ like a 
clause or a sentence; and it is not de.6ned by its size. A text is sometimes 
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envisaged to be- some kind of super-sentence~ a grammatical unit that is 
larger than a sentence but is related to a sentence in the same way that a 
sentence is related to a clause, a clause to a group and so on: by CON

STHUBNCY, the composition of larger units out: of smaller ones. But this 
is misleading. A text i.s not someth-ing that is like a sentence, only bigger; 
it is something that differs from a sentence in kind. 

A text is best regarded as a SEMANTIc unit: a unit not of form but of 
meaning. Thus it is related to a clause or sentence not by size but by 
REALJ ZATION, the coding of one symbolic system in another. A text does 
not CONSIST OF sentences; it is REALIZED BY, or encoded in. sentences. 
If we understand it in this way. we shall not expect to find the same kind 
of STRUCTURAL integration among the parts of a text as we find among 
the parts of a sentence or clause. The unity of a text is a unity of a different 
kuul. 

1.1.2 Texture 

The concept of TEXTURE is entirely appropriate to express the property of 
'being a text'. A text has texture~ and this is what distinguishes it from 
something that is not a text. It derives this texture from the fact that it 
functions as a unity with respect to its environment. 

What we are investigating in this book are the resources that Enghsh has 
for creating texture. lf a passage of English containing more than one sen
tence is perceived as a text, there will be certain linguistic features present 
in that passage which can be identified as comributing to its total unity and 
giving it texture. 

Let us start with a simple and trivial example. Suppose we find the fol
lowing instructions in the cookery book: 

[I: I J Wash and core six cooking apples. Put them into a .fireproof dish. 

It is dear that them in the second sentence refers back to (is ANAPHOlHC to} 
the six cocking apples in the first sentence. This ANAPHORIC function of 
them gives cohesion to the two sentences, so that we interpret them as a 
whole; the two sentences together constitute a text. Or rather, they form 
part of the same text; there may be more of it to follow. 

The texture is provided by the cohesive RELATION that exists between 
them and six cooking apples. It is important to make this point. because we 
shall he constantly focusing attention on the items, s.uch as them. which 
typically refer back to something that has gone before; but the cohesion is 
effected not by the presence of the referring item alone but by the presence 
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of both the referring item and the item that it refers to. In other words, it 
is not enough that there should be a presupposition; the presupposition 
must also be satisfied. This accounts for the humorous effect produced by 
the radio comedian who began his act with the sentence 

[1 :a] So we pwhed him under the other one. 

This sentence is loaded with presuppositions. located in the words so, him, 
other and oru:. and. since it was the opening sentence, none of them could 
be resolved. 

What is the MEANING of the cohesive relation between them and six 
cooking apples? The meaning is that they refer to the same thing. The two 
items are identical in reference, or COR.EFERENTIAL. The cohesive agency 
in this instance, that which provides the texture. is the coreferentiality of 
them and six cooking apples. The signal, or the expression, of this coreferen
ciality is the presence of the potentially anaphoric item them in the second 
sentence together with a potential target item six cooking apples in the first. 

Identity of reference is not the only meaning relation that contributes to 
texture; there are others besides. Nor is the use of a pronoun the only way 
of expressing identity of reference. We cou1d have had: 

[I; 3] Wash and oore six cooking apples. Put the apples into .a fireproof 
dish. 

Here the item functioning cohesively is the apples, which works by repeti
tion of the word. apples accompanied by the as an anaphoric signaL One of 
the functions of the definite article is to signal identity of reference-with 
romething that has gone before. (Since this has sometimes been said to be 
its only :firuction, we should perhaps point out that it has others as well. 
which are not cohesive at all; for example none of the instances in (a) or (b) 
has an an.aphoric sense: 

[I :4) a. None but the brave deserve the fair. 
b. The pain in my bead cannot stifle the pain in my heart. 

For the meaning of the. see 2.4-2. below.) 

:1.1.3 Ties 

We need .a term to refer to a single instance of cohesion, a term for one 
occurrence of a pair of cohesively related items. This we shall call a TlB. The 
.rektion between them and six cooking appks in example [I: I J constitutes a 
tie. 

We can characterize any segment of a text in terms of the number and 
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kinds of ties which it displays. In I I :I] there is just one tie, of the particular 
kind which we shall he calling REFBRENCE(Chapter 2). In [1:3). there are 
actUally two ties, of which one is of the 'reference~ kind, and consists in 
the anaphoric relation of the to six cooking apples. while the other is of a 
different kind and consists in the REPETITION of the word apples, a repeti
tion which would still have a cohesive effect even if the two were not 
referring to the same apples. This latter type of cohesion is discussed in 
Chapter 6. 

The concept of a tie makes it possible to analyse a text in terms of its 
cohesive properties, and give a systematic account of its patterns of texture. 
Some specimen <llnalyses are given in Chapter 8. Various types of question 
can he investigated in this way, for example concerning the difference be
tween speech and writing, the relationship between cohesion and the 
organization of written texts into sentences and paragraphs, and the pos
sible differences among different genres and different author:s in the num
bers and kinds of tie they typically employ. 

The different kinds of cohesive tie provide the main chapter divisions of 
the book. They are: reference, substitution, ellipsis. conjunction, and 
lexical cohesion. A preliminary definition of these categories is given later 
in the Introduction (1.2.4); each of these -concepts is then discussed more 
fully in the chapter in question. 

1.1.4 OJhesion 

The concept of cohesion is a semantic one; it refers to rdations of meaning 
that exist within the text. and tha.t define it as a text. 

Cohesion occurs where the INTRllPB:RTATION of some element in the 
discourse is dependent on that of another. The one PRESUPPOSES the 
other. in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse 
to it. When this happens. a re1ation of cohesion is set up, and the two de
ments, the presupposing and the presupposed. are thereby at least poten
tially integrated into a teXt. 

Tills is another way of approaching the notion of a tie. To return to 
example [I: I]. the word them presupposes for its. interpretation something 
other than itsd£ This requirement is met by the six cooklng applu in the 
preceding sentence. The presupposition, and the fact that it is resolved. 
provide cohesion between the two sentences, and in so doing create text . 

.& another example. consider the old piece of schoolboy humour: 

[" s] Time !lies. 
-You can•t; they fly too quickly. 
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The first sentence gives no indication of not being a complete text; in fact 
it us:uaUy is. and the humour lies in the misinterpretation that is required. if 
the presupposition fi-om the second sentence is to be satisfied. Here, inci
dentally. the cohesion is expressed in no less than three ties: the elliptical 
form you can't (Chapter .;), the reference item they (Chapter 2) and the lexi
cal repetition fly (Chapter 6). 

Cohesion is part of the system of a language. The potential for cohesion 
Jics in the systematic resources of reference. ellipsis and so on that are built 
into the language itsd( The actualization of cohesion in any given in
stance, however~ depends not merely on the selection of some option from 
within these resources, but also on the presence of some other element 
which resolves the presupposition that this sets up. It is obvious that the 
sekaion of the word apples has no cohesive force hy itsdf; a cohesive rela
tion is set up only ifthesameword,or a word rdated to it suchas.fruit(see 
Chapter 6)~ has occurred previously. It is less obvious, but equally true, , 

that the word them has no cohesive force either unless there is some explicit 
referent for it within reach. In both instances, the cohesion lies. in the rela
tion that is set up between the two. 

Like other semantic relations, cohesion is expressed through the strata! 
organization of language. Language can be explained as a multiple coding 
system comprising three levd~ of coding. or • strata~: the semantic (mean
ings), the lexicogrammatical (forms) and the phonologkal and ortho
graphic (expression>). Meanings are realized (eoded) as forms, and forms 
are realized in turn (recoded) as expressions. To put this in ev~day ter
minology, meaning is put into wording. and wording into sound or 
writing: 

meaning 

~ 
~unding '/writing 

(the semantic system) 

(the lexicogrammatical system, grammar 
and vocabulary) 
(the phonological and orthographic 
systems) 

The popular term 'wording' refers to lexicogrammatical form, the choice 
of words and grammatical structures. Within this stratum, there is no 
hard-and-fast division between vocabulary and grammar; the guiding 
principle in language is that the more general meanings are expressed 
through the grammar, and the more specific meaning<J: through the vocab
ulary. Cohesive relations fit into the same overall pattern. Cohesion is 
expr=ed partly through the gr:urunor and partly theough the vocabulary. 
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We can refer therefore to GRAMMATICAL COHESION and LEXICAL 
COHESION. In example {1:3]. one of the ties was grammatical(reference, 
expressed by the), the other lexical (reiteration., expressed by 4pple.s). The: 
types of cohesi.on dealt with in Chapters 2-4 (reference, substitution and 
ellipsis} are grammatical; that in Chapter 6 is lexical. That dealt with in 
Chapter 5 (conjunction) is on the borderline of the two; mainly gram
matical, but with a lexical component in it. The distinction between 
grammatical and lexical is really only one of degree. and we need not 
make too much of it here. It is important to stress. hov.""eVer, that when we 
talk of cohesion as being • grammatical or 1exical', we do not imply that it 
is a purely formal relation, in which meaning is: not involved. Cohesion is 
a semantic relation. But, like all components of the semantic system, it is 
realized through the lexicogramm.atical system; and it is at this point that 
the distinction can he drawn. Some forms of cohesion are realized 
through the grammar and others through the vocabnlary. 

We might add as a footnote here that certain types of gram.ma.ti.cal co
hesion are in their: turn expressed through the intonation system. in spoken 
Eng)ish. For example. in 

(~:6] Did !hurt your feelings1I didn't mean to. 

the second sentence coheres not only by ellipsis. with I didn~ t mean to pre
supposing hurt your feelings. but also by conjunction, the adversative mean
ing 'but' being expressed by the tone. Phenologically this would be: 

fi.>. did I I hurt your 11'1!EUNGS H 4 A I I didn't I MEAN I to // 

the second sentence having the rising-falling tone 4· For an explanation of 
the intonation system, see section S-4 and the references cited there. 

r .2 Cohesion and linguistic structure 
1.2.1 Texture aru1 structure 

A text, as we have said, is not a structural unit; and cohesion, in the sense 
in which we are using the term, is not a structural relation. Whatever rela
tion there is among the parts of a text- the sentences~ or paragraphs. or 
turns in a dialogue- it is not the same as structure in the usual sense. the 
relation which links the parts of a sentence or a clause. 

StructUre is, of course, a unifying relation. The parts of a sentence or a 
clause obviously' cohere' with each other. by virtue of the structure. Hence 
they also display texture; the elements of any structure hav~ by definition. 
an internal wllty which ensures that they all express part of a text. One 
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cannot change text in mid-sentence, so to speak; or rather .. if one does, 
there will always: be a break in the structure. with something being inter
polated which is not structurally a part of the same sentence~ as in Hamlet's 

[1: 7] Then I will come to my mother by and by-
they fool me to the top of my bent- I vvill come by and by. 

or, more conversationally, 

[I:8] •.. But what I want-to know is-yes. some ice,_ please- what this 
government think they're doing when they spend all that money 
on building new schools. What's wrong with the old ones? 

In general. any unit which is structured hangs together so as to form text. 

All grammatical units - sentences, clauses, groups. words - are internally 
• cohesive • simply because they are structured. The same applies to the 
phonological units, the tone group, foot and syllable. Structure is one 
means of expressing texture. 

If every text consisted of only one sentence, we should not need to go 
beyond the category of structure to explain the internal cohesiveneu of a 
text: this could be explained simply as a function of its structure. But texts 

are usually not limited to one sentence; on the contrary, texts consisting of 
one sentence only are faidy rare. They do exist; there are public notices, 
proverbs, advertising slogans and the like, where one sentence by itself 
comprises. a complete text, for example 

[:r;g] a. No smoking. 
b. Wonden never cease! 
c. Read The Herald every day. 

But most texts <'<tend well heyQild the «mfines of • single S<Dtence. 
In other words. a text typically extends beyond the range of structural 

relations, as these are normally conceived o£ But texts cohere; so cohesion 
within a text- texture- depends on something other than structure. There 
are certain specifically text-forming relations which cannot be accounted 
for in terms of constituent structure; they are properties of the text as such. 
and not of any structural unit such as a clause or sentence. Our use of the 
term COHESION refers specifically to these non-structural text-forming 
relations. They are. as we have suggested. semantic relations. and the teXt 

is a semantic unit. 

1.2.2 Cchesicn within the smtence? 

Since cohesive relations are not concerned with structure. they may be 
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found just as wdl within a sentence as between sentences. They attract less 
notice within a sentence, because of the cohesive strength of gramm.atic.al 
structure; since the sentence hangs together already, the cohesion is not 
needed in order to make it hang together. But the cohesive relations are 
there all the same. For example 

[r;xo] If you happen to meet the admiral~ don't tellhimhisship's gone 
down. 

Hcre the him and his in the second b.lfhave to be decoded by reference to 
tlre atlmiral, just as- they w-ould have had to be if there had been a sentence 
boundary in between. Similarly: 

[I :I r] Mary promised to send a picture of the children, but she hasn't 
done. 

Here done equals sent a picture of tlut children~ and it is quite irrelevant to this 
whether the two are in the same sentence or not. 

Cohesive relatiQnS have in principle nothing to do with sentence bound
aries. Cohesion is a semantic relation between an element in the text and 
some other dement that is crucial to the interpretation of it. This other 
element is also to be found in the text (cf 1.2-.4 below); hut its location in 
the ten is in no way determined by the grammatical structure. The two 
elements, the presupposing and the presupposed, may be structurally re
lated. to each other, or they may not; it makes no difference to the meaning 
of the cohesive relation. 

However, there is a sense in which the sentence is a significant unit for 
cohesion precisely because it is the highest unit of grammatical structure: 
it tends to determine the way in which cohesion is EXPRESSED. For 
example, if the same entity is referred to twice within the same sentence, 
there are rules governing the form of its realization. These are the rules of 
pronominalization. It is the sentence structure which determines. within 
limits., whether at the second mention the entity will he named again or 
will be referred to by a pronorm. For example. we cannot say 

[r:~z] John tookJobn'shatolf and hung John's hat on a peg. 

Assuming that there is only one 'John • here, and only one • hat' • then this 
identity of reference must be expressed by the use of pronominal forms: 
John took his hat off and hung it on a peg. 

This sort of thing can be accounted for by reference to sentence struc
ture; the rdation between an item and another one that presupposes it 
could be explained as a stru<:ttual relation. In the preceding sentence, for 
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cxampk. the words one :and it both. in diflerent ways. presuppose the word 
item; and this presupposition could be incorporated into the structure of 
the sentence. 

But this would be misleading. Ouly certain irutances of cohesion could 
he treated structurally. and ouly when the two items, the presupposing 
and the presupposed. happened to occur within the sazne sentence. But, as 
we have seen, the question whether the two fall within the same sentence 
or not is irrelevant to the nature of the cohesive relation; cohesion is a 
more genera) notion, and one that is above considerations of structUre. 
Moreover only certain kinds of cohesive rdation are governed by such 
rules; mainly those involving identity of reference, which under certain 
conditions must be signalled by a reference item (Chapter :z.). Cohesion 
that is expressed through sulmitution and ellipsis (Cbapt<ors 3 and 4) is 
unaft'ected by the sentence structure; and so is lexical cohesion (Chapter 6). 
In the case of conjunction (Chapter 5), there are special forms to express 
the various conjunctive rdations where these are associated with gram
matical structure; eo~ [I: 13a]. which is non-structural, with its struc
tunl countetpart [I:IJh]: 

[r: 13} a. lt's raining.- Then let's sray at home. 
b. Since it's raining. let's stay .at home. 

Regardless of the presence or absence of .a structurallinl::. the semantic re
lation that provides cohesi~ namely that of cause, is the same in both. 

For these reasons cohesion withln the :rentence need not be regarded as 
essentially a distinct phenomenon. Cohesion is a general text-forming rela
tion, or set of such relations~ certain of which, when incorporated within 
a sentence structUre. are subject to certain restrictions - no doubt because 
the grammatical condition of'being a sentence' ensures that the pans go 
together to form a text anyway. But the cohesive relations themselves .are 

the same whether their elements are within the same sentence or not. 
As a general rule, the examples: cited in this book will he of cohesion 

across sentence boundari~ since here the etfect is more striking and the 
meaning is more obvious: ~ve ties between sentences stand out more 
clearly because they are the ONLY source of textwe, whereas within the 
sentence there are the structural relations as welL In the description of a 
text, it is the intersentence cohesion that is significanty because that rep
resents the variable aspect of cohesion. distinguishing one text from an
other. But this should not obscure the fact that cohesion is not, strictly 
speaking, a relation 'above the sentence •. It is a relation to which the 
sentence, or any other form of gram.rnatical structure, is. simply irrelevant. 
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I .2 ·3 Cohesion and discourse stTucture 

It will be clear from what has been said above that cohesion is not just 
another name for discourse structure. Discourse structure is, as the name 
implies, a type of '>tructnre~ the term is used to refer to the structure of 
some postulated unit higher than the sentence. for example the paragraph. 
or some larger entity such as episode or topic unit. 

The concept of cohesion is set up to account for relations in discourse~ 
but in rather a different way. without the implication that there is some 
structural unit that is above the sentence. Cohesion refers to the range of 
possibilities that exist for linking something with what has gone before. 
Since this linking is achieved through relations in MEANING (we .are 
excluding from consideration the effects of formal devices such as syn
tactic parallelism, metre and rhyme), what is in question is the set of mean
ing relations which function in this way: the semantic resources which are 
drawn on for the purpose of creating text. And since, as we have stressed, 
it is the sentence that is the pivotal entity here - whatever is put together 
within one sentence is ipso facto part of a text - we can interpret cohesion. 
in practice, as the set of semantic resources for linking a SBNTJ3NCE with 
what has gone before. 

This is not to rule out the possibility of setting up discourse structures, 
and specifyingthestructureof some entity such as a paragraph or topic unit. 
It is clear that there is structure here. at least in cert2in genres or registers 
of discourse. But it is doubtful whether it is possible to demonstrate 
generalized structural relationshi~ into which sentences enter as the realiz
ation of functions in some higher unit, as can he done for all urfits below 
the sentence. The type of relation into which sentences enter with each 
other differs from that which holds among the part or sub-parts of a sen
tence. We cannot show~ for example, that there is any fi.mctional relation 
between the two sentences of [1 : I] a hove, such that the two form a con
figuration of mutually definlng structural roles. (It may on the other hand 
he possible to show something of the kind precisely hy in'\~king the con
cept of cohesion; if Chapter s.) Whereas within the sentence, or any 
similar unit, we am specify a limited number of possible structures. such as 
types of modiflcation or subordination, transitivity or modal structures 
and the like. which define the relations among the p.atts, we carmot in the 
same way list a set of possible structures for a text, with sentence dasses to 
fill the structural roles. Instead we have to show how sentences, which are 
structurally independent of one another, may he linked together tbrough 
particular features of their interpretation; and it is for this that the concept 
of cohesion is required. 
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J.Z.4 Cohesion llS a senumtic relation 

To say that two sentences cohere by virtue of relations in their meaning is 
not by itself very precise. Practically any two sentences might be shown to 
have something to do with eaclt other as far as their meaning is concerned; 
and although in judging whether there is teXtUre or not we certainly have 
recourse to some feeling about how much the sentences do actually inter
relate in meaning. we could not give any very explicit account of the 
degree of relatedness that is needed or how it is to be measured. 

But there is one specific kind of meaning relation that :is critical for the 
creation of texture: that in which ONE ELliMl!NT IS INTERPRRTBD BY 

REFERENCE TO ANOTHER. What cohesion has to do with is the way in 
which the meaning of the elements is interpreted. Where the interpreta
tion of any item in the discourse requires making reference to some other 
item in the discourse, there is cohesion. 

Consider the example 

[I!I4] He said so. 

This sentence is perfectly intdligible as it stands~ we know what it means, 
in the sense that we can •decode' it semantically. But it is UNINTER

"P:RETABLE, because we do not know who ~he~ is or what he said. For 
this we have to refer elsewhere, to its 6 context' in the sense of what lwi 
gone before. 

Now it is also true that, given just the sentence 

[r;~s] John ,.;d everything. 
we do not know who •John• is, or what he said, either. But there is an 
important difference between examples [I: 14] and [ 1: I5 ]. In [I: 14]. the 
items he and so contain in their meaning an explicit signal that the means of 
their interpretation is available somewhere in the environment. Hearing or 
reading this sentence, we know that it links up with some other passage in 
which there is an indication of who 'he• is and what he said. This is not the 
case with John or everything, neither of which necessarily presupposes any 
such source of further imerpretation. 

We now come to the more complex pan of the picture.lt is easy enough 
to show that he and so are cohesive; there is no meam of interpreting them 
in their own right, and we are immediately aware of the need to recover 
an interpretation from elsewhere. There are systematically related ques
tions which express this: Who said so? What did he say? By the same token 
we can readily recognize the cohesive effect of a sentence such as; 

[1 :>6] Lying on the flooc. 
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Here there i:s no explicit :signal of presupposition. in the form of a word 
like he or 10; the cohesion is provided by what is left out. and again we can 
ask the relevant question Who is? Notice however that there is now 
some ambiguity as reg:rrds the information to be :supplied; the actual text 
might have been 

[r:r7) What was John doing when you came ln? 
Lying on the floor. 

in which case lying would have to be interpreted as UtflS lying not is lying. 
And there are .till further possibiliti"' ., illwtrated by' 

[1:18} What is your favourite pastime? 
Lying on tbe floor. 

These show that cohesion is. a relational concept; it is not the presence of a 
particular class of item that is cohesive, but the relation between one item 
and another. 

This point emerges very clearly with another type of cohesion, which 
would. otherwise be difficult to explain.. We said with reference to example 
[t;rs) that there is nothing presupposing about tbe item John; the sen
tence Julm said everything does not in itself confer the automatic right to ask 
for an interpretation of John. as he said everything does with regard to he. 
But we may have a sequence such as: 

[r:rg] I was introduced to them~ it was John Leathwall and his. wife. I 
had never met John before, but I bad heard a lot about him and 
had :some idea what to expect-

Here John does have a cohesive function - because it is reiterated. This 
form of cohesion is lexical (Chapter 6}; it consists in selecting the same 
lexical item twice, or selecting two that are dosely related. The two in
stances may or may not have the same referent; but the interpretation of 
the second will be referable in some way to that of the first. Compare what 
was said aboutexam.ple [1:3) above. Another eD.mple would be: 

[I :20] Jan sat down to rest at the foot of a huge beech-tree. Now he was 
so tired that he soon fell asl~; and a leaf fell on hi~ and then 
another, and then another~ and before long he was covered all 
over with leaves. yellow~ golden and brown. 

Here leaf ties with beech-tree. The two are clearly not identical in reference, 
since tTu and kaf are not synonymous; but the intctpretation. of leaf de-
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pends on beech-tue- we 'know' that the leaf was a beech-leaf, and if the 
sentence had continued before lcng he was covered all over with oak-leaves we 
should have rejected it as a mistake. This illustrates: the force of cohesion; 
and it also illustrates the fact that cohes.ion depends not on the presence of 
explicitly anaphoric items like w and Ire, but on the establishment of :l 
semantic relation which may take any one of various forms. 

One other form it may take is that of conjunction, expressed by means 
of items such as but, later on, in that case (Chapter s). Here the cohesion 
resides in an abstract relation between one proposition and another. This 
may be a matter of the CONTENT of the propositions. how they are 
rdated. to each other as phenomena; for example 

[1:21] First, he took a piece of string and tied it carefully round the nedr 
of the bottle. Next, he passed the other end over a branch and 
weighted it down with a stone. 

Or it may be a matter of their role in the discourse, how they are related 
in the perspective of the speaker or writer. for example 

[1:22] Fttst. he has no experience of this kind of work. Next, he 
showed no l>i.gn of being willing to learn. 

Here next refers to succession in the argument. not to any sequence of 
events in time. A very large number of diJferenr words and phrases occur 
as expressions of conjunction; but they all fall into a few sets representing 
very general types oflogical relation. 

Thus the concept of cohesion .accounts fur the essential semantic relations 
whereby any passage of speech or writing is enabled to flmction as text. 
We can systematize this concept by classifying it into a small number of 
distinct categories- reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexi
cal cohesion; categories which have a theoretical basis .as distinct TYPES of 
cohesive relation. but which also provide a practical means for describing 
and analysing texts. Each of these categories is represented in the text by 
particular features - repetitions, omjssiom, occurrences of certain words 
and constructions - which have in common the property of signalling that 
the interpretation of the passage in question depends on something else. 
If thar • something else • is verbally explicit, then there is cohesion. There 
are, of course, other types of semantic relation associated with a text which 
are not embodied in this concept; hut the one that it does embody U. .in 
some ways the most important, since it is common to text of every kind 
and is, in fact, what makes :a text a text. 
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I. 3 Cohesion and linguistic context 

1.3.1 The domain cf cohesive relations 

The simplest form of cohesion is that in which the presupposed element 
is verbally explicit and is found in the immediately preceding sentence; 
for example 

[1:23] Did the gardener water my hydrangeas? 
- He -said so. 

We shall treateis as the norm for purposes of illustration and discussion; 
not only became it is simpler in practice but also because it is, as we have 
suggested, the paradigm case of cohesion from a theoretical point of view, 
since the boundary between two sentences represents a minimal break in 
structural continuity. 

There .are two kinds of departure from this norm. First, the presupposed 
element may be located dsewhere, in an earlier sentence, perha~ or in 
the following one; secondly. it may not be found in the text at all. Let us 
consider these in turn.. 

Cohesion as we have said is not a structural relation; hence it is unre
stricted by sentence boundaries, and in its most normal form it is simply 
the presupposition of something tlut has gone before, whether in the pre
ceding sentence or not. This form of presupposition, pointing BACK to some 
previous item, is known as .ANAPHORA. What is presupposed anaphori
cally may be in the sentence immediately preceding, but it may also be in 
some earlier sentence; in the following example. he refers back to Henry: 

[I:24} The first years of Henry's reign, as recorded by the admiring 
Hall, were given over to sport and gaiety. though there was little 
of the licentiousness whlch characterized the French Court. The 
athletic contests were serious hut very popular. Masques, jousts 
and spectacles followed. one another in endless pageantry. He 
brought to Greenwich a tremendously vital court life. a central 
importance in the country's affairs and, above all, a great naval 
connection.* 

Or it may be the whole of some longer passage; here the such presupposes 
everything that precedes: 

I I: 25] Travelling with huge retinues of strlf and servants, medieval 
monarchs demanded a series ofhouses to take care of their needs. 
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Their requirements were large. Government went where they 
went -(it was still the King's government)- with aU its-attendant 
staff" and visitors. Tbey were responsible for a large number of 
followers, and visitors had to be entertained in s:tyle. They were 
expected to dispense patronage and to entertain on a lavish 
scale. During the winter festival of Christmas, h&ting twenty 
days. they nominally kept open house. Richard II, notoriously 
prodigal. entertained over ten thousand every day at his palaces. 
and even more over Christmas. 

No single home cottld possibly cope with the organization and 
material products needed on such a scale.* 

As might be expected, the tendency is different with different types of 
cohesion. Where tbe cohesive element is something like he or one, which 
coheres by direct reference to, or substitution for, another item. the pre
supposed element is typically a specific item in the immediately preceding 
sentence. This is the most usual pattern in the case of reference and sub
stitution. Cluracterisrically these intances also tend to form COHBS1VE 

CHAINS, sequences in which it, for example. refers bo1ck to the immedi
ately preceding sentence - but to anothec it in that sentence, and it is 
necessary to go back three, four or more sentences,. stepping across a whole 
sequence of its, before fmding the substantial clement. An example of this 
is [I: 25 J above, which has a cohesive chain medieval nwnarchs ... their ... 
thq ... they ... they ... they, leading finally to Richard II as a 'pecific 
instance of a medieval monarch. Here is another example in which three 
such cohesive chains intertwine, initiated by Short,johnson over J()f'dmt and 
Johmcn; 

I r: 26] Short places Jvhnson over JvrJan squarely in the tradition of 
expressionist drama. He says that Johnson is a 'typical Briton'. 
an 'English Everyman •. He regacds ilie play as an imaginative 
presentation of the mind of a man who has just died. But, be 
adds, Priescley is more interested in Johmon Jiving than in John
son dead. In this the pb:y is expressionist in its approach to theme. 
But it is also so in its use of unfamiliar devices- the use of masks. 
the rejection of the three or four act lay-out of the plot. And, 
finally. he points to the way in which Johnson moves quite 
freely in and out of chronological time. t 

It may be helpful to tabulate the ties forming these three chains: 

* Olive ;md Nigel Hamiltan, R~yal Grrmwich. The Greenwich Bookshop. 

t Gartth Llnyd Evam, ]. B. ~ry- 771z Dranllllist, I-Jcinenunn. 
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(i) (ii) (ili) 
Short ]uhnson wer Jtmian Johnson 

Sentence 1: Short Johmtm over Jordmt Johruon (in J over]) 
Sentence 2: he t Johnson 
Sentence 3: he the play a man who has just 

died 
Sentence4: he t Johnson (> x) 
Sentences: 1 the play ... its 1 Sentence 6: it ... its 
Sentence 7: he Jobnson 

Where the cohesion takes the form of conjunction, with expressions 
like but, so, in that case, later on, the presupposition typically involves a pas
sage longer than a single sentence. This han:lly needs.iUustraring. hut here 
is one example, a passage of Carlyle in which the conjunction on the other 
hmul dearly relate• to the whole of the preeeding paragraph' 

f I :n] HDw much is still .alive in England~ how much has not yet come 
into life! A Feudal Aristocracy is still alive, in the prime oflife; 
superintending the cultivation of the land, and less comciously 
the distribution of the produce of the land, the adjustment of the 
quarrel. of the land;judging, .oldiering, a<ljusting; everywhere 
governing the people, - so that even a Gurth, horn thrall of 
Cedric, lacks not his due parings of the pigs he tends. Govern
ing;- and. alas, also game-preserving. so that a Robin Hood. a 
William Scarlet and others have, in these days. put on Lincoln 
coats, and taken to living, in some universal-suffrage manner~ 
under the greenwood tree! 

How silent, on the other hand, lie all Cotton-trades and such 
like; not a steeple-chimney yet got on end from sea to sea! 

Lexical cohesion differs aga~ in that it regularly leaps over a number of 
sentences to pick up an clement that has not figured in the intervening 

rext' 
(I:28] I screamed, and my scream went W2fting out on the night air! 

And some neighbours who - they were my nearest neighho~ 
but they were still some distance away - came rushing along. 
They were awfully good, and they .aid afterward. they thought 
I'd been being murdered. Well, I couldn't've made more noise 
if I had been! But I'd surprised myself- really, rhe sound that 
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went floating out on the air l didn't know [ had it in me, and 
they said it would make my fortune if l sent it to Hollywood.. 
And I may say it surprised the thief sufficiendy that he dropped 
my handbag and fied. Fortunately I wasn't between him and the 
door, so there was no harm done and I didn't lose anything. 
- Fortunately for him, or fortuna.tdy for you? 
- Oh. for me; they generally carry knives. 
- I know; someone was murdered in the main hotel qutte 
recently. 
- Oh yes, yes. although people did say that there were wheels 
v.-ithin wheels in that. But you get between a fleeing thief and 
his exit, and he's bound to be carrying a knife. But anyhow, the 
only thing I )ost was my voice. I couldn't speak for a week 
afterwards. 

Here lost (in lost •. , my VQiw) resumes the lose (in didn't lose anything), the 
resumption being sigtuUed by the conjunctive item anyhow; and voice re
lates back to saeam, noise and sound. Resumptions of this kind can span 
large passages of intervening t~ especially in informal conversation. 

So fu we have considered cohesion purely as an anaphoric relation, with 
a presupposing item presupposing something that has gone before it:. But 
the presupposition may go in the opposite directio~ with the presup
posed dement following. This we slu11 refer to .as CATAPHORA. 

The distinction only arises if there is an explicitly presupposing item 
present, whose referent dearly either precedes or follows. If the cohesion 
is lexical with the same lexical item occurring twice over. then obvibusly 
the second occurrence must take its interpretation from the first; the first 
can never be said to point forward to the second. If John follows John. 
there is no possible contrast between anaphora and cataphora. But an item 
such as this .and lrere CAN point forward, deriving its interpretation from 
something that follows. for example: 

[ r: 29] This is how to get the best results. You let the berries. dry in the 
sun, rill all the moisture has gone out of them. Then you gather 
them up and chop them very fine. 

The presupposed element may, and often does, consist of more than one 
sentence. Where it does not, the cataphoric reference is often si~ed. in 
writing with a -colon: but although this has the effect of uniting the two 
parts into a single orthographic sentence. it does not imply .any kind of 
structural relation between them. The colon is used solely to signal the 
cataphora, this being one of its principal functions. 
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There remains one further possibility, namely that the information 
required for interpreting some element in the text is not to he found in 
the text at all, but in the situation. For example, given 

[r:Jo] Did the gardener water those plants? 

it is quite posslblc that those refers back to the preceding text, to some 
earlier mention of those particular plants in the discussion. But it is aJso 
possible that it refers to the environment in which the dialogue is taking 
place- to the 'context of situation', a:s it i~ ca1Jed- where the plants in 
question are present and can be pointed to if necessary. The interpretation 
would be 'those plants there, in front of us'. 

This type of .reference we shall cali.EXOPHORA, since it takes. us outside 
the text altogether. Exophoric reference is not cohesive, since it does not 
bind the two elements together into a text. One might reason that, meta
phorically speaking, the plants form part of the text; but this seems rather 
pointless, because there could be no significant contrast here between the 
presence of cohesion and its absence - one would have to assume that. in 
the absence of cohesive reference to them. the plants would have com
prised a -text on their own. But exophot'a is of interest at several points in 
the discussion, particularly with reference to the definite article as a text
forming agent, and it will be brought up where relevant. 

The line between exophoric and amphoric reference is not always very 
sharp. In dramatic dia1ogue, for examp)e, the mere presence or absence of 
a stage direction would change the picture, eg 

[I: 3 I] How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank! 
Here will we sit, and let the sound of music 
Cre-ep in our ears. 

If the stage directions specify something like 'a grassy bank', then for the 
reader this and here become anaphoric; otherwise, they were exophoric. 
The significance of the exophoric potential is that~ in instances where the 
key to the interpretation ls not ready to hand, in text or situation, the 
hearer or reader COI>."STTtUCTS a context of situation in order to supply it for 
himsel£ So we supply the grassy bank in our imagination, and the pro
ducer need not put one on the stage. This is an essential clement in all 
imaginative writing. 

It may be helpful here to draw attention to the distinction between co
hesion as a relation in the system, and cohesion as a process in the text. 
• Cohesion' is defined as the set of possibilities that exist in the language for 
making text hang together: the potential that the speaker or writer has .at 
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his disposal. This is a purely relational concept, and directionality comes 
into it only if one of the dements in the cohesive relation is BY rrs NATUJU! 

cohesive. in that it is inherently 'pointing to • something else; in this case 
there is a Jogical dependence. and hence a significant opposition IN T.HE 

SYSTEM between pointing hack. (anaphora) and pointing forwards (cata
phora). But cohesion is also a process. in the sense that it is the instantiation 
of this relation in a text. A text unfolds in real time, and directionality is 
built into it;. hence of the ~·o elements embodying the cohesive relation, 
one always follows the other. 

In the system: a b 
In the text: a b 

implicitly anaphoric 
explicitly anaphoric 
(explicitly) cataphoric 

(time) 

John1 

John 
he: 

John, 
:he 
John 

In the text it is natural for the element occurring second to depend for its 
interpretation on the one occurring first; hence, anaphora is the unmarked 
and cat:.tphora is the marked term in the opposition. Cataphor.a occun; 
only as an EXPLICIT relation, with the first element always being one that 
is inherently presupposing. Thus cohesion as a process always involves one 
item pointing to another; whereas the significant property of the coheslve 
relation. as we have stressed above. is the fact that one item provides the 
source for the interpretation of another. 

1.3.2 Text and situaticm 

We should now say a little more .about the nature of a text. and its relation 
to a context of situation. Let us begin with an example; 

{I: 32] Although the light was on he went to deep. Although the house 
was unfurnished the rent was very high. Although he was paid 
a high salary he refused to stay in the job. 

These three sentences dearly have something in common; they are not 
just three sentences picked at rarulom from a corpus of written English. 
What they have in common is a certain degree of grammatica1 similarity: 
parallel struCtures. with repetition of the item aithough. They cou~d. how
ever, be written in any other sequence without disturbing the organiza
tion of the passage as a whole, such as it is; whatever it is that gives unity ro 
this 'text' it does not depend on the order in which the sentences are 
arranged. 
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This sort of grammatical parallelism is not irrelevant to internal cohe
sion; it is a common feature not on1y of poetry but of many other kinds of 
discourse as well. .But by itself it does not make a string of sentences into 
a text. The sentences in r I : ]2 J could be said to form a text, but if so it is .a 
text of a very special kind: a text about language. in which the sentences 
are CITATION FORMS- tlut is., items introduced for the purpose of saying 
something about them. A set of citation forms that are related ONLY by 
their grammatical parallelism is a familiar feature of texts about language; 
and [I: 32) is in fact taken from a textbook of Chinese for English-speaking 
students. The sentences in it, together with their Chinese equivalents. 
form part of a drill. 

The passage illwtrates, in an extreme form, a general principle concern
ing decisions about what is and what is not a text. We do not, in fact, 
evaluate any specimen of language- and deciding whether it does or does 
not constitute text is a prerequisite to any further evaluation of it- without 
knowing something about its context of situation. It is the context of 
situation of this passage, the &et that it is part of a language textbook,. that 
enables us to accept it as text. A set of sentence; that in any other environ
ment would not constitute a text is admissible as such in the restricted 
context of a book about language. Since the present book will be full of 
citation forms we need not discuss them further here; the effect of their 
occurrence in a situation to whieh they are inappropriate can be seen in 
Ionesco' s play The Bald-headed Primatlonna.. But they illustrate the general 
principle that the hearer or reader, when he is determining, consciously 
or unconsciously, the status of a specimen of language, invokes two kinds 
of evidence, the external as well as the internal: he uses not only linguistic 
dues but also situarional ones. Lingustically, he responds to specific 
features which bind the passage together, the patterns of connection, inde
pendent of structure, that we are referring to as cohesion. Situationally. he 
takes into account all he knows of the environment: what is going on, 
'What part the language is playing, and. who are involved. 

The internal and the external aspects of' texture' are not v..-holly separ
able, and the reader, or listener, does not separate them when responding 
unconsciously to a passage of speech or writing. But when the linguist 
seeks to make explicit the basis on which these judgments are formed, he 
is bound to make observations of two rather different kinds. The one con
cerns. relations within the language, patterns of meaning realized by gram
mac and vocabulary; the other concerns the relations BI!TWBEN the language 
and the relevant features of the speaker's and hearer's (or writer's and 
reader's) material, social .and ideological environment. Both these aspects 
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of a text fall wicl1in the domain of linguistics. The linguistic patterns. 
which embody • and. at the same time .also impose structure on, our 
experience of the environment., by the same token also make i.t possible to 
identify what features of the environment are relevant to linguistic be
haviour and so fOnn part of the context of situation. But there are two 
sets of phenomena here, and in this hook we are concerned with the 
UNGUISnc factors that are characteristic of texts in English. The situational 
properties of texts, which are now heglnning to be studied in greater de
tail and with greater understanding, constitute a vast field of enquiry 
which lies outside our scope here. Some of the factors of most immediate 
relevance are summ.ari2ed in the pa-ragraphs that follow. 

The term SITUATION, meaning the •context of situation' in which a 
text is embedded, refers to an those extra-linguistic factors which have 
some bearing on the text itsel£ A word of caution is needed about this 
concept. At the moment~ as the text of this Introduction is being com
posed~ it is a typical English October day in Palo Alto, California; a green 
hillside is visible outside the window, the sky is grey~ and it is pouring 
with rain. This might seem part of the "situation • of this text; hut it is not, 
because it has no relevance to the meanings expra<>ed. or to the words or 
grammatical patte.ms that are used to express them. The question is, w-hat 
are the external factors a£recting the linguistic choices that the speaker or 
writer makes.. These are likely to be the nature of the audience. tbe me
dium. the purpose of the conununication and ro on. There are types of 
discourse in which the state of the weather would form part of the con
text of situation, fur example. language-in-action in mountaineering or 
sailing; but writing a book about language is not one of them. 

As a rule. the features of the situation are relevant at a rather general 
level. That is to say~ if we think of the example of a lecture on current 
affitirs to an adult evening class, what matters is not that it is John Smith 
ta1king to Messrs Jones,. Robinson,. Brown and others on a particular Toes
day evening in Bumley, but that it is a lecturer addressing a gathering of 
adult students within the framework of a given social institution. This is 
not to deny either the individual characteristics of speakers or writers or 
the imporbnce of studying the distinctive quality of a particular authoc' s 
style. It is merely to emphasize that many of the features of a text can be 
explained by reference to generalized situation types. 

1.3.3 Cempotrents of tht: conuxt of situation, an.J register 

The concept of CONTBXT OF SITUATION was formulated by Malinow
ski in I92J. in his supplement to Ogden and R..ichards' The M£aning of 
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Meaning. and subsequently elaborated by Firth. particularly in a paper 
written in 1950 called •Personality and Lmguage in society'. It has been 
worked over and extended by a number of linguists, the best-known 
treatment being perhaps that of Hymes in • M odds of interaction of lan
guage and social setting'. Hymes categorizes the speech situation in terms 
of eight components which we may summarize as: form and content of 
text. setting~ participants. ends {intent and effect). key. medium, genre and 
interactional norms. It will be noted that. in this view of the matter, the 
text itself forms part of the speech situation. 

A more abstnct interpretation, intended as a basis for D.EIUVING the 
features of the text from the features of the situation, had been offered by 
HaUiday, Mcintosh and Strevens in The Linguistic Sciences tmJ L.mgunge 
Te.aching. They had proposed the three headings FIELD, MODI!• and 
TENOlt (to adopt the terminology preferred by Spencer and Gregory in 
Linguistics and Style). These are highly general concepts for describing how 
the context of situation determines the kinds of meaning that are expressed. 
The FI.ELD is the total event, in which the text is functioning. together 
with the purposive activity of the speaker or writer; :it thus includes the 
subject-matter as one element in it. The MODE is the function of the text 
in the event, including therefore both the channel taken by the language -
spoken or written, extempore or prepared - and its genre. or rhetorical 
mod.e, as narrative. didactic, persuasive, 'phatic communion' and so on. 
The TENOR refers to the type of role interaction, the set of relevant sociai 
relations, permanent and temporary, among the participants involved. 
Field. mode and tenor collectively define the context of situation of a text 
(see the further discussion in Hallid.ay's Language .md Social Man). 

The linguistic features which are typically associated with a configura
tion of situational features - with particular values of the field, mode and 
tenor- constitute a REGISTER. The more specifically we can characterize 
the context of situation. the more .specifically we can predict the properties 
of a text in that situation. If we merely name the subject-matter, or the 
medium. it wiU teli m very little; we could talk of a • register of marine 
biology' or a 'newspaper register', but this hardly enables us. to say any
thing of interest about the types of text: in question. But if we give some in
formation about aB three categories of field, mode, and tenor, we begin to 
be able to make some useful observations. For instance, if we specify a field 
such as • personal interaction, at the end of the day. with aim of inducing 
contentment through recotmting of familiar events •, with mode 'spoken 
mQnologue, imaginative narrative, extempore • and tenor • intimate, 
mother and three-year-old child'. we can reconstruct a great deal of the 
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language of this kind of bedtime story. especially if we go further and 
describe the CONTEXT OF CULTURE (another of Malinowski's concepts) 
which will tell us, among other things, what are the familiar events in the 
life of a child with the given socio-cultural background. The register is 
the set of meanings, the configuration of semantic patterns, that are typi
cally drawn upon undcr the specified condiri~ along with the words 
and structures that are used in the realization of these meanings. The fact 
that we can say of any given text. with some assurance, whether or not it 
'Satisfies a d.escripri<?'n of the context of situation such as the one just given, 
shows how real the notion of register is. 

In general, if a passage bangs together as a text, it will display a con
sistency of register. In other words, the texture involves moce than the 
presence of semantic relations of the kind we refer to as cohesive. the de-
pendence of one element on another for its- interpretation. It involves also 
some degree of coherence in the actual meanings expressed: not only, or 
even mainly, in the CONTENT, but in the TOTAL selection from the semantic 
resources of the language, including the various interpersonal {social
expressive-conative) components- the moods. modaliries. intensities, and 
other forms of the speaker's intrusion into the speech siruatioa 

The concept of COHRSION can therefore be usefully supplemented by 
that of REGISTER~ since the tWO together effectively define a TEXT. A text 
is a passage of discourse which is coherent in these two regards: it is co
herent with respect to the context of situation, and therefore consistent in 
register; and it is coherent with respect to itsei£: and therefore cohesive. 
Neither of these two conditions is sufficient without the other, nor does 
the one by necessity entail the other. Just as one can construct passages 
which seem to hang together in the situational-sem.antic sense, but fail as 
texts because they lack cohesion, so also one can construct passages which 
are beautifully cohesive but which fail as texts because they lack consis
tency of register - there is no continuity of meaning in relation to the 
situation. The hearer, or reader, reacts to both of these things in his judg
ment of texture. 

Under normal circumstances, of course, we do not find ourselves faced 
with 'non-text', which is ·non-sense' of a rather esoteric klnd. Texture is 
a matter of degree. It is almost impossible to construct a verbal sequence 
which has no texture at all - but this, in turn. is largely because we insist 
on interpreting any passage as text if there is the remotest possibility of 
doing so. We assume, in other words,. that this is what language is for; 
whatever its specific function may be in the particular instance, it can serve 
this function only under the guise of text. If one can imagine a situation 
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in which someone is faced with a string of words picked at random fi:oma 
dictionary, but which has been made to look or sound as if it was struc
tured, then it is safe to predict that he will go to great lengths to interpret 
it as text, and as related to wme accessible features of the situation. The 
nearest we get to non-teXt in actual life, leaving aside the works of those 
poets and prose writers who deliberately set out to create non-text, is 
probably in the speech of young children .and in had translations. 

Two further points are worth making. in connection with the text and 
its context of situation. One is that the relation of text to situation is very 
variable, in terms of the relative weight which the text has to bear. There 
are certain types of situation in which the non-linguistic factors clearly 
dominate and the language plays an ancillary role: for example, a non
verbal game, like football, in which there are a few verbal insttuctions 
from player to player; or joint operations on objects, building, assembling, 
cooking, cleaning and the like. Here it is impossible to interpret what is 
said or written without situational information; one must know what :is 
going on. At the other end of the scale are types of activity in which the 
Language is the whole story, as in most formal or infonnai discussion on 
·.abstract themes, such as those of business. politics and intellectual life. 
Here the language may be totally self-sufficient and any relevant situa
tional factors are derivable from the language -itsel£ The qualiry of texture, 
and the forms of cohesion which provide it, difier very much as hetwccn 
these two poles. One question on which a great deal of further study is 
needed is the relation between texture and situation type: the different 
ways in which texts of different kinds are constructed so as to form seman
tic whales. 

The second point concems what Ellis calls DELICACY OF FOCUS in 
situational analysis. We obviously cannot draw a clear line between 'the 
same situation' and 'different situations •; any nvo contexts of situ3tion 
w:iH be alike in some respects and not in others, and the .amount of detail 
needed to characterize the situation will vary according to what we are 
interested in - what distinctions we are trying to make betv.reen one in
stance -and another~ what fearuces of the text we are trying to explain and 
so on. Questions ]ike £are these two teXts in the same register?' .are in 
themselves meaningless; we can only ask in what respects the texts:. and the 
situations, ace alike and in what respects they dilfer. If a child turns around 
from talking to his &ther and starts talking to his uncle, we are not called 
on to decide whether the situation has changed or not; but we shall be 
interested to note whether there are linguistic signals of the dift"erence in 
personal relationships. This aJfects our notion of a text. Up to now we have 
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been discussing this. on the assumption of an all-or-nothing view of tex
ture: either a passage forms text, or it does not. In real life we so seldom 
meet non-text thar we can aiford to adopt such a deterministic view: we 
are not required in practice to decide where a text begins and ends. :But in 
fact there are degrees of texture, and- if we are examining language from 
this point of view, espe<:ially spoken language, we shaU at times be uncer
tain as to whether a particular paint marks a continuation of the same text 
or the beginning of a new one. This is because texture is .really a • more-or
less• affair. A partial shifi in the context of situation- say a shift in one 
situational factor. in the fidd of discourse or in the mode or tenor- is likdy 
to be reflected in some way in the texture of the discourse. without 
destroying completely the continuity with what has gone before. 

It is worth pointing out in this connection that continuity of subject
matter is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for the creation of 
texture. Subject-matter .is neither more nor less important than other fea
tures of the context of situation as a determinant of text; it is simply one of 
the &cton that enters into the picture. And where there is continuity of 
subject-matter within a text, as we typically find it, the texture is. not 
necessarily the result of this ; the following example is about mathematics, 
but cohesion is provided, especially in the last sentence. more by the lexical 
patterns. of complicated . .. difficult ... easy and greater time .. , long •.. 
short than by any linking of specifically mathematical concepts: 

[1 :33] Throughout the long history of mathematics. men have always 
wished that they could calculate more quickly. fu each mathema
tical discovery was made and knowledge advanced a little the 
calculations facing mathematicians became more and. more com
plicated and demanded an even greater rime. There are some 
peopk who like doing long and dilficult arithmetic, but most of 
us do not and a.re eager to fmish our sums in the shortest and 
easiest way.* 

A text, then, can be thought of as the basic unit of meaning in language. 
It Js to semantic structure what the sentence is to lexicogramrnatical struc
ture and the syllable to phonological st:ruc:ture. It is a unit of situational
scmantic organization: a continuum of meaning-in-context, constructed 
around the semantic relation of cohesion. According to the particular 
situational-semanticconfiguration, orltEGISTER, of the text, so the forms 
taken by the cohesive rdarion will differ: texture in informal conversation 
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is quite unlike that in fonnal written language, which is one reason why 
the former looks strange when written down and the Jatter sounds odd 
when read aloud. A text therefore normally has continuity of register; it 
<fits' a given set of situational features, a pattern formed by the nature of 
the communicative event (field), the place' assigned to bnguage acts within 
the event (mode) and the role-relationships of those who are participating 
(tenor). This fit does not by itsdf ensure the kind of continuity we :asso
ciate with texts; we often fed, in looking at children's v,rriting for 
example, that it OUGHT to hang together precisely because it is making 
sense in the situation, but in fact it does not, This reveals the existence of 
the other .aspect of texture, which is cohesion. The meaning relations which 
constitute cohesion are a property of text as such, and hence they are 
general to texts of all types, however much they may differ in the parti
cular form they take in one text or another. 

Texture results &om the combination of sem.1.ntic configurations. of 
two kinds: those of register. and those of cohesion. The register is the set 
of semantic configuratiorn that is typically associated with a particular 
cuss of contexts of situation, and defines the substance of the text: 
WHAT IT MEANS, in the broadest sense, including alJ the components of 
its meaning, social, expressive, communicative and so on as well as repre
sentational (see 1.3-4 below). Cohesion is the set of meaning relations that 
ls general to ALL CLASSES of text, that distinguishes text from 'non-text • 
and interrelates the substantive meanings of the text with each other. 
Cohesion does not concern what :t text means; it concerns how the text is 
constructed as a semantic edifice. 

1.3-4 The pL:zu of cohei;ion in th£ linguistic system 

Table I summarizes the main components in the linguistic system. show
ing where cohesion comes in relation to the rest. 

'Ibere are three rru:jor functional-senuntic components.. the IDEA

TIONAL, the INTEllP.R.RSONAL and the TEXTUAL. The IDEATIONAL 

component is that part of the linguistic system which is concerned with 
the expression of 'content', with the function that language has of being 
ABOUT something. It has two parts to it. the experiential and the logi.ca1, 
the former being more directly concerned with the representation of 
experience, of the 'context of culture • in Malinowski' s terms, while the 
latter expresses the abstract logical relations which derive only indirectly 
from experience. The INTERPERSONAL component is concerned wi.th 
the social. expressive and conative functions of language. with expressing 
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the speaker's • angle': his attitudes and judgments, his encoding of the role 
.rdationships in the situation. and his motive in sayi.ng anything at aH. We 
can summarize these by saying that the ideational component represents 
the speaker in his role as observer, while the interpersonal component 
represents the speaker in his role as intruder. 

There is a third component, the TEXTUAL,. which is the text-forming 
component in the linguistic system. This comprises the resources that 
language has for creating text, in the same sense in which we have been 
using the term all along: for being operationally rdevant,. and cohering 
within itself and with the context of situation. 

In part, the textual component operates like the other two. through 
systems a5sociated with particular ranks in the grammar{see 7-4-I bdow). 
For example. every clause makes a selection in the system of THEME, a 
selection which -conveys the speaker's organization of the clause as a mes
sage and which is expressed through the normal mechanisms of clause 
structure. But the textual component also incorporates patterns of mean
ing which are realized outside the hierarchical organization of the system. 
One of these is INFORMATION structur~ which is the ordering of the text, 
independendy of its construction in terms of sentences, clauses and the like, 
into units of information on the basis of the distinction into GIVEN and 
NEW: what the speaker is treating as information that is recoverable to the 
hearer {given) and what he is tr-eating as non-recoverabJe (new). This aspect 
of the meaning of the text is realized in English by intonation, the infor
mation unit being expressed as one TO Nil GROUP. 

The remaining part of the textual component is that which is concerned 
with cohesion. Cohesion is closely related. to information structure, and 
indeed the two overlap at one point (see 5.8.2 below); but information 
structure is a form of structure, in which the entire text is blocked out into 
elements having one or other function in the total configuration- every
thing in the text has some status in the 'given-new' framework. Cohesion. 
on the other hand. is a potential for relating one element in the text to 
another. wherever they are and without any implication that everything 
in the text has so.me part in it. The information unit is a structural unit. 
although it cuts across the hierarchy of structural units or constituents in 
the grammar (the 'rank scale' of sentence. clause and so on); but there are 
no structural units defined by the cohesive rdation. 

Cohesion, therefore. is part of the text-forming component in the 
linguistic system. It is the means whereby elements that are structurally 
unrelated to one another are linked together. through the dependence of 
one on the other for its interpretation. The resources that make up the 
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cohesive potentia) are part of the total meaning potential of the language, 
having a kind of catalytic function in the sense tha~ without cohesion, the 
remainder of the semantic system cannot he effectivdy activated at all. 

1.3.5 The tManing cf cohesion 

The simplest and most general forms of the cohesive relation are "equals' 
and 'and •: identity of reference. and conjoining. We shall discuss the 
meanings of these and of the other forms of cohesion. and related mean
ings in other parts of the linguistic system, in a rather summary way in 
Chapter 7, after the detailed discussion of each type. The means of 
expressing these various types of cohesion are. as we have seen, drawn 
from a number of areas of the lexicograrnmatical system. which have in 
common merely the fact that they contribute to the realization of cohe
sion.. The personal pronoun he, the verb substitute Jo and the adjunct 
nevtrthele.ss would not be likdy to appear on the same page in a description 
of English grammar; still more remote would be any reference to the 
phenomena of ellipsis or to the repetition of lexical items. But these do 
come together in this book, because they are all text-forming agencies. 
A sentence displaying any of these features is an invitation to a text. If 
the invitation is taken up - if there is: in the environment another sentence 
containing the required key to the interpretation- the text comes into 
bcing. 

We have noted the significance of the sentence. as the highest structural 
unit in the grannnar. The relation among the elements within the sen
tence, together with the order in which the dements occur (which is one 
of the means of rea1izing these relations). is determined by the structure. 
Between sentences, however, there .are no such structural rdations; and 
there are no grammatical restrictions on the sequence -in which sentences 
are put together. Hence the sentences of[r:32) could follow each other 
in any order. without: in any way affecting the total meaning of the 
p=tge. 

The sentences of a text, however, are rdated to each other both sub
srantively and by cohesion; and it is a characteristic of .a text that the 
sequence of the sentences cannot be disturbed without destroying or 
radically altering the meaning. A text has meaning as a text,. whereas a 
passage consisting of more than one text h2s no meaning as a whole; it is 
simply the sum of its parts:. Within a text the meaning of each sentence 
depends on its environment. including its cohesive relations with other 
sentences. When we consider cohesion,. therefore. we are investigating the 



Table I: The place of COHESION in the description of English 

Functional components of the semantic system 

Ideational Interpersonal Textw.l 

Experiential Logical (structural) 

By rank: All ranks: By rank: By rank: Cross-rank : 

Clause: Paratactic and Clause: Clause: Information 
transitivity hypotaccic mood, modality theme unit: 

relations information 
Verbal group: (condition, Verbal group: Verbal group: distributiOtl, 

tense addition, person VOlCC information 
report) focus 

Nominal group: Norn.irull group: Nominal group: 
epithesis attitude dcixis 

Adverbial group: Adverbial group: Adverbial group: 
circumstance comment conjunction 

(non-structural) 

Cohesion 
Reference 
Substitution 
Ellipsis 
Conjunction 
Lexical cohesion 

" .;, 
0 
0 

= • ~ 
" 0 
z 
> z 
" " " • 0 

" " ~ 
~ 
0 

0 
0 • ~ • 
" ~ 
.tl 
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linguistic means whereby a text is enabled to function as a single meaning
ful unit. 

To round off this genera) introduction, let us look: at one further 
example. with a brief discursive commentary on its cohesion: 

[I: 34] The Cat only grinned when it saw Ali.ce. 
'Come, it's. please<! so far,' thought Ali<:e, and she went on. 
'Would you tell me. please, which way I ought to go from 
L_ ,. nore. 
'That depends a good deal on where you want to get to." said 
the Cat. 
'I don't much care where - • said Alice. 
'Then it doesn't nutter which way you go.' said the Cat. 
'- so long as I get scmewhere; Alice added as an explanation. 
'Oh, you're sure to do that,~ said the Cat, 'if you only walk 
long enongh.' 

Starting at the end, we :find the words M that occurring as a verbal sub
stitute for get somewlwre; this in turn relates by lexical cohesion to where you 
want to get to and thence to which way I ought to go. The form oh is a con
junction relating the Cat's answer to Ahce's preceding remark:; and in 
similar fashion the Cat~s interruption is. related to I don't much care where by 
the conjunction then. The dliptical form where presupposes (I) get ttJ; and 
care, in 1 don't much care, is lexically related to want. The reference item 
tlwt, in that dr:pends, presupposes the whole of Alice's question; and the it 
in Alia's first remark presupposes tht Cat, also by reference. Finally both 
the proper names Alice and the Cat form cohesive chains by repetition.
leading back to the first sentence of the passage. 

A systematic analysis of cohesion in a nUmber of other passages is given 
in the £na1 section of Chapter 8. Table I shows where cohesion belongs 
in relation to the graiillllar of the language as a whole. 



Chapter 2 

Reference 

2.1 Endophoric and exophoric reference 

There are certain items in every language which have the property of 
reference, in the specific sense in which we are using the term here; that is 
to say, instead of being interpreted semantically in their own right, they 
make reference to something else for their interpretation. In English these 
items ace personals, demonstrarives and comparatives. 

We start with an example of each: 

[2: I J a. Three blind mice, three blind mice. 
See how they run! See how they run! 

b. Doctor Foster went to Gloucester in a shower of rain. 
He stepped in a puddle right up to his nllddle and never went 

there again. 
c. There were two wrens upon a tree. 

Another came, and there were three. 

In (a), they refers to three blind mia; in (b) there refers to Gloucester; in 
(c) another refers to wrens. 

These items are directives indicating that information is to be retrieved 
from elsewhere. So much they have in common with all cohesive ele
ments. What characterizes this particular type of cohesion, that which we 
are calling REFERENCE, is the specific nature of the information that is 
signalled for retrieval. In the case of reference the information to be 
retrieved is the referential meaning, the identity of the particular thing or 
class of things that is being referred to; and the cohesion lies in the con
tinuity of reference, whereby the same thing enters into the discourse a 
second time. In See how they run!, they means not merely 'three blind 
mice' hut • thesam.ethree blind mice that we have just been talking .about'. 
This is sometimes expressed by the formula that all reference items 'con-
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tain the definite .article'. since the definite article is the item that, in Eng
lish. carries the meaning of specific identity or 'definiteness • in its pure 
form {see 2.4.2. below). But this is putting it in unnecessarily concrete 
terms; there is no need to imagine a the lurking in every reference item. It 
:is enough to say that reference has the semantic property of definiteness, or 
spccifidty. 

In principle this specificity can he achieved by reference to the context 
of situation. By contrast to substitution. which is a grammatical relation 
(see Chapter 3 below). reference is a semantic relation. One of the con
sequences of this. distinction, as we shall see, is that substitution is subject 
to a very strong grammatical condition: the substitute must be of the s,ame 
grammatical class as the item for: which it substitutes. This restriction does 
not apply to reference. Since the relationship is on the semantic level, the 
reference item is in no way constrained to match the grammatical class of 
the item it refers to. What must match are the semantic properties. But 
these need not necessarily have been encoded in the text; they may be 
retrievabk from the situation. as in 

[2:2] for he•s a jolly good fellow 
And ro say aU of us. 

where the text does not make it explicit who he is. although his identity is 
not in doubt to those who are present. 

It has been suggested in fact that reference to the situation is the prior 
fOrm of reference, and that reference to another item within the text is a 
secondary or derived form of this relation. This seems quite plausible. even 
though it is not entirely dear what it means;. is the priority a historical 
one, or is it in some sense logical? It is certainly possible that. in the evolu
tion of language, situational reference preceded text reference: in other 
words, that the meaning 'the thing you see in front of you • evolved earlier 
th:m the meaning 'the thing I have just mentioned•. Being present in the 
text is. as it were, a special case ofbeing present in the situation. We tend 
to see nutters the other way round;. the word CONTEXT, for example. 
means literally 'accompanying text •, and its use in the collocation CON

TEXT OF SITUATION seems to US a metaphorical extension. But it (s 

fairly e2sy to see that there is a logical continuity from naming (referring 
to a thing i.nd.ependencly of the context of situation), through situational 
reference (referring to a thing as identified in the context of situation) to 
textual reference (referring to a thing as identified in the surrounding 
text); and in this perspective, situational reference would appear as the 
prior form. 
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We shall .find it useful in the discussion to have a special tenn for situa
rional reference, This we are referring to aS EXOPHOltA, Ol' EXOPHORIC 

reference; and we could contrast it with ENDOPHORIC as a general name 
for reference within the text: 

[situati:onal1 
cxophora 

Reference: 
I 

(textualJ 
endophora 

I 

{to preceding text] 
anaphor:a 

I 
{to following text) 

cataphora 

As a general rule, therefOre, reference items may be exophoric or endo
phoric; and, if endophoric, they may be anaphoric or cataphoric (if 1.9 
above). This scheme will allow w to recognize certain distinctions within 
the class of reference items, according to their different uses and ~ phoric • 
tendencies . 

.Exophora is. not simply a synonym for referential meaning. Lexical 
items like John or tree or run have referential meaning in that they are 
names for some thing : object, dass of objects, process and the like. An 
exophoric item, however, is one which does not name anything; it signals 
that reference must be made to the context of situation. Both exophoric 
and endophoric reference embody an instruction to retrieve from else
where the information necessary for interpreting the passage in question; 
and taken in isolation a reference item. ls simply neutral in this respect -if 
we hear .a fragment of conversation such as 

[2:3] That must have cost a lot of money. 

we have no means ofknowing whether the that is anaphoric or exophoric. 
The previous speaker might have said~ 'I~ve just been on holiday in 
Tahiti,, or the participants might be looking at their host•s collection of 
antique silver; and if both these conditions hold good, the interpretation 
will remain doubtful Ambiguous situations of this kind do in fact quite 
often arise. 

What is essential to every instance of reference whether endophoric 
(textual) or exophoric (situational) is that there is a presupposition that 
must be satisfied; the thing referred to has to he identifiable somehow. 
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One of the features that distinguish different REGISTERS is the relative 
amount of exophoric reference that they typically display. If the situation 
is one of 'language-in-action'. with the language playing a relatively 
small and subordinate role in the total event, the text is likely to contain a 
high proportion of instances of exophoric reference. Hence. as Jean Ure 
has demonstrated in her studies of different registers, it is often difficult to 
interpret a text of this kind if one only hears it and has no visual record 
available. 

It is important to make this point, and to emphasize that the special 
flavour of language-in-action is not a sign that it is ungrammatical, sim
plified, or incomplete. It is ofien highly complex, although we have no 
very convincing measures of structural complexity; and if it appears un
grammatical or incomplete this is largely due to the preponderance of 
reference items used exophorically, which seem incomplete because their 
presuppositiom are unresolved. A high degree of exophoric reference is 
one characteristic of the language of the children's peer group. When 
children interact with each other, especially young children, they do so 
through constant reference to things; and since the things which serve as 
reference points are present in the immediate environment they are 
typically referred to exophorically. In the same way the adult is expected 
to pick up the necessary dues from the context of situation, as in this 
ex-change between one of the present authors and her three-year-old 
son: 

[2:4] Child: Why does THAT one come out? 
Parent: That what? 
Child: THAT one. 
Pareht: That what? 
Child: That ONE.! 

Parent: That one what? 
Child: That lever there that you push to let the water out. 

It di.d not occur to the child that he could point to the object :in question, 
presumably because it did not occur to him that what was in HIS focw of 
attention was not also in everyone dse's, a limitation that is characteristic 
of the egocentric phase of interaction . 

.Bernstein has shown that one characteristic of speech that is regulated by 
RliSTRICTED CODE is the large amount of exophoric reference that is 
associated with it; and the researchers in his tearn have found abundant 
evidence of this. He characterizes it in terms of dependence on the context 
of situ;ltion; exophoric reference is one form of context-dependence, 
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since without the context we cannot interpr:et what is said. Let us quote one 
ofBernstein's passages in which this point is brought out. 

We can distinguish between uses of language which can be called 
• context bound • and uses of language which are less context hound. 
Consider, for example. the two following stories which Peter Hawkins,_ 
Assistant Research Officer in the Sociologlc:al Research Unit, con
structed as a result of his analysis of the speech of middle-class and 
wocking-class five-year-old children. The children were given a series 
of four pictures which told a story and they were invited to tdl the 
story. The first picture showed some boys p1aying fOotball; in the 
second the ball goes through the window of a house; the third shows a 
woman looking out of the window and a man making an ominous 
gesture, and in tbe fourth the children are moving away. Here are the 
two stories: 

(1) Three boys .are playing football .and one boy kicks the ball and it
goes through the window and. the hall breaks the window and the 
boys are looking at it and a man comes out and shouts at them be
cause they've broken the window so they run away and then that 
lady looks out Of her window and she tells the boys of£ 

(z) They're playing footbaU and he kicks it .and it goes through there it 
breaks the window and they~ re looking at it and he comes out and 
shouts at them because they've broken it so they run away and then 
she looks out and she tells them oft: 

With the first story the reader does not have to have the four pictures 
which were wed as the basis for the story~ whereas in the case of the 
second story the reader would require the initial pictures in order- to 
make sense of the story_ The firrt story is free of the context which 
generated it, whereas the second story is much more closdy tied to its 
context. 

There is nothing ungratnnu.tical about the second version of the story, 
nor is it any simpler in its structure; but it is 'context-bound~ because it 
depends on exophoric reference - h~, she~ they and there have no possible 
interpretation without the pictures. Notice that in the other version we do 
not get any significantly greater AMOUNT of information. The equivalents 
of they~ he. he and she are three boys. one boy. a man .and that Luly; but we 
know the sex from the pronouns. and we could have guessed which were 
children and which were adults from the story, And it is not hard to infer 
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that through there means through the- window. The significant dtlference be
tween the two versions is that three lwys. rme boy and a m.m do not pre
suppose anything else. They are not very specific in themselves; but they 
carry no implication that any further specification is available from else
where, and hence they are not context-bound:. (On the other hand that Luiy 
does contain an exophoric that; if Hawklns had wanted to be totally con
sistent he would have had to write a lady. For the interesting case of the in 
through tk window see 2.4.2 bdow.) 

If children's speech is characteri2:ed by a tendency towards exophoric 
reference, this is because it is neighbourhood speech, the language of the 
children's peer group. We know very little about neighbourhood speech; 
but lt seems likely rbat it is highly exophoric, no doubt because of the way 
children tend to relate to things, and to relate to each other through things. 
Typically in peer group interaction the context of situation is the material 
environment- the 'things' are there in front of one- and there is also a 
reservoir of shared experience, a common context of culture; so exophoric 
reference poses no problems and, in fact, any more explicit naming would 
he unnatural. Tbe ~restricted code' nature of neighbourhood language is a 
positive feature; one should not he misled by the word • restricted', which 
is an abstract technical term referring to the highly coded, non-redundant 
properties of spee~h in this semantic mode. Such speech is characteristic 
not only of the neighbourhood but of all dose-knit social groups.; for 
example, to quote from one of Bemstein' s descriptions. 

• prison llun:ate~ combat units of the armed forces, criminal sub
cultures, the peer group of children and adolescents, and married 
couples of long standing·. 

It becomes RESTlllcrtNG if ir is tr.ms:ferred to contexts in v.-hich it is inap
propriate; if Bernstein has emphasized the damaging consequences of 
restricted code in the context of formal education. this is not because of 
my deficiency in restricted code as such hut because the educational con
text is one to which neighbourhood and peer group semantic styles are 
not relevant. The problem lies as much in the nature of fonnai education 
as in the nature of te5tricted code. 

There are of course many other aspects to restricted code than a high 
frequency of exophoric reference. But one of the principal characteristics 
of restricted code is dependence on the context, 3Ild the exopb.oric use of 
reference items is one form such dependence takes. 

A reference item is not of itself exophoric or ~nd:ophoric; it is just 
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~ phoric • - it simply has the property of reference. Any given lNSTANCE of 
reference may be either one or the other, or it may even be both at once. 
We shall see in this chapter that there are tendencies fur particular items or 
classes of items to be used exophorically or endophoricaHy; but the 
reference relation .is itself neutral~ it merely means~ see elsewhere~. On the 
other hand, :.~.s we have emphasized already. only endophoric reference is 
cohesive. Exophoric reference contributes to the CREATION of text, in tha.t 
it links the language with the context of situation; but it does not contri
bute to the INTEGRATION of one passage with another so that the two 
together form part of the SAME text. Hence it does not contribute directly 
to cohesion as we have defined it. 

For this reason we shall take only little account of exophoric reference, 
not attempting to describe it in detail but bringing it in where it relates to 
and contrasts with reference within the text. We shall treat 'endophoric' 
reference as the norm; not implying by this that it is the logically prior 
form of the reference rda.tion, but merely that it is the form of it which 
plays a part in cohesion. and which therefore has priority in the context of 
the present study. At the same time, however, where we identify TYPES 

OF REFERENCE and REPl!.RENCE ITEMS in the language, we do SO on the 
criterion of reference potential without regard to the endophoric{exo
phoric distinction. A reference item is any mie which has this potential~ 
and. a systematic account of the different types of reference and their place 
in_ the linguistic system has to be based. on the generalized concept of 
reference and not on the particular concrete form that it takes when in
corporated into the text. 

2.2 Types of reference 
There are three types of reference: personal, demonstrative. and com
parative. 

Personal reference is reference by means of function in the speech 
situation. through the categoty of PERSON (Table 2). 

Demonstrative reference is reference hy means of location, on a scale 
of PROXIMiTY (Table 3). 

Comparativ~ reference is indirect reference by rnearu of IDENTITY or 
SIMlLARITY (Table 4). 

Grammatically. all reference items except the demonstrative adverbs, 
and some comparative .adverbs. function within the nominal group {noun 
phrase). It will be necessary therefore to give a brief account of the struc-
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Table 2: Penonal reference 

Semantic category 

Grmnmatical function 

Person: 
'peaker (only) 
add=ee(s), with/without 

other pe=n( ') 
speaker and other person{s) 
other person. male 
other person, female 
other persons; objects 
object; passage of text 
generalized person 

Existential 

Head 

noun (pronoun) 

I me 

you 
we us 
he him 
ilie her 
they them 
it 
one 

Possessive 

Modili<r 

determinet 

mme my 

yours your 
oun our 
)ll, )ll, 

h= her 
theirs their 
[i"J Its 

• one' 

For categories of grammatical function and class. see below. 

Table 3: Demonstrative reference 

Semantic caugory Sdective 

Grammatical Junction 

Proximity: 
near 
far 
neutral 

Modifier/Head 

determiner 

this th= 
that those 

Adjunct 

adverb 

here [now] 
there then 

Non-selective 

Modifier 

determiner 

the 
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Table 4: Comparative reference 

Grammatical }Unction 

Gmer-411 comparison: 
identity 

C/as; 

general simiiarity 

difference (ie non
identity or simllarity) 

Particular comparison: 

' 

Modifier: SubmodifierJAdjunct 
DeicticJEpithet 
(see below) 

adjective adverb 

same identical equal identically 
similar additional simihrly likewise 

so such 

other different else differently otherwise 

better. more etc so more less equaU y 
fcomparative 
adjectives and 
quantifiers} 

ture of the nominal group. in order to explain the grammar of reference 
in more explicit terms.* 

The logical structure of the nomina1 group is one of modification; it 
consists of a HEAD, with optional MODIFIER. The modifying elements in
clude some which precede the head and some which follow it; the dis
tinction in the rdative position of modifying elements is semantically 

* T'he analyris of the nominal group follow~; thu ofH:alli.day; versions of it have appeared in 
vuiou~t unpublished $OUrces, ey: English Sy$tnn Netwtwks (1964). For its me in textual. studies 
see Ruqaiya Hasan., ' A linguistic ttudy of contr.lrting features in the style of two contem~ 
English~ writers', Univernty ofEdinbucgh Ph.D thesi5,. t9()4; alro G.J- Tumtt and B. A. 
Mohm,.A Linguisli£ Dtsuiption mu! Cotnp11tn" PrOgTtuff. for Chiltlrm' s Speuh, London. Routkdgr 
& lkg::m Paul. 1970. For a Jdatrd interpretation see J. M eH. Sincl.air, A Go~ in Spe>ken 
English: c-ar. London, Oxford U.P .• I972- A detailed account of' the present Ya'Sion will 
appear in M. A. K. Hallioby, .MM~ting '?[ Mcn!ml EngiWt, London, Oxford U.P. {furthcoming). 

We cetain. the term NOMINAL GlitOUP in prefuence to the more usual NOUJ<J l'HilA.5B., 

partly because it has been used throughout 1-Wlida.y'~; writing~; and related publications, having 
originally been taken over by Halliday {1956) from W. S.. Alku (1951}, but more because, 
although noun phrase and nmnina! group are more or less equivalent. Halliday'~ VElitBAL 

GROUF is very diffa-ent fro :m the v~ phr.uc, ro that the tenD verbal group has to be~ 

in any c::r.se, and, by the same token, nwnitW group belongs in .a somewhat d.ilfeunt roneep
tual ~k frnm noun phnse. 
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significant, so it is useful to make it terminologically explicit, and we shall 
refer to modification preceding the head by the term PREMODIFIER and 
to that following the head by the term POST MODIFIER. Thus in 

[2:5] The two high stone walls along the roadside 

the Head is walls. the Premod.ifier is formed by the two high stone and the 
Postmodifier by along the roadside. 

The Head is typically expressed by a common noun, proper noun or 
pronoun. UsuaJly only common nouns accept modification; pronouns 
and proper nouns tend to occur alone (see below}. 

Simultaneously the nominal group is structured along another dimen
sion, the experiential - that is. in terms of the function that language has 
of expressing (the speaker's experience of) phenomena of the real world 
(if 1.3.4 above). This has the effect of introducing subdivisions within the 
Modifier. although these are not in fact suhcategories of Modifier but, as 
we have said, structural roles deriving from a different functional com
ponent within the semantics. The elements of this structure are DE I CTI c, 
NUMERATIVE. EPITHET, CLASSIFIBR• QUALIFIER. and what we shall 
caJl THING. 

The structucal analysis of[2: 5] is now as fo1lows; the last line shows the 
classes of word (or. in one case, rankshifted group) which realize the 
functions in question. These are the typical classes associated with each 
function. 

' 
I I 

the two high "0~ """' olong the 
roa<U;de 

tn>cture" • 
logicd Premodifier I Head Postmodifier 

experiential Deictic Numera- Epithet CJamli<T Thing Qualifier 
tive 

a,_, de<er- n==l -- ~= == [prepositional 

="' Ovc group] 
• 
' 

As far as the • experiential' structure is concerned, the Deictic is nor
mally a determiner. the Numerative a numeral or other quantifier. the 
Epithet an a-djective and the Classifier a common or proper nOWl; but the 
correspondence of class and function is far from being one to one- adjec-
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tives, for example, regularly function both as Deictic and as Classifier, eg 
their famous old red wine 
Deictic Deictic Epithet Classifier Thing 
determiner adjective adjective adjective noun 

(whereas fanwus in a fanwus vidory and red in red paint are both functioning 
as Epithet}. The Qualifier is normally a rankshifted rdative clause or pre
positional phrase. Apart from the Thing, aH elements in the experiential 
structure may occur more than once; note that this does NOT refer to co
ordination. since coordinate items function as single units - in boys and 
girls there are two nouns but only one Thing. and in hot or cold tea there are 
two adjectives but only one Epithet. 

The logical structure is somewhat different~ here there is always a Head, 
but it may be of any class, and may be mapped on to any of the experi
ential functions. This can hest be explained by illustration: 

these two 

Modifier 

custo
mcrs 

Head 

Numerative Thing , Dcictic 
' 

these two these 

Modi- Head Head 
fier 

Deictic Numerative Deictic 

Similarly in the olJ we h.avc the function of Head combined with tha.t of 
Epithet, and in the red (in the sense of'thc red wine'. eg in rll take the m!) 
Head combined with Classifier. Where the Head is a noun, it may be not 
only a common noun, as in {2:5], hut also a proper noun or pronoun. (To 
avoid the confusion usually inherent in the use of the word NO UN. let us: 
represent its meaning as follows: 

-1 

verb 

noun2 
( = sub&tantivc) 

I 
I 

common noun proper 
(noun3) noun 

word classes 
I 

adjective 

pronoun 

' i 
adverb 

numeral determiner 
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We shall avoid as far as possible the use of NouN in the sense of noun1, 

that of • nominal word • in the most generalized scheme of word classes.. In 
almost aU cases its use will correspond tonoun2, 'nominal word that is the 
typical exponent of .a Thing': F..XCLUDING adjective, numeral (quantifier) 
and determiner but INCLUDING pronoun and proper noun as well as com
mon norm. When it is necessary to indicate common or proper noun, but 
excluding pronoun, the locution COMMON OR PROPER NOUN will be 
used; since proper nouns in many ways resemble pronouns rather than 
common nouns. there is no particular reason for using noun in just this 
sense. Occasionally, where the context makes it dear, NOU!'< will be used 
in the sense of noun3, • common noun' only. All other uses of noun, those 
in which it refi::rs to elements higher than words - phrases, clauses, 
nominalizacions of any kind. are avoided altogether.) 

If the Head is a proper nonn or pronoun. it usually occurs without 
modification. It is beyond our scope here to go further into the analys:is 
and interpretation of the nominal group; but for purposes of cohesion it 
is important to clarify and explain the structure up to this point. Common 
nowts designate classes of things; so they are liable to be further specified, 
and the general meaning of the functions Deictic. Numerative, Epithet, 
Classifier and Qualifier is that of SPECIFICATION. The Deictic specifies by 
identity, non-specific :as well as specific (which train?, a train. all trains) and 
including identity based on reference (this train, my train); the Numerative 
by quantity or ordination (two trains, next train}; the Epithet by reference 
to a property (long trains); the Classifier by reference to a subclass (express 
trains, passenger trains); and the Qualifier by reference to some charac
terizing relation or process (trains for London, train I' m on). These functions 
are introduced .into the nominal group through the logical structure of 
modification,. being mapped on to the function of Modifier; hence, com
mon nouns are typically modified. But pronouns and proper n3mes are 
not as .a rule susceptible of further specification. The category of pronoun 
is a mixed hag; but it comprises PERSOKALand lNDE!'INlTE pronouns, of 
which the personals, as we have seen. are reference items and therefore 
take over the specificity of whatever it is they are presupposing, while the 
indefmites (eg: something, everybiXiy) already embody a non-specific deictic 
component :in their meaning and cannot be specified further. Proper 
names designate individuals, and are therefore fully specified in their own 
right. Proper names can accept DESCRIPTIVE modification, as in that 
ChMlie &own, beautiful Butrermere; this is a derived function of the modi
fying structure and one which differs in certain significant ways (for 
example, descriptive modifiers do not admit of ellipsis; see Chapter 4). 
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But the normal pattern is: with Modifier if the Head is a common noun, 
without Modifier if the Head is proper noun or pronoun. 

FinalJy there is the structural relationofsuBMODIFICATION, by which 
a Modifier is itself further modified. Submodifiers are typically adverbs, 
such as very, equally. tM; they may also be rankshifted prepositional 
groups, like in every way i.n an in every way $•aliant attempt. Subrnodifiers 
are most frequent within the Epithet, though they can be found else
where. 

ft will he necessary to refer to the strUCture of the nominal group at fre
quent points in the discussion of cohesion. To cite one example, it is a 
regular source of ellipsis., and we can de£ne an elliptical nominal group as 
one in which there is no overt Thing and the Head is therefore combined 
with some other fUnction. What distinguishes reference from other types 
of cohesion. however, is that reference is overwhelmingly nominal in 
character. With the exception of the demonstrative adverbs here, there, 
now, and then, and some comparative adverbs, all reference items are 
found within the nominal group. They may have any of the functions in 
the • experiential • structure except those of Classifier and Qualifier. It is 
not that these elements cannot -also incorporate cohesive reference - they 
can, but if so the reference item functions as something else, typically as 
Deictic, in a r.ankshifted nominal group. eg: that referring to box in 

[2:6] It•s an old box camera.- I never had one of that kind. 

The classif«::ation of reference items is not, however, based on their 
function in the nominal group; it is based. on the type of reference in
volved. This is a semantic classification and cuts across the classification 
according to grammatical function. At the same rime the type of reference 
is not unrelated to the form which it takes in the grammar. and to the 
classes of word "Which function .as reference items. This will he discussed 
and exemp-lified where necessary in what follows. 

2.3 Personal reference 

The category of PERSONALS includes the three classes of personal pro

norms, possessive determiners (usually called 'possessive adjectives •), and 
possessive pronouns. There is no general name for this category in tradi
tional gramma-r, because the members of it belong to di-fferent classes with 
diverse structural roles; but in fact they represent a single system. that of 
PERSON: 
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--[-""'only I ,_h£<aJ= -<peake>- pi.. W< 
role> 

reuee(s) you 
penon--J 

--{

hurnan--[mak he 

[

pecifu: ----~-singular non-human it female she 

er lplura1 they 
roles-

eralized hum:m one 

In tabular form: 

s peec roes h I Oth rol er es 

Specific 
Generalized 

Ncn- Human 
SF' aka i Addressee Human human 

i 
he him 
his his 

' 
it it one one 

' I me she her [its] its • one I -ones 
nune my you you hers ber 

mure we us , yours your they them 
than one ours our I theirs their I 

' 

These items are all reference items; they refer to something by speci
fying its. function or role in the speech situation. This system of reference is 
known as PERSON, where • person, is used in the special sense of' role'; the 
traditionally recognized categories are FIRST PERSON, SECOND PERSON 

and THIRD PERSON, intersecting with the NUM:BBB.Categories ofSINGU

L A Rand 1'L URAL. The actual system found in the semantics oflanguages is 
nearly always a departure in some way from this 'ideal' type; that of Eng
lish is as set out above, with one or two further complexities which will be 
brought up in the discussion - including the so-c.llled impersonal uses of 
wt", you and they. 
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The term PER s OK might seem a little misleading, as the system includes 
not only •jmpersonal • meaning$ (which are actually stiU personal, ie hu
man; they are merely not individualized) but also reference that is truly 
non-persona1. reference to objecrs. But most grammatical teems have 
-fUzzy edges; they express the central or typical meaning of the category in 
question, and are justified by being in this way simple and easy to remem
ber. The alternatives- would he either to use purely abstract labels. such as 
letters and numbers, which have no mnemonic value; or to attempt more 
accurate designations, which would soon become cumbersome and syn
tactically recalcitrant The technical term itself is not part of any linguistic 
theory; it is simply an 'address' for easy recovery. 

:2.3.1 Semantic Jistinctions in the personal sysrem 

The significance of the PlillSON system is that it is the means of referring 
to RELEVANT persons and objects. making use of a small set of option-s 
centring around the particular nature of their relevance to the speech situ
ation. The principal distinction is that between the PERSONS DEFINED BY 

THEIR ROLES JN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS, on the one hand, 
and all other entities on the other. The former we shall call SPEECH 

ROLES; they are the roles of SPEAKER and ADDRESSEE.. These are the two 
roles assigned by the speaker~ and we use 'addressee~ in preference to 
'hearer' or 'listener' in order to suggest the meaning 'person DESIG

NATED BY THE SPEAKER AS recipient of the communication•- as dis
tinct from one who chooses to listen or happens to hear. The latter~ which 
we shall call simply OTHER ROLES, include all other relevant entitie~ 
OTHIIR THAN speaker or addressee. In terms of the traditional categories 
of person, the distinction is that between first and second person on the one 
hand (I, Y""• we) and third penon on the other (he, she, it, they, cne) _ 

Each of these personal form-s enters into the structure in one of two 
guises: either as participant in some process, or as possessor of some entity. 
If the former, it falls into the class NOUN, subclass PRONOUN, and func
tions as Head- and role element- in the nominal group; it then has one 
form when that nominal group is the Subject (I. you, we, he, she, it, they. 
one) and in most cases a different form \\>hen it is anything other than sub
ject (me, you. us, him. her, it, them. one). If the latter. it falls into the class 
DE.TERMINE.R,<md. then functions either as Head (mine, yours, ours, his. hus. 
{its1, theirs) or as Modifier {my. your, our, his, her, its. thtir. one's}. Examples: 

(a) I had a cat I: participant; 
Subject pronoun Head 
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(h) the cat pleased me me: participant; 
non-Subject pronoun Head 

(c) take mine mine: possessor determiner Head 
(d) my plate~s empty my: possessor determiner Modificr 

Note that one never occurs as possessor/Head. although it does as possessor/ 
Modifier: we can say Do they pay one'sJebts? but not Do they only pay their 
own debts. or do they also pay one's? There is a reason for this, which will 
appear later. The form its is afso rare as Head, although there seems to he 
no very clear reason for this restriction and, in fact.- instan-ces do occur, eg 

[2:7] You know that mouse you saw? Well that hole there must be its. 

Within each of the two major -categories of personals, further distinc
tions are built into the system. Within the speech roles, the English person 
system recognizes only speaker I and addressee you, making no distinction 
according to the number of addressees or according to the social hierarchy 
or the social distance between addressee and speaker.* It does however 
comprise a third form we representing the speaker together with some 
other person or persons.., among whom the addressee(s) may or may not be 
i.nduded.t 

As far as the remaining items are concerned, those which refer to other 
roles, not to speaker or addressee, the distinctions are fairly dearcut. There 
is a generalized personal form with human referent, cme, perhaps 'bor
row-ed~ from French en although it is not restricted to functioning as Sub
ject as on is; in the following example, only the second of the four could 
have on in French translation: 

fz:8] They couldn•t do a thing like that to one. - One never knows, 
does one? -It makes one think, though. 

* Efuabeth= English distinguished th1»1 (singular, familiar) from you (plural; or singular 
showing respect or distan~). mu.;;h like the Fteneh distinction oft~ and -vous today. The 
diWnction was ll»t in all varieties ofEngWh e;u;ept lOme northclll rural dialects, in wlllch it is 
now fut dyjng out. The Quaker use of thu i~ a later imitation and does not direcrly rd'lea 
original usage. 

t It ihould be noted that .o ~par;ue system of 'petK>n' operate$ in impentive clauses. The 
Subject of an impentive clause is always a_' personal' e1ement; but in this c.ue tbe addressee is 
always indu&d, and the option U plus or minus the speaker. In other W1mis the contn5t is 

• 
between {you-} go! and let't gc!, where let's always includes 'you'. So in's is not equivalent to 

kt N$, in which ut is pan of the mdinary person system and may ezclude the addressee. The 
fonn fu'stT}' is a form of the imperacivc of rry; but kt 1u 1ry contains the imperative- of ln (as. 
in ltt)t!hn tTy, etc} and means '(you) allow W- to try', where us may, and in such innances 
typically does, exclude the pawn bring spoken to. 
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There is a difference between British and American English as regards 
repetition of one within the sentence: .British English retains one in second 
and subsequent occurreru::es. where American English norill:llly substi
tutes he: 

[2:9] One can hardly be expected to reveal one'sjhis innermost secrets 
to the first casual enquirer. can one/he? 

The rest of the 'other roles • arc non-generalized: they make specific refer
ence to persons or things, and the categories are familiar to every student 
of English .&om lesson one: plural. with no distinction of persons and 
things. they; singular, human, male he. female she. non-human it. Animals 
are treated sometimes as persons and sometimes as things; the lower orders 
of creation are referred to as it, the higher orders either as it or as he/she 
depending on a whole number of variables, primarily the speaker's rela
tionship to the species in question (farmer and farm animal, pet owner and 
pet. for example), but also on his individual preference. If the reference is 
to a s.ingle human being. but with the sex unknown or unspecified, the 
form used is he, as in: 

[2: ro] If the buycr wants to know the condition of the property, he has 
to have another survey carried out on his own behal£* 

This means that, as in many languages, the masculine is the S)'tltactically 
unmarked form. This is a matter of concern to some, since they see in it 
another manifestation of the subjection of women and want to insist on he 
or she (or presumably sh~ "'he) in such instances. Not all languages enforce 
the sex distinction; in Chinese there is only one word meaning both he and 
she. just as there is only the one word they (as contrasted with ils and elles) 
for the plural in English. And it cannot be denled that, whatever the origins 
of the • unmarked masculine • - they lie far back in the history of Indo
European - the use of he has its problems. The authors of the Breakthrough 
to Literacy Teacher's Manual u!ied he to refer to a child but she to refer to a 
teacher, on the grounds that infant teachers are more often female - a 
reasoning that might equally be objected to: 

[2: I I] It is most important to note that a child who tells his teacher an 
imaginative stocy which she subsequently writes down for- him 
is not engaged in creative writing; but in creative speaking. 

No doubt the authors were glad to be able to avoid the possible ambigui
ties that might arise if both child and teacher- were referred to by identical 
personal forms. 

* 'I1w:- Ug.U Side l?f&ying:: IW~&, Consumcn· Association. 
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2.j.2 Spuch roles and «her roles 

The use of penona1 forms as reference Items with a cohesive function is so 
all-pervading in English that it hardly needs illustrating. The following is 
from Alice's conversation with the flowers: 

fz: 12] • Aren't you sometimes £Tightened at being planted. out here, with 
nobody to take care of you?' 
• There's the tree in the middle; said the Rose. 'What else is it 
good for?' 
'But what could it do, -if danger came?' Alice asked. 
'It could bar~' said the Rose. 
'It says "Bough-wough! .. ' cried a Daisy: 'that"s why its 
branches are called. boughs !• 

Four occurrences of il, and one of its. refer anaphoric::ally to the tree. To 
appreciate the dfect of the use of personals, and cohesive items of all kinds, 
WITHOUT appropriate referents, see the verses read out by the White Rab
bit as. evidence in A/ice in Wonderland, Chapter 12,_ beginning 

[2:13] 'Theytoldmeyouhadbeentoher 
And mentioned me to him.' 

The whole poem is an excellent example of a pseudo-text. 
There is a distinction to be made, however, between the speech roles: 

(first and second person) and the other roles (third person). Only the third 
person is inherently cohesive, in that a third person form typically refers 
anapborically to a preceding item in the text. First and second person forms 
do not normally refer to the text at all; their referents are defined by the 
speech roles of speake£" and hearer. and hence they a.re normally inter
preted exophorically. by reference to the situation. This is an important 
distinction in principle: there is a major division within the person system 
between the third person,. which as far as the speech situation is concerned 
is not a 'person • - not a role - at all (it can only be defined negatively as 
'not £r.st or second}, and the first and second persons which are defined as 
roles in the speech situation. The :first and second person forms essentially 
refer to the situation, whereas chose of the thir-d person essentially refer 
anaphorially or cataphorically to the text. 

Hence the absence of any verbal reference for I and yAA does not nor
mally kad to any s:eme of incompleteness. In written language they are 
anaphoric when they occur in quoted ('direct') speech. as opposed to 
those instances where the writer is addressing his readers; so in [I: 34] I and 
you have .as verbal referents Alke and tit£ CdL Compare 
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fz: 14] There was a brief note from Susan. She just said,' I am not com-
ing home this weekend. • 

where I, in the quoted clause, refers back, like the preceding sh~.to Susan in 
the first sentence. These are instances of anaphora, albeit indirect anaphora; 
I still refers to the speaker, but we have to look in the text to fmd out who 
the speaker is. In general however I and ycu are given by the situation; 
other than in cases of quoted speech. if we are 'i.n on • the text at all we are 
usually ourselves occupying one or other of the speech roles. 

Conversely, a third person fo.rm does normaUy imply the presence of a 
referent somewhere in the text; and in the absence of such a referent the 
text appears incomplete. The meaning 'male person other than speaker or 
addressee' is hardly specific, so that an occurrence of he typically presup
poses a singular human masculine common or proper noun somewhere 
in the vicinity. At the same time, just as the first and second person forms, 
while typi.o.lly exophor!c, may refer anaphorically. so also the third. per
son forms, while typically anaphoric. may refer exophorically to some 
person or thing that is present in the context of situation. An example such 
as the following could occur as a complete text. 

[2:15] Oh,. he"s already been?- Yes. hewentbyahoutfive minutes ago. 

The nature of the reply shows that the identity of he is dear to the respon
dent, at least to his o\\o-n satisfaction. As we have emphasized already, 
• present in the context of situation' does not necessarily mean physically 
present in the interactants' field of perception; it merely means that the 
context of situation permits the identification to be made. The setting of 
the above example might be some event at which a collection is being 
taken. where the first speaker, money ln hand, notices that those around 
him are no longer proffering contributions; by this time the steward. the 
he of the dialogue, is in fact well out of sight. but it is obvious to both 
speakers who is in question. We may be inclined to speculate, as with 
other reference items, that the original mode of reference of third. person 
forms: was actually situational. and that endophoric reference is ultimatdy 
derived from exophoric. There are reasons for thinking that reference is 
primarily a situational"RELATZON, whereas substitution is a textual one 
(see Chapter 3). Be that as it may, the typical INSTANCE of third person 
reference is textual, and thet:efot:e cohesive; and in many texts the third 
person forms constitute the most frequent single class of cohesive items. 

Finally there is the •mixed• personal we. This may refer just to speaker 
and addressee ('you and I'). and so include in its meaning only the speech 
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roles; but it may extend to a third person or persons (either with or with
out the addressee, ie 'he/she/they and r or "he/she/they and you and f). 
in which case it is mixed and demands a referent for the • other role •. This 
may be e:xophoric,. as when the leader of a delegation uses we to refer to 

himself plus the group of which he is acting as spokesman - who may or 
may not he forgathered around him: again the concept of' situation' is an 
abstract one defined not by the physical presence of the participants hut by 
the institutional framework, in this case the concept of a spokesman • one 
who speaks on behalf of (himself and) others •. Or it may he anaphoric. as 
in 

[2: 16] My husband and I are leaving. We have seen quite enough of 
this unpleasantness. 

To summarize: personals referring to the speech roles (speaker and 
addressee) are typicaUy exophori<:: this includes I and you. and we meaning 
~you and I'. They become anaphoric, however, in quoted speech; and so 
are normally anaphoric in many varieties of written language, such as 
narrative fiction. In narration the context of situation includes a • context 
of reference~, a fiction that is to be constructed &om the text itself. so that 
all reference within it must ultimately he endophoric. Somewhere or other 
in the narrative will be names or designations to which we can relate the 
I and you of the dialogue. A written text as .a whole. however, still has its 
outer context of situation, in which the writer may refer exophorically 
either to hlmsel£ as I or we, or to his reader{s), as you,. or to both. This 
happens in letter-writing, in first person narrative. in advertising, in offi
cial documents addressed to the puhJi.c., and in notices; for eK.lmple: 

[2: 17] a. Dear Carrie: How are you? I had a strange dream about you 
last night - we were wandering together through a dense 
forest ... 

b. I suppose my face must have given me away. for suddenly she 
swept across and kissed me, but fortunatdy for my good 
resolutions she didn't linger dose to me but promptly returned 
to her chair, 

c. Look ar-ound you. Just how much of YOU is projected into 
your environment, and how much of IT is projected at you? 

d. The Medical Director thanks you for your attendance at the 
X-Ray Unit and is happy to inform you that your film is 
satisfactory. YOU SHOULD 1Q!l'U> THIS LETTER AND TAKE IT WITI1 

YOU WHENEVER YOU HAVE AN X-RAY IN FUTURE. 

e. You have been warned! 
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Personals referring to other roles (persons or objects other than the 
speaker or addressee) are typically anaphoric; this includes he, slu, it and 
they, and aOO the 'third person' component of Wt' when present. They 
may be exophoric, however, wherever the context of situation is UudgeJ 
by the speaker to be) such as to permit identification of the referent in 
question. 

As has been pointed out, it is only the anaphoric type of reference that is 
relevant to cohesion, since it provides a hnk with a preceding portion of 
the text. When we talk of the cohesive function of personal reference, 
therefore. it is particularly the third person forms that we have in mind. 
But we shall find instances of these whidl are not cohesive, as well as in
stances of the first and second person forms which are. In spoken English, 
especially in contexts of' language-in-action', those registers in which the 
verbal activity is dose]y interwoven with non-verbal activity, it is quite 
common for third person fonm to function exophorically; but in writing 
an explicit referent will normally he required, and even in speech the 
hearer .is sometimes constrained to demand one- so we hear exchanges 
such as: They• u lure! - Who are? In other words,. a third person form is 
assumed to be anaphoric unless the context of situation makes it quite 
unambiguous. Wlth the first and second person forms. on the other hand. 
the assumption is the other way round. In spoken 1anguage I means the 
speaker and you mean~ the addressee unless there is positive indication to 
the contrary in the form of a clause introducing quoted speech; and quoted 
speech, although common enough. is largely associated with certain par
ticular types. of narrative. such as. gossip and joke-telling. In written lan
guage the exophoric use of I as writer and you as audience is restricted to 
certain registers; but even in writing vv-e find some form of explicit signal 
(quotation marks, or 'inverted commas') to tell us when they ace not be
ing used in this way. 

Speech roles 
I. you, we ('you and I') 

typically: exophoric (non-cohesive): 
speaker, addressee(s); 
writer, reader(s) 

secondarily: anaphoric (cohesive): 
speaker. addressee in 
quoted speech 

Other roles 
he. she. it, they. we 
f and cther(s)') 

aru.phoric (cohesive): 
person(•) or thing(•) 
previously referred to 

exophoric (non-cohesive): 
person(s) or thing{s) 
identified in context of 
situation 
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Note finally that it is characteristic of third person fo:rms- that they may 
be cumulatively anaphoric. One occurrence of John at the beginning of a 
text may be followed by an indefinitely large number of occurrences of he, 
him or his all to be interpreted by reference to the original John. This 
phenomenon contributes very markedly to the internal cohesion of a text, 
since it creates a kind of network of lines of reference, each occurrence be
ing linked to all its predecessors up to and including the initial reference-. 
The number and density of such networks is one of the factors which gives 
to any text its particular flavour or texture. 

2.3.3 Some spfflai kituls of personal r4"erenc.e 

Z.:J.J.I l!XTENDBD llEFE.llENC£, AND TEXT ltEFERENCE 

The word ;t differs from all other personals in that it may refer not only to 
a particular person or object. some entity that is encoded linguistically as a 
• participant'- a norm or nominal expression- but also to .any identifiable 
portion of text. This actually comprises two rather distinct phenomena, 
both of which are illustrated in the following example: 

[z: r8) [The Queen said:] 'Curtsey while you're thinking what to say. 
It saves time: Alice wondered a little at this, but she was. too 
much in awe of the Queen to disbelieve it. 

In the first instance, It save.s time. it refers to curtsq{ing] while you're think
ing w~at to s.ay; the reference is still to a 'thing', but not in the narrow sense 
of a particip:mt (person or object) - it is a whole process or complex 
phenomenon which is in question. Only it has the property of EXTEND BD 

REFERENCE of this kind: consider for example an eye-witness's descrip
tion of an accident, concluding with the remark It all happened so quickly. 

In the second instance, ... to disklieve it, the it refers not to a THING but 
to a FACT: [that] curt.rey[ing) while you're thinking what to say .. . saves time. 
This is an instance of Tl!XT REFERENCE. Whereas extended reference dif
fers from usual instances of reference on1y in extent- the referent is more 
than just a person or object. it is a process or .sequence of processes (gram
matically, a clause or string of clauses, not jwt a single nominal) - text 
reference dilfers in kind: th(." referent is not being taken up at its face-value 
but is being transmuted into a fact or a report. Perhaps the hest way to 
convey the distinction is through ambiguity: 

[2: 19] It rained day and night for two weeks. The basement flooded 
and everything was under water. It spoilt all our calculations. 
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Either the phenomenon of heavy rains and flooding, the EVENT itself, 
destroyed our records; or the 'met:aphenomenon ', the FA er th-at it rained. 
so much, upset the weather pattem that we had predicted. 

In addition to it, the demonstratives this and that frequently occur in 
both extended reference and text reference. One of the striking aspects of 
cohesion is the ability ofhearers and readers to identify the relevant portion 
of text as referent, when they are faced with it. this or that in these uses. 
Clearly one of the factors that enables them to do this is the internal cohe
sion within the passage that is being presupposed. 

2.J.J.2 GENERALIZED EXOPHORIC REFERENCE 

Not only the generalized personalllne hut aho we, you, they and it all have 
a generalized exophor.ic use in which the referent is treated as being as it 
were immanent in all contexts of situation. (i) You and one mean ~any hu
man individual'~ as in you never know, one ne-ver knows; and often by impli
cation • any sdf-r~pecting individual'. • any individual I would approve 
of' • particularly in the combination of one plus a verbal modulation as in 
one must accept certain .standards. (ii) We is used. in similar fashion but more 
concretely, implying a particular group of individuals with which the 
speaker wishes to identify himself. as in we don't do that sort ujthing here. In 
addition there .are various other intermediate uses of we: royal and edi
torial~ eg: we consider it cur duty ...• with an assumption of status behind it; 
medical we, fiom doctor to patient as in how au we today?, -implying 'you 
in your role as patient, with whom I seek: to identify myself'; impersonal 
we used in expository writing (fur example in this book), eg: we wnclude 
t.herifore that ...• -simply because English demands a subject and an excess 
of passives soon becomes tiresome. (iii) They is used to mean • persons 
unspecified'; often those with responsibility. 'the authorities'. but also 
simply 'persons adequately specified for purposes of discussion by the 
context', as in they' re mending the road out there. {iv) It occurs as a universaf 
meteorological operator in a few expressions such as it's mowing, it's hot to
day. All these are exophoric, but with a kind of irutitutionalized exophora; 
they make it possible to conform to the structural requirements of ·the 
clause. which demands a nominal in various places: - for this: reason they 
are often untranslatable, since other languages make different requirements. 

Exophoric reference makes no contribution to the cohesion of a text. 
But it is worth noting, perhaps. that this • institutionalized' exophora 
makes no demands either on the verbal context or on the context of situa-
tion. Confronted with the old verse 
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{z:zo] They· re digging up Grandpa's grave to build a sewer 

the hearer does not fed obliged to ask • Who are?' - the message is com
plete. If a personal form cannot be interpreted institutionally, either be
cause it does not make sense in the context or because it is one such as he 
which is never used in this way, then the hearer must seek the necessary 
evidence for interpreting it. If he finds such evidence in the situation, he 
can accept the passage in question as a complete text. If not. he has to seek 
textual evidence, and therefore to assume that the original passage is related 
to some preceding piece by cohesion - otherwise, he can only regard it as 
incompkte. It is not suggested that he performs these operations as a 
systematic search in this or any other order. The important fact is that the 
hearer typically assumes that any passage which for external reasons 
OUGHT to be a text (as opposed to something that he knows to be a frag
ment. such as one end of a telephone conversation} is in fact a text; and he 
will go to enormous lengths to interpret it as complete and intelligible. 
This is an aspect of the very general human tendency to assume In the 
other person an intention to communicate, an assumption which is no 
doubt of very great value for survival. 

2-3.4 Personal pronouns, posses.n've tkterminers and possessive pronouns 

All that has been said about the personal pronouns applies equally to the 
other two categories of personal, namdy the possessive determinen and 
possessive pronouns. Neither the syntactic function of the personal itsdf, 
nor the syntactic function of its referen~ has any bearing on the anaphoric 
relation between the two; in this respect reference is quite unlike substi
tution (Chapter 3). In (2:21] below, the personal reference item he is a 
pronoun functioning as Head; this refers back to John equally well whether 
John ls non-possessive proper noun as Head as in (a), possessive as Deictic 
as in (b). or possessive as Head as in (c): 

[z:zr] a. John has moved to a new house. } 
b. John's house is beautiful He had it built last year. 
c. Thatru:whouseisJohn's. 

Likewise the other personal forms, both possessive determiners (my, your* 
etc) and possessive pronouns (mine~ yours, etc), may refer w:itbout restric
tion to a referent having any of the functions of John in [2: :;u ], or indeed 
any other syntactic function that is open to nominals. So we could have 
any combination of the following: 
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[2;22] a. John has moved to a x. He had it built last year. 
new house. 

b. John's house is beautifuL y. His wife must be delighted with 
it. 

c. Thatnew house is John\. z. I didn't know it was his. 

where (x) has personal pronoun he. (y) has possessive determiner his and 
(z} has possessive pronomt his. 

Moreover the referent may be embedded deep in a complex sentence; 
there is still no difficulty in identifying John as the referent of h1's in [z: 2-3]; 

[z:z3) You rea1ly ought to ask Sally not to tell a story like that to all 
those friends of hers if she thinks they might be going to he 
working wi.thJohn. unless she cm be quite sure it's not going to 

go any further. 1 hardly think it would appeal to his sense of 
humour. 

There is however one respect in which possessive pronouns differ from 
other personal reference items as regards their anaphoric function. Where
as the other personals require only one referent for their interpretation. 
possessive pronouns clemand two, a possessor and a possessed. The dif
ference can he seen in (2:24]: 

[2:14] a. Jolm' s is nice. 
b. His house is nice. 
c. Hi.& is nice. 

Given (a), we need the answer to £John's what?'; given {h), the answer to 
·whose house?~; but given (c) we need the answer to 'whose what?•. So 
any occurrence of a possessive pronoun involves two ties. only one of 
which is a form of reference; the other is present with any possessive 
nomina1, such asjolu{s or my father's, whenever it is functioning as Head. 
This is in fact an instance of ellipsis (Chapter .f.). Possessive pronou.ns, in 
other words. are doubly anaphoric because they are both referential and 
dliptical: they are anaphoric (i) by reference~ to the possessor. and (ii) by 
ellipsis,. to the thing possessed. So in (2:25] only (c) satisfies the presupposi
tions of the second sentence: 

[2:25] a. Can you find another programme? } 
b. Can you help M:.rry? Hers has got lost. 
c. Can you hand Mary a programme? 

The possessive pronoun hers presupposes Mary by reference and pro
gramme by ellipsis. 
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2.3.5 Cata.phoric riferena: 

So fac no mention has been made of cataphoric personal reference. Per
sonals can refer cataphoricalJy, as in 

[2:26] He who hesitates is lost. 

where be does not presuppose any referent in the preceding text but 
simply refers forward to who h~sitates. Unlike demonstratives, however. 
which do refer cataphorica11y in a way that is genuinely cohesive - they 
refer FORWARD to succeeding elements to which they are in no way struc
turally related (see 2.4 below) - personals are normally cataphoric only 
within a structural framework, and therefore do not contribute to the co
hesion of the text. The reference is within the sentence, and is determined 
by the structure of the sentence. 

It may be hdpfitl nevertheless ro summarjze the cataphoric structural 
functions of the personal forms - in which only the penonal pronouns 
participate, never the possessive fonns. (i) Third person ptnnouns other 
than it may refer cataphorically to a defining relative clause, as in [z:W:]. 
This usage is felt to he somewhat archaic; it is .found in proverbs and 
aphorisms, and in some rhetorical, literary and liturgical styles. Such cata
phoric reference is. also found occasionally with we and you, as in you who 
doubt my word (meaning 'those among you who doubt my word~; note 
that there is no cataphora in forms which ace non-defining, such as you, 
who used w be .JO tolerant). (ii) All third person pronouns occur cataphori
cally as 'substitute themes • in clauses in which their referent is ddayed to 
the end, rg: they' re gc>od kst: peaches. (iii) A-s a special case of the last. it is 
very frequently used in this way where the subject of the clause is a 
nominalization, as in it' J true tha.t he works very hard. This is in fact the un
marked or typical form in such cases;. the alternative, that he works very 
hard is true, is possible but restricted. All such cataphoric reference ls struc
turally determined and makes. no direct contribution to the texture. 

There is one cataphoric use of it that is cohesive. illustrated by [2.:27]: 

[2:2.7] I wou1d never have believed it. They've accepted the whole 
scheme. 

This happens only where it is text-referring(see2.J.3.above); again, like i:ts 
anapboric equivalent, it has more in common with demonstrative refer
ence than with personal reference. 

Thus. to sum up. not all occurrences of personal fonns are anaphoric, 
nor is the mere presence of a personal reference item by itself an indication 
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of a cohesive tie. In the first place~ the reference may be exophoric. inter
pretabk by recourse to the context of situation: either in the generalized 
e:xophoric sense of we. you, they or it, or in the special exophoric sense of 
the speech roles expressed by you and I. Exophoric reference does not con
stitute a cohesive tie. fu the second place, it may he cataphoric; it will then 
be cohesive only in the case of the special use of it exemplified by [2:2-7] 
above. This does constitute a tie, linking up with what follows:. All other 
instances are anaphoric, including most occurrences of third person forms 
and some occurrences of fmt and second person forms (those in a context 
of quotation}. Usually there is no great difficulty in recognizing an ana
phoric penonal form; and we are all sensitized to the presence of one 
which seems to be anaphoric hut for which no clear reference is available. 
Perhaps this is one of the reasons why children used. to be discouraged tto:m 
using them. The other reason is one of manners: 'It's rude to point'. and 
cxophoric reference is. after all, just pointing with words. 

2.4 Demonstrative referenre 
Demonstrative reference is essentially a form of verbal pointing. The 
speaker identifies the referent by locating it on a scale of proximity. The 
system is as follows: 

eutrai the 

..near 

--L: (not near} 
near: far: 

cngular: tin.. th.t 
lective participant 

plural: these those 

lakre: here thm 
· cumstance - . 

thm nme: 

The circumstantial (adverbial} demonstratives here~ there, now and then 
refer to the location of a process in space or time~ and they normally do so 
directly, not via the location of some person or object that is participating 
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in the process; hence they typically function as Adjuncts in the clause, not 
as ekments within the nominal group. They have a secondary function as 
Qualifier, as in that man there. The remaining (nomina1) demonstratives 
this. these, that. those. and the refer to the location of some tlllng, typicaHy 
some entity - person or object - that is participating in the process; they 
therefore occur as demcnts within the nominal group. They belong to the 
class of determiners, and have the experiential function ofDeictic; in the 
logical s.tructure they function either as Modifier or as Head. with the 
exception of the which is a Modifier only. In this respect the nominal 
demonstratives resemble the possessives. which can also function either 
as Modifier or as Head, although. unlike the possessives, the demonstra
tives have only one form- there is no distinction between demonstrative 
determiner .and demomtr.ative pronoun corresponding to that between 
possessive determiner (eg: your) and possessive pronoun (eg: yours): 

as Modifier 
demonstrative that garden seems bigger 
possessive your garden seems bigger 

as Head 
that is a big garden 
yours is a big garden 

In the case of the demonstratives. however. there are certain differences in 
meaning between the functions of Modifier and Head; a demonstrative 
functioning as. Head is more like a personal pronoun. Historically. in fact. 
both it and the are reduced forms of that; and. alrhough it now operates in 
the system of personals. both c.an be explained as being the ·neutral' or 
non-selective type of the nominal demonstrative - as essentially one and 
the same element, which takes the form it when functioning .as Head and 
the when functioning as Deictic (ree further 2.4.2 below). 

Like personals. the demonsttatives regularly refer exophoricallytosome
thing within the context of situation. This is the primary form of verba) 
pointing; and it may be accompa.::Ued by demoru:trative action. in the form 
of a gesture indicating the object referred to. Examples are obvious 
enough: 

[2:28] Picktheseupl 
[2-:29] How would you like a cruise in that yacht? 

Similarly with the demonstrative adverbs: 

[2:30) leave that there and come here! 

In general this, these and here imply proximity to the speaker; that, those 
and there imply distance from the speaker, which may or may not involve 
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proximity to the addressee - the meaning is • near you. or not near either 
of us, but at any rate not near me •. Many languages, for example Japanese, 
have a set of three demonstratives in which the meanings • near you' and 
• not near either of us' are kept distinct; this system is found in one or two 
dialects of English, which have this, here • near me •, that, there • near you' 
and yon, yonder • not near either of us'. In such languages there is a dose 
parallelism between the demonstrative and the personal systems., with 
'this' corresponding to "I' (speaker), 'that' to "you' (addressee}, and "yon • 
to 'he, she, it' (other location or role).* In languages like Standard English, 
with only the two terms, 'this' is more specific than • that' • Since 'this' has 
the speaker as its point of reference while • that' has no particu1ar reference 
point -it is simply interpreted as ~not this'. This explains why the neutral 
forms the and it derived from that and not &om this. 

We are not concerned here with exophoric reference, for the reasons 
already given: it is not textually cohesive. Bur the uses of this and that in 
endophoric reference are explainable by reference to their exophoric 
meanings; so it is important to start from the general concept of proximity 
as this is interpreted situationally, The same applies to the deiinite article: 
the is also used e:xophorically, where the situation makes it dear what 
referent is. jruended, as in 

{a: 31] Look at the flowers! 
[2:32] Don't go; the train•s coming. 

This is the meaning of the here: namely that the referent is fully specified 
by the context and no further specification is needed. The anaphoric and 
cataphoric uses of the are iilcewise more readily interpretable if we relate 
them to its meaning as an exophoric deictic. 

Demonstrative reference is discussed in more detail in the next three 
sections: 2.4.I, the sekcrive nominal demonstratives; 2.4.2, the; 2.4.3, the 
adverbial demonstr:atives. 

2.4.1 The selective nominal Jemon.stTatives: this, these, that, those 

These demonstratives occur extensively with anaphoric function in all 

* The thu-d n:rm • yon' is sometimes expWned as • in the pcoximity of some third pawn', but 
that :is a niliinretpreration. based on tbe asrumption tha1 dem.onstntiVi:S are DEitiVEP Hl.m.t 

~ Rather we should s:oy that the third de:monsttative. where it is found. shares wtth 
tlu: dUni penon the «>mmon meaning 'ot:he:r •. i~ ncithcr of the two specifk posllibilitiei. So 
'he, she. it' is 'neither spe;a.ker nor addressee, but llOme other entity"; 'r"<~n' is 'ncither near 
speaker ~ :near add~ezsee, but some other location'. 
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varieties of English. In principle, they embody within themselves theee 
systematic distinctions; 

(t) between 'near' (this, tluS<) and 'not near' (that, those) 
(z) between 'singular' (this, that) and 'plural' (these, those) 
(3) between Modifier (this, etc, plus n~ eg: this tree is an oak) and 

Head (this, etc, without noun, eg: this is an oak). 

All these distinctions have some rdevance to cohesion. in that they parti
ally determine the use of these items in endophoric (textual) reference. 
They are discussed in the next tlu:ee subsections. 

2..(..1.1 NUR. AND NOT NEAR.: thisfth~se VERSUS thatjt/wse 
Both thu and thot regularly rder anaphorically to something that has been 
said befOre. In dialogue there is some tendency for the speaker to use this to 
refer to something he himself has said and that to refer to something said 
by !m interlocutor; compare [2:33] and [2:34]: 

[2: 3 3) a. There seems to have been a great deal of sheer carelessness. 
This is what I can't understand. 

b. There seems to have been a great deal of sheer carelessness. 
-Yes, that's what Ican~t understand. 

This distinction is dearly related to that of' near (the speaker)~ versus 'not 
near'; 'what I have just mentioned' is. textUally speaking, 'near me~ 
whereas 'what you have just mentioned~ is not. The tendency seems to be 
further reinforced if the referent is also in some way ASSOCIATED WITH the 
speaker;forexaTDpl~ 

(>= J4] !like the lions, and I like the polar bears. These are my favourites. 
-Those are my favourites too. 

Here there ace as it were two kinds of proximity: the lions and the polar 
bears have not only been mentioned by the speaker but also explicitly 
linked to his personal fedings., !0 that he naturally refers to them as theR. 

Co-existing with this tendency is :mother one whereby proximity is 
interpreted in terms of time; in this case that tends to be associated with a 
past-time referent and this for one in the present or future. For example. 

[2:35} a. We went to the opera last night. That was our first outing for 
monw. 

b. We're going to the opera tonight. This'U be our first outing 
for months. 
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Compare this with the exophoric me of this to refer to current periods of 
time: this morning. this ~ar and so on; and also in those days. in these days. 

Neither of these tendencies is fully dominant. If in a given instance both 
are working in the same direction. the choice is likely to follow the 
expecred pattern; for example 

[2: 36] 'I couldn't a1ford to learn it," said the Mock Turtle with a sigh. 
• I only took the regular course. • 
'What was that?~ inquired Alice. 

Here Alicecould hardly have said What was this? Similarly with [2:37]: 

[2:37] a. What about this exhibition? 
h. What about that exhibition? 

If we hear [:z.: 3J.l] we are likdy to supply something like 'that I told you 
is on now; shall we go and see it?"; whereas with [2:37h] the presupposi
tion is more likely to he 'that you told me was on earlier; did you go and 
see it?'- at least. it could not be the other way round. But the criteria may 
conHict, precisely because the notion of proximity has various interpreta
tions; and in such .cases there is no very dearly felt distinction between this 
and that. In [2:38] we could easily substitute that: 

[2:38) But then, Mr. Dubourdlectedgloomily, women never had any 
prudence. Though he had profited by this lack many a time, it 
annoyed him now. 

In any case there are mark::ed differences among different styles and 
varieties of English as regarda their patterru of anaphoric usage of this and 
that. the study of which goes beyond our present scope. For example, in 
narrative of a mditionaJ kind. such as children's stories and ballads, we 
often find that where, i.n conversational narrative, a speaker would tend to 
use this~ conveying a sense of immediacy and also of solidarity with the 
hearer, of shared interest and attention. So the bal1ad of the three little pigs 
has 

[2:39] And afier a time those little pigs died. 

whereas if we were recounting the incident we should probably say tlu!se 
little pigs. It is this assumption of shared interest and attention which lies 
behind the use of the • near • forms, this and these, in conversational narrative 
where they are not strictly 'phoric' at all: There was this man ..• , where 
• this man • is present neither in the text nor in the situation but ouly in the 
speaker•s mind. The context is one of highly coded, in-group speech, and 
the effect is to emphasize common experience and a cotnmon interest. 
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2.4-1.2 SINCUL.U AND PLUitAL: this{ that VERSUS tfu!seftlrose 
In general this distinction follows the expected pattern: this/that refer to 
count singular or mass nouns, tlu!sefth&se to count plural. The most im
portant difference is that which separ.ates the SINGULAR FORMS USED AS 

HEAD (ie: this and tl1at without following noun) from the rest;. this will he 
discussed in 2.4.1.3 below. 

Otherwise, we may note simply that the plural forms may refer 
anaphorially not merely to a preceding plural noun. as in [z: 39]~ but also 
ro sets that are p1ura1 in meaning. for example 

[2:40] 'Where do you come from?" said the Red Queen.' And where 
are you going? Look up. -speak nicely, and don't twiddle your 
fingers all the time: 
Alice attended to all these directions, and explained. as well as 
she t:ould~ that she had lost her way. 

Conversely the singular demonstrative may refer to a whole list irrespec
tive of whether or not it contains items that are themselves plural: 

[z:41] I"ve ordered two turkeys, a leg oflamb, some cooked ham and 
tongue. and two pounds of minced bee£ -
Whatever are you going to do with all that food. ? 

But these uses follow from the general nature of anaphoric reference ite~ 
that they refer to the meanings and not to the forms that have gone before, 

2.4-1.3 HEAD AND MODIFIER! th~ BTC. AS PRONOUN VEllSUS this. BTC, PLUS 

FOLLOWING NOUN 

A dem.onstrative as Modifier(' demonstrative adjective') may refer withow: 
restriction to any class of noun. A demonstrative as Head(' demonstrative 
pronoun). on the other hand. while it can refer &eely to non-humans. is 
highly restricted in its reference to human nouns; it cannot refer to a hu
man referent except in the special environm.ent of an equative clause. Foe 
example, in 

[2: 42] ~Now the cleverest thing I ever did," the Knight went on afier a 
pause, • was inventing a new pudding during the meat-course . 
. :. I don't believe that pudding ever was cooked.' 

it would be perfecdy possible to omit the second pudding and say I Jcm't 
believe that ever was cooked(if[2:40J and [2:4I]). On the ot:hac hand:, in 

[2: 4-3] I must introduce you to the surgeon who looked after me when I 
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was in hospital. That surgeon really did a fine job, and nothing 
was too much trouble fur him. 

we coUld not replace thm surgeon hy that. The only instance where demon
struives: can refer pronorninally to human referents, whether anaphori
cally or exophoricaUy. is in relational clauses of the equative type "'"'-here 
one element is: supplying the identification of the others. for example 

[z:-44] a. Do you want to know the woman who designed it? That was 
Mary Smith. 

h. Who are those colourful characters? - Those must be the 
presidential gw:rds. 

Compare the exophoric Who's that?, this is John (when introducing him). 
those are the peiJPle I was telling you about; but never let's ask this, I don't know 
wh.tt that's la.ughing abcmt. The principle is that the demonstrative pronoun 
eotte!ponds to it and not to he or she. The fact that the plural form they is 
the same for both human and non-human referents may explain why the 
demonstrative is: slightly less unacceptable wi.th a human referent when it 
is in the pJural; we might perhaps accept let's ask tlwse, I don't know what 
those are laughing about. 

There is one other important characteristic of demonstrative reference 
that is specifically a feature of demonstratives functioning as Head. This 
concerns the level of generality of the referent. 

If the demonstrative is. used with a noun. then the meaning is always 
identical with that of the presupposed item. Examples are [2:39}, [2:42] 
and [2: 43]. This normally hoJds true even if t:he noun following the 
demonstrative is not identical with the presupposed item; it may he some 
kind of a synonym, like food in [2:41], which is a SUPliRORDINATE (ie a 
more general term}. or like diredions in [2:4-o). There is still identity of 
reference in such instances; it is 'that particular food', 'those particulu 
directions •. These are in fact di-fferent types of lexical cohesion, and are 
discussed further in Chapter 6. To invent one further example, in [2:45] it 
does not matter whether we have cat or animtll or trickster in the second 
sentence; the reference is still to the original cat: 

[2 :45] There's a cat trying to get in. shall I open the window?-
Oh, that cat f that animal / that trickster's always coming here 
cadging. 

Suppose however that we use the demonstrative a-fone, without a fol
lowing noun. The reference may still be identical; but it may be broader. 
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referring to the general class denoted by the noun. including but not 
limited to the particular member or members of that class being referred 
to in the presupposed item. If for ex:unple the first sentence in [2:45] had 
begun There dr£ two cats trying to get in. then the answer those cats would still 
have referred only to the original twq cats; but the answer those, eg; Tlw:se 
have to be kept out, could refer not just to the two cats mentioned but to cats 
in general. Compare: 

[2:46] There's been another big industrial merger. It seems that nothing 
can be done about this. 

where the meaning is not • this particular merger • but 'mergers in general', 
as we can see by substituting this merger, or this one, for rhis. A related 
instance is provided by [2:47]: 

[2047] H;, hand gmped for the krufe. If he could only reach that he 
would be safe. 

Here we could, in &et, substitute that knifo, but not th.n one; the meaning 
is not 'that particular knife' but 'that particular object, namely the knife'. 
This affords a very good illustration of the difference between reference 
and substitution, as summarized at the beginning of Chapter 3 be!ow. In 
the plural, the distinction is less dearcut, and there is the possibility of 
ambiguity: 

[2:-48] How did you like the recitations? (find_ those boring. 

If it had been I found, the meaning would have been • those particular 
recitations' and we could have substituted those recitations or those ones.* 1 
find. however, suggests •(those particular things. namely) recitations in 
general'; here we could certainly not substitute those on!s, but it would 
perhaps be possible to substitute those recitations and still interpret it in this 
sense. [n a comparable way, given there are two cals trying to get in. the 
answer th()Se creatures have to be kept out is ambiguous as between 'those 
panlcular cats. • and • those particular creatures, namely cats in general'. 

The general principle behind this is simply that dcmonstratives, since 

* In mort \-meties of written English, ;~nd with some speakers, thtse ones~ thase enu do- not 

oca~r; but rh ere is a growing tendency to use these forms in speech preci~ly in orda- to make 

thil: di5tinction m me:ming; to give w.othcr ex2mple, Do y<IIO like my hydrangt4S' - yes, Ill~ 
ti1!.>1C ('hydrangeas in general'} oontnsted vrith Yl"s. l U~ ~ t>neS ('those particular hydran

geas'). The form with om-{1) ls very often used exophorically, tbougb not exclusively so. We 
.tn" HOW beginning to bear my <m~<), }""" O.W.:s) etc" in phce of mine, y.>ur<, etc, <llthongh here 
the disbnction i;; unne.-ces'iary because the latter occur only in the ~cond, particubrized ~ 

See J.l below. 
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{like other reference items) they identify semantically and not gram
matically, when they are anaphoric require the explicit repetition of the 
noun, or some form of synonym. if they are to signal exact identity of 
specific reference; that is. to refer unambiguously to the presupposed item 
at the identical degree of particularization. A demonstrative without a 
following noun may refer to some more general class that includes the 
presupposed items; and this also applies under certain conditions to a 
demonstrative with a following nowt - namely if the context is such that 
the noun can be INTERPRETED more genera1ly. h is not easy to specify 
exactly what these conditions are, but they are more likely to obtain with 
plural or mass nouns because these are general unless specified. In spoken 
English there is a one-way phonological distinction: the demonstratives 
have a weakened form that is used ONLY when they are NOT specifying 
and the meaning is one of generalized reference; for example 

[2-:49] How did you manage with the new drugs I gave you? 
(i) !I thO>e I new / drugs up/><t me 11 

(ii) !/A those / new / drugs up/set me // 

Here (i) is ambiguous: it might mean either • the ~rticular ones you gave 
me • or 'new drugs in general•; whereas (ii) can mean only • new drugs in 
general'. The generalized type is typically associated with expressions of 
attitude, foe example I don't trust these lawyers ('lawyers in general'), those 
French are so touchy (note that in the particularized sense it would have to be 
those French people); and also that Bach hml genius, meaning not 'J.S. as 
opposed to the rest of the family~ but • Bach~ that we all know'. All these 
are simply equivalent to non-specific forms (new drugs, lawyers, the French 
and B.uh) to which a demonstrative has been added. often for anaphoric 
purposes but without carrying over any specificity there may have been 
in the item that is presupposed. 

The distinction between the particn1ar use of a demonstrative, having 
exact identity of reference with the presupposed item, and the generalized 
use is related to that between defining and non-defining modifiers. In that 
Bach, that is non-defining; but if we change to it that follow Bach it becomes 
defining. Similarly if we interpret that in [ z .. t.J J as 'that knife' it is non
defining, but if we inter-pret, it as 'that thing' it is defining. Compare rhis 
m 

[>.so] They wept like anything to= 

Such quantities of sand. 
"If this were only swept away: 

They said. • it would be grand' 
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- •this sand'. or 'this stuff'. The distinction does not, however. affect the 
textual fWlction of demonsttatives, since both uses are equally associated 
with anaphoric reference, and hence contribute to cohesion within the 
tex~ 

2.4.1.4 EXTENDED RIIF.ERE.NCE AND :REF.BRI!NCE TO • FA er': this AND tfMt 
Related to the last, generalized type of demonstrative reference, but at the 
same time quite distinct from it, is the use of demonstratives to refer to 
extended text, including text as 'fact' (if: it in 2.J.J.I above). This applies 
only to the singular forms this and that used without a followiug noun. For 
example: 

[.a: si] They broke .a Chinese vase. 
(i) That was valuable. 

(ii) That was careless. 

In {i} that refers to the object vase; we could have that vase instead.. In (ii} 
thnt refers to the total event, ~their breaking of the vase'. If there had been 
more than one breakage we could have had tlrose were valuable but not 
tho!f! were carek:ss: 

[2; 52) They broke a Chinese vase and damaged two chandeliers. 
(i} Those were aU very valuable. 

(ii) That was all very careless.* 

Extended reference probably accounts for the majority of all instances 
of demonstratives in all except a few specialized varieties of English. For 
example, in the last two chapters of A lice" s Adventures in Wonderland there 
are 51 demonstratives, made up of 22 this, 24 that, 3 these and 2 tlwse. Of 
the total, 31 are used in extended reference. Of the remaining 20, 3 refer ro 
time, which is another form of extended reference, (eg [2:53a}), 10 are 
e:xophoric in the dialogue (eg [z:s3b]). and 5 are anaphoric to preceding 
nominal> (•g [2: ne]): 

* A demonstrative functioning pronominall.y, le without a fOllowing noun. is $0metlmes 
~as ani~ oferupsis; q in [2:51i} we might be inclined to consider that as 
• elliptical foE"' that vase. But in many instances we cannot, in &et, 'fill out' with a 'missing' 
noun because-, as we have seen, theu is no appropriate noun available: cither became the 
rdi:rence is compound, as in [2; s.n1. OE" ~. as in {2: 46]; or because it is to .an extended 
pasagc of text, as in f:z: 9ii}. Moreover reference is different in meaning from ellips,is {see 
Chapten 4 and 7 below); and all demorut:r:Uives, whether functioning ~Modifier m a.s Head, 
satisfy me semantic couditions of refecaK:e, wbere:u they do not satisfy those of ellipsis. 
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{2: 53] a. Just at this moment Alice felt .a very curious sensation. 
b. •Treack; said a sleepy voice behind her. "Collar that Dor

mouse; the Queen shrieked out. 
c. One of the jurors had a pencil that squeaked. This, of course, 

Alice could twt stand . . . 

Two instances are unclassifiable (before sire had this fit, in the verses read out 
by the White Rabbit and repeated by the King). Examples of extended 
reference are : 

l2:54l a. 'Give your evidence; said the King; ~and don~t be nervous. or 
fll have you executed on the spot: 
This did not seem to encourage the witness at all. 

b. 'But what did the Dormouse say?' one of the-jury asked. 
'That I can't remember/ said the Hatter. 

c .... 1 gave her one, they gave him two''- why, that must be 
what he did with the tarts~ you know.' 

It is not always easy to say whether the referent of a demonstrative in a 
given instance is a particular nominal item in the text or should be taken 
to include something more; the this in {2:53c] could be supposed to refer 
to the whole of the preceding sentence. The distinction is not a sharp one, 
and it is usually irrelevant; in either case the effect is cohesive. But in many 
instances the referent clearly is an extended passage of text. and this, 
together with the related use of it, is one of the major cohesive devices of 
the English language. 

Perhaps the most frequent form taken by such extended reference is in 
equative clauses where the demonstrative provides the • given • element 
in the message and this then serves to identify some other element that is 
'new'. by simply being equated with it. [2:54£] is one example; here are 
some others.: 

[2'55]a. [following the White Rabbit"s reoding of the venesJ 'That's 
the most important piece of evidence we've heard yet,' said 
the King~ rubbing his hands. 

b. I come .from Wolverhampton. -That's where I come from 
too. 

c. No one will take it seriously. This is the frightening thing. 

Spoken English is typically held together by inurnal cross-referencing of 
this L:ind, which combines powerful structure with great flexibility and 
freedom of movement. 
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24-~"·5 ANAPH.OltiC AND CATAPHORIC DEMONSTRA.TIVES 

There is differentiation between tins and that in extended text reference. 
which relates to their differentiation in terms of proximity. Whereas that 
is always anaphoric, this m:~.y be either anaphoric or cataphoric. Some 
Shakespearean examples: 

[2:56]a. Viola: lamaUthedaughtersofmyf.ather'-shouse 
And 2ll the brothers ~ -and yet [ know not. -
Sir, shall! to this lady? 

Duke: Ay, that's the theme. 
b. Hamlet: Do notlouk upon me 

Lest with this piteous action you convert 
My stern effects: then what I have to do 
Wdl want true colour; tears perchance for blood. 

Queen: To whom do you speak this? 
Hamlet: Do you see nothing there? 
Queen: Nothing at all; yet all that is I see. 
Hamlet: Nor did you nothing bear? 
Queen: No,. nothing but ourselves. 
Hamlet: Why.look you there! I~ how it steals away! 

My father~ in his habit as he liv\H 
Loo~ where he goes, even now. out of the portal! 

Queen: This is the very coinage of your brain. 
c. Cassius: That you have wronged me doth appear in this:: 

You have condemn~d and notedLucius Pella 
For taking bribes here of the Sardians; 
Wherein my letters, praying on his side, 
Because [knew the man:, were slighted off: 

{z: s6a) has amphoric that, (h) three instances of anaphoric this, and (c) 
cataphoric this. 

This use of this, together with the parallel use of here(= •·4·3 below), is 
the only significant instance of cataphoric cohesion in English. We have 
di-stinguished this. in the previous discussion. from structural cataphora as 
in he wlw hesitates; stcucttrral cataphora is very common, especially with 
the definite article (see 2.4.2 below), but it is simply a realization of a gram
m-atical rdatiomhip within the nominal group and has no cohesive. teXt

forming function. Textual cauphora. by contrast. is true reference for
ward in the text; it therefore is cohesive, not by picking up what has pre
ceded but by anticipating what is to follow. From Alia; 
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(z:57} These were the venes the Whire Rabbit read:- [followed by 
the verses] 

In writing. sentences which are related cataphorically are often joined by 
a colon; but there is no structural relation between the two -this is a 
purdy orthographic convention, serving precisely to signal the presence 
of cataphoric cohesion. 

A fmal point to note is that in spoken English thU and that in extended 
reference often carry the tonic (primary stress}. In this they are unlike all 
other cohesive items in the language. Since, in the most general terms, 
tonicity is associated with information that is new, it is not surprising to 
find that anaphoric items, which by -definition are not 'new • ~ becaure they 
are referring to what has gone before. do not normally carry the tonic. 
(The position is quite ditferent with reference items used exophorically; 
these are often tonic- again. not surprisingly, since in this case the referent 
has not been mentioned before.} We can be quite precise about anaphoric 
items: they are tonic: when and only when they are c:ontr.ative. and this is 
part of the same story. The semantic category of~ new' means •informa
tion being treooted by the speaker as non-recoverable to the hearer • ~it may 
be non-recoverable either because it has not been previously mentioned or 
because it has been previously mentioned but is unexpected and hence 
contrastive in the particular context. For example. in fz: 58] these is 'new' 
in this second. contrastive sense: 

(2: s8] The first mw of cottages looked empty and decrepit. But behind 
them stood another row, wdl kept and with small bright gar
dens. "Whoever lived in these cottages lived well enough. 

A demonstrative with texmal reference. however, is very frequently tonic; 
and this arises in two ways, both of which are simply extensions of the 
principle mentioned above., that tonicity signals what is new. In the first 
place there are very many instances in which the reference, while :ma
phoric. IS in fact contrastive. this being the whole point of the utterance; 
for example 

[2:59] Whereareyougoing? 
- To reed the fish. 
- THAT~s what 1 was trying to remember to do just now. 

In the second place, the reference may he cataphoric, in which case the 
referent has not been mentioned before; a cat.tphoric demonstrative is 
therefore regularly tonic. Contrast ~2.:6oa], where this is anaphoric, mean-
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ing 'what I've just said", with [2:6ob] where it is cataphoric, and means 
·what fmjust going to say': 

[2:6o] a. Ican"t getanyrdiablelNFORMATION. This is whatwOlUUBS me. 
b. THIS is what worries me: I can't get any reliable INFORMATION. 

(In (z:6oa] this could he replaced by that, whereas in [2:6ob] it could not.} 
M a corollary of its carrying the tonic. the cataphoric this could equally 
come at the end: in(b) we might well have Whatwcrries me is this:, where
as in (a) such a reversal is highly improbable. 

2.f.2 The 

The defi:nite article the has usually been set apan. in grammars of English. 
as a unique member of a class., its only relative being the indefinite article 
a. There is some justification for this; no other item in English behaves 
exactly like the. On the other hand, it has important similarities with a 
whole group of other items. so that we need not hesitate to classify it with 
the determiners; and, more particularly, with the specific determiners, the 
class which includes the demonstratives and the possessives. (Likewise the 
indefinite article i.s a member of the wider class of non-specific deter
miners.) The full set of specific determiners: is as follows: 

Demonstrative Possessive 

Referential f"' t1uu 

Speech roles my, your. 
Sdectiv ""' these these 

{his, her, their 
Non-sdective the Other roles its 

(Jtu!' s 

Interrogative which whose 

Hence the in many ways resembles: the demonstratives, from one form 
of which it is derived.. It is originally a reduced fOrm of that, functioning 
only as a modifier~ in the same way that a is a reduced form of one like
wise restricted to the modifier function. And this ls reflected. in its mean
ing. EssentiaUy the. like the demonstratives, is a specifying agent. serving 
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to identify a particular individual or subclass within the class designated 
by the noun~ but it does this only through dependence on something else
it contains no specifying element of its own. 

This can be explained as follows. A11 other specific determiners are 
semantically selective; they contain within themselves some referential 
element in terrrL"\ of which the item in question is to be identified. With 
the possessi.VC5, it is person: the :item is identified as belonging to, or 
associated -with, a recognizable participant - speaker, addressee or l!Ome 

person or object in the environment. With the demonstratives, it is prox
imity: the item is identified a5 present in the environment arul more, or 
less, remote. fu hoth these instances the environment, as we have seen, may 
be situational or textual; and when it is textual, this form of specifJ.Cation 
by reference becomes cohesive. 

The definite article has no content. It merely indicates that the item in 
question IS specific and identifiable; that somewhere the information 
necessary for identifying it is recoverable. Where is this information to be 
sought? Again, either in the situation or in the text. The reference is either 
exophoric or endophoric. If it is exophoric, the item is identifiable in one of 
two ways. {r) A particular individual or subclass is being referred to~ and 
that individual or subclass is identifiable in the specific situation. An ex
ample was [2.: 32] Don't go; the train•s coming, where the tr..:in :is interpreted 
as 'the train we're both expecting'- conttasted with Don"t go; a train's 
roming which would perhaps be a warning to avoid being run over. All 
immediate situational instances of the are exophoric in this way: mind the 
step; pass me the towel; the children are enjcying themselves; the mew's too 
deep; the journry's nearly vver, and. so on. (2) The referent is identifiable on 
extralinguistic grounds no matter what the situation. This has something 
in common with the generalized exophoric use of the personal forms, and 
it occurs under two conditions. It may arise, first, because there exists 
only one member of the class of objects referred to. for example the sun; 
or, at least. one member which will he assumed in the absence of specific 
indication to the conttary, for example the baby ('our baby'}, the govern
ment ('of our country'). the time ('now"). Secondly. it may arise because 
the reference is the whole class, eg: the- stdrs; or the individual considered as 
a representative of the whole class, like the child in As the child grows, he 
learns tg be independent, or the snail in The snail is wnsidered a great delicacy in 
this region. This type of exophoric reference, which does not depend on the 
specific situatio~ has been called H OMOPH o:a l c to distinguish it from the 
situationally specific type. 

Alternatively, the source of identification may lie in the text: what we 
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are calling enJophoricreference. In this case there are again two possibilities: 
reference forward, and reference backward. (3) Cataphoric or forward 
reference, with the~ is limited to the structural type. Un1ike the selective 
demonstratives (thU, the$e and here). the can never refer forward cohesively. 
It can only refer to a modifying element within the same nominal group as 
itsel£ Here are some examples: 

{z:6IJ a. The ascent of Mount Everest 
b. The party in power 
c. The people who predicted a dry summer 
d. The longest stretch 
e. The best way to achieve stability 

What is "the significance of the in such instances? It is, as always. a signal of 
identity; or rather~ of identifiability, showing that criteria for identifying 
WHICH ascent~ WHICH party etc is intended are recoverable - jn this instance, 
they are recoverable from the nominal group in which the the occurs. In 
other words the is a signal that the modifying elements are to be taken as 
defining; we are to understand only ruch members of the general class 
named by the Head noun as are specified in the Modifier. The defining 
elements are of Mount Everest, in power~ who predicted a dry summer, longest, 
and~ in (e). the discontinuous Modifier best . .. ro achieve stability. 

(4) Finally there is anaphoric reference, the only one of the four condi
tions in which the is cohesive. The clearest instances of this are those in 
which the item is actually repeated. eg: haU in 

[z.:6z] She fo-und herself in a long, low hall which was lit up by a row 
of lamps hanging from the roo£ There were doors all round the 
hall, but they were all locked. 

Ofi:en the reference is to a synonym or near-synonym, or to some other 
item which by its connotations provides a target for the anaphora; in 
rz:6JJ. the ers aoe clearly those of the Cat (and note the lexical cohesion 
between eyes and mouth) : 

[z.:63] ~How are you getting on?' said the Cat, as soon as there was 
mouth enough for it to speak with. Alice waited till the eyes 
appeared, and then nodded. 

This. shades into the sort of extended reference and text reference that we 
have found with it, this and that; for example the prospect in 

[2:64] 'A nice mess we're aU in. Pictures in the papers and reporters 
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coming round.' She paused. obviously visualizing the future in 
a series of crude, highly-coloured pictures. He thought that the 1 

prospect was still not wholly unplcasing.* 

Once again, the signals identifiability~ but here the information about 
WHICH hall~ WlUCH eyes and wmcH prospect is to be recovered from the 

preceding text. This is what provides the • texture'. 
There is a commonly held belief that the typical function of the is the 

anaphoric one: that it invariably specifies by reference back in the text. 
Indeed it has sometimes been referred to as the • second mention article •. It 
should be stresse~ therefore, that anaphoric reference is only one means 
whereby th~ achieves specificity (and even wben it is anaphoric, more 
often than not there is no • second mention~ of the same noun). It is prob
ably true that purely anaphoric reference never accounts for a majority 
of instances: in pra.grnatic speech the is primarily exophoric, and in most 
other varieties of spoken and written English its predominant function is 
cataphoric. What must be recognized, however, is that these various 
types of reference are not mutually exclusive. A given occurrence of the 
might have any two or even three functions at the same time. 

Consider for example: 

[2:65] Last year we went to Devon for a holiday. The holiday we had 
there was the best we·ve ever had. 

Here the is both cataphoric, pointing forward to we had there. and also ana
phoric, referring the second occurrence of holiday back to that in the pre
ceding sentence; and it would be meaningless to argue that it must be just 
the one or the other. Now suppose the same example continues: 

{2:65] (cont'd) The people we stayed. with had four children. The 
eldest girl was a bout nine. 

The first the is cataphoric only, since there is no lexical rdation between 
people and anything in the preceding passage. The second is again both 
cataphoric and anaphoric: cataphoric. showing that eldest defines girl, and 
anaphoric because girl is related to children. We might even construct an 
example w:ith all three types of reference: 

{2: 66] Look at the moon! The daytime moon always seems so sad. 

Here the second occurrence of the is cataphoric to daytime. anaphoric to the 
earlier moon. and exophoric both in the 'homophoric' sense, since there is 

* Aga.th.a Christic, P«htjul .;if R~. Fontana Booh. 
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only one moon, and also in the situational scme since it is specifically an 
object of attention. Such instances of forufold reference are presumably 
f.tidv rare . 

• 
The function of the definite article can be summed up by saying that it 

is an unmarked or non-selective referential deictic. Its meaning is. that the 
noun it modifies has a specific referent, and that the information required 
for identifying this referent is available. It does not contain that informa
tion in itself; it is the • definite article' in the sense that its function is to 
signal definiteness, without itself contributing to the definition. Nor does 
it say where the information is to be located. [t will be found somewhere 
in the environment, provided we interpret • environment' in the broadest 
sense: to include the structure, the text, the situation and the culture. 
Whenever the infurmation is contained in the text. the presence of the 
creates a link between the sentence in which it itself occurs and that con
taining the referential information~ in other words. it is cohesive. 

2.4-3 Demr:mstrative adverbs 

There are four of these, hen:, there, now and then, although now is very rarely 
cohesive. Three of them need to be distinguished .from their homographs -
other words written the same way but, now at least, having different fWlc
tions in the language. (I) Demonstrative there is to be distinguished from 
pronoun there as in there's a man fit the dtJor. (2) Demonstrative now is to be 
distinguished &om conjunction naw as in now what we• re gcing to do is this. 
(3} Demonstrative tht!n is to be distinguished from conjunction then as in 
then you've quite maJe up your minJ? As a general rule the non-demonstra
tive forms are phonoiogicaUy reduced, whereas the demonstratives are not 
reduced, though there may be no phonologica) difference in the case of 
then. (t is the demonstrativcs only 'Vo'ith which we are concerned here. 

As reference items, here and there closely parallel this and that, respec
tively. For example 

{2:67] 'Do you play croquet with the Queen today?' 
'l should like it very much; said Alice. 'but I haven"t been 
invited.' 
• You'll sec me there: said the Cat, and vanished.. 

The meaning of there is anaphoric and Jocative; it refers to • playing cro
quet with the Queen'. Both here and there regularly refer to extended text, 
and then often with a meaning that is nor one of place but of~ respect •; 'in 
this respect'. 'in that respect •. For example 
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[2:68] "Of course it would be all the better~' said Alice: 
'but ;, wouldn't be all the better his bemg punished.' 
'Y ou• re wrong there. at any rate,~ said the Queen. 

In such contexts here, like this. may be cataphoric; in example [2.:33} this 
could be replaced by here and that could be replaced by~. The demon
stratives this, these and here provide, in bet, almost the ouly sources of cata
phoric cohesion: they are the only items in English which regularly refer 
fOrward TEXTUALLY, to something to which they are not linked by a 
structural relationship.* (An example of the cataphoric use of oompara
tives, which is much rarer, will be found in the next section.) 

The temporal demonstratives then and now are much more restricted in 
their cohesive function. The cohesive use of demonstrative then is that 
embodying anaphoric reference to time; the meaning is "at the time just 
referred to • : 

[2;:69] In my young days we took these things more seriously. 
We had different ideas then. 

The use of nPw is confmed to those instances in which the meaning is 'this 
state of affairs having come .about'. for example [2:7oa]; [2: 7ob] shows a 
comparable use of then: 

[2: 70] a. The plane touched down at last. Now we could breathe freely 
ag:un. 

b. Why not tell your parents? Then we can stop pretending. 

This is already approaching the use of then as a conjunctive; see 5·7 below. 

2.4-4 A final nCJtt: on denwnstrativ~s 

There are very many expressions containing a demonstrative that occur as 
adjuncts, typically at the beginning of a clause; in general they come with
in the category often known as • discourse adjuncts •. Exampl6 are in that 
case, that being so. after that. at this moment, uruler these circumstances. 

In the present analysis, we are treating these as conjunctives. not as 

* They do also OCCU1' in a fonn of nructural cauphora,. ~pli:fied by ~!or in Lm:tkm. then tm 

tM cpptlrik p<:ge; rom.pare this and tJt.t in this mania for IWShing t4n, thM turirey Wl!' W f« 
Chli:stmm, and also the special ur.e of th.ut- in dwsr who. meaning 'the pt:ople who', ai in tlw~ 
whc pntliatd an or.uthquake. Like otha funnt. of ~ctutal ~on, these make no amtrihu
tioo to cohe$ion. 
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demonstratives; see Chapter 5 below. This is on semantic grounds: the 
principle is that any sem211tic relation which is itself conjunctive is treated 
as conjunctive in all its realizations. whether or not there is a demonstrative 
or other reference item present in its expression. This also avoids making -
an awkward and artificial distinction between pairs of items such as as a 
result and as a result bfthis; both of these are interpreted in the same way~ as 
conjunctives. 

In fact. there is overlap between conjunction and reference at this point. 
and there would be no need in principle to force a classification in terms 
of just one or the other. But one of the purpmes of the present study is to 
make it easy to analyse and compare teXts in respect of their cohesive 
properties~ and for this reason, in all instances of indeterminacy we have 
taken a decision one way or the other. As far as possible the decision has 
fOllowed the line of semantic consistency. at the same time with an eye to 
applicability in pr-actice. 

2. 5 Comparative reference 

The table of comparative reference items was given in 2.2 above (Tab1e 4). 
The system is as follows: 

compar
ison-

-identity same etp~al identical, identically 

neral ---!-similarity 
(deictic) 

suck similar, so similarly likewise 

iffi:rence other different else, differently 
otherwise 

umerative more fewer kss further aJJitional; 
so- as- equaUy- +quantifier, eg: 

particular so many 
(non-deictic) 

pithet comparative adjectives and ad
verbs. eg: bettff; so- -as- more-less
equally- +comparative adjectives 
.and adverbs. eg: etJUally good 

By 4 general comparison~ is meant comparison that is simply in terms of 
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likeness and unlikeness. without respect to any particular property: two 
things may be the same, similar or d.Uferent (where • different• includes 
both 'not the same' and 'not similar•). General comparison is expressed 
by a certain class of adjectives and adverbs (separated from each other by a 
comma in the above lists). The adjectives function in the nom.inal group 
either as Deictic (eg: identiUJl in the identical two cards) or as Epithet (eg: 
identical in two identical caTds); it will be seen that these have different mean
ings (see 2.5.1 below). The adverbs function in the clau~ as Adjunct (eg: 
identiudly in the other-s performed identically). These are called ADJBCriV.l!.S 

OF COMPARISON. ADVERBS OF COMPARISON, to distinguish them from 
COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES and COMPARATIVE ADVERBS, which are 
the comparative forms of ordinary adjectives and adverbs, eg: bigger, 
b,ttu,fastu, """' quiekly. 

'Particular comparison' means comparison that is in respect of quantity 
or quaJity. It is also expressed by means of adjectives or adverhs; not of a 
special class, but ordinaty adjectives :md :adverbs in some comparative 
form. The adjectives function, as always. within the nominal group. but 
not as Deictic; they function either as Numerative (eg: more in mMecards) 
or as Epithet (t>g: better in better cards). The adverbs function in either of 
two ways: either as Adjnnct in the clause {eg: bnter in the others performed 
bett~) or as Submodi:fier. in which case they simply occur within an 
Epithet (eg; such in such good cards, iJentically in an identically designed house) 
ora Numerative(~: so in so many words). or within an Adjunct(eg: eiuaUy 
in tit< cthas P"formed equally badly). It makes no difference whether the 
comparative adjective or adverb is inflected (eg: slower, slowlier) or com
pounded (eg: more lengthy, more lengthily); the meaning and function are 
not affi:aed by this distin<tion. 

The same principles operate with comparison as with other forms of 
reference: it may be anaphoric, and therefore cohesive, or it may he cata
phoric or even exophoric. Ouly brief illustrations will be given of the 
non-anaphoric uses. 

General comparison is discussed in 2.:5.I and particular comparison in 
2.j.2. 

2.,5.1 General comparison 

General comparison expressc:s likeness between things. The likeness may 
take the form of identity, where 4 two things' :u-e,_ in fact. the s.ame thing, 
as in [2:71a]; or of similarity where two things are like each other. as in 
[2:7rb]. Each of these has its negative; there is non-identity. and non-
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similarity. But these two concepts are <:onflated, in the semantic system, 
into a single meaning, that of non-likeness, or difference, as in [2: 7I<:J.* 

[2: 71] a. It's the same cat as the one we saw yesterday. 
b. I( s a similar cat to the one we saw yesterday. 
c. It's a different cat from the one we saw yesterday. 

Liken~ss is a referential property. A thing cannot just he •like'; it must 
be 'Hke something •. Hence comparison is a form of reference, alongside 
personal and demoruttative reference; and it embraces the same set of 
possibilities. The referent of the comparison may be i.n the :situation, or it 
may be in the text. If it is in the text, the reference may be backwards or 
forwards, and it may be structura1 or non-structural (cohesive). With 
comparison, however, there is one further possibility: the comparison 
may be internal- the likeness expressed as mutua/likeness without a refer
ent appearing as a distinct entity. 

All the examples in [2:71] were cataphoric in the struc:tura1 sense; i."l 
each ~;:ase- the referent was the one we saw yesterday. and the comparatives 
same, similar and different were pointing forward to it in just the same way 
that those points forward to who predicted an earthquake. Other examples: 

[2::72] a. We have re-ceived exactly the same report as was submitted 
two months ago. 

b. There are other qualities than conviviality needed for this job. 
c. Find a nwnher equal to the square of the sum of its digits. 

The referents are [the cm: that] was submitted two months ago. convivifllity, and 
the square of the sum of its digits. Such cataphoric reference is .fully determined 
by the structure and therefore. as always. has no cohesive function. 

Instances of cohesive cataphoca, vo..Jth comparatives. ace not very COlll

mon.. but they do occur: 

[2:73] The other squirrels hunted up and down the nut bushes; but 
Nutkin gathered robin•s pincushions olf a briar bush. and stuck 
them full of pine-needle pins.. 

* There is probably a~ diWnction between the two in certain oont~ fox example 
wmt'-t>lll' othn th.m]uhrt 'not identical with•, ~tot dijformtfrom]ohn 'not similar to•. But 
dijjmnt is used in both semes. and there appears to be no comistent clistinct:ion in anapboric 
oeontens. An inteusting ~ of the remlring senunt:ic confusion occurs in the fol.lowing 
dialogue with a three-year-old: ailld: Wbo'5 Peter'J daddy? Mother: Peter"$ daddy ll Uncle 
Jaclt. Child: k my daddy quite: different fromPctes:'sdaddy? Mothm:: Oh -,a. Child: But he's 
got eyebrows. {it: there is at leart something in CO.mm.(IO ben\icc:n them..) 
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Here other is cataphoric to l\.IUtkin; although the two are separated only by 
a semicolon, the effect is cohesive, as they are not structurally related. 
Compare: 

[2:74] The blow would have knocked anyone else cold. The champ just 
leaned to one side, then straightened again. 

Examples such as those in [2:75] might be exophoric, the referent being 
retrievable from the situation~ 

[z:75] a. I was expecting someone different. 
b. Would you prefer the other seats? 

the first being interpreted as 'different from you' or • different from that 
person there', the second as 'other than those you see here'. Either how
ever might equally be anaphoric, given contexts such as: 

[2!76] a. Jenningsisheretoseeyou. -I was expecting someone different. 
b. They've given us speci.al pbces in the front row. Would you 

prefer the other seats ? 

Another example of anaphoric comparison is [2:77], where such refers 
back to the nominal group qualifier of mildly but per,dstently depressive 
temperament: 

[2:77} Gerald Middleton was a man of mildly hut persistently depres
sive temperament. Such men are not at their best at breakfast.* 

Again, as with other types of reference, the referent may be a passage of 
any extent, eg: so in [2:78a] and such in [2:78b}: 

[2:78] .a. 'Everybody says "Come in!" here,' thought Alice, as she 
went slowly after the Gryphon: • I never wa!> so ordered about 
in all my 1i:fe, never! • 

b. 'I see nobody on the road,' said Alice. • I only wish I had suc:h 
eyes; the King remarked, 'To be able to see nobody- and at 
that distance too! • 

Or it may be text treated as 'fact'. when an expression such as the same 
questicns arise . .. refers back to the whole of some previous discussion. 

All the above patterns of reference .are familiar from the personals and 
the demonstratives. But it should be noted that same. similar, identical, equal 
.and difforent do not necessarily imply reference of any kind: the compari-
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son may be purely internal, two or more things being compared with each 
other. For example 

{2:79] a, Most people have the same breakfast every day. 
b. The candidates gave three similar answers. 
c. All parries showed an identical reaction to the news. 

The first means •the same as every other day'. though with the possible 
ambiguity of' the same as each other'; the second 'similar to each other~. 
the third 'reacted in the same way as each other'. Here the comparatives 
are functioning not as Deictic but as Epithet, and therefore in this use they 
will FOLLOW any numeral that may be present. whereas in Deictic func
tion they prece-de it: contrastfz: 8oa], where different is Deicticand referen
tia4 with {z: Soh] where it is Epithet and non-referential: 

[2:8o] a. They were a different two colours. 
b. They were two different coloun. 

The firs.t means~ different from the two referred to', the second 'different 
from each other'. Usage is not totally consistent, however. and one not 
infrequently comes across the second type used in the first of the two 
me.mings. The w-ords other, adJitional and else oc.cur only i.n the refet:ential 
sense; equal, on the other hand. is normally not referential, and can be so 
on1y when modifying nouns such as number, amount and quantity. 

A brief comment on otlte,. and .else. Else is distinguished not only by its 
wllque position in .relation to what it modifies. following instead of pre
ceding. but also by the fact that i.t can accompany only the general nouns 
and adverbs som~one, nothing, everywhere etc. or the corresponding interro
gatives who. what, where etc. Ot!Kr has two meanings, 'di:ffi:rent' and 
'additional'~ leading at times to uncertainty of interpretation: 

[2:8I J I need some other clothes. -As well, or instead? 

Z.j. 2 Patticular comparison 

Particular comparison expresses comparability between things in respect 
of a particular property. The property in question may be a matter of 
quantity or of quality. 

( r) If the comparison is in terms of quantity, it is expressed in the Num
erative element in the structure of the nominal group; either (a) by a 
comparative quantifier, eg: more in more mistakes, or (b) by an adverb of 
comparison sub modifying _a quantifier, eg: as in as many mistahes. 
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(z) If the comparison is in terms of quality. it is expressed in either of 
two ways: (i) in the Epithet element in the nominal group. either (a) by a 
comparative adjective, eg: easier. more d#Jiicult in easier tasks, more difficult 
tasks, or (b) hy :m adverb of comp<J.riwn submodifying an adjective, eg: so 
in .so difficuh a task; {ii) as Adjunct in the clause, either (a) by a comparative 
adverb, ~g: faster in Cambridge rC/Wed faster, or (b) by an adverb of compari
son submodifying an :adverb. eg: as in she sang as sweetly. 

Particular comparison. like general comparison, is also referential; there 
must be a standard of reference by which one thing is said to be superior, 
equal. or inferior in quality or quantity. An example of the hearer's de
mand for a referent. when faced wi.th a comparative of this 1cind. is the 
well-known passage: 

[2:82] 'Take some more tea; the March Hare said to Alice, very 
earnestly. 
'fve had nothing yet/ Alice repl.:ied in an offended tone, 'so I 
can't take more.• 

The standard of reference may he another thing. eg; ""this tree is taller than 
that tree • • or a measure, eg: • this tree is taller than ten feet •. The other 
thing may he implicit, as in the ropy-writer•s formula for a tastier meal. 
use ••. , where the comparison is presumably with a meal prepared with
out the product. or perlups one prepared with • .Brand X·. It may be some 
generalized situational referent, as in 

(2: a3] We are demanding higher living standards. 

-presumably •than we have now'. The most generalized comparative is, 
actually, the superlative: highest means, simply. ~higher than any other'. 
Superlatives are non-referential because they are self-defining; and for this 
reason they regularly act as defining Modifier, being shown to be defining 
in the usual way by the presence of the definite article: so in the highest 
mountain in Euro_F. the shows that higkst •.. in Europe specifies which 
mountain (if[z:6Ie] above). In some ]anguages which, in this region of 
the grammar, have resources similar to English the superlative is. in fact,. 
the combination of the comparative with the definite article. English 
keeps comparison 2nd definiteness. form.aDy apart, and so has. on the one 
hand, generalized exophoric comparatives used as defining modifiers. as 
in the miLler tobaao ('than any'), and on the other hand non-defining 
superlatives such as a lawst notWn is . _ .• meaning • one of the latest notion$'. 

All the usual types of reference are found. For example. the following 
are cataphoric: 
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[ 2:84] a. There were twice as many people there as last time. 
b. He's a better man than I am. 
c. There are more things in heaven and earth. Horatio, than are 

dreamt of in your philosophy. 

[2:843-] is comparison of quantity, with a Numerative as comparative. and 
[the people who were there] last time as referent; (b) is quality, with an 
Epithet as the comparative, and I- or rather~ [the man that] I am - as 
referent. In (c). the referent is [the things that] are dreamt of in your philo
sophy; the comparison is again quantitative, hut the example shows that 
more has wme of the ambiguity that is present with other {see end of 2.5.1 
above): we interpret Hamlet as meaning not just a greater quantity of 
things but things that are different in kind. All these represent structural 
cataphora; the referent is within the nominal group. Also structurally 
cataphoric are examples such as [2:85]. where the comparative 1s an 
Adjunct in the clause: 

[2: 85] The iittle dog barked as noisily as the big one. 

Here the referent is not a thing but a process: not the big one but the big one 
[barked). Examples [2: 84-] and [2:85] illustrate the point that the referent 
of :a cataphoric comparative is not necessarily made fully explicit in the 
structure. It may be, as in John is older t!Mn Perer, where the second term in 
the comparison presupposes nothing from tbe first; but in many instances 
the common element i.n the two terms is carried over by presupposition
this is what is shown in square brackets above. This phenomenon is out
side our present scope, since this feature has nothing to do with cohesion; 
but it is of considerable interest, and has been described and explained in a 
number of detailed studies. Other examples of cataphoric compar2rives: 

[ 2: 86] a. I have never seen a more brilliant performance than last night/ 
last night's. 

b. She has a similarly furnished room. to mine. 

We do find examples of particular comparison which are cataphoric but 
in the cohesive sense, such :as the following from A lice: 

[2: 87] She thought that in all her life she had never seen soldiers so un
certain on their feet: they were always tripping over something 
or other, and when_e,..·er one went down, several more always fell 
over him. ... 

The comparative dement is so uncertain on their feet; the text then has a 
colon as a signal that this is to be interpreted as pointing forward. 
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It is: easy to think of exophoric examples:; one is the fisherman's so big 
with the arms held apan to indicate the size of the catch, another the hair
dresser's wcmld yf)u like the water cMkT? This type of exophoric comparative 
is a very commonly used form of instruction and observation in everyday 
life: we relate our wishes to the actual state of things., or relate what is 
there to what was there or what is somewhere else: not so much noise!, go 
slowlier!, I need a sharper one, mine was much prettier and so on. One of 
Alice~s comments on her experiences took such a comparative form: 
• Curiouser anJ. curiousal' 

As always, it is the anaphoric type that interests us. since this is what 
brings about cohesion in the text; examples are perhaps obvious enough: 

{2:88] a. Cassius: Ye gods, ye gods .. must [endure all this? 
Brutus ~ All this? Ay. more 1 Fret till your proud heart break. 

b. 'When £8,ooo is a minor matter. it must be really 1arge--scale 
crime that is in question?' 
'Bigger rackets go on.' 

c. Apparently Brown resigned, when his proposal was rejected. 
-I wish he could have acted less precipitately. 

The anaphoric comparatives are more, bigger and less precipitately; and their 
referents are dearly identifiable as this, £8,ooo and resigned. As usual 
there is also extended reference to longer and. less clearly defined passages 
of text, for example so many in [2:89]: 

[2:89] Here the Red. Queen began .again. 'Can you answer useful 
questions?' she said. 'How is bread made?' 
•1 know that[' Alice cried eagerly. •you take some flour-' 
'Where do you pick the flow et? • the White Queen asked. • In a 
garden, or in the hedges?' 
·well, it isn't picked at an: Alice explained: 'it's ground_. 
'How many acres of ground?' said the White Queen. 'You 
mustn't leave out so many things!' 

It is in the nature of comparatives that, of all the reference items. they 
are the ones that are most typically anaphoric rather than exophoric. This 
is to be expected. Personals and demonstrntives both involve a form of 
reference that is inherently extralinguistic, though it may be reinterpreted 
in linguistic terms: reference ro speech roles (the roles of the participants 
in the communication process), and to proximity to the speaker, is essen
tially reference to the situation~ and only the • third person' personals, 
whose situational definition is a purely negative one - person or thi.ug 
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O'l"HllR THAN speaker or addressee -. have the anaphoric function as the 
dearly predominant one, with exophoric reference being only secondary. 
With comparison, however. although the relationship is still clearly a 
referential one (in the sense in which we are using the term). the specific 
nature of this relationship. that of likeness or comparability between 
things, makes it more probable that the things which are being relate-d to 

one another should be at the same levd of abstraction; in other words. that 
both the comparative and its referent should be located at the semantic 
level (ie in the text) rather than the one in the text atid the other in the 
situation. Thus while there certainly is exophoric reference with the com
paratives-the sentence fOllowing [2:89} provides a nice example of it: 

[z:89] (cont'd) 'Fan her head!' the Red Queen anxiously interrupted. 
• She1l be feverish afier so much thinking! • 

-as a general rule they tend to be text-oriented, and to give the reader or 
hearer a strong sense of :fibres of .internal cohesion. 

Like general comparison, particular comparison may a1so be purely 
internal, and thus not referential at all; in this case it Is expressed by 
sul>-mod.i.Gen in -ly, nearly always equally: 

[z:goJ They asked me three equally difficult questions. 

As it .stands. this: is ambiguous:; it could be anaphoric. But in the sense of 
• each as difficult as the others.', it is non-referential~ like [:z.:79] above. 

2.5.3 A nMe on Sf4 such anJ as 

Among the words of comparison. these require a brief special mention. In 
principle they can he regarded as variants of the same word, which takes 
the form such when it is an adjective, so when it is a free adverb and as 
when it is a hound. adverb. This is ~omething of an oversimplification, but 
it approximates to the facts; all have the same meaning of"similar(ly)', 
and the choice among them is largely a matter of grammatical function. 

We find so and such used simply as intensifiers. meaning 'extremely'. 
although perhaps even here there is a nuance of • such as you would never 
have imagined': 

(2:91) a. The war scenes in the film were so terrifying. 
b. Our neighbours are such a nuisance. 
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These become structurall)' cataphoric in [2:92]: 

[2:92] a. The war scenes in the film were so terrifying that many of the 
audience left. 

b. Our neighhour!t ace such a nuisance that we may have to move. 

Historically [2 :93] ace also cataphoric., though they are no longer felt to be 

"" : 
[2:93] a. He hid in the shed so that no one would find him.. 

b. Our fe<llc ofher was such that we dared not contradict her. 

Both [2:92] and (2:93] are unusual among instances of cataphora in that 
the referent is not part of the nominal group; in addition,. so. such and as 
all occur in the usual type of cataphora where the referent is a Qualifier. 
for example: 

[2:94-] Such an efficient man as John} 
So efficient a man as John is unlikely to be mistaken. 
A man sofas efficient as John 

Ex:ophorically we find such and so; as is unusual among reference items. 
in having no exophoric use - this is a corollary of its • bound • -ness. So if 
we were watching someone lifting a heavy weight we might say [z:gsa], 
but not [2:9sh], which could occur ouly anaphorically. fuUowing some
thing like I JUln' t expect John W beat Peter: 

{2:95] a. I never thought he was ro strong. 
b. I never thought he was as strong. 

Alternatively we could make the as in [2: 95b] cataphoric by adding as that 
at the end, with the exophoric reference carried hy the that. Another 
example of exophoric .w is. the Carpenter·s 

[2:96] I wish you were not quite so deaf -fve had to ask you twicel 

though that is simultaneously cataphoric to the socceeding line. None of 
these items, however, is as frequently used in exophoric contexts as the 
dernonstrarives are; as we have already remarked, comparatives as a whole 
are more text-oriented than demonstratives, and so~ such and 4S are quite 
typical in this respect. 

We have already cited examples of their anaphoric use, both indepen
dently, in general comparison (eg: [2:77], [2:78D, and"' Submodifien in 
particular comparison [2:89]. Three further examples: 
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r2:97] a. He seemed most upset.- I never knew he cared s.o. 
b. Let me have men a bout me that are fat! 

Yon Cassius hath a lean and hungry look. 
Such men are dangerous. 

c. ~Are five nights warmer than one night, then?' A lice ven
tured to ask. 
~Five rimes as warm, of course.' 

We s.haU come across so and such in other cohesive functions. in sub
stitution (Chapter 3} and conjunction (Chapter 5). In particular, so has a 
wide range of uses, partly owing to its functioning freely both as Sub
modifier and as Adjunct. In this respect, it is resembled by more and less; 
to give one more example, they arc Adjunct in [2:98a], Submodifier in 
[2098b)o 

i2:98] a. He seemed most upset.- I never knew he cared so.- He used 
to care even more. 

h. He comes every week. - I never knew he came so often. - He 
used to come even more often. 

But more and less are only comparatives, whereas so is many other things 
besides, all of them cohesive in one way or another. 

Finally there are a number of expressions which resemble the compa:ra.
tives in meaning but are themselves constructed in other ways, exemplified 
in [2099>-e), 

[2:99] a. ~Oswyn then says that a well-drilled equerry took two steps 
forv.·.ard, received the picture from you, and took two steps 
hack. He was accustomed to the whole manoeuvre, that is to 
say. And then the vislt ended. Would you say that's right?' 
'Nothing of the kind, my dear fellow.'* 

b. •If we'd gone on pretending long enough, I believe we might 
have been happy together, sometimes. It often works out like 
th.t.'t 

c. Walk right up, and take the box where everyone can see you. 
That way it. won't. look as though you're stealing. 

d. Edward ran up and vaulted the fence without effort. jo-lu1. tried 
to do likewise- with disastrous results. 

e. You don't seem to have got very far with all those jobs I asked 
you to do. And another thing - what have you done with the 
scissors? 

* Mi<.::bad Innes. A Fumity .Affair, Gollana. 

t J. B. Priertley. ~ C07'*r("l11.-. fuyxofJ. B. Priesdey. Vol.:~:), Heinemann. 
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Expressions such as of the kind, like that, that way, do likewise, and another 
thing show a semantic 1ikeness to the comparatives which suggests that they 
might be treated under this heading, But it would not he easy to define or 
to list the set of expressions that were being included within this category. 
What is more important. they can all he identified in one way or other 
with other types of cohesion, either because they contain a demonstrative 
(the, this, that) or a substitute(do), or because they fall within one of the con
junctive categories {eg: the discourse adjuncts in addition, anJ arwt/m- thing. 
similarly, in other words, so Jar); and i.t is this that determines how they are 
used. It seems more satisfactory therefore to interpret them not as com
paratives hut as falling under those other headings, always bearing in mind 
that the different forms of cohesion are nowhere sharply !iet apart one 
from another. 



Chapter 3 

Substitution 

3-I Substitution and ellipsis 
In tllls and the next chapter we mall be discussing another type of cohesive 
relation. which takes two different forms: substitution~ and ellipsis. These 
can be thought of in simplest terms as processes within the text: substitu
tion as the replacem.ent of one item by another, and ellipsis as the omission 
of an item. Essentially the two are the same process; ellipsis can be inter
preted as that form of substitution in which the item is replaced. by 
nothing. But the mechanisms involved in the two are rather different, 
and also, at least in the case of ellipsis, fairly complex; so we shall devote 
a chapter to each. 

3·'·' SllhstUvtiDn and refmnce 

The distinction between substitution and reference is that substitution is 
a relation in the wording rather than in the meaning. It has been empha
sized already that the classification of cohesive relations into different 
types should not be seen as implying a rigid division into v..-aterright 
compartments. There are many instances of cohesive forms which lie 
on the borderline between two types and could be interpreted as one or 
the other. The situation is a familiar one in many fields, and when one 
is attempting to explain phenomena as complex as those of human 
language it would be surprising to find things otherwise; this is particu
larly so when we are concemed with phenomena which are both semantic 
and gr.nnm.atical, since it frequently happens that semantic criteria suggest 
one interpretation while grammatical criteria suggest another, and the 
description has to account for bo~ facing both ways at once. The 
analysis that is adopted here is based on certain general principles. to 
which particular instances can be more or less tmambiguously referred. 
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The principle distinguishing reference from substitution is reasonably 
clear. Substitution is a relation between linguistic items, such as words or 
phrases; whereas reference is a relation between meanings. In terms of the 
linguistic system. reference is a relation on the semantic level, whereas 
substitution is a relation on the lexicogram.m.atical level, the level of 
granunar and VQcabulary, or linguistic 'form". Ellipsis, as we have 
already remarked, is in this respect simply a kind of substitution; it can 
be defined as substitution by zero. So we have: 

Type of cohesive relation: Linguistic level: 

Reference Semantic 

Sub~titurion (including Ellipsis} Grammatical 

The meaning of the reference item he is 'some person (male), other 
than the speaker or addressee, who can he identified by recourse tQ the 
environment'. The cohesion lies in the semantic identity; and the fact 
that in a given instance the relevant environment may be the preceding 
text, in which, say, John Smith has occurred. is incidental Anaphoric 
reference, as we have seen, is merely a special case of reference in general. 
and the text is merely a special case of the environment; the reference may 
just as well be exophoric, where the relevant environment is the situation. 
Anaphoric and exophoric reference are both derived from the general 
underlying notion of recoverability of meanings from the environment. 

Substitution, on the other hand, is a relation within the text. A sub
stitute is a sort of counter which is used in place of the repetition of a 
particular item. Fo.r example. in 

[3; I] a. My axe is too blunt. I must get a sharper one. 
b. You think Joan already knows? - I think everybody does. 

one and tkes are both substitutes: one substitutes fOr axe, and does for 
kncws. And whe:reas in reference there is no implication that the pre
supposed item coul.:! itself have figured in the text:. and in many instances 
we know it could not have done, this IS implied in the case of substitution. 
Thus.. in [3 :I a and b] it would be entirely possible to • replace' one by 
axe arul dO£s by~. 

It £011mvs that. as a general rule, the substitute item has the same 
structural fimction as that for which it substitutes. In the above example, 
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one and axe are both Head in the nominal group; and does and knows are 
both Head in the Yerbal group. The i.dentity is less obvious in (3:2]: 

[3 :2] Has. Barbara !eft?- I think so. 

where the substitute so stands. for (that) Barbara has left. But here too the 
so has the same function in rdation to I think as has a dausc of reported 
spee-ch. Again, we have seen that reference is different; there i.s no such 
restriction there, and the grammatical function of a reference item may be 
quite different from that of its referent (example [2: 21) and [2:22]). 

From the point of view of textual cohesion, of course. substitution 
resembles reference in being potentially anaphoric, and hence constituting 
a link between parts of a text. But here too there is. a difference, following 
from the different nature of the two types of relation. Because reference is 
basically a non-verbal relation, a reference item may point in any direc
tion, and pointing to the preceding text is only one among the set of 
possibilities. Substitution, on the other: hand, being a verbal relation. is 
essentially confined to the text. Exophoric substitution is fairly rare; and 
it has the effect of implying that something HAS been said before. If the 
ftsherman sees me admiring his catch, he may say, without my having 
uttered a word: 

[3 :3] Ah! but you should have seen the one that got away. 

In doing so., however, he 'puts into my mouth' some such observation 
as That's a good-sized trout you've got there. [ myself might even have said 
That's a good-sized one you've got there, using exophoric substitution, in 
the first place; even here, howeYer, there would be a shared assumption 
that the fish in front of us was already the topic of conversation. The 
vast majority of aU instanCeS of substitution ate cndophoric; and of these 
again, the vast majority are anaphoric, although we shaH come across the 
possibility of cataphoric substitution under certain circumstances. Nearly 
every occurrence of a substitute, in other words, is a source of cohesion 
with what has gone before. 

3.1.2 Types of substitution 

Since substitution is a grammatical relation. a relation in the wording 
rather than in the meaning. the different type5 of substitution are defined. 
gr.amm.atically rather than semantically. The criterion is the grammaricaJ 
function of the substitute item. In English. the substitute may function as 
a noun. as a verb, or as a clause. To these correspond the three types of 
substitution; nominal. verbal, and clausal. 
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These will be dim!Ssed in turn: nominal substitution in 3.2, verbal 
substitution in 3-·3 and clausal substitution in 3 .4. The following is a 
list of the items that occur as substitutes; the list is very short: 

Nominal: one, ones; sa~ 
Verbal: Jq 
Clausal: so, net 

There are .1. few expressions in which there is some indeterminacy among 
the three types. for example, do so, do the same; these will come up for 
discussion where they seem most appropriate. In addition, there is a 
borderline where substitution shades into lexical cohesion, involving the 
use of GENERAL WORDS such as thing in a cohesive flDlction. For the 
discussion of these see the chapter on lexical cohesion (Chapter 6}. 

3.2 Nominal substitution 

The substitute one/ones always functions as Head of a nominal group, and 
can substitute only for an item which is itself Head of a nominal group. 
Fore~ple: 

(3 :4] I shootthe hippopotamus 
With bullets made of platinum 

Because ifi use leaden ones 
His hide is sure to flatten 'em.* 

Here bullets is Head of the nominal group bullm made of platinum and 
ones is Head of the nominal group leaden ones. 

The t\Vo nominal groups need not themselves have the same function 
in the clause; either may have any function that is open to a nominal 
group. Sometimes, as v.':ith reference, the presupposed item is huried deep 
inside a complex structure: the hearer gencrally has no difficulty in 
recovering it {g'[2:23} above); 

[3 : 5] lf only I could remember where it was that: I saw someone putting 
away the box with those candles in I could finish the decorations 
now. -You mean the little coloured ones? 

The substitute may differ from the presupposed item in number; in the 
following the presupposed item is the Mngular cherry. whereas the substi
tute is plural: 

[3 '6] Cherry ripe, cherry ripe, ripe I cry. 
Full and fair ones.- come and huy. 

* H. Bclloc, 'The Hippopotamus • in ~ Bml Chil.t's B<wk of :&asts, Duck-worth. 
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But the noun that is presupposed is always a count noun; there is no 
substitute form for mass nouns. Contrast [3:73 and b]: 

[3: 7) a. These biscuits are stale. - Get some fresh ones. 
b. This bread's stale. -Get some fresh.. 

In (b) the only possible form of substitution is substitution hy zero~ which 
1s what we call ellipsis (Chapter 4). Semantically, ellipsis and substitution 
are very dose; we have said that ellipsis can be interpreted as substitu
tion without a substitute. Grammatically~ however, the two are fairly 
di<tinct. 

Some further examples of tme/ ones as substitute : 

[3: 8] a. So she wandered o~ talking to herself as she went, till on 
turning a sharp corner, she came upon two &t litde men,. so 
suddenly that she could nat help starting back:, hut in another 
moment she recovered herself, feeling sure that they must 
be-
TWEEDI.BDUM AND I WEBD!.EDHH ••• 

They stood so still that she quite forgot they were alive. and 
she was just looking around to see if the word '1 WWIDLB' was 
written on the back of each collar, when she was startled hy a 
voice coming fro-m the one, marked • DUM'. 

b. I've heard some strange stories in my time. But this one was 
perhaps the strangest one of all. 

c. Which kind of engines do you want? Ones with whistles, 
or ones without? 

d. My dear, I trally must get a tlrinner pencil. I ='t manage this 
one a bit; it writes all manner of things that I don't intend. 

J.Z.l T1te meaning of substitute one/ones 

The substitute OM/ones presupposes some noun that is to function as Head 
in the nominal group. It is a substitution counter put in to fill the • Head." 
slot. The meaning is • the noun to fill this slot wiJl he found in the pre
ceding text {occasionally elsewhere) •. 

In the typical instance the substitute • carries over' only the Head itself; 
it does not carry over any modifying dements by which this may have 
been accompanied. So for example in [3 :4] the use of ones as substitute 
speci£ically excludes the defining Modifier tnAtk of platinum; ones replaces 
bullets and that is alL Furthermore, however, in place of the original 
modifying elements the substitute regularly brings with it its own defining 
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Modifier. in this case leaden. The effect is differential; leaden ones is specifi
cally differentiated from (ones that are) made of platinum. 

h is this differentiation which i.s characteristic of the use of substitutes 
in generaL A substitute is a carrier of some information which differen
tiates: the instance in which it occurs from the other instance to which it 
relates by cohesion. In the case of a nominal substitute. this means that it 
is the carrier of some modifying element which has this differeu.tial 
function: so. rmes is a •carrier' for kaden which has the function of 
differentiating the bullets mentioned in this instance from the ones 
mentioned earlier. those made .if phmnum. 

It follows therefore that the nominal substitute one/ernes is always 
accompanied by some modifying element which functions as DEFINING 

in the particular context. This element is not necessarily the same in its 
structural function in the nominal group as that which it repudiates; in 
our example [3: 4], the repudiated element made of platinum is a Qualifier. 
whereas the one accompanying the substitute, leaden. is a Classifier. 
(There is a similar example in the sentence just written, where the same 
thing happens in reverse; here the substitute is accompanied by a Qualifier, 
namely accompanying the suitllitllte, and what it repudiates is a Classifier, 
namely repudiated.) Another example: 

(3 :g] I thought I'd finished with the toughest ass;gnments. They 
didn't tell me about this one. 

where the Epithet toughest is repudiated by the Dcictic this. In all such 
instances the modifying element in the .anaphoric nominal group, namely 
leaden, accompanying the substiture, and this, is acting as a defining Modifier. 

We have used the term REPUDIATION, and this concept provides a 
key to the understanding of substitution (including ellipsis), distinguishing 
it at the same time rather dearly from reference. The notion of repudiation 
is explained as follows. In any anaphoric context, something is carried 
over from a previous instance. What is carried over may be the whole of 
what there w~ or it may be only a part of it; and if it is only a part of it, 
then the remainder, that which is not carried ovex:,lus to be RBPUDIA TED. 

Fur example, in 

[3: 10] WehavenocoaUires;.onlywood ones. 

fires ls c.lrried over anaphorically, hut coal i~ repudiated. 
Semantically this means that. given the set of things designated in the 

original instance, what is now being designated is in some sense a new 
mbset. It may be a different subset from that specified previously, as in 
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[3: 10); or a subset now specified where none had been specified before, 
as in [3: rr]. 

[3: uJ Did you light fires?- On1y- wood ones. 

It may merely be a new aspect of or angle on what was there before, as in 

[3: 12] Do you remember that thunderstorm we had the last time we 
were here ? That was a terrifying one! 

lt may even be THB SAME subset or aspect, where the sameness is itself 
unexpected or contrastive. This, interestingly, is the only class of in
stances in which the substitute onefones carries. the tonlc nucleus: 

[3: 13} Would you like me to change the pictures in your room? -
No, I think we'd like to keep the same ONES. 

Whereas in (3: 10} there is repudiation of an explicit subset,. the class of 
'coal fires', in examples such as [3: II-3: 13] what is repudiated is implicit: 
'fires other than wood ones'. 'thunde:rstornu other than terrifying ones' 
(or •thunderstorms in their non-terrifying aspects'), and 'pictures other 
than the same ones' (ie all those that would result from the process of 
changing). But what is common to all is that in one way or another there 
is a redefinition of the • thing' that is: represented by the Head noun, 
involving some form of repudiation of the definition in the original 
instance. 

This: does not necessarily mean that EVERYTHING in the original definition 
must be repudiated. In [3 :Sa], for example, the presupposed instance is 
two fat little men~ the presupposing one is: the one marlud •nvM'. Now 
Tweeclledum is just as: fat and little as Tweedledee is; the only element that 
i.s: repudiated here is the two. Compare: 

[3: r.t-] That new cloth-backed Ordnance Survey one-inch tourist 
map you sold me was ideal - but I gave it away. Have you 
got another one? 

where everything is carried over except the that. In instances like this 
where the Head noun that is: presupposed is accompanied by a string of 
modifying elements, the context will usuaHy make .i.t dear hQw much is 
carried over. working backwards,. as it were, from the Head. Exactly the 
same phenomenon arises in ellipsis. and it will be illustrated further in the 
next chapter. 

We said at the beginning of 3.2.1 that the substitute one/ones is a su~ 
stitution counter filling the Head function in the nominal group, and that 
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it normally carries over only the Head itseJ£ We can now put this more 
precisely. The use of the substitute always involves some new modifying 
element that is, therefore, defining: this cne, another one, the biggest one. 
the Otu' th4t got away and so on. This does not imply that none of the 
modifying dements can be carried over from the presupposed item. It 
means merely that there is always some point of contrast; the meaning of 
the nominal group containing the substitute is never exactly identical 
with that of the nominal group that is presupposed. 

This is the essential difference between personal or demonstrative 
reference and nominal substitutioiL In reference there is a total referential 
identity between the reference item and that which it presupposes; 
nothing is to be added to the definition. In substitution there is always 
some -redefinition. Substitution is used precisely where the reference is not. 
identical, or there is at least some new specification to be added. This 
requires a device that is essentially grammatical rather than semantic; the 
presupposition is at the grammatical levd. The substitute onefones is the 
marker of a grammatical relation; it presupposes a parti<:ular noun, 
typically one that is to be fonnd in the preceding text, and is itself merely 
a kind of counter for which that noun has been exchanged. Since its role 
is to signal that there is some form of redefinition. it has to be a-ccompanied 
by some defining Modifier. and can therefore be thought of as a carrier 
for such defining elements. The process of defining has the effect of re
pudiating whate-ver is not carried over in the presupposition relation: 
the new definition is contrastive with respect to the original one. 

For this reason, one can never substitute for a proper name: a proper 
name is already :fully defined as unique, .and there is no way of adding to 
or altering the definition. (Oddities like Have you seen Jqhnl - Well, 
I saw the tall one just now, where there is more than one jolm, are excep
tions not to the use of one but to the general definition of proper names. 
In this instance John ls being treated hy the respondent as a class name.) 

3.2.2 Conditions of use of the nominal substitute 

As illustration of the use of the nominal substitute rme/ones. Jet us first 
consider the following forms: 

[J:Is] (i) 
a. this one 
b. the one 
c. one 

(ii) 
this new one 
the new one 
a new one 

(ili) 
this one with wheels 
the one ""-ith wheels 
one with wheels 
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Those in row {a) might occur in some such text as Mummy~ wiU you buy 
me a bus? 1 want ••• AD occur quite freely since each one contllns a 
modifying element (this, this new, this ... with wheels) to which one is 
attached as Head~ and which is interpr.eted as defining in function (it was 
pointed out above that substitute one always requires to be defined). 

Those in row (b) have the definite article which. as we nw in Chapter 2, 

does not itself carry the necessary specification; it merely indicates that 
this specification is available in the environment. In (bii) and (biii) the 
specification is contained in the Modifier (Epithet new, Qualifier with 
whuls), to which the refers cataphorically. But (bi) is odd; it has no 
defining Modifier, and can therefore occur only in a highly restricted 
context where the meaning is fully specified anapborically~ .and so the 
sense is •me one you mean'~ as in I know the one, that's the one, these ore the 
ones. In other contexts only some expanded form such as the one you mean 
can occur. 

Those in row (c) have the indefinite article. This is obvious in (cii), 
since both a and one appear. In (ciii) the indefinite article and the substitute 
are fused, so that 'a one' is represented simply as qne; it is in fact not im
possible, though lt is still relatively rare. to keep them apart and say a one 
with wheels. What about (ci)? This: might at £int sight also seem to he 
a fusion of substitute one with the indefinite article; hut this interpretation 
will not really stand. For one thing, it is semantically undefined; there is 
no explicit form to which it can be related, as the ane rdates to the one 
you HU'an - naturally, since if there was: it wonld have the definite article 
and not the indefinite. For another thing. it has no p]ural ones. whereas 
the substitute ont! always: participates in the singnlarjplural system realized 
as one/ones, eg: I know the ones (you mean). In fact, its plural is some (I want 
onejl want somt>), and this provides the clue to its interpretation: it is simply 
the indefinite article in the fonn which it takes as Head of the nominal 
group. Thus I want one is simply the realization that takes the place of 
1 want a; the one is anaphoric. but hy elliplls (not replacement;) of the noun 
functioning as • Thing~. The relation between substitute one and determin
er (indefinite article) one is discussed further in 3.2.3.3 below. 

leaving aside (ci), then, on the grounds that it does not contain the 
substirute one, we can s:ay that in all the other examples under [3 : 15 J the 
substitute OM is obligatory; as we expressed it earlier, it is a carrier of the 
specifying dement this, new etc. Even in (ai) it cannot be omitted without 
changing the meaning. I want this is perfectly grammatical but means 
'I want this thing', not 'I want this bus' (or whatever the one in I want 
this one is substituting for). There are environments. however, in \\o-hich 
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the substitute ont: is optional, giving a choice between substitution and 
ellipsis: 

[3 !!6] (i) 
a. these ones 
b. which (one) 
c. hers(?herone) 
d. Paul's (one) 
e. each(one) 
f. the bst(one) 
g. two(?ones) 

(ii) 
these new ones 
which new one 
her new one 
Pau1' s new one 
each new one 
the last new one 
two new ones 

(iii) 
these(ones) with wheels 
which one with wheels 
hers (her one) with wheels 
Paul's one with wheels 
each one with wheels 
the last one with wheels 
two (ones} with wheels 

Column (i) is tending to be filled out; one bean not only her one, hU one. 
and others such as what one. but also. especially in children's speech,. two 
ones. In column (ii) the substitute is obligatory • since the nominal group 
cannot normally end with an Epithet. Column (ili) is very variable, and 
in some instances an alternative of the furm that one of hers with whuls. 
two of the ones with whals would tend to be preferred. Note that although 
this does not mean the same as this one (ie- cannot be interpreted as ellipsis). 
these can mean the same as tJu.sc ones (ie it is ambiguous in contexts where 
it could be interpreted elliptically): I want these mearu either 'I want these 
(ones~ eg) buses' or •1 want these things'. 

As mentioned earlier. the plural of the substitute one is ones. With the 
exception of [3: I5ci)~ the plural ones could occur in all positions in [3: 15] 
and [3: 16], showing that these are :indeed all instances of substitution. The 
nominal substitute can in fact substitute for any count nowt (any noun 
participating in the number system). either non-human or human; in 
this it differs from the • pro-noun'~ the only other form of one which has 
plurnl ones (see J-2-l-4 below). 

Aside from the doubtful cases of determiner plus substitute? such as 
my one, twu ones cited above, the one structural environment in the 
nominal group in which the substitute cannot occur is within a nominal 
compound: thus we do not normally find examples such as 

{3: 17] a. Lend me a pen. - I've only got a fountain one. 
b. let's go and see the bears. The polar ones are over on that 

rock. 
c. Is that a tennis racket?- No it's a squash one. 
d. Are you planting trees here? - I thought of planting some 

apple ones. 

This restriction can be stated roughly by reference to tonic accent: a word 
FOLLOWING the accented word in a nominal expression cannot he sub-
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~tituted; and since tonic :accent is itself a re-alization of a compOtmd noun 
structure, this is equivalent to saying that there can he no substitution 
within a compound noun. However the restriction also extends, under 
conditions which are nor dear, to certain instances which on the criterion 
of tonicity would not be compounds but structures of Classifier plus 
Thing,eg 

[3: r8] a. He's an idiot. ~ The village one? 
h. We sat by a lovely little stream. It was cooJ and dear, like all 

mountain ones. 

The tonic structure of vi11age idiot, nwuntain stream, shows that they are 
Classifier-Noun structures, not compound nouns; and yet it is scarcely 
possible to substitute the Head noun in such caies. 

3.2.3 The wcml one qther than as substitute 

We have noted that not all occurrences of one are instances of substitutions 
and it is useful to distinguish the substitute one from the various other 
words 11ne, the other items which arc forms of the same etymon. These 
are the personal pronoun one. cardinal numeral one, determiner one 
(alternative form of the indefinite article) and a fourth MU! which is related 
to the category of gener.al nouns {see l'i.r below) and which we might 
refer to as a 'pro-noun', using a hyphen. 

J.2.J.I PERSONAL PRONOUN one 
This is the personal form with generalized reference, sometimes called 
'generic person\ discussed in Chapter 2 (2.3.1, examples [2-~8]. [2:9]). 
Another example of it is! 

[3: I9] One never kno'h>s what might happen. 

This one has no cohesive force; it is never used anaphorically, but only 
exophorically, not unlike you and we in their generalized cxophoric 
sense. It is rather easily distinguishable from the substitute one. since it 
always occurs 3lone as the sok clement in a nominal group. an environ
ment that is impossible for the substitute, which is always modified 
(ifp.2 above). 

J.2.J.2 CARDINAL NUMERAL one 
This is exemplified in: 

[3 :20} a.. He made one very good point. 
h. Ten set out, but only one came back.. 
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Again it is clear from inspection that neither of these occurrences of one 
is a substitute. That in {a) is functioning as (Numerative) Modifier ln the 
nominal group one very good point, whereas the substitute one functions 
only as Head; that ln (b) is functioning as Head, but it is unmodified, 
whereas the substitute is aiways modified. The one in (b) looks at first sight 
like a substitute because it is clearly anaphoric: there must he some word 
such as man presupposed for interpretation to be possible. Actually 
however it is the cardinal numeral one wi:th dlipsis. ln ellipsis, the pre
supposed item, if it is to be made explicit, is ADDED TO the presupposing 
one: it does not replace it; so ten men set out, but only one- tn4n came back 
(not but only man came back). In substitution, on the other hand, the pre
supposed item, if it is to be made explicit. RBPLACES the presupposing 
one: it cannot be added to it; so in 

[3: 21 J Mummy will you buy me a bus? I want that red one. 

the non-presupposing form would he that red bus. not that red one bus. In 
any case once such a nominal group is filled out the distinction becomes 
obvious, since the muneral always precedes any Epithet that is present. 
whereas rhe substitute, since it functions as Head, always follows it. 

Cardinal nwneraf one and substitute one- are quite distinct in meaning. 
The former contrasts {r) as a Nwneracive, with the other numerals 
two, thue, etc; (2) as a Deictic, with some, other, both, etc as in: 

(3: 22] a. The one friend who never let her down was .Enid. 
b. Can I have those peaches?- You can have one; leave me 

the other. 

where again (h) is cohesive by ellipsis, like [3: wb) above. 
The substitute me enters into no systemic contrasts; on the other hand 

it may he either singular or plural, whereas the cardinal one is naturally 
always singular (except in the expression in ones and twcs}. The two mean
mgs are compatible with each other, so we regularly find examples 
such as 

[3:2.3] You'vealreadygotoneredone. 

where the first erne is a numeral and the second a substitute: as long as 
there is an Epithet or Classifier present, both will occur~ since the numeral 
n1ust ptteede and the substitute follow. rf there is no Epithet or Classifier~ 
then the word om- can occur only once; the language has not yet admitted 
sentences like you've already got one cme, though this will probably occur in 
the speech of the next generation of children. Meanwhile a form such as 
you• ve o.lwuiy got ONE might be seen as a fusion of numenl one and 
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substitute one~ since the meanings are compatible. However~ this inter
pretation will not really stand, for the same reasons as were given for 
rejecting the interpretation of[J : 15ci] as a fusion of the substitute with the 
indefinite article. In an example such as you've already got one, there are 
just two interpretations, the two forms being identical in writing but 
distinct in speech: either the one is phonologically salient. in which c.ue 
it is the cardinal numeral, or it is phonologically weak, in which care it is 
the inddinite article (.see next section). Neither involves substitution, hut 
both are elliptical. 

There are other factors diiferentiating the numeral from the substitute. 
The nwneral accepts submod.ification.. eg: just one? only one, not one, 
which the substitute does: not; on the other hand the substitute is regularly 
modified by a Deictic, ~: this one, Yi»lr one, which is rare with the num
eral functioning as Head. Even where the numeral is preceded by a 
Deictic, there is no ambiguity in speech. for the reason already given: 
the numeroU is salient, the substitute weak. Hence 

[3 :24] Have you any envelopes? I need another one. 

is. ambiguous only in writing; in speech, if one is a numeral. so that the 
~filled out • fom1 is another cme envelop~. the tonic will fall on one, whereas 
if one is a substitute. the filled out form being another envelope, the tonic 
will fall on another. 

J.2.J.J INDEI'INTI'E ARTICLE one 
The normal form of the indefinite article is aftm; etymologically this is a 
weakened form of the numeral one. The term • article' is somewhat 
unnecessary, as it suggests that the articles form a separate v.-ord class, 
whereas both 4 and the are simply members of the more general class of 
determiner. Within the determiner, a belongs to the non-specific class 
(including any, elther, no etc). The two major types of determiner. specific 
and non-specific, embody different number systems. The specific deter
miners distinguish singular/plural~ with 'mass' grouped with the singular, 
as it is in the noun; so this ho:m, this sugar (singular), these houses (plural). 
The non-specific determiners distinguish (count) singularfnon-singnlar, 
with 'mass' being grouped. with the plural; so the form corresponding to 
a, namely som£, is wed with mass and plural nouns: a house (count singu
lar), S()tne sugat, some houses (non-singular). This som~ is also a phonologi
cally weakened. form. 

Like many other determiners, the indefinite article can occur elliptically, 
as Head in the nominal group; for example 
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[J:zs] a. Are there li.ons in those hills?- Yes, we saw some on the 
way over. 

b. I'd like some cof&e. - Then make some. 

The filled out forms are we saw $0me lions, makE some coffee. What is the 
equivalent form of the indefinite article when presuppo&ing a count 
singular noun? 

[3: 26] a. Are there !ions in those hills? - Yes, we saw one on the 
way over. 

b. r d like a cup of coffee.- Then pour yourself one. 

Here the filled: out forms are a. lion, a cup of a!/Jee (not one lion, one cup of 
coffie); one is the form taken by the indefinite article when it is functioning 
as Head of an elliptical nominal group (cf: Have fJne vJ mine!). That this 
is not the substitute one is shown by the fact that it has tbe non-singular 
some, and not OMs; cf: Have some of mine! and [3:25a], where we could 
not say we saw cnes on the way over. Moreover the substitute one does not 
occur without a Modifier (if[3 :2.1] above). That these forms are elliptical 
determiners, not substitutes~ is further borne out by the bet that in nega
tive and interrogative they are replaced by any, exactly as the indefinite 
article is: we JiJn't .see any on tk way owr. (Likewise, the instances where 
one is :retained in a negative environment are also those where a would be 
retained in the filled out equivalent. ie where the meaning is specifically 
singular, <g 

[3:27] 'I vote the young lady tells us a story." 'Tm afraid I don't 
know one, • said Alice. 

-lilled funn I d<m't know a stcry; contrasting with Fm afraid I dun' I ktww 
any (stories).) 

This form of the indefinite article is phonologica11y simply a non-salient 
funn of th.e numeral one. There is therefore an interesting parallelism 
between the defirute and the indefinite articles in the way they have 
evolved in Engli.h. 

Selective form [ salknt J 
as Modifier or Head 

(demorutrative) 
that 

(numeral) 
one; some 

Article [non....Jient] 
as Modifier [reduced! as Head [weak] 

the it 

a/an; [=n] one; some 
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Note the proportionality in the following pairs of examples: 

(3 :28] a. They need that CHAIR.. They need TRAT. They need the 
CHAIR.. They NEED it. 

b. They need one CHAIR. They need ONE. They need a CHAIR. 

They NEED one. 

There is thus ambiguity in the written language between one as numeral 
and one as indefinite article, when functioning as Head of an elliptical 
nominal group. This is not usually so in speech. because of the difference 
in salience: the numeral is always salient, and may carry tonic prominence, 
whereas the article is normally not salient - under certain conditions it 
can be9 but it can never be tonic. There is typically a contrast between 
[3 :>!)a and b J : 

[3 :29] a. fve lost my coat.-// A I/ saw/ one in the/ HALL f yesterday// 
(=one coat (numeral); non-singular would be ••. f saw 
J rome ... ) 

b. fve lost my coat.-// Al J sawoneinthe/ HAll/ yesterday// 
(=a coat (article); non-singular would be .. . f saw some ... ) 

As far as the substitute one is concerned~ however. it is distinct from both. 
by vinue of its occurring only as Head WITH a Modifier present (the one 
environment that is impossible for numeral or article). Thus in [3: 15] 
above, all occurrences of one are instances of the substitute except {ci). 
which is the indefinite article. That the substitute and the indefinite article 
arc now quite distinct in meaning is shown by the fact that they readi!y 
eo-occur, as in [3: I5cii] a red one, another one. Where there is no interven
ing element, the normal form of realization is a fusion of the two into a 
single dement one. as in (ciii) one with wheels; but even here they may be 
kept discrete, as in I need a tme with a sharp po1'nt. thn-e's .:1 Cnt" lluuln~t 
seen bifcre. 

J.2.J.4 'PRo-NOUN• one 
There is one further meaning of one, in -which it is restricted to human 
referents; this is not a substitute form. in the sense that it has no cohesive 
force, but it is not always easy to distinguish it from the substitute one 
in texts. Examples: 

{3:30) a. Ifsuchaonehefittogovem,speak.. 
b. The ones she really loves are her grandparents. 

Here one means • person' and ones means • people'~ but they are not ana-
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phoric- ther-e is no pres.upposi.tion of an earlier occurrence of the WORD 

pnson or people or any similar noun. 
The only other word that functions exactly in this way in .English is 

thing. These wo:rds one and thing are special items that we might refer to 
as • pro-nouns •; they are in a sense intermediate between the substitute 
o~ and the class of general noun discussed in Chapter 6 below (6.I). r~ 
i.-; this one and thirt~f[ that are found as components in the words something, 
twthing, anything, everything, some;Jne~ no one etc. Strictly speaking these 
items one and thing arc members of a class of' pro-furms' which are the 
equivalent of the interrogative words what, who and so on; the class of 
'pro-nouns' thus also includes time, place, way and perhaps reason. Of the 
two words one and thing, thing corresponds to what and one corresponds 
to who; hence thing refers to non-human nouns and indefinite nouns. 
while one refers to definite human nouns. So for example: 

[3: 3 I J a. What does he need ? The thing he needs (What he needs) is 
a passport. 

b. What does he need? The thing he needs is his passport. 
c. Wha.t doe~ he need? The thing he needs is a lawyer. 
d. Who doe~ he need? The one he needs is his lawyer. 

Here the thing c:an be replaced by what; the one cannot, however, be re
placed by who. at least not in modern English. 

Like the substitute, but unlike an the other forms of one, the pro-noun 
•ne has plural""''; for example (if[J' 3ob]above) 

{3:32] Now, my dearest ones; gather round. 

Since it also functions as Head in the nominal group, and is normally 
accompanied by some modifying element, lt is easily confused with the 
substitute (and is generally regarded by grammarians a!! the same item). 
However, for the purpose of the study of cohesion it is important to keep 
the two apart, since the substitute is cohesive whereas the pro-noun is 
not. Moreover there can he ambiguity between them; consider the 
example 

{3: 33] The children seemed to enjoy the outing. The one who didn't 
wasGeorge. 

Is Georgc one of the children, or is he the teacher? If one is a substitute, 
it presupp~ child and means 'the child who didn't .. :; if it is a pro
noun, it does not presuppose anything and means • the person who 
didn't .. .". Given the further fact that the sub;titute is not limited. to 
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human referents, while the pro-form is., it seems desirable to recognize 
them .as two distinct items. 

The principal use of the pro-form orw:: in modern English is that exem
plilied in [3:31d] (and [3:33] in its second interpretation): that is, in 
clauses displaying • theme identification •. * A clause such as the one he 
needs is his lmvya is related to he neeJs his lawyer in a systematic way; its 
meaning is that the message consists of two parts, a theme 'his need' 
and a rheme • his lawyer •, with an equals sign between the two. Compare 

[3: 34] I know nothing about this scheme. The one you should ask 
is Dr Rawlinson. 

meaning • there is someone you should ask, namely ... •. In earlier English 
it was more widely used in the general sense of' someone •. ie • one of the 
ones who ... ~, as in Cassius.' 

[3:35] Hated by one he love~ brav'd by his brother. 

Such uses have by no means disappeared from the language; but they are 
more common in written styles than in speech. 

3·'·4 S"""""'] of uses of one 

Here are some further examples to relate the nominal substitute one 
to the various other items that have been discussed, and to distinguish it 
from other, non-cohesive fonns of the word one. They are constructed for 
brevity, which explains (even if it does not excuse) their uninspiring 
style. 

[J:36] a. fm fed up with this watch. (I) The thing never wo.b. 
(2) My old one worked all right. but this one's hopeless. 
(3) The thing I want now is a solid state microchronometer. 
(4) P«baps ru get one. 

b. I like the new manager. {r) The man~s really efficient. 
(2) The pcevious ones were hopeless, hut this one knows 
his job. (3) The thing we need now is: some new technicians. 
(4) Perhaps he'll appoint some. 

In each example, (1) contains a 'general noun', thing and man. cohesive 
(~ee Chapter 6); (z) contains two substitutes, one(.r), also cohesive; (3) con-

* Sec M. A. K. H:illiday, 'Notes on t£3DSitivity and theme in English'. ]ormt4l D_{Linguistiu J, 
1.91"7, ~y Part D. Section6 (pp =J-:z)6). 
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tairu a ·pro-noun·, thing, not cohesive; (4-) contains an indefinite article, 
one and sDme, cohesive by ellipsis (see Chapter 4-). 

The full list of the dements discussed above is given in Table 5· Of 
those listed, only (r) is a substirute; it is therefore the only one that is 
properly the subject of the present discussion. (2) is the generic personal 
pronoun, and is never cohesive. (3) and (4), the cardinal numeral, and 
(5} and {6), the "indefinite article', may occur in a cohesive context, func
tioning as Head of the nominal group; in that case the form of cohesion 
is through ellipsis (see Oupter 4). (7). the ·pro-noun', resembles the sub
stitute in having the plural form ones, but it is never cohesive. (8) is the 
class of' general noun', the members of which regularly enter into cohesive 
relations; these are treated below, in Chapter 6. 

In the gre:rt majority of lns.tances. the substitute otu! is anaphoric in 
orientation. Cataphoric instances are less common; an example would be 

[3:37] She picked out the loveliest ones of all the 'o"" m the ganlen 
and gave them to me. 

where cmes points forward to rtJses. Such instances are however within the 
structural confines of the sentence, and contribute nothing to cohesion. 
Finally, we noted earlier that. although substitution is esrentlally a textual 
rdation, occasional exophoric instances will he found; see the discussion 
m J.I.I, and example [J :,]. 

3.2.5 Nominal substitute same 

We saw in Chapter 2 that the item same occurs as a cohesive element of 
the comparative type(2.J.I, examples [2:2t-2]).In such instances. s~ is a 
rekrence item. not a substitute. There is another cohesive use of same, this 
time as a nominal substitute, typically accompanied by the. Unlike one~ 
which presupposes only the noun Head, the same presupposes an entire 
nominal group including any modifying elements, except such as are 
explicidy repudiated. Foc example 

[3: 38] A: I'll have two poached eggs on toast, please. 
B: tl1 have the same. 

N~ of course, the same eggs. which would be reference. not substitution. 
No regular modifying clement may occur with the same; but it is possible 
to add a reservation to it, and this takes the form of a Qualifier, which is 
normally inttoduced by "'" and often starts with the word with (addmg a 
modification) or wiihc>Ut (deleting a mod.mcation. ie repudiating it), 
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Table 5: The forms of one, and related items 

M 
~ 

Phonological • M 

Item Class Function status Section Examples " H 

" ~ 
nominal substitute Head (always modified) salient or weak 3 :8-rs " I one, ones 3 . .Z, ).2.1 H 

0 • 
2 one (they, you, we) personal pronoun Head (never modified) weak p.J.l 3 :I9 

3 ont (two, three . •. ) cardinal numeral Numerative; Modifier or salient ].2.].> J:ZO 
Head 

4 one, some (both, other) cardinal numeral Deiccic; Modifier or Head salient j.2.J.2 3 :2.2 

5 a/on,''"" (any) determiner Dcictic; Modifier redoced j.l.J.J 
('indefinite article') 

6 one/some (any) determiner Dcictic; Head (never weak ).2.j.J 3:25-7 
('indefinite article') modified) 

7 one,'""' (thing) pro-noun Head salient ).2.).4 3: )o-1 

8 thing, person, general noun Head (usually with tk) weak(when 6.r 6:x-s 
atatute, ett anaphoric) 
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eg: the samr but fried, the same (but) without the roast. The presupposed item 
is almost always non-human. and. it cannot be a proper name. It can, 
however, be an Attribute: that is, an adjective occurring (in the usual 
Epithet function) as Head of a nominal group in a clause of ascription: 

[3 :39] A: Jolm rounded rnther regretfuL 
B: Yes, Mary sounded the same. 

Since an adjective is a kind of noun. and rathe,- regretful is a nomina! group, 
this is still a form of nominal substitution, and so the use of the same in 
such instances is entirdy to be expected (cf 3·5·2·3 below). 

There was an earlier we of the same as a pt"onominal reference item, 
replaceable- as the substitute is not- by him, her, it, or them; eg 

[3 :40] This is Othello's ancient. as I take it. 
-The same indeed; a very valiant fellow. 

This is sometimes imitated. in contemporary usage, especially in the form 
the very same. Otherwise, this pattern is largely confined today to legal and 
commercial registers. where the reference is again always non-human and 
the may be omitted. Note that in this me .same can never carry the tonic: 

[3:41] We have today dispatched the first consignment of your order. 
Kindly arrange to accept delivery of same. 

In Shakespeare's language this pronominal usage with non-human tefer
ence is more general: 

[3 :42] I am bound to you 
That you on my behalf would pluck a flower. 
- In your behalf stiil will I wear the same. 

J.z.s.:r SAY THB SAME 

ln the environment of a process in which a 'fact' is involved. the same 
can often substitute for the fact: for example 

[3 !43] John thought it was impossible. - Yes, I thought the same, 

Mot:e often than not one clement in the presupposed clause, usually a 
nominal, rem.ains outside the domain of the substitution: 

[3:44] a. We can trust Smith. I wish I could say the same of his 
pa=. 

b. Winter ls always so damp.- The same is often true of sum
mer. 
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In (a) the same substitutes fur 'that we can trust ... • ~ • Smith' being repu
diated by the following of his partner. Similarly in (b) the same substitutes 
for • is always so damp • ~ with winter being repudiated by summer. One 
fonn of this usage whiclt is especially common in dialogue is the same 
opp/ies (to), .•• f!"S for, as m 

[J:4s]•: His speech didn't say anything new, did it? 
B: The same applies to most political speeches. 

All these are devices for making it explicit that the same has the status of 
a &et. 

J~2.j.2 DO THE SAME 

Secondly, the nominal substitute the Slime is often combined with the 
verb do as a substitute for the process in certain types of dame. An alterna
tive form is d() likew~Y. For example 

[3 :46] a. They all seatttd shouting. So I did the same. 
b. My bank manager bought shares in the canal company. 

Why don't you do likewire? 
c. That noise really unnerves me. - Yes it does the same to 

me too. 

What is being substituted here is the process plus any subsequent element 
that is not repudiated. 

This form of substitution is slightly odd, in that what is being substitu
ted is essentially the verbal element in the clause. and yet the structural 
means is that of nominal and not verbal substitution (for which see the 
next section). The verb do here is not, in fact. the vecbal substituted" hut 
the 'general verb~ M, that which occurs in Wlut are fOJI JoingJ Don't 
Jo that f, r Vi! got nothing ta Jo and SO on; it is the parallel,. in the verb class. 
to the 'general nouns' thing. per.wn etc (see 6.I). It is distinct from the 
verbal substitute do in a number of respects. Phonologically, the substitute 
Jo is weak while the general verb do is salient, Moreover the substitute 
do substitute> for all verbs except be aod (m British English geoerally) 
have; whereas the general verb d() is restricted to clause! of ACTION as 
opposed to SUP"BRVBNHON- essentially, those where the meaning is 
• someone did something • rather than • something happened to someone'. 
So we cm have 

[3 :47} a. I liked the second movement more than I had done the 
lint. 

b. That sign means they're: busy - it usually does, anyway. 
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in both of which do is a verbal substitute; but we could not have. follow
ing (a}~ Yes I did the same, or, following (b). Is that wlw it does? (in both 
of which Jo is the general verb). because like and mean are not action
type processes. ln some instances there is an equivalent form of nominal 
substitution for •happening~-type clauses,. with the same (thing) happens, 
eg 

h: 48] I lost my way i.n the galleries. - The same thing happened 
to me. 

meaning •r also lost my way in the galleries'. 
Hence the same, although itself a form of nominal substitute. is used 

as a means of substituting a nominal or other dement in the process as a 
whole, including the process itsel£ A form such as do the same reflects 
the general tendency of English to express a process in a nominalized 
form. hy means of an 'empty' verb pins its object: do a run-through, 
de a kft turn fo, '•un [it] tlrrough', 'turn ldi:'; if: haw! a fight, give a glance, 
make a fuss. The presupposing form the same can thus occur as a substitute 
not only for nominals expressing things, as in [3: 38]. hut also for facts, 
as in say the same, and for elements that are not strictly nominal at all. 
Whereas une substitutes just the noun (Head). in the environment of a 
nominal group having other elements that are contrastive, the same 
substitutes a nominal group (or something else) in the environment of a 
clause, so that it is other elements in the clause that provide the con
trastive context. 

J.2.j.J BB THE SAMB 

As already pointed out~ the form the same occurs. as Attribute in clauses of 
ascription, where it may substitute either a noun or an adjective - that 
is, a nominal group having either noun or adjective as Head, for example 
(arulifl3:39] above) 

[3 :49] Charles is now an actor. Given half a chance I would have been 
the same. 

Note the potential ambiguity between substitution and reference in such 
contexts. In [3: so]. if the same is. a substitute the meaning is ~(and) they 
also taste more bitter than the last ones •. whereas if it is a reference item 
the meaning is •(but) they bste the same as the last ones did•: 

[3: 50] These grapefruit smell more bitte' than the last ones we had. 
-They taste the same. 
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(In the third possible interpretation. 'they taste like each other·~ which 
is. improbable here, th£ same is also a reference item, but functioning as 
Epithet and therefore non-<ohesively; if 2.5.1 above, examples [2: 79] and 
[z:So).) For the use of S(J in such instances see the next seccion. 

3.2.6 Difference between the same and one{s) as nominal substitutes 
Apart from the type of example illustrated in {3 ; 40 - 3: 42) above, the 
sanre as substitute is always phonologically salient. It contains an accent. 
and therefore carries the tonic under typical or ~unmarked • conditions: 
that is to say, if occurring finally it ls tonic unless rejected fur contrastive 
reasons. For example, 

{3 :51] A: I'll have two poached eggs on toast please. 
B; fU have the SAME. 

c: r d LlKil to have the same, but ..• 

n' s utterance has unmarked information focus. In c' s the information 
structure is marked. with contrastive focus on like. 

This gives the due to the role of the same in nominal substitution. The 
substitute one is a grammatical item which contains no accent; i.t is always 
• given • in meaning, and serves as a peg on which to hang the new infor
mation. In this respect it resembles do (3.3) and so {3-4)~ The substitute the 
same, however, functions like a lexical item; it can carry the infonnation 
focus, and typically does so when in final position. The meaning is • the 
information conveyed by this item in this context is new, but the item 
itselfhas occurred before'. So for example 

[3:52] Thencighboursgrow 
yellow chrysanthemums. 

a. I could grow RED ones 
b. I could grow the sAMB 

c. I could grow some (roo) 
d. I could grow some of the SAME 

[n {a) the substitute ones is used so that the Epithet red can carry the 
UNMARJn!D tonicity: that is. so that the focus of information falls on reJ 
wnHOUT this becoming contrastive. In (b) the 'yellow' is included in the 
presupposition, and the substitute the same carries the focus: the informa
tion as a whole is encoded a:; new, with the meaning 'yellow chrysanthe
mums' shown to have been present earlier. (Once again it is s:ubstitution 
that is appropriate and not reference. They will not be referentiaHy • the 
!>allle chrysanthemums •; and hence the form I o;JUld grow them would be 
odd here, with them 'referring, as it were at the lexicogrammatical 
instead of the semantic level.) In (c) the indefinite article rome is used as 
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non-specific Deictic, and the form is elliptical; this focuses information 
on the I and encodes the whole of the remainder as explicitly given, 
Finally (d) is like (b), with the addition of the indefinite article as Deictic 
as in (c). Note that there is no form I could grow red same, since here the 
1mmarked tonic would be on same where it should be on red; instead the 
fonn is I cou.IJ grow the same but reJ, which puts the tonic where it is 
required while stilllea.ving it unmarked. 

Essentially the same relation obtains betWeen the same and substitute 
so as between the same and: one(s}. The patterns discussed in J.z.s.I-3 
(say the same. do the same. be the same) are the contexts in which the non
salient substitute alternating with the same would in fact be so .and not 
one(s). In general so substitutes for a clause, and is dealt with in 3·4 below. 
However there is no very dear line between nominal and clausal sub
stitution. and these examples are in a way intermediate between the two, 
In the following the weak form. of the substitute is se: 

[l: 53l (r) John fdt it was 
disappointing. 

(>) John lefi before the end. 

(3) John sounded regretful 

(") {•· He SAID so (TOO) 1 b. He said the SAME 

(;i) {•· MAJ>.Y fdt so (roo) 
b. Mary fi:lt the SAMB 

{
a. I<lid SO (TOO) 
b. I did the SAMl! 

{) {•· He LOOKED so (TOo) 
1 b. He looked the SAM:B 

(ii) {•· MARY sounded 50 (TOO) 
b. Mary sounded the SAME 

In type (3) it would be possible to interpret ro following l.,.k, sound, 
seem. etc as substituting for a clause: Mt~ry sounded as if she was regreiful 
too. Compare 

[3: 54] ' ... being so many different sizes in a day is very confusing.' 
'lt isn't; said the Caterpillar. 
'Well, perhaps you haven~t found it so yet,• said Aliee; ... 

where so in the Jast line substitutes for VlT}' ccnfosing but could also be 
filled out as to be very amfosing. On the other hand the presupposed. item 
need not be of this fo~ as the examples in [3:53} show; and in (3:55] 
neither the presupposed nor the presupposing item could be expanded 
into a clause: 

[3 ~ss] John has become depressed. -Has be ever been so before? 
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These are in fact instances in which so is substituting for an Attribute: 
corresponding to lu! sums intelligent. he semu to be intelligent, he seems 
as if he U intelligent we have be seems so, he seems to be so~ ht sums as if he 
is so. If on the other hand the Attribute is represented. by a noun, this 
must always be a count noun and the weak form is one{..r); so we should 
have tlaq task .ro (too) in [3: 50) above but I woulJ hav~ bten one (too) in 
[J :49]. 

In general~ therefore. although it takes a nominal fonn, tbe si111Je 

functions as the accented form of the substitute in all types of substitution, 
clausal and verbal as wdl as nominal: 

Accented fOrm 
Non-accented (same salient) 

Nominal: 
count noun -(s) th. smne 
attribute "' (he) the same 

Verbal Jo do the same 

Clausal (reported) "' (say) the""""' 

It may also be accompanied by a pro-noun thing (way when substituting 
for an Attribute)~ as in said the S4tne thing. tDstes tlu! some way; these are 
constructed like reference items but have come to be used as substitutes 
in the same way as the iterru same. and so themsdves.. 

3. 3 Verbal substitution 

The verbal substitute in English is do. This operates as Head of a verbal 
group, in the place that is occupied by the lexical vexb; and its position 
is always final in the group. Here are two examples from Alice; in both, 
the substitute is the word that has the form do (not did Ot Jon~t): 

[3: 56] a. • .. the words did not come the same as they used to do. 
h. •1 don't know the meaning of half those long words. and, 

whaes more. I don't believe you do either!' 

The first do, in (a). substitutes for cotn4!; that in (b) substitutes for know 
th. m<aning <flutlftlwse 1.mg """"-

In [3 =56] the presupposed items are in the -same sentence, and so the 
substitution is not by itself cohesive. But verbal substitution regularly 
extends across sentence boundaries~ as in 
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[3: 57] He never really succeeded in his ambitions. He might have done, 
one fdt, had It not been for the restlessness of his nature, 

Here done substitutes for succeeded in his Mnbitions, and so serves to link. the 
two sentences by anaphora, exacrly in the same way as the nominal 
substitute one. 

In the thr-ee succeeding subsections we shall discuss the meaning of 
verbal substitution, the conditions of use of the verbal substitute, and 
other uses of the verb do which aie distinct from its use as a substitute 
(and from which its use as a substitute is derived). 

J.J.I The meaning of the verhal .substitute do 

In many wa·ys the verbal substitute do is parallel to the nominal substitute 
orre. and it is likely that its evolution in Modem English has followed the 
analogy of one rather closely. 

There are striking parallels between the structure of the verb.al group 
and the nominal group in Modem English. although superficially they a.re 
very different from each other. Like the nominal group. whose structure 
v.-415 discussed in section 2. r above. the verb.al group has a logical structure 
consisting of Head and Modifier. and an experiential structure in which 
the lexical verb expresses the' Thing • .In the case of the nominal group the 
'Thing' is typlellly a person, creature~ object, institution or abstraction 
of some kind, whereas in the verbal group it is typically an action, event 
or relation; but these a.re simply different subcategories of experiential 
phenomena, and in any case there is considerable overlap and interchange 
between the two. 

ln both nominal group and verbal group, the lexical • Thing~ is sub
stitutable b-y an empty substitution counter that always functions as Head. 
The substitution form in the nominal group, as we have seen, is ane(s). 
In the verbal group it is do. with the usual morphological scatter do, 
does., did, doing. do~. 

There is a difference between one and do in their potential domains, the 
extent of the items that they can presuppose. "Whereas one always sub
stitutes for a noun. do may substitute either fur a verb. as in [3: sOOJ, or 
for a verb plus certain other elements in the dause, as in [3: 56h] and 
[3:571· 

At fiot sight it might seem as if tkJ substituted for the whole of what 
is called the 'predicate' in a Subject-Predicate analysis- the predicator 
(the verbal gr-oup itself), minus its auxiliaries, together with any comple-
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ments and adjuncts that ar-e present. But any of these may be repudiatetL 
as the following examples show: 

[3.:58] a. Does Granny look after you every day?- She can•t do at 
weekends, because she has to go to her own house. 

b. Have they r-emoved their furniture? - They have done the 
desks. but that's all so far. 

In (a) do substitutes for- look after me but every day is repudiated by ill 
weekends. [n (b) done substitutes only for removed; their furniture is repudia
ted by the desks. 

As was pointed out in the discus.'>ion of one, substitution and ellipsis 
are different manifestations of the same underlying relation, that of 
presupposition at the lexicogrammatical leveL The use of elliptical forms 
of the verbal group is very commo~ and there is very little difference in 
meaning between a verbal group having substitution by do and one having 
ellipsis (ie substitution by zero). For example 

[;:59] Inspector (taking back the photograph): You recognize her? 
Mn Brrling: No. Why should I? 
Inspector: Of course she might have changed latdy. But I 

can't believe she could have changed so much. 
Mn Birling: 1 don't understand you, Inspector. 
fnspector: You mean you don•t chOQSe to do~ Mrs Birling.* 

Both elliptical and substitute forms of the verbal group are illustrated here. 
Why should I? is elliptical. presupposing Why should I rerognize her?; and 
you Jtm•t choose to do is a substitute form, presupposing you don't choose 
to understand me. There is very little difference; M could he added in die 
first and deleted in the second with hardly any change of meaning. 
Unlike the nomina) group. however. in which under many conditions 
(eg following an Epithet} ellipsis is generally impossible, and substitution 
by one is therefore obligatory as the expression of cohesion, in the verbal 
group there are very few contexts in which the substitute de MUST be 
used (for these see 3.3.2 below). In general, substitute dt> alternates with 
zero as a cohesive device, and the meaning is the same in both: the 
specific process - event, action, relation, etc - that is being referred to 
must be recovered from the preceding text. If the substitute de is used, 
its function is to act explicidy as a place-holder. marking out the point at 
which presupposition is involved. Ir is possib!e to construct examples in 

* J. B. Priesdey. A .. Iw~C<111s(The Plays ofJ. B. Priestky, VolJ},. Heinemann. 
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which its presence appears to resolve what would otherwise be an am
biguity,eg 

[3:6o] What are you doing here?- We're mycologists, and we're 
looking for edible mushrooms. - Yes, we are doing too. 

where the last sentence without the substitute dving would be interpreted 
3S 'we are alro mycologists·. 

Like the nominal substitute cne, the verbal substitute de is typically 
associated with contrast. It occurs in the context of some other item which 
contrasts with an dement in the presupposed clause. This is well illustra
ted by instances in which the two clauses,. presupposing and presupposed, 
are related by comparison, eg 

a. Mary is doing. 
b. he should be doing. 
c. he used to do. [3 :61] John is smoking more now than 

d. he was doing before. 

In (a), Mary contrast> with John; in (b), should b. contrasts with is; m 
{c), used to contrasts with is • .. ing; in (d). was . .. beJtm~ contrasts with 
is . •• now. Slm.ilar1y do is &equem in the second of two dauses related by 
before, after, if, when, etc, as in you will finish well before I have done. Since 
in these cases the two clauses are structurally related, the presence of 
Jo, while it reinforces this rdationship, is not needed as the cohesive 
&ctor; but the principle appears dearly. that substitution is a means of 
representing given information in the environment of new. Exactly the 
same principle operate:'! where there is no structural relationship between 
the two clauses, as in examples [3 : 57-6o] a hove~ and here the use of the 
substitute is precisely what provides the cohesion. 

Since the substitute is by definition 'given', in that it is a sigruJ that 
information is to be recovered from elsewhere, .it is phonologically 
unaccented, or non-prominent. It is usually weak (non-salient) in all 
positions except when it is the initial, and therefore the only, item in 
the verbal group; in the latter context it is salient, hue still non-tonic. 
For example: 

[3 :62] a. H., anybody fed the cat I- /I SOMBhody / mmt have done /1 
b. Did anybody feed the eat I -I/ soMEbody / did 1/ 

Related to this is the fact that a finite verbal operator preceding substitute 
do in the verbal group can never be in the reJuced form, since dris would 
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force prominence on to the do: hence forms such as he'll do, he's doing, 
hl s dt:me cannot occur as substitutes. at least across a sentence boun
dary. 

However, we saw that with the nominal substitute one there are 
circumstances under which it is accented, and so can carry the tonic, 
namely when the • given-ness' of the information it conveys is precisely 
what is new about it; this is the typical pattern following the same (the 
same ONES). Likewise with do there is one condition in which it is accented. 
and as far as the meaning is concerned this is essentially the same condition 
that we had found with ont', although the form of expression is different: 
it is when do is followed by so (oo so). The expression do so conveys 
essentially the same meaning: the action, event or relation in question 
has been referred to before, but it is precisely here that the new informa
tion lies. So for example 

[3:63] a. "Yes, I think you'd better leave off.~ said the Gryphon: 
and Alice was only too glad to do so. 

b. Just finish off watering those plants. And let me know 
when you've done so. 

The expression do sa derives &om pro-verb do (see 3·3·3·3 below) 
followed by anaphoric so. The do is accented; it is therefore typically 
salient, with the potentiality of carrying the tonic. The difference in the 
rhythmic patterns of the two forms of the verh21 substitute, do and do so, 
can be seen in the following example: 

[l ~64-} Shall I make an {a. //A you l can do/ NOW 1/ 
announcement? b. //A you can/ do so/ Now i/ 

In many irutances either ® or do SQ can occur~ with only a slight 
difference in meaning: the form with so combines anaphora with promi
nence. so that it has the effect of explicitness, of specifying tha.t it is 
precisdy the verbal element mentioned earlier that is the point of informa
tion here. But for this very reason there are certain instances where so is 
obligatory. They are those where .do is REQUIRED to be the point of infor
mation because there is no element of contrast present. .as in [3 :63b) 
a hove. Elsewhere so is optional; and there are two conditions under which 
it cannot occur. The first of these is in a comparative clause with than or 
as. such as [3: 56] and. b :61] above. In fact the form with .w is less frequent 
in all cases where the presupposing clause is structurally related to the 
presupposed one; so 
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[3 :65] I want to read this document. You can sign it after tve done so. 

is likdy to mean ·afier I've read it• (with the tonic on done) rather than 
'after l've signed it' (with the tonic on I'vt'); the latter meaning would 
more probably be expressed as after I have done. The second condition 
where so cannot occur is if the goal is repudiated, as :in h: 58bj. With the 
provi:ros mentioned here, the verbal substitute may take either fonn, and 
the choice between do 31ld du so is often made at the phonological level, on 
purdy rhythmic grounds: because the one form fits into the rhythm of the 
sentence more smoothly and effectively than the other. 

3.3.2 Ccmlitions of use of the verbal substitute-

There is considerable variation in the use of the substitute do in contem
porary English. [t appears to have evolved by analogy with the nominal 
substitute otU", but to be lagging somewhat behind. one in range of uses. 
perhaps because ellipsis is .almost always an acceptable alternative. In 
Shakcspearem Eng1ish, the verbal substitute do was much less clearly 
distinct fi-om the finite verbal operator do (see 3-3·3·4 below} because of 
the more general use of the .latter in a positive declarative verbal group. 
~: as I do liv~ (Modem English as I liv~). Clear instances of the verbal 
substitute in Shakespeare almost always have the form do .so. In the follow
ing examples. the do would be a substitute in Modern English; but here 
it was probably in fact an operator; 

[3 :66] a. Never a woman in Wmdsor knows more of Anne's mind 
th=Ido. 

b. Thou makest a testament as worldlings do. 

& a very broad generalization, the verbal substitute is used more in 
speech than in writing. and more in British than American English. 
Within each of the varieties there are wide dialectal and individual 
differences. In .British English it can substitute for any verb except be, and 
[m most dialects) except have in the sense of' possess' ; those verbs substi
tute for themselves: 

[3 :67] a. t•ve been very remiss about this. -I think we all have been. 
at times. 

h. I've had serious doubts about this. - I think: we all have bad. 
at times. 

c. I had serious doubts about this. - I think we aJl had. at times. 
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In (c), Ameri=> and some British speakers would substitute haJ by did; 
but probably no speakers of English would substitute been by .dotw in (a). 
In American Engli.sh, on the other hand, db does not generally substitute 
for verbs of the seem class; in British English it does., provided. the follow
ing Attribute is within the domain of the substitution and is not repudia
ted, 

[3'68] Paula looks very happy. 

a. She always used to do, I 
remember. 

b. She seems happier now than she 
did last time we met. 

Many, p=ibly all, American speak= would find do in (a) and did in (b) 
both impossible; they would prefer the elliptical form used to in {a) and. 
the repetition of seemed in (b). 

There is another factor leading to a considerable differentiation between 
British and American speakers in their use of the verbal substitute. one 
which is present in [3 :68aJ and, in fuct, in most of the examples of do 
that have been cited up to now. This relates to the structure of the verbal 
group in the presupposing clause.. If this consists- of one word only 
(simple past or present tense in positive declarative mood), then both 
American and Briti!h speakers regularly use the substitute; eg: does in 

[3 '69] Does Jean sing? - No, but Mary does. 

(Because such examples are easily confused with the finite verbal operator 
de we have been avoiding them up to now. The difterence will be dis
cussed in 3·3·3·4 below.) If it consists of more than one word. so that the 
substitute would appear following one or more auxiliaries (in the form. 
do, d<>ing~ or done}. American speakers prefer the elliptical form in which 
the lexical verb is not substituted but simply omitted. In [3 :57], for 
example~ the preferred fmm in American English is he might lu!ve-; and 
in {3 :6ta--<l] elliptical forms would be expected throughout. and likewise 
in[J,&]a;mdb]. 

If the presupposlng verbal group is non-finite, ellipsis is under most 
circumstances impossible. The rule is that an imperfective non-finite 
verbal group (those in the • participial' form -in g. eg: going, having gotre) 
cannot be elllptical; a perfective one (those in the • infinitive' fonn with 
to, eg: to go, to have gt~ne) can be elliptical only if negative, or if following 
another verb (eg: wani to go) or cataphoric it. For example, in f3:7o]. 
(d), (e) and(£) could be elliptical, whereas (a), (h) and (c) could noto 



[3: 70] I linally called 
on him. 
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a. Having done so [feel better. 
b. I felt bad at not having done (so) before. 
c. To do so seemed only courteous. 
d. Not to (do (so)) would have been di>

courteous. 
e. I have wanted to (do (so)) for a long time. 
f. It seemed only courteous to (do so}. 

In (a)-{c) both American and British English would use the substitute. 
with American preferring the form Jo sa if there is any choice. In (d)-{f) 
American English tends to use the elliptical form, or else the substitute 
with so. whereas British speakers select among all three. at least in (d) 
and (e). with perhaps some preference for the one with Jq alone. (In (a). 
(c) and (f) the substitute de cannot occur without SQ, for the reasons given 
earlier: there is no contrasting element present. In (b). {d) and {e) the 
contrast is provided by not and by wttiued.) There are thw minor but still 
interesting differences between different varieties of English revolving 
around the nature- and potential of verbal substitution. 

The domain of verbal substitution.. as remarked in 3·3-I above. is the 
lexical verb together with such other elements in the clause as are not 
repudiated by some contrasting item. In principle any clement can be 
repudiated in this way, although certain patterns, particularly those in 
which a Complement is repudiated, sound a little awkward, and ellipsis. 
where it is possibl~ seems to fit them better than substitution; this is 
illusttated by the example. in [3:71) (and if[3:58] above): 

[3::71] a. Can lions climb trees?- No. but leopards can (do). 
b. Can liODS kill elephants 1 - No, bu< they can (do) giralf<". 
c. Have they given the lions. their meat? - No, but they have 

(done) the cheetahs. 
d. Can Jions kill with their tails?- No, but they can (do) with 

their paws. 

In (a) it is the Subject that is repudiated. in (b) and (c) a Complement 
\direct object' and 'indi<ect object'), and in (d) an Adjunct. The only 
element in the clause that cannot be repudiated is the Attribute; [3:72.] is 
impossible. and cohesion could he achieved het-e only lexically. by repeti
tion of the verb seemed: 

h; 72] Did the lions seem hungry?- No, but they did restless. 

There are certain contexts~ however, in which irrespective of its fw1ction 
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in the modal structure a particular element in the clause cannot be 
repudiated. so that it is not possible to presuppose the verb without 
this ocher element also fal1ing within the domain of the presupposition. 
In [3:73] the clause cootaining a ves:baf substitute is not acceptable 
following (i) in each instance. although it is acceptable following {ii) : 

[3:73]a. [>) She'sneverlivedinEngland. }sh h do · F 
( .. ) She" . ~ ..... L-J e as ne m ranee. u s never sung m .&.06&f:>liUlU. 

b. (i) Youmustn~tputthemonthetable.} Youcandoonthe 
(ii) You mustn't cut them on the tab1e. bench. 

c. (i) The door was shutting. } The windows were d~ 
(ii) The door was falling to pieces. ing too. 

tt (i) Wecan"tshutthedoor. } We might do the win-
(ii) We can~t smash in the door. dows. 

The reason is that in {i) there is a strong expectancy binding the repudiated 
dement to the one that is presupposed by the substitute. For example. 
live expects a.locative; hence it cannot be substituted without at the same 
time carrying over any item having a •Location" function that is struc
turally associated with it. This does not apply to sing. which has no such 
expectancy. Nor does it apply to live in company with other types of 
Adjunct; there is no difficulty about 

[3:74] You can~t live on what they would p;iy you. You could do on 
twice as much, maybe. 

The same principle lies behind the other examp]es; put also presupposes a 
1ocative and so cannot be substituted without entailing the 'Location' 
Adjunct, whereas cut shows no such restriction. In (c) and (d) there is a 
coHocational expectancy between door .and shut. so we cannot substitute 
shut without also presupposing tlocr; notice that it makes no difference 
whether 'the door is Subject or Complement - the relevant role is that of 
Medium, which is common to both instances. The restriction does not 
apply to smash in or fall W pieces, which can be substituted on their own 
while still allowing the door to be repudiated. A11 these are instances of 
patterns of expectancy between (i) the Process - action. event, etc - and 
(ii) a particu1ar role that is related to it: in the structure, such as Location 
or Med.ium2 or a particular item or class of items that functions i.n that 
role. eg: door as Medium in relation to the Process shut. An item standing 
in this relation to the process cannot be excluded from the domain of a 
verbal suhstitution. 

lt is the repudiation of other elements in the structure which provides 
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the contrastive environment within which the substitution takes place. In 
[3 :7I ], for example. each pair of clauses represents a particular distribution 
of elements into the presupposed. which are within the domain of the 
substitution. and the contrasted, which are repudiated from this domain: 

c. 
d. 

Presupposed 

can climb trees 
lions can kill 
they have given meat 
lions can kill 

Contrasted 

liom: leopards 
dephants: giraffes 
to lions: to cheetahs. 
with tails: with paws 

We have illustrated this by reference to elements in the structure of the 
clause~ but the same principle operates within the verba1 group: the 
contrast may occur within the systems associated with the verb itsel( 
such as tense, polarity and modality. So for example: 

{3:75] Have you called the doctor?- I haven•t done yet, but I will 
do. - I think you should do. 

Here the lexical verb ctlil is presupposed throughout, but there is repudia
tion first of the polarity {negative haven't contrasting with positive have), 
then of the tense (futuce wiU oontrastiug with past in present have ... -et!). 
and finally of the modality (modalized should contrasting with non
modalized). The one system that is subject to restriction here is that of 
voice~ for the reason that substitution is not possible in the passive. Nor
mally therefore there is no change of voice between the presupposed and 
the presupposing clause; both are active. It is possible however for a passive 
verbal group to be substituted in the active. for example 

b: 76] Has she doctor been called by anyone? - I don't know. I 
haven't done. Maybe someone else has done. 

There is a tendency in the history of English for active forms of the verb. 
which evolve first, to he matched by corresponding passive forms after 
an interval; this has happened consistently with the tense system, and it 
may be that we are just beginning to see verbal substitution :introduced 
in the passive. In general. however, while ellipsis occun in the passive 
in the normal way. subject to exactly the same principles as in the active, 
substitution does not. · 

In other respects, a11 the preceding discussion applies to ellipsis as 
much as it does to substitution. and many speakers wou1d tend to prefer 
eUiptical foi111S in many of the examples cited. (It is safe to assert. however. 
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that many people who reject the substitute when their auention is drawn 
to it actually make frequent use of i.t in their own speech, including in 
those very contexts in which they claim not to do.} We have stressed all 
along that ellipsis and substitution are essentially the same rdation, so 
that it is not surprising to find both as alternative forms of cohesion in 
broadly the same Tange of contexts. [n the next chapter we shall bring 
up various other contexts in V~.-hich there is no explicit substitution but 
only ellipsis. 

With respect to the use of the substitute, the proviso made in the pre
vious section concerning do and de SQ applies equal1y where the contrast 
is within the verbal group. Wherever the focus of information is required 
to bU on the Head of the verbal group- the lexical verb itself. as opposed 
to :m auxiliary - the substitute takes the form do so. This is sometimes 
determined by the context, but sometimes appears as an independent 
choice, as in 

. ,{•· IIA If didn't {know 1/ WAS doing 1/ 
h :77] Why do you snule · b. L1A I J didn't 1 know I was J DOING so // 

where the answer (a) treats the polariry-tense complex {present in past, 
positive) as the focus of mfurmation, and hence treats smile as simply 
given, while (b) focuses on smile as precisely the element in which the 
information resides. There is one other condition which tends to impose 
prominence on the lexical verb and thus to demand t1o so as the substitute 
form: this is when the mood of the presupposing clause is other than 
declarative, ie when it is interrogative or imperative. The reason is that 
if the verb in an interrogative or imperative clause is anaphoric; the con
trast normally resides in the mood itself, and hence is located within the 
verbal group: 

{

a, Haven~t you done so? 

[3:78] Sh:dl! call the d~? b. When will you do so? 
c. Please do so, as soon as possible. 

The various conditions: on the use of the verbal substitute, leaving aside 
variations between different forms, such as de so and do, or zero, and 
between different dialects or individual speakers, resolve themselves into 
what are essentially manifestations of the same underlying principle: 
that of continuiry in the environment of contrast. The continuity, ob
viously, is provided by substitution as a cohesive agency: the rep1acement 
of the verb by a substitution counter signalling that the relevant item is to 
be recovered &om elsewhere. But, as in nominal substitution, the signi6-
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cance of this continuity lies in the f..tct that its context .is one of non
continuity~ or contrast: some entity or circumstance associated with the 
process expressed by the verb, or some internal condition of time. mood. 
polarity or the like. is not as it was in the previous instance. (This is the 
major distinction between the memings of substitution and. reference as 
cohesive devices; see Chapter 7 below.) 

It follows that. if there are certain elements so closely bonded with the 
Process that they cannot he variecl while the latter is kept constant, they 
cannot provide a contrasting environmen~ and hence cannot be repudia
ted under conditions of substitution. We referred to these above. It 
should follow also that the continuity that is being expressed. since it is in 
the environment of contrast, is not mere -reference back but positive 
confirmation, a marking of the fact that the lexical verb still holds good 
This can be seen to be the case. if we consider one further set of examples. 

[3 :79] a. Smith isn't playing tiddlywinks for his health. He is (doing) 
for money. 

h. Were you talking to me? - No. I was (doing) to mysd£ 

.By any nOC'Iml! interpretation these are wrong. Instead of substitution, 
some form of reference should have been used: he~ s doing it or hl splaying 
in (a). I was talking W myHlf in (b). Why? Because the substitute form 
of (a) means 'Yes he is playing.. but it~s foe money .. ; its information 
structure is that of What Smith is doing = playing tiJJlywinks. and for 
money. This applies to both the elliptical form and that with the verbal 
substitute tking. The required meaning however is • No~ he's playing -only 
for money'~ with the information structure of What Smith is playing 
tiddlywinksfor = nwttey. In other words. the process playing tiddlywinks is 
not part of the information content of the message; it is not marked out 
for confirmation. but merdy used as a peg on which to hang the informa
tion contained infer nwney. Similarly in {b) the information structure is 
not What I was !king = talking~ but to myself, which is what substitution 
implies, but Tht cme I was talking to = myffl/ This demonstrates the 
principle- on which substitution is- based, and explains the types of limita
tion that there are on its use. 

Like the nominal substitute qne, the verbal substitute Jo is one of a 
number of rdat:ed items: lexiul verb. • pro-verb • and so on. A summaty 
account of these is given in the next section. 

J~J-3 The wonl do other than as substitute 

In .addition to functioning as the verbal substitute. the verb tk occurs in 
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Modem English as lexical verb, general verb, • pro-verb • and verbal opera
tor. These are all related to each other and form a continuum, or at least 
a duster, of meanings that shade into one another at the edges.. yielding 
various indeterminate instances. But the distinctions are significant fur the 
construction of text. so we will discuss each of these forms briefly in 
turn (3-3 ·3· I-3-3-3-4)-

3·3·3·1 UCO:CAL VERB Jo 
This is an ordinary verb of the English language, found in examples such 
as he has done the job. I have work tc th. let's Jc the tJCCOUnts. Other than in 
two special meanings, (i) as in do well, th lxully, (ii) as in tlutt will do, 
wi1l it do?, it will never do to let them know, it is always transitive: it has an 
inherent Goal. In an active clause this Goal functions as a Complement 
of the • direct object' type; and since under normal circumstances in 
English the Goal-Compkment cannot be omitted if the Head verb is 
expressed (eg we cannot say Have you mended the garage door yet?- Yes, 
I've mended.), this helps in distinguishing lexical Jc :from substitute do. 
The tking in [3 :So] must be the verbal substitute. 

[J: 8oj He ought to be doing his homework. - He rs doing. 

Ifit had been lexical Jq the form wou1d have been He':s doing it. This would 
have been recognizable as not being the substitute because of the tonic 
prominence in doing, the reduced :form of is, and the presence of the non
contrastive Complement it - as we have seen. only contrasting items can 
occur in the environrnent of the substitute do (except as Subject,. since 
English normally requires the Subject to be made explicit in indicative 
clauses whether linked by presupposition or not). Likewise if the answer 
had been in the passive, eg: it's being done Mw, this could only be lexical 
do. It :is perhaps worth remarking here on the fact that substitute do can 
substitute for lexical do in the same way as it can fOr other verbs. 

Ambiguity may arise where a Complement is present as in 

[3 :8I] I don't think he likes his new employer much. - No, but he 
does his job. 

where does could either be a substitute fur likes ('be likes his job') or 
lexicaJ do in the expression do the job. 

Lexical do has in itself no cohesive significance. other than through 
r<petition (Chapter 6). 

3·3·3·2 GBNERAL VERB tJo 
This is a member of a small class of verbs, equivalent to the class of 
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general nouns referred to in 3.2 (and discussed in 6.I below). They are 
lexical items with generalized meanings. This form do occurs in expressions 
such as they did a donee, meaning simply •they danced', they do lunches 
• they provide lunches •. it does no harm. Other verbs in the class include 
make, as in make a mistake 'err', have as in have a bath •bathe", take in 
take exception to. An example from Alia: 

{3: Sz] • A little kindness - and putting her hair in papers - would do 
wonders with her.· 

3·3·3·3 PRo-VERI! do 
Again,. this class corresponds to an equivalent nominal class. that of 
pro-nouns (3.2.3.4 above). The only members of the class of • pro-verb • 
are Jo and happen. These stand for any unidentified or unspecified process. 
do for actions and hP.ppt'n Wr events (or for acti-ons encoded receptively. 
in some kind of passive form). Their occurrence does not necessarily 
involve an anaphoric or cataphoric reference; there is nothing cohesive 
about their use in the following exampJes: 

[J: 83] a. What wos she doing?- She wasn't doing anything. 
b. What's happening? - Nothing's happening. 
c. 'What am I to do r exclai.med A lice, looking about her in 

great perplexity. 

However, pro-verb tk is. often used. endophorically. in that it functions 
as a carrier for anaphoric ite~ especially it and that. The expressions 
do that, do it in fact function as. reference items.; there are no • reference 
verbs~ in the language, so we say he did it because we cannot say he itteJ, 
and hC' dues that because we cannot say he tlkrts. Examples: 

[3 :84-] :a. 'She~s. tired, poor thing!' said the Red Queen. •smooth her 
hair - }end her your nightcap - and sing her a soothing 
lullaby.' 
'I haven't got a nightcap with me,' said Alice. as she tried 
to obey the first direction; ·and I don't know any soothing 
lullabies.• 
'I must do it myself. then/ said the Red Queen. 

b. Her chin was pressed so dosdy against her foot, that there 
was hardly room to open her mouth; but she did it at last, .•. 

c. 'They lived on treacle: said the Dormouse, after thinking 
a minute or two. 
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'They couldn't have done that, you know.· Alice gently 
remarked: • they'd have been ill.' 
'So they were,' said the Dormouse; • very ill.' 

d. Whenever the horse stopped (which it did. very often). he 
fell offin front. 

The mechanism of cohesion, in such instances, is through the use of 
the reference items it and that~ but it is really the verbal group as a whole 
that refers back. so that we could regard do it and do that as compound 
reference verbs. An occurrence of do thm constitutes :a. single cohesive 
tie, not two. 

It is the pro-verb do that occurs in the expressions Jo the same (3.2.5.2) 
and r1o so (3·3-I). It combines with the pro-noun thing in the expressions 
Jo scmething, - anything, - nothing~ - 4 ( ••• ) thing and (semanticaiiy the 
Ull1e dement) what ... tW? Here it often occurs in cataphoric contexts. for 
example: 

[3:85]'The first thing I've got to do,' said Alice to henelf ... 'i, to 
grow to my right size again." 

The pro-verb do occurs regularly in the passive, for example 

[3: 86] I told someone to feed the cat. Has it been done? 

the active equivalent being Has someone J.me it? Here it refers anaphorically 
to 'the feeding -of the cat'; this is the it with extended reference (if 2.3.3.1 
above, [2: t8]} • .and it is perhaps worth pointing out the distinction between 
a pro-verb do with this type of it and a general verb do with it in a simple 
pronominal context. In example [3: 87] 

{3:87) 1 want to make a paper dWn. But it an't be done ln a hurry. 

the second clause is ambiguous; it is either (i) it r the making of a paper 
chain'} can't be done (pro-verb) in a huny. or (ii) it(' a paper ch.in') can't 
be done (gen=l verb, '=de') in a hurry. The distinction is clear in the 
plum!: 

[3:88] lwanttom.akesome { (i) Butitcan'tbedoneinahurry. 
paper chains. (ii) But they can•t be done in a hurry. 

The pro-verb Join combination with a reference item it. this or that 
may be anaphoric to any process of the action type. The general verb 
do is a.naphoric only by lexical cohesion~ in that it stands as a synonym for a 
set of more specifi<: verbs, as in do sums, Jo an essay~ do the vegetobks, or 
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combines with them in their nominalized forms, as in de the cooldng, do 
the writing. and. therefore coheres with -such items if they have occurred 
in the preceding text. All such anaphoric instcmces of general verb or 
p~verb do are instances of reference, not of substitution. 

3·3·34 VERBAL OPERATOR do 
The last of the words having the form do is the finite verbal operator or 
'auxiliary •. This is in principle totally distinct from all the others, in that 
it is a purely grammatical element whose function i-s to express. simple 
present or past tense i.n -specific contexts: when interrogative (do you 
know?), negative (you don't know) or marked positive (y.ou do know); 
for example 

[J :89) Does she sing? - She doesn't sing. - She does sing. 

This M is always finite. and always occurs as fmr word in the verbal 
group; it can never represent the lexical element in the process (the 
.. I'Itmg'). 

lt would therefore be totally distinct from substitute do were it not for 
the &et of ellipsi~ fJ : 89] might he rewritten as 

{3 :90] Does she $ing?- No. she doesn't. - Y ~. she does. 

where .she det:sn~ l and she d«s are elliptical forms having the operator do 
as Head. The distinction between this and substitution appears in: 

[ I D he . , {a. Yes, she d<Jes. 
3:91 oess smg. b. No,butMarydoes. 

[3:9u] is elliptical; doer is the operator and. since it is elliptical,. sing or 
the substitute do could he added after it: she Joes sing, she does do. [3 :91b] is. 
a substitute form; sing could not be added after does, but it could .replace 
it: No, but Mary sings. In speech the two types are more distinct than in 
writing, because the substitute do is weak whereas the operator do is 
salient if it is final in theverbal group{k,if eUiptical in the dedarative). An 
e11iptical interrogative form, such as Does Mary?, is quite unambiguous. 
because the 'Substitute could never occur in this. form: the interrogative 
of Mary does, with does as substitute, is dou Mary tk? (consisting of 
operator + Mary + substitute as Head). 

The auxiliary do is not itself in any sense a cohesive agent. But the 
type of elliptical verbal group in which the operator occurs alone is 
extremely :&equent, and this of course is cohesive by virtue of being 
ellipticaL This is discussed in 4· 3. 
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3·3·4· Summary of uses of do 

The set of rdated words do can be illustrated in the following passage: 

[3:92] What's John doing these days? (t) John's doing a full-time job 
at the works. (z) That11 do him good. (3) I'm glad he's doing 
something. (4-) Does he Jike it there? (5) He likes it .more than I 
would ever do. 

Here (1) contains thelexical verb do, (z) the general verb~ (3) the pro-verb, 
which is also present in the original question, (4) the operator and (5) the 
substitute. 

Table 6 gives a summary of the items discussed in this section. Of those 
listed. (1) and (2) are substitutes, and are the subject of this chapter; they 
are normally cohesive (see below). (3) and (4) are lexical items and are 
cohesive only in the special context of lexical cohesion; see Chapter 6. 
(5}. the 'pro-verb', is not in itself cohesive; hut it regularly combines 
with reference items, ~rticularly it and that, to form what is in effect 
a verb of reference which is typically anaphoric and cohesive. (6), the 
verbal operator,likewise has no cohesive force; but it figures prominently 
in elliptical forms of the verbal group which are thel115elves cohesive by 
virtue of the ellipsis; see Chapter 4· 

The substitute do is a! most always anaphoric; it may presuppose an 
element within the same sentence as itself, so that there is already a 
structural relation linking the presupposed to the presupposing clauses; 
but it frequently subrt:itutes for an element in a preceding sentence, and 
therefore it is, like the nominal substitute, a primary source of cohesion 
within a text. Only occasionally is it cataphoric, and then only within 
the sentence • .and so making no contribution to cohesion; an example is 

[J :93] Since I have done, will you join too? 

lt occurs exophorically nnder appropriate conditions, for example a 
warning to someone who has been caught doing something forbidden: 

[l :94] hhouldo.tdo, if I w.s you. 

Here the speaker is simulating a textual relation in order to suggest that 
the action in question is. already under discussion. But its primary function 
is anaphoric, and it Is a rich source of continuity in everyday linguistic 
interaction. 

There is one further type of substitution. that of a clause, which is 
discussed m the next section (3-4). 



Table 6: The fonns of do 

Function in Phonological 
Item Class verbal group status Section Examples 

r do verbal substitute Head weak ).).1-2 

2 do so verbal substitute Head salient J.J.I 
w 
• 

3 do lexical verb Head salient l·l·J.I [J:8o-I) 
w 

< 
~ • 

4 do (make, take, etc) general verb Head salient or weak [3:82] 
~ 

3·3·P ~ 
~ 

~ 

; do (happen) pro-verb Head salient or weak [3:83-6] 
d 

3·3·3·3 = ~ 

"' " 
6 do verbal operator Finiteness: Modifier salient or weak [3: 89-90] "' J.J.j.6 d 

(auxiliary) (Head if elliptical) "' ~ 0 
z 

" -ll 
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3 .4 Clausal substitution 

There is one further type of substitution in which what is presupposed 
is not an dcment within the clause but an entire clause. The words used 
as substitutes are so- and not. (For yes and rro see 3·4·3·I and 4·4·3 below.) 

3·4·1· Difference between clausal and llther types of subllitution 

We pointed out at the beginning of the chapter that, since substitution 
is a formal rdation. contrasting in this respect with reference which is 
a semantic one. a substitute typically has the same structural function as 
that for which :it is substituting. So, for example, one functions. as Head 
of a nominal group and substitutes for a noun which was Head of a nomi
nal group. ln the same way Jo functions as Head of a verbal group and 
substitutes for a verb which was Head of a verbal group. 

In the case of do, however, the substitution may extend over other 
elements in the dause: any complements or adjuncts that are not repudia
ted fall within the domain of the substitute M. The verb do thus comes 
close to functioning as a substitute for an entire clause, but for the cule of 
English grammar which requires the Subject to be made explicit. In an 
example such as 

[3:95] The chHdren work very hard in the garden.- They must do. 

the children falls within what is presupposed in the second sentence as 
clearly as the other elements do, but it has to be expressed by the personal 
pronoun they. 

However. do is not a clausal substitute. This is not because of the require
ment of a Subject, but foe another, mace significant reason: namely that 
with Jo the contrastive clement which provides the context for the sub
stitution is located within the same clause. It may be within or outside 
the verbal group. but it is always in the clause itsel£ This was illwtrated 
in [3: 58] abo-ve. Although other dements may fall within its domain, 
do is a verbal not a clausal substitute. 

In clausal substitution the entire clause is presupposed. and the con
trasting element is outside the clause. For example, 

[3 :96] Is there going to he an earthquake?- It says so. 

Here the so presupposes the whole of the clause there's going to be an emth
IJUtlhe, and the contrastive environment is provided by the says which 
is outside it. 
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There are three environments in which clausal substitution takes place: 
report. condition and modality. In each of these environments it may 
take either of two fOrtns. positive oc negative; the positive is expressed 
by so. the negative by not. We shaH consider each of these in tum. 

3.4-1.1 SUBSTITUTION OF lU!POJU'EP CLAUSES 

Here are three examples &om Alice: 

[3:97] a. • ... if you've seen them so often. of course you know 
what they're like'. 
'I believe so,' Alice replied thoughtfully. 

h. • How am I to get in?' asked Alice again. in a louder tone. 
•Are you to get in at all?' said the Footman. 'That•s the first 
question, you know. • 
It was, no doubt: only Alice did not like to he told so. 

c. 'The trial cannot proceed,' said the King in a very grave 
voice~ • until all the jurymen are back in their proper places -
all.' he repeated with great emphasis. looking hard at Alice 
as he said so. 

In (a), so substitutes fo< (that) I know what they're like; in (h), for that was 
the first questitm; and in (c) for' all'. As example (c) shows, the presupposed 
dement nuy be in the quoted form ("direct speech). 

The reported clause that is substituted by .ro or not is always declarative, 
whatever the mood of the presupposed clause. There is no substitution 
fur interrogative or imperative (indirect questions or comma.nds), and 
therefore the clause substitutes do not occur following verbs such. as 
Wl>fflleT, orkror ask. 

The essential dittinction to be nude here is that between repom and 
facts. This is a complex distinction. hut it is fundamental to language and 
is rdlected in the linguistic system in very nuny ways. Broadly speaking, 
bets and reports are those elements in a linguistic structure which represent 
not the phenomena of experience themselves - persons, objects, actions, 
events, etc - like 'children •, • throw • and • stones' in the chiltlren were 
throwing stonu. but such phenomena already encoded in language, fOr 
example 'the fact that the children were throwing stonei' as in (the 
f4Ut) tluzt the chiltlren were throwing stones displeaseJ their parents. These 
encodings then participate in linguistic structures in the normal way, 
as this example illustrates, although there are dear restrictions on the 
types of clause into which they can enter. 

What matters here is that these encodings are of two kinds: facts, 
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and reports. The two are rather different, though they are not always 
easy to tell apart. Facts are phenomena that are encoded at the semantic 
level, as meanings; reports are phenomena encoded at the lexicogramma
ricaJ Jev.d, as wordings. Report corresponds more or less to the concept 
of • speech • in 'direct speech' and 'indirect speech'. Here are some 
examples of both; those in column (i) are reports. those in column (ii) 
are facts: 

[1:g8] 
(i) Report 

a. Mary said: •Jolm'slate.' 
h. Mary'sas~rtion: 'John is late.' 
c. Mary said that John was late. 
d. Mary's assertion that John was 

late. 
e. 
f. 

g. Mary was afraid that John was late. 
h. Mary's fear that:Jobn was h1te. · 

(ii) Fact 

Mary resented that Jolm was late. 
Mary's resentment that John was 

late. 
Ma:ry resented John's lateness. 
It was that John was late that 

Mary resented. 
Mary was angry that John was late. 

J· That John was late angered Mary. 

1t will he seen that, although the typical form of expression for facts and 
reports is the same, as 11lustrated in (c), (d) and (g), there are other realiza
tions which are restricted to one or the other. The restrictions are not as 
totally dearcut as they have been made to appear here, because other 
factors are involved as weU; but they are valid in generaL and they follow 
from the general di:ttinction between fact as meaning and report as 
wording. 

'Ibis last formulari<m should not be taken to imply that a report alwa~ 
follows the exact wording of what was said, or that there necessarily was 
an act of speaking correspon<ling to it. Reports are associated with think
ing as weU as wi.th saying. It merely means that facts are semantic struc
tures while reports are lexicogrammatical str1.1Cttlres. And this enables us 
to predict, '-'.'hat is actually the case. that reports can be substituted whereas 
facts cannot - since. as we have seen. substitution is a lexicogrammatical 
relation. 

Hence, corresponding to (c) and (g). we can have 1\lfary said so, Mary 
was afraid se in colunm (i); but we cannot have Mary resented ;W or Mary 
was angry so in column. (ii). (The fact that so could not appear in (b) and 
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(h) is a purely structural limitation; we cannot say Mary'sftar so because 
here so would be a Qualifier within the nominal group, which is not a 
possible strurtural function for it.) The pattern appears dearly with words 
that are used to introduce both facts and reports, eg: regret, which means 
either •be sorry about the fact that' or 'be sorry to say that'; the substitute 
can be used only in the latter sense. Facts can be presupposed by reference. 
but not by substitution: 

{3:99] a. They've failed. then?- I regret so. 
b. They've failed. - I regret it. - Everyone regrets it. 

The negative form of the clausal substitute is not, as in 

(3 :100) Has everyone gone home?- I hope not. 

However with some verbs: negation tends to be transferred into the 
reporting clause so that, for example. the normal pattern of think plus 
negative substitute is don't think so rather than think not; if also I don't 
believe/suppose/imagine so. The word not can be interpreted .as the 'port
manteau' realization of the substitute and negative polarity. 

All such expressions:, positive and negative, are particularly frequent 
in first person singular, where their meaning comes very dose to that of 
expressions of modality (if 3·4·1-3 below). Another example: 

[3: 101] 'Of coune you agree to have a battle?' Tweedledum said in 
a calmer tone. 
•r suppose so.· the other sulkily replied. as he crawled out of the 
umbrella. 

There is some restriction on the use of the substitute in the context of 
expressions of certainty; we say I' m afraid so but not I" m sure so, you think 
not or you don't think so but not you know not or you JM't know so. The 
same restriction turns up with modality, though only in the positive; 
we say perhaps Stl hut not certainly so, although here certainly not is regular 
and frequent. This is perhaps correlated with the distinction between 
facts and reports: .a report that has certainty ascribed to it strongly 
resembles a fact - unless the certainty lies in its negation. But the pattern 
is by no means a consistent one. 

One type of report in which substitution is especia11y frequent is the 
impersonal type. eg: they say sojtwt, it says so/not, it seems/appears so/mt; 
including. rather more restricted.ly. those in the passive form: it was 
reported so, it is .said not. For example, 

h : I02 J Ought we to declare our winnings? - It says not. 
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There is a possibility of overlap between this structure and that in which 
so is substituting for an Attribute in a clause of ascription; for exantpl~ 
in 

[3: 103] Is this mango ripe? -It seems so. 

the answer is strictly speaking ambiguous: it may be 'this mango seems 
ripe·. with personal reference item it and so as nominal substitute, or 'it 
seems that this m,ango .is ripe' with impersonal (non-anaphoric) it and 
.ro as clausal substitute. The distinction becomes clear in the plural: Are 
these mangoes ripe? - (i) They sum so. (ii) It seems so. The difference in 
meaning is slight, hut it is easily perceived. Note that the negative is not 
in both instances, (i} They seem net. (ii} It seems not; showing that both are 
in fact substitution forms. 

Finally. so as a report substitute occurs in initial position in expressions 
such as se it seems, so he .said, .so 1 believe, so we wer~ led to understatul. This 
has the effect of making the .se thematic in the clause. Since negation when 
not combined with other meanings is rarely thematic in modem English. 
there is no equivalent negative form. 

3.4..1.2 SUBSTITUTION OF CONDffiONAL CLAUSES 

A second context for clausal substitution is clut of conditional structure. 
Conditional clauses are frequently substituted by so and rwt. especially 
following if but also in other forms such as assuming so. suppose rwt: 

{3: 104] a. Everyone seems to think he's guilty. If so, no doubt he'll 
offer to resign.. 

h. We should. recognize the place when we come to it.
Yes, but supposing not: then what do we do? 

Hcre so in {a) substitutes for he is guilty, not in (b) for we Jcn't recognize 
the place when we come to it. 

3-4.!.3 SUBSTITUTION OF MODAI.IZBD CLAUSES 

Finally. so and rwt occur as substitutes fur clauses expressing modality, eg 

[J: 105] a. 'Oh, I beg your pardon!' cried Alice hastily, afraid that 
she had hurt the poor animal's feelings. 'I quite forgot you 
didn't like cats.' 
• Not like cats ! · cried the Mouse, in a shrill, passionate 
voice. 'Would you like cats if you were me?' 
'Well, perhaps not.," said Alice in a roothing tone: ... 
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b. • May I give you a slice?' she said, taking up the knife and 
fork, and Joolcing from one Queen to the other. 
'Certainly not,' the Red Queen said, very decidedly: 'it isn't 
etiquette to cut anyone you"ve been introduced to. Remove 
the joint !' 

Modality is the speaker's assessment of the probabilities inherent in the 
situation, as in (a)~ oc, in a derived sense, of the rights and duties, as in (b). 
These may he expressed either by modal forms of the verb (witl. would, 
can. ccu/J, m.xy, might, must, should, is t<1~ and ought to), or by modal adverbs 
such as ~rhaps, possibly, probably, certainly, surely; the latter are frequently 
followed by a clausal substitute, with the proviso already noted, that 
those expressing certainty do not accept substitution in the positive, 
though they do in the negative. 

3·4·2 Similarity ammg the types of dausal substitution 

We have distinguished. the three types or contexts of clausal substitution: 
report. condition, and modality. It is important to emphasize, however. 
what they have in common. 

To start from mocblity: there is considerable similarity in meaning 
between a modalized clause, on the one hand. and a reported clause 
dependent on .a 6rst person singular verb of cognition on the other; for 
example between probably he's right and I S11ppou he•s right- and. hence 
between probably so and I suppose so. But I suppose is merely a special 
instance of • someone supposes •; and supposing is merely one way of 
• cognizing' a report, among a set of possible ways including thinking, 
assuming, believing, knowing and so on. The unmarked context for a 
report. however. is one not of cognizing but of verbalizing: not of think
ing, but of saying. Hence there is a semantic continuity, a 'dine', all the 
way from proftably he's right, through I think he's right and they think he's 
right to (impersonal) they my he's right and Mary says he's right. All of 
these can be substituted by so and, in the negative. by not. 

Looked at from another angle. however, a conditional clause is also 
semantically odated both to a reported one and to a modalized. one. The 
form if hi's right means 'let us suppose he·s right; then .. :; the condition 
may be expressed by non-finite (dependent) forms of verbs of cognition, 
such as supposing, assuming (and in many languages by verbs of saying, 
equivalent to 'let it be said that. _ . :then .. .'). Likemse, we can interpret 
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if he's right as a modality. similar: ro 'possibly he• s right; in that case ... •; 
and again there is a modalized form for the eA-pression of a conditional: 
should Ire be right • ••• 

All three types have the property of being at one remove from (state
ments of} reality; they are hypotheticaL Modalizing, reporting and 
conditionali:zing are all ways of assigning dependent status to the clause 
in question. This is reflected in the structure; reported and conditional 
clauses are bothHYPOTACTIC but not • embedded' (ienot RANKSHI PTED; 

it is this that is the rdevant concept. since • embedding • has not been 
dearly distinguished from hypotaxls in much recent grammatical analy
sis). That is to say, such a clause is DEPENDENT ON another clause but 
not structurally integrated into it~ it is not A CONSTITUENT OF it. Since 
modality is normally expressed within the clause, by a modal Adjunct 
such as possibly, or by a modal operator in the verbal group such as tm~y, 
there is no hypotaxis involved; but where modality is expressed by a 
separate clause. then the modalized clause is likewise hypotacrically related 
to it, as in it may be that he's right. 

This then is the general environment for dausal substitution. It occurs 
in the context of hypotaxis; a clause that is hypotactically rda.ted to 
another clause may be substituted by so or twt. Semantically this hypot.ac
tic structure is the expression of dependent or hypothetical status, in the 
form of report, condition or modality; and the possibility of substitution 
therefore also extends to the other realization of this relation, namely a 
modalized clause in which the modality is expressed simply by insertion 
of a modal Adjunct. 

As with nominal and verbal substitution. the key concept is one of 
continuity in the environment of contrast. It is nOt possible to substitute 
a clause which is fUnctioning independently. just because it is bcing 
repeated; in such instances it must be presupposed by reference, typically 
by it, this or that. Substitution is used in order to display the clause as a 
repetition but in a contrastive context~ one in which it is dependent on 
something else- a report, a condition, an opinion. As alway~ what we are 
calling • contrast' is not necessarily a negation of the context that was 
there before; there may have been no such context, and even if there was. 
the presupposing context may be si.mply a reaffirmation of it. But there 
is always some redefinition of the environment of the presupposed 
dause; the speaker or writer is encoding the clause as itself recoverable 
but in a context which is non-recoverable. This is the underlying meaning 
of clausal substitution, and it relates it clearly to substitution in the other 
contexts.. nominal and verbal 
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3·4·3· Some rdated patterns 

There are various patterns either related to or in some way resembUng 
clausal substitution wbi.ch may be brought together for a brief mention 
here. These fall under two he;zdings.: forms of response, and othcr use:s 
of se and noJ. 

3 .4. 3. I RESPONSE FORMS 

The following examples illustrate fOrms of response which. could be 
interpreted as subnftution: 

(i) 
[J:to6J a. Hens lay eggs. So they do! 

b. Hens don•t fiy. So they don't! 

(ii) 
So do turkeys. 
Nor/Neither do turkeys. 

Those in column (ii:) are responses which add a new Subject; the mean
ing is ·and + (Subject) + do so". Since they have alternative forms 
tmkeys do {.so) tco, tutkeys don't (do se) eitker. they can reasonably be inter
preted as forms of verbal substitution of the do so type (J.J.~ above), with 
the additional meaning of "and. too'. This meaning is always present 
in the negative form nor • and not'~ in this structure it is present also as a 
component in the so, by virtue of its initial position (if the di5Cussion of 
4 and' in Chapter 5 below). 

The examples in column {i) are exdamarory responses, acknowledging 
new infOrmation arul expressing agreement with it; 'now that you men

tion it, I see you're right'. 
There is no meaning of • and' here, but some speakers have an alterna

tive form of the negative, namdy twrfneither they do!~ and what may he a 
subset of the same speakers have tCQ in the positive~ they do too!, (more 
used in contexts of contradiction) - perhaps this pattern has evolved 
through influence from the column (ii} forms. The column (i) expression 
as a whole is undoubtedly cohesive; hut it seems that the cohesio~ here is 
rather a matter of ellipsis, and that the so is being used in the non-cohesive 
sense of'true' (see next section). Note that there is a superficially identical 
structure in which so is a reference ltem, meaning •like that', 'as pre
viously stated', eg (if the last sentence of example lJ :84c) above): 

[3: 107] It c:an't have helped vcry much. all that shouting.
So it didn't. It only made things worse. 

The other response forms that need to be mentioned are yes and tw. 

These could be thought of as clause substitutes; but they are really more 
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readily interpretable a-s elliptical forms. (See Chapter 4. section 4-4-3. for 
discussion of yes and no.) They express: just the polarity option in the clause. 
positive or negative. leaving the remainder to be presupposed. It is 
important to make this dear: what is expressed by yes and no is the polarity 
of the presupposing clause, irrespective of the polarity of what it pre
supposes - they do not? as their dictionary equivalents in some languages 
do, express agreement or disagreement with what has gone before. 
Consequently the response yr:s means • I am tired' no matter what the 
po1arity and mood of the presupposed clause: 

[3:108] a. You•retired. 
b. Are you tired? 
c. You're not tired? Yes. {I am tired.) 
d. Aren't you tired? 

etc 

The substitutes so and not are exactly paralld to yes and no in this respect; 
so for example 

[3: 109] a. Is he going to pass the exam?} {I hope so. (I hope he is.) 
b. Isn't he going to pass the rm afraid not. (I· m afraid 

exam? he isn't.) 

3·4-3·2. OTHER USES OF so AND :tW! 

In Chapter 2 we discussed the use of so as a reference item, meaning 'like 
this' or "to this extent', There is no such thing as negative reference, so 
the form net does not appear under this heading. 

In Chapter 5 we shall deal with so as a conjunction~ meaning • conse
quently'. Here too there is no rdated negative form. 

In this chapter v.-e have treated. so as a substitute, in nominal, verbal and 
clausa1 sub§titution, in which it stands for the whole or part of another 
(typically a preceding) clause. Clausal substitution is the only context 
in which s11 has a corresponding negative, namdy not. It is also the only 
context in Vi.>hich nat is a cohesive element; elsewhere it is simply the 
expression of negative polarity. 

In all these instances, so is cohesive. There remains. one further use of 
the word, in which it is not cohesive, but simply has the meaning 'true'. 
(This has already been mentioned in the last section, as the interpretation 
of so in So they do!) 

It is this meaning of so that is found in the expressions that is so, this 
being sa, is th.tt .w?, and so OIL Here the meaning is 'that is true', 'that 
is the case'. That this is not the substitute so is shown among other things 
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hy the negative; the neg~tive of that is so is never that £.1 twt, but only 
that is not so~ that isn•t so (in substitution both forms would be expected to 
occur}~ The cohesiveness of expressions of this kind derives not from the 
so hut from the anaphoric reference item that or it. 

In this sense so almost always follows the verb be. It might be possible 
to interpret it sanu so in this way~ but here there is the corresponding 
negative #stems not as alternative to it doem""t sum se. Moreover the StJ in 
it sums ro is typically non-tonic, which suggests the unaccented, substitute 
form; whereas the so following the verb be is typically tonic, eg: that is 
Sb-. it's not so. The difference between the two is :shown by the fact that. 
by itself; it tl so is not a possible response; [3: noJ is unacceptabk: 

f3: I re] Everyone's leaving.- It is so. 

whereas -it sums so would be quite acceptable. Perhaps in a sequence such .. 
[3: rn] Everyone's leaving.- It seems so.- [t is so! 

where the context sets the tonic on is and not on .so, we have a true substi
tute so following be; but this is clearly a special case, and can be felt to be 
somewhat odd. 

3·4·4 Summary of uses of so 

The m~ of so are summa.rized in Table ;. Of the items listed, 
{I-6) are all cohesive; only (7) is not. {r) and (2) are reference items 
(Chapter 2, sections: 2.5.1 and 2.5.2}. (3) refers to the only use of so as 
a nominal substitute, as Attribute in ascriptive clauses such as they seem 
so. In (4). so is the verbal substitute do so, discussed in 3.3; for the form 
so de I, see 3-4·3-I. (s) is so as the clausal substitute, in contexts of report, 
condition :md modality; this was treated in 3.4-2. In (6) so is a conjunction 
(Chapter 5. especially 5.6). In (7). so has the meaning of' true'; it is not 
cohesive. and so not di$CUSSed in detail, hut the forms it is so and so they 
do! were mentioned briefly in sections 3-4-3-I and 3·4·3·2· 

As a clausal substitute, so is almost always anaphoric, exactly as are all 
substitutes. Like the others. it may presuppose an element to which it is 
already structurally related; but since it itself substitutes for a clause.. the 
only conditions under which this can occur are those of structural rela
tions between clauses, paratactic as in (3: r rza]~ or hypotacticasin[J: rrzb]: 

[3: :nz] a. He may come, but he didn't say so. 
b. He'll come if he ~id so. 



t 
Table 7: The forms of so 

~ 

~ • 
Cohesive Phonological ~ 

" ~ Item type ci .. , Function otatus Section Examples " " ~ ~ 
I SO reference adverb Submodifier in weak 2.5.1-2 [>:87] 0 • nominal group 
zso reference adverb Adjunct salient 2.j.I-2 [z:78a]; [3:8o~<]: 

[3'107] 
3 so substitution adverb Attribute weak ).2.6 (3: 54); (J:IOJ) 

(nominal) 
4 so (in do"') substitution adverb (part of) Head of weak 3·3; ].4.).1 [J:77-1I]; 

(verbal, verbal group [3 !Io6(ii)] 
part of) 

5 so substitution adverb Adjunct 
(clawal) 

saJient 3·4·1-2 [3 :9s-sos] 

6so conjunction conjWlct:ive Adjunct weak s.6 fs:4J..O) 
adverb 

7'0 - adverb Attribute salient 3·4·3·2 [3 :Io6(i)] 
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where so substitutes for he would come in each case. (Note that in (a) may 
is the realintion of • possibly + future • o the substitute presupposes the 
'future' but not the modality.) Such instances derive their cohesion 
internally from the structure. Even more frequently than the other substi
tutes. however. w presupposes across the sentence boundary. and hence 
functions as the primary me:ms of textual cohesion. Cataphoric instances 
are infrequent but by no means impossible: 

[3:n3] Ifhesaidso.he1lcome. 

But it is difficult to construct exophoric examples, because of the ~rticu
lar nature of the contrastive contexts - report, condition and modality -
in which clausal substitution occurs. As was mentioned at the beginning 
of this chapter. substitution is fundamentally a textual relation; the 
primary meaning is anaphoric. and a substitute is used exophorically only 
when the speaker wants to simulate the textual rdation in order to create 
an effect of something having already been mentioned. This rarely 
happens where the presupposition extends over the meaning of an entire 
clause. 

Substitution forms are swnmarized in Table 8. 

Table 8: Summary of substitution furms 

Non-prominent Prominent 
(given) (new) 

Thing (count noun) one(s) the SAME 

Nominal Process do 
(nominalized) 

so he the SAMI! Attribute 
fact say 

Verbal Process ( + . . . ) do DOSO 

Clausal (p); positive so so 
report, 
condition, negative not NOT 
modality 



Chapter 4 

Ellipsis 

4-1 Ellipsis, substitution and reference 

In one sense. the break between Chapters 3 and 4 is an unnatural one, be
cause substitution and ellipsis are very similar to each other. As we ex
pressed it earlier, ellipsis is simply • substitution by zero~. 

For practic.il purposes, however, it is more helpfUl to treat the two 

separately. Although substitution and ellipsis embody the same funda
mental relation between parts of a text (a relation between words or groups 
or clauses- as distinct from reference. which is a relation between mean
ings), they are two different kinds of structural mechanism, and hence 
show rather different patterns. 

The starting point of the discussion of ellipsis can be the familiar notion 
that it is • something left unsaid'. There is no implication here that what is 
unsaid is not rmderstood; on the contrary. 'unsaid' implies • but nnderstood 
nevertheless', and another way of referring to ellipsis is in fact as sOME

THING UNDERSTOOD, where understood is used in the special sense of 
• going without saying• {compare it is understood that we are to 1K comulted 
before any agreement is reached). 

There is no mystery in the fact that much can be • understood' in this 
way. As we have itressed all atong. language does not function in isola
tion; it functions as TEXT, in actJ1al situations of use. There is always a 
great dea1 more evidence available to the hearer for interpreting a sentence 
than is contained in the sentence itsel£ However. it is important here to 
distinguish between two different kinds of evidence from which we may 
{to use another familiar term) ·supply' what is left unsaid. Only one of 
these is associated with ellipsis: that where there is some presupposition. 
in the structure, of what is to be supplied, 

Consider an example such as 

(4: I) Hardly anyone left the country before the- war. 
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In order to interpret this., we should probably want to know whether 
country meant 'rural areas • (hence 'hardly anyone moved. into the towns') 
or • national unie; if the latter, which country was being referred to, and 
whether left meant 'emigrated' or 'went abroad on holiday~; which war; 
whether hardly anyone referred to the whole population. or a given social 
or family group; and. so on. All this is rdev:mt information if we want to 
understand this sentence. But there is nothing in the structure of the sen
tence to suggest that it has been left out. There are two occurrences of the 
reference item the. both of them probably generalized exophoric; but 
there is nothing to make us feel that we must have missed some vital pre
vious clawe or sentence. The structure is not such as to presuppose any 
preceding text. 

When we talk of ellipsis, we are not referring to any and every instance 
in which there is some infOrmation that the speaker has to supply from his 
own evidence. That would apply to practically every sentence that is ever 
spoken or written, and wou1d be of no help in explaining the nature of a 
text. We are referring specifically to sentences, da~ etc whose struc
ture is such as to presuppose some preceding item, which then serves as the 
source of the missing infOrmation. An elliptical item is one which, as it 
were, leaves specific structural slots to be filled from elsewhere. This is 
exactly the same as presupposition by substitution. except that in substi
tution an explicit • counter • is used. eg: one or de, as a place-marker for 
what is presupposed. whereas in ellipsis nothing is inserted into the slot. 
That is why we say that ellipsis can be regarded as substitution by zero. 

For example, 

[4-:2.1 Joan brought some carnations. :and Catherine some sweet peas. 

The structure of the second clause is Subject and Complement. This struc
ture normally appears ouly in clauses in which at least one element, the 
Prediaror. is presupposed.. to be suppliedfiom the preceding clause. Note 
that there is no possible alternative interpretation here; the second clause 
can he interpreted only as Catherine brought some sweet peas. 

There the two clauses are structurally related; the second is BRANCHED. 

Now consider 

[4:3] Would you like to hear another verse? I know twelve more. 

Here there is no structural relationship between the two parts. The second 
sentence contains a nominal group twelve mere, consisting of a Numerative 
ou1y, for which we have to supply a Head noun verses presupposed from 
the first sentence. Again, a nominal group having a Numerative but no 
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Head will normally be found. only in contexts of presupposition. To give 
a slightly more complex example: 

[4-:4-] • And how many hours a day did you 00 lessons?• said Alice, in a 
hurry to change the subject. 
'Ten hours the first day; said the Mock Turtle: 'nine the next, 
and so on." 

The nominal group nine is presupposing. meaning nine hours~ and so is the 
next. meaning the next day. The two clauses niM the nnt and ten hour~ the 
first d~ty are also both presupposing, representing we did lessons tm lwurs the 
first ddy, etc. In all these examples the clauses and the nominal groups dis
play structures that clearly show them to be presupposing. 

Where there is. dlipsis, there is a presupposition, in the structur~ that 
something is to be supplied. or 'understood •. This is not quite the same 
thing as saying that we cm tell from the stmctu:re of an item whether it is 
elliptical or not. For practical purposes we often can; but it is not in fact 
the structure which makes it elliptical. An item is elliptical if its structure 
does not express all the features that have gone into its make-up - all the 
meaningful choi.ces that are embodied in it. 

In other words. we can take as a general guide the notion that ellipsis 
occurs when something that :is structurally necessary is left wuaid; there is 
a sense of incompleteness associated with it. But it is weful to recognize 
that this is an over-simplification, and that the essential characteristic of 
dlipsis is that something which is present in the selection of underlying 
f systemic') options is. omitted in the structure- whether or not the result
ing structure is in itself"incomplete'. 

Like substi.turio~ ellipsis is a relation within the text. and in the great 
majority of instances the presupposed item is present in the preceding text. 
That is to say, ellipsis is normally :m anaphoric relation. Occasionally the 
presupposition in an elliptical structure may he exophoric - we noted in 
Chapter 3 that this could also happen with substitution. If a housewife on 
seeing the milkman approach calls out Two ple.uc! she is using exophoric 
ellipsis; it is the context of situation that provides the information needed 
to interpret this. But exophoric ellipsis has no place in cohesion, w we shall 
not explore it a.ny further here. 

Let us summarize here the general features of reference, substitution 
and ellipsis, harking hack to what was said in tfle final paragraph of Chap
ter 3· All three are forms of presupposition, devices for identifying some
thing by referring it to something that is already there- known ro, or at 
least recoverable by, the hearer. Since this • something • that is presupposed 
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may be an element in a preceding sentence, these devices have a cohesive 
effect; they contribute very largely to cohesion within the text. 

Reference is presupposition at the semantic ievel. A reference item sig
nals that the meaning is recoverable. though not necessarily in the form of 
the actual word or words required. For this reason a reference item cannot 
necessarily be replaced by what it presupposes; even if the presupposed 
item is present in the text, the reference to it may require an item. of a dif
ferent function in structure. At its simplest, reference is a form of situa
tional (exophoric) presupposition; but it is regularly used :in textual 
{end.ophoric) presupposition, pointing backwards (anaphoric) or some
times forward (cataphoric). In many styles of discourse, including almost 
all written language, reference is always textual rather than situational. 

Substitution, and here we include etli.psis as a special case of substitution, 
is presupposition at the level of words. and structures. When a substitute is 
used, it signals that the actual item required, the particular word -or group 
or clause, is recoverable from the environment; and the substitute pre
serves the class of the presupposed item., which may therefore be replaced 
in the • slot • created by it. The difference between substitution and ellipsis 
is that in the former a substitution counter occurs in the slot~ and this must 
therefore be deleted if the presupposed item is replaced. whereas in the 
latter the slot is empty - there has been substitution by zero. Unlike 
reference, substitution is essentially a textual relation; it exists primarily 
as. an anaphoric (-or occasionally cataphoric) device, and in its rare exo
phoric we it tends to give an effect of • putting the words in the other 
person's mouth~. 

ln tabular form; 
Substitution and 

Reference ellipsis 
Let~/ cf abstraction semantic lex:icogrammatical 

Primary source of situation text 
pTesupposition 

What is presupposed? meamngs items (i~ words, 
groups, clauses) 

Is class preserved? not necessarily ye• 
Is replacement 

possible? 
not necessarily ye. 

Use as a cohesive yes; anaphoric and yes; anaphoric (occa.s-
tkvice cataphoric sionally cataphoric) 
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ExampJe:s: 

[4:5] a. This is a fine hall you have here. rm proud to be lecturing in 
it. 

b. This is a fine hall you have here. I've never lectured in a ftncr 
one. 

c. This is a ftne hall you have here. I've never lectured in 2 finer. 

Example (4:5a] is reference. [t would be possible to replace it by some 
expression containing the word hall; but it would have to be altered from 
the original (eg: in this .fine httll), a.nd it still sounds somewhat awkward. 
Examples (b) and (c) are substitution and ellipsis, and it would. be quite 
natural to add half after finer (deleting ()ne in (b)). 

In what follows, we shaH discuss ellipsis under three headings: 

Nominal ellipsis (4.2) 
Verbal dlipsis (4-3) 
Clausal ellipsis (4.4) 

There is one further general point to be made first. We noted ~hove, in 
Chapters 2 and 3. that a reference item, or a substitute, may relate to some
thing in the same sentence, such that the presupposition takes place within 
the confines of a single structure. This is no different in principle from any 
other instance of reference or mbstitution, though it may lu.ve certain 
specia1 features, such as the cataphoric reference of the to a <)_ualifier in the 
nominal group in example [2:61 J. But in the analysis. of texts. relations 
within the sentence arc &.irly adequately expressed already in structural 
terms., so that there is no need to involve the additional notion of co
hesion to account for how the parts of a sentence hang together. 

Between sentences, however. there are no strUCtural relations., and this is 
where the study of cohesion becomes important. For this reason in both 
these chapters we concentrated on reference and substitution as relations 
between sentences,. largely ignoring intra-sentence presupposition. 

We shall do the same here. Ellipsis. or something closely related to it, 
also occurs within sentences, as in [4:2-] above; and there arc certain 
special stntctural possibilities, types. of BRANCHING <.>tructute, which do 
not occur when the presupposition is between sentences. fu general we 
shall not be concerned with dJipsis within the sentence., for the same 
reason as already given; it can be explained in terms of sentence structure 
and does not constitute an ind.ependent agency of cohesion in the text. 
What we are interested in is ellipsis as a form of relation between sen
tences, where it is an aspect of the essential texture. The relevance of 
ellipsis in the present context is its role in grammatical cohesion. 
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4.2 Nominal ellipsis 

4.2.1 Ellipsis within the nominal group 

By NOMINAL ELLIPSIS. we mean ellipsis within the nomina} group. The 
structure of the nominal group was outlined in 2.1. On the logical dimen
sion the structure is that of a Head with optional modification; the modi
fying elements include some which precede the Head and some which 
foUow it, referred to here as Premodifier and Postm.odifier respectively. 
Thus in those two fast electric tTains with panWgraphs the Head is trairu, the 
Premodifier is formed by those two fast electric and the Postm.odifier by 
with pantographs. 

The Modifier is combined with another structure. on the experiential 
dimension, which consists of the elements Deictic (d), Numer:a.tive {n), 
Epithet (e), Clas~oo (c), and Qnalifier (q), represented here by those, two, 
fast, electric and with pantographs respectively. The Deictic is normally a 
determiner, the Numerative a numeral or other quantifier, the Epithet an 
adjective and the Classifier a noun; hut these correspondences are by no 
means exact. There may be Suhmodifiers at various places; these are 
usually adverbs like so. very and. too. The Qualifier is normally a relative 
clause or prepositional phrase. The noun in this structure has the function 
referred to as the Thing. Most elements may occur more than once, .and 
the tendency for this to happen increases as one moves towards the later 
elements of the suucture. 

The function of Head, which is always filled., is normally served by the 
common noun., proper noWl or pronoun expressing the Thing. Personal 
pronouns are reference items and were described in Chapter 2; they will 
not he discussed. further. Proper nouns designate individuals, and are 
therefore not capable of further specification; they may sometimes be 
accompanied by descriptive modifiers, but these are not subject to ellipsis. 
Common nouns. on the other hand, designate classes; they are often fur
ther specified. and this: is the function of the elements Deictic. Numerative. 
Epithet and Classifier. Now under certain circumstances the common noun 
may be omitted and the function of Head taken on by one of these other 
elements. This is what is meant by nominal dlipsis. 

In a non-elliptical nominal group, the Head is the Thing. the noun 
designating the individual or class referred to. This m:.ay he a phenomenon 
of any kind: person, animate or inanimate object, abstraction, institution. 
process, quality. Sbte or relation. In an elliptical nominal gmup. this ele
ment is not expressed, and one of the other elements (Deictic, Numerative, 
Epithet or Classifier) functions as Head. This is very frequently a Deictic 
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or Numerative. much less frequently an Epithet. It is very rarely a Classi
fier; since the Clasgffier is usually a noun~ if i.t functioned as Head it would 
be liable itself to be interpreted as the Thing (so, for examplt; we cannot 
replace a tall brick chimney by.: taU brick; see 4.2.3 below}. 

In general, with exceptions to be noted below (4.2.3 and 4-2.].5). any 
nominal group having the function ofHead filled by a word that normally 
functions within the Modifier is an elliptical one. 

Nominal ellipsis therefore involves the upgrading of a word :limctioning 
as Deictic, Numerative, Epithet or Classifier from the status of Modifier 
to the status of Head. For example; 

(4:6] Four other Oysters followed them, 
and yet another four. 

In the seCond line four, wbich is a Numerative and therefore normally acts 
as Modifier. is upgraded to function as Head. Simibdy in 

[4:7] Which last longer, the curved rods or the straight rods?- The 
str.rigbt are less likdy to break. 

straight is an Epithet, functioning as Modifier in the question but as Head 
in the response. Both another four and the straight are elliptical nominal 
groups.. 

An dliptical nominal group dearly requires that there should be available 
&om rome source or other the information necessary for 611ing it out. 
Faced with anot:he., four. we need to know • another four what?' Normally~ 
the source of information is a preceding nominal group. A nominal group 
that is elliptical presupposes a previous one that is not, and it is therefore 
cohesive. 

If we "'h-ant to fill out .an elliptical nominal group. for text analysis 
purposes, there are two ways of doing so. One way is simply to ~push 
down' the element functioning as Head, making it a Modifier. and add 
the 'missing' Head in its place. (The question whether any other • missing' 
dements would have to be supplied is discussed in 4.2.3 below.) By this 
process another four in [4:6l would become another fcur oysters. The other 
way of doing it ls to keep the elliptical group as it is and add a partitive 
Qnalifier; this would give another four of the oysters. The partitive is pos-
sible only under certain conditions: generally, when the elliptical group 
designate! some aggregate - a subset, fraction, quantity or collective -
that is different from that designated by the presupposed group. Hence in 
(4:7] the partitive form is not possible. The head noun in the partitive 
expression will be singular or non-singular (plural or ma:~s) according to 
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the type of aggregate: singular if the elliptical group is partitive in the 
narrower sense (ie designating a fraction), and non-singular otherwise. 
The former type arc less readily elliptical (hut see 4.2..34 below on inde
finite quantifiers): 

[4:8] a. How did you enjoy the exhibition?- A )or (of the exhibition) 
was vety good. though not all. 

b. How did you enjoy the paintings? - A lot (of the paintings) 
were very good, though not all. 

So an elliptical nominal group may always be replaced by its full, non
elliptical equivalent, either in simple form or in expanded. partitive form. 
In either case. the presupposed items arc restored. The two possibilities 
arise becawe the partitive type is in any case a regular form of the English 
nominal group~ obligatory in some instances, such as where there is 
quanti£ication within the deixis as in (4:9a], and optional in certain others 
such as[4:9h]: 

f4:9] a. Two of my rosebushes were uprooted. 
b. That was his most popular £1mjthe most popular ofhis films. 

The partitive Qualifier may itself contain an elliptical nominal group, as 
in one afthe three, any ofFred's. We may now modify the earlier statement 
that a nomina1 group having Deictic, Numerative. Epithet or Classifier as 
Head is always elliptical. If it contains a partitive Qualifier, it i-s not ellip
tical- nnless the partitive Qualifier is itself elliptical. 

Some further examples: 
a. the best. 
h. the best hat. 

[4: IO] Which hat will you wear? This is c. the hest of the hats. 
d. the be" of the three. 
e. the best you have. 

In .all cases the is Deictic, thrff is Numerative, hest is Epithet and hat is the 
common noun representing the Thing. Then: 

(a) is elliptical; the is Modifier, best is Head. 
(b) is non-elliptical; the best is Modifier, hat is Had. 
(c) is non-elliptical; the is Modifier, b~st is Head, of the hats is partitive 

Qualifier-, non-elliptical. 
(d) is elliptical; structure as (c), except that the partitive Qualifier <if the 

three is itself elliptical. 
(e} is dliptical; structure as (c). except that the Qualifier you have is not 

partitive. 
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4.2.2 Presupposition of nomimd elements 

An elliptical nominal group is cohesive; it points anaphoric.ally to another 
nominal group which is presupposed by it. But how much of the presu~ 
posed group is in fact included within the presupposition? 

So far we have merely indicated that the Thing designated by the com
mon noun is presupposed. But there may he other elements in the pre
supposed group which likewise do not occur in the eUiptical one~ for 
example 

[4-: u] Here are my two white silk scarves. 1 can lend you one if you 
like. 

Here rme presumably presupposes not only scarves but also the garnishings 
white and silk; it could be filled out as one white silk scaif, or one cJ my white 
silk scarves. This makes it possible to state what CAN he presupposed. by 
reference to the structure of the nominal group in terms of the elements 
Deictic, Numerative, Epithet and Classifier; note that these elements occur 
in the order stated, followed by the Thing. In d)ipsis. the Thing is always 
presupposed. (We have already pointed out that in ellipsis the Thing is al
ways a common noun. since proper nouns and pronouns do not take 
defining Modifiers.) In addition, any element following the one that is up
graded in the elliptical nominal group may he presupposed. Thus 

If Head is 
filled by 

Thls must be 
presupposed: 

These maybe 
presupposed: 

Deictic 

Numerative 
Epithet 
Classifier 

Thing 
Thing 
Thing 

Numerative, Epithet, 
dassifier 
Epithet. Classifier 
Classifier 

As already noted above. it is rare for the Classifier to occur as Head. 
These patterns are exemplified in [4:u]. In [4:ua], yours (Deictic) is 
Head, and the presupposed elements include not only scarves (Thing) but 
aho silk (Classifier), whiu (Epithet) and po,;bly twc (Numerative): 

[+: r2] Here .are my two 
white silk scarves. 

a. Where are yours? 
b. I used to have three. 
c. Can you see any b1ack? 
d. Or would you prefer the cotton? 
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[.;: 12h] ;, J;ke [.;: II]; three presupposes scarf, silk and white. In (c) the 
dliptical group is any black; this presupposes scarf and silk. but there may 
be any number and they may not be mine. Fina1ly, in (d) only sa:if is 
P'empposed. 

In general, then, the range of possible presuppositions is dependent on 
the structure of the nominal group. It extends only over: that pan of 
the presupposed group which could follow the element acting as Head 
in the elliptical group. Those pans which would precede or be con
current with it are excluded fro-m the presupposition; and this restriction 
apparently applies even to subcategories within the Deictic and Numera
tive (see 4.2.4.1-4 below}, for example~ 

{4: r3J a. They haven't got my usual morning paper. Can I borrow 
yours! 

b. The first three buds all fell off. We'll have to watch the next. 

where yours excludes usual (even though yt:tUr usual could occur) because 
both your and usual are Deicric elements, and next excludes thr-ee (even 
though next three could occur) because both are Numerative elements. But 
there is considerable indeterminacy at this point. 

What can be presupposed, therefore, is anything having .a function in 
the series d-n-e- c that ls LA~ than that occupied by the Head of the 
elliptical group. Whatever has the same or a. preceding function is repu
diated. To exemplify once motey if the presupposed group is those two tal{ 
brick chimneys, the following table shows what is repudiated and what is 
not repudiated {and therefore may be taken over by presupposition) by 
the various elliptical groups; note that x stands for the function of Thing: 

If elliptical group These are These are not 
JS: repudiated: repudiated: 

which? (d) d ne c x=two tall brick 
chimneys 

three (n) dn e c x=ta11 brick 
chimneys 

two not so taU (ne) dne c x= brick chimneys 
some stone (d c) dnec x=chimneys 

The fu.rt:her 'to the right' the fmal dement of the presupposing group, 
the more usual it :is to presuppose by substitution rather than by ellipsis. 
We would expect some stone ones rather than .rome stone (stone= Classifier); 
and perhaps also two not so tall ones (tail=Epithet). 
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However, it is not necessarily the case that everything that could be 
presupposed actua1ly is presupposed. We can take it as a general guiding 
principle that it will be-, but this wi1l certainly need to be modified to some 
extent. Consider an example such as 

[4: 14] Don't you like those three little white eighteenth-century stone 
cottages? - I prefer mine, 

My three little white eighteenth-century stone cottages? Or just my -cot
tage? The aruwer is possible even if 'mine • is one btge red Elizabethan 
brick and timbered one. We would accept any interpretation that made 
sense and was consistent with what we already knew. It is worth noting, 
at the same time, that a form such as mine in this context is in the strict 
sense of the term ambiguous: it could stand as the realization of a number 
of different selections. 

We do fmd a rough scale of probability, extending from right to left in 
the nominal group. Of the elements that MAY be _presupposed in any given 
instance, namely those that follow the element that is explicitly repudiated 
in the elliptical group, we have seen that the Thing, that which is designated 
by the Head in a non~lliprical structure, always is presupposed. Going 
'from right to left', the Classifier, if present, is very likdy to be: the 
Epitbet somewhat less likely, and the Numerative less likely stilL The 
Deictic, being the first dement, rwrmally cannot he pcesupposed, by the 
principle illustrated in [4: r2] and [4-: 13] above. And there is an overriding 
principle that the ptesupposed items must be continuous.: it would not be 
possihle for mine in [4: I4] to presuppose three little- white but not eighte-enth
century sturu!. 

It is slighdy odd, therefore, to fmd all the elements in .a long nominal 
group. including the Classifier, repudiated in an instance where sttuc
tur.illy they could be pre.upposed. [4: 15] is only doubtfully acceptable, 

(4015]! thinkl"ll get one of those gorgeous big ted china dogs. Mine 
harks too much. 

In spoken English, there is often a phonological indication of the extent 
of presupposition. It is characteristic of an elliptical nominal group that its 
Head carries tonic prominence in the tone group. This is natural. since 
tonic prominence is the realization of MW or contrastive information, .and 
an elliptical nominal group (like one with substitution) is inherendy new. 
in the sense that it dHfecs in some respect from the one it presupposes; not 
necessarily having a different referent (it could refer contrastively to the 
same thing). but the function of an elliptical item is to start afresh. taking 
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the presupposed item as a reference point. Thus the occurrence of an 
elliptica1 nominal such as mine allows us to predict that somewhere in the 
environment is an item expressing a Thing~ such as hat. which either was 
not 'mine' or. if it was. demanded some explicit reaffirmation of the fact, 
as it would for example in answer to the question Whose is this hat? - Il s 
mine. In this sense an elliptical group always embodies some new informa
tion. 

Now it ofien happens that the presupposed nominal group signals a 
particular point of repudiation- an element with which the presupposing 
elliptical group is specifically in contrast - by the device of tonic promi
nence. For exampJe, if your hat is to be followed by mine, the tonic wiU &11 
on yow. This is especially likdy to happen in a question-answer sequence, 
or if the two nominal groups :are part of an utterance by the same speaker, 
-..yho may have planned the information structure as a whole: That's not 
YOUR hat. It's Mll'o"E. A MARKED tonic (tonic prominence falling on some 
dement other than the last) signals contrastive information; eg 

[4.: I6] The two WHITE silk scarves were beautifully made. 

Here the word white is tonic, and this gives an expectation that if an ellip
tical (or substitute) nominal group follows it will he one that repudiates 
white, such" why diJ ycu buy the pink(one)? 

4.2.3 Types of nominal ellipsis 

We now consider in more detail some exa:mples of the most frequently 
occurring types of nominal ellipsis, with conunents on the words or word 
classes that function as Head in the elliptical group. 

We have already noted that the Classifier is very rarely Iefi: to function 
as Head. In {4: 17a-d] we have four examples in which the presupposing 
group contains. a Classifier;. they are given in a substitute form. with one(s) 
as Head. and only in the last of the four wou1d it be possible to delete the 
substitute leaving an elliptical group ending in a Classifier: 

[4: 17] a. Don't you like babies?- Yes. hut I c:an't stand crying ones. 
b. I've never tried Mn Sugdcn~ s cherry cake. but I like her ginger 

one. 
c. Borrow my copy. The library one is out on loan. 
d. Did you win a first prize?- No, I only got a third one. 

The principle behind this restriction is very clear. The dassifier is typi
cally. though not always. realized by a word that could also .realize the 
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Thing: usually a noun, as in (b) and (c), or the -ing form of a verb as in (a). 
Hence a nomina1 group having such an item as its Head would norma11y 
be interpreted as non-elliptical (so I can't stand uying would he interpreted 
not as 'crying ones! ie crying babies' but simply as • the phenomenon of 
anyone crying'). There are some instances where a Classifier CAN function 
as Head, usually those where the elliptical interpretation of the resulting 
nominal group is in some way the most natural one: for example if the 
Classiflel' is not a noun. as in [4: 17d], or if the presupposing status of the 
nominal group is signalled by an anaphoric the as in [4: zzd} above. These. 
however, are a minority. 

But, as suggested in the previous section, we really have a gradation or 
'dine • here, rather than a sharp distinction between the classifier and the 
rest. 'The structural formula Deictic - Numerative - Epithet - Classifier 
represents a gradual move, in the process of specifying the class of' things • 
that is expressed by the Head, from one type of specification to :mother: 
beginning, in the Delctic, with a kind of specification that is temporary. 
and related to the actual speech situation. and moving on to one that is 
increasingly permanent and inherent. Specification of the flrst k:ind is 
achieved by items in closed systems, such as this/thAt. or the pronominal 
possessives; that of the second kind by lexical items, which form "open' 
classes, Hence as one moves along this scale. the actual words used are 
more and more noun-like; they are words which themselves have the 
potential of expressing a class of' things~ such as is typically expressed by a 
noun functioning as Head, and so they are liable to he interpreted a'>: Head. 
This being the case, such words are LESS likely to function as Head when 
they are expressing something else. This does not mean that a nominal 
group having an Epithet or Classifier in it CANNOT be anaphoric and co
hesive; but it will tend to achieve this status by substitution rather than by 
ellipsis. 

The most characteristic instances of ellipsis,. therefore, are those with 
Deictic or Numerative as Head. Here the situation is the other vv-ay round: 
substitution is much Jess common~ and in some cases excluded altogether. 
So we have for example 

Deictic: 

Numerative: 

Ellipsis 

these, my. 
••r 
the firs~ 
two, mon 

Substitution 

these ones, my ones, 
any ones 

the fost ones, two cnes. 
more ones 
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In principle any Deictic or Numerative clement can function as Head in 
nominal ellipsis, with some minor exceptions which will he noted. 

For the remainder of 4.2, therefore. we shall he concerned mainly with 
deictic and numerative elements, with a rdativdy short section on epithet 
ellipsis at the end. Deictics. are considered first. 

4.2.3.1 SPE.CIFIC DEICTICS 

Following on from the earlier account of -deixis in the nominal group, we 
recognize a division of the Deictic element into two puts. one forming the 
Deictic properly so caUed and one which has been referred to as POST

DEICTIC. The words functioning as Deictic are mostly of the class of 
determiner; with the demonstrative, possessive and indefinite determiners 
forming a network of systemically related categories - one that indudes 
the articles, which are thus shown to be part of a wider system. Those 
functioning as Post-deictic are adjectives. In 

[.f.: 18} Here the other guinea-pig cheered, and was suppressed. 

the is Deictic and other is Post-deictic. Post-deictics are discussed in 4.2.3·3 
hdow. 

Within the Deictic proper, the major distinction, and that which is most 
relevant to ellipsis, is into specific deictio {possessives, demonstra.tives and 
the} and non-specific (each, every. all, both. any, either, no, neither, some. and 
4). Non-specific and specific deictics may be combined. only through the 
use of a partitive qualif1er, eg: eadt of my children, any of the answers, some tif 
that pudtling. The exceptions are all and fmth, which can be joined direccly 
to another determiner, in what is sometimes therefore referred to as 
PRE-DEICTIC position. as in all our yesterdays, lwth these gates. 

The words all and both very frequently function elliptically. They may 
refer back to a single nominal group; if so it will be plural, having the 
serue of' two • if presupposed by both and more than two if presupposed 
by all. There is no equivalent singular form; and curiously all is NOT used 
elliptically to refer to a mass noun. even though in non-elliptical nominal 
groups it is regularly • mass •, as in all the milk was sour. 
Forexampk: 

[4: 19} a. 'The men got back at midnight. Both were tired out, 
b. The men got back at midnight. All were tired. out. 
c. The milk couldn't be used. All was sour. 

Of these, {c) is impossible; there is in fi.ct no elliptical form here. just as 
there is no fOrm of substitution with mass nouns. At the same time, 
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however, the item presupposed. by all or both may consist of separate 
nominal groups; so we would have to say rather that these words pre
suppose a certain number of entiti~ which may have been expressed 
-either in the form of one plural noun or :H- different nouns. singular or 
plural Furthermore these 'entities • are themselves- sets of any extent. 

We can summarize this by saying that both refers to two sets and all to 
three or more sets. These sets may be combined. in one nominal group, as 
in [4:19a and b) above, and in [4:20a] where the presupposed item is the 
parents, re '(i} the father- and (ii) the mother •. Or each one may be -a 
separate nominal group. not always in the same sentence but usually with 
some indication that they belong together, such as parallelism of structure; 
an example is [4:2ob] where Ewth presupposes [1) the parents and {ii) the 
childun. And in this case any one set may itself be complex and consist of a 
further coordination, as in [4:20e}, which has (i) paTents ami other respon
sible .uluh.! and (ii} children. 

[4:20) a. The parents could not be traced. Apparently both were 
abroad. 

b. The parents may enjoy it, but the children will be bored. You 
cannot please both. 

c. I£ parents and other responsibJe adults make no concessions. 
children will rebeL And both will be certain they are right. 

In the last type, there must be explicit linbge between the items that are 
being treated as a single set (parents and other responsible adults). We cannot 
have lwth presupposing (i) the boy's porents and his teachers. and {ii) the bey, 
in {4.:21], because there is nothing to show that the boy's parents and his 
teachers bdong together: 

[4: 21] The boy" s parents had no time for him . .M. school, his teachers 
could make little contact. Yet the boy had a lot of ability, if he'd 
tried.. [ suppose both were at fault, really. 

Sometimes it is not clear which items are being grouped together, and 
am biguit:y rerults, as in 

{4:22] The &therand the mother were so busy making money that the 
two chi1dren were left to rheir ovm devices. Nanrnally both were 
resentful. 

In addition to .ali3lld both, other Deictic elements regularly function as 
Head of an elliptical nominal gr-oup. The speciftc deictics are {i) demonstra
tives and the, and (ii) possessives. The demonstrarives (this, that, these, those. 
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and which?) all occur elliptically, w-ith very great frequency. Since they 
are themsdves reference items (see 2.4 and 2.4.1), they are often anaphoric 
anyway; but wherever the nominal group could be 'fiUed out" with a 
noun Head, or by the substitute one(s), a demonstrative functioning as Head 
is in fact an example of ellipsis. One example will suffice~ tlwse is elliptical 
for those pills: 

[4:23) Take these pills three times daily. And you'd better h3ve some 
more of those too. 

The word the does not operate elliptically; since its ftmction is to signal 
that the • thing' designated is fully defined~ but by something other than 
the itself, it normally requires another item with it, as in the two, tire small 
(one)~ the one that got away. Where it could have occurred elliptica1ly it is 
replaced by its non-reduced cognate form tlutt. 

Possessives include both norninals (Smith's, my father's, etc) and pro
nominals (my, your, etc). The latter have a special form when functioning 
as Head; mine, ours, yours, his, has. theirs, whose, and (rarely) its. Whenever 
a possessive occurs as Head it is elliptical, and in the case of the third per
son pronominals this means, as noted in Chapter 2 above (see 2.3.4. 

[2:24]). that there is a double cohesive tie. An item such as hers presupposes 
both a person as possessor and a thing possessed, the former by reference 
(/re,), the latter by ellil"i' (the po,;essive)' 

[4: 24] Jwt ask Janet how to polish the bnssware. Hers sparKles. 

4.2.J.2 NON--Sl'.BCIFIC DEICTICS 

The non-specific Dcictics are e.u-h, every, any, either, no, neither, a. and 
sl.ltnr. as well as all and both which have already been discussed. Of these, 
all occur as Head of an elliptical nominal except every, hut a and no have 
to be represented by the forms one and none respectively. Some examples: 

[4:25] a. I hope no bones are broken ?-None to speak o£ 
b. I won't be introduced to the pudding, please. May I give you 

some? 
c. Have some wine.- I don't see any \.Vine.- There isn't any. 
d. Write an essay on the Stuart kings. Two pages about each will 

do. 
e. His sons: went into business. Neither succeeded. 

Of these, either and neither are like both in presupposing two sets; and each 
presupposes two or more. Again, these may be expressed either as one 
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plural nominal group or separately; .and if they are separate, any one set 
may itself be a coordination. as in [4:26a and h]. Hence ambiguity may 
arise i.n the same way as with all and buth; for example if[4;26b} had three 
betlrooms. the each might presuppose just these. 

[4:26] a.. Smith andJones are on holiday. [wonder if either has left an 
addres~. 

b. The flat has a sitting-room, a dining-room and one bedroom. 
Each has a window overlooking the park. 

The non-dual equivalents of eitlter and neithcr are .1ny and no; they are 
like all, except that they can occur dliptically with singular and mass 
nouns. as in [4 :25a and c]. The two pairs are proportional: no is to any as 
neither is to either. No and neither are of course negative. hut are usually 
restricted to clauses of declarative mood where the verb is positive; while 
any and either occur in clauses which are interrogative or hypothetical, OR 

where the verb is negative, or is posi:tive and the sense is 'it doesn't matter 
which'. In the latter type any, when used elliptically, repudiates any car
dinal numeral in the presupposed group and is usually singular { = • any 
one') unless some numeral occurs with it. such .as any three. Hence 

[4~27) Here are thirteen cards. Take any. Now give me any three. 

In its interr-ogative, hypothetical or negative use (htu he any 1 if he has any; 
he ham•t any), the diiference between singular and plural is neutralized. In 
non-elliptical groups, the plural form is usually used (has he any friends?}. 
as it tends to be .also with no(hehas no friends); hut when any is Head of an 
dliptical group this may be filled out with either a singular or a plural 
noun Head irres.pective of the nunl~r of the presupposed group, and 
likewise if any is Subject it may occur 'ioV-i.th either singular or plural verbs: 

{4:28]a. IwantamapoftheLakeDistrict. } Ha > 
I ant f the L~ '- ~~tn· t ve you got any. w some maps o a&e L"Ul c . 

b. I'm expecting a letter. } {Has .any ccme? 
I~ m expecting some letters. Have any come? 

In the same w.ay the singular/plural distinction is neutralized with the 
negativerw. Its elliptical form n()fl€ ( =tw+one) shows that it was originally 
treated as singular, but usage is no longer consistent: 

[4:29] I've checked all the files. None were/was missing. 

The elliptical some was mentioned in Chapter 3 (3.2.3.3. [3:25] and 
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Table 5}. This is the non-singular (mass or plural) form of the indefinite 
article, and when functioning elliptically. as Head, it is always in its non
reduced form, ie [sAm] not [sm]. The nominal group presupposed by it 
may be singubr or plural, and any numeral is repudiated: 

[4: 30J a. These apples are delicious. Let's buy some. 
b. I had a dozen tennis balls; where are they?- I've got some; 

you can borrow mine. 

In (b), some does not mean •some of the dozen'; cf: I haven't got any. 
Parallel to some in its non-reduced funn is one, which is the non-reduced 

form of the singular indefinite artide a. It is this from which is derived the 
nominal substitute one discussed in Chapter 3 (3.2 and 3.2..I). As pointed 
out there (3·3·3·3· [3: ISci]), it is difficult to distinguish elliptical one from 
one of the uses of the substitute one; but the difference a ppean in the plural. 
since the plural of the substitute one is ones whereas the plural of the deter
miner (indefinite article) one is some. In [4:31) the one is an elliptical in
definite article (if(J :27)): 

[4:31] But you make no remark?- I didn't know I had to make one, 
just then. 

The elliptical use of deictic dements is a major source of cohesion in 
English texts. The Deictic is the element in the nominal group that relates 
to the HERE. AND NOW. linking the thing referred to to its verbal and 
situational context. It is natural, therefore, that it should he typically used. 
as a means of harking back: to a thing that has already been mentioned, 
while at the same time recontextualiz:ing it by anaphoric or exophoric 
reference. 

4.2.3.3 POS'l'-DEICTICS 

The words functioning as Post-deictic element in the nominal group are 
not determiners but adjectives. There are some thirty or forty adjectives 
used commonly in Deictic function, and a number of others used occa
sionally in this way; the fiequentones include r>ther. same. different, identical, 
usual, regular. certain, odd. famous, well-known, typical. obvious, They com
bine with the, a or other determiner (the combination a+ other being 
written and pronounced as one word tmf)ther); and they may be FOLLOWED 

BY a Numerative, wdike adjectives in their norm.al function as Epithet 
which must FOLLOW any numerative dement. The distinction of meaning 
between Deicric and Epithet (:and'!{ 2.5.I [2:8o] above) can be seen in 
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Deictic Epithet 

the identical three questions 
the usual two comments 
a different three people 
the odd few ideas 
the obvious fint place to stop 

three identical questions 
two usual comments 
three different people 
a few odd ideas 
the first obvious place to stop 

Of the adjectives used in deictic function the ones which regularly oa.-ur 
dliptica1ly are same and ()!her. The elliptical use of the same was treated. as 
substitution(:;.z.s). since it has been extended to very general use including 
clause substitution, as in do the same; actually an examp1e such as [3 :st] 
above (rll htwe the same) is simply an elliptical nominal group with same :as 
Head. The Post-deictic other combines either with specific Deictic (the 
other, that other. etc) or with non-specific (any other-, another, etc), and when 
it is used as Head it has a special plural furm .,thus. The nominal group 
which it presupposes need not be of the same number. and any numeral in 
it is repudiated, a:s with any. 
Example: 

[4:32-] I've used up these three yellow folders you gave me. Can I use 
the other? 

which does not mean 'the other three'. With a specific Deictic, orher(s) 
refen to the last remaining member(s} of a set. and therefOre it presupposes 
that all others must have been specified. This explains the frequency with 
which it is preceded by another nomi.nal group. often also anaphoric (eg: 
one, some of them, the first, etc) which is both presupposed and presuppos
ing: presupposed by other, but itself also relating back to the ultimately 
presupposed item. For example 

[4: 33] A group of well-dressed young men suddenly appeared on the 
stage. One of them bowed to the audience; the others stood 
motionless. 

The original item must be semantically plural- it must refer to more than 
one set. as described in 4· Z.J. I above; and the elliptical otber{s) presupposes 
just as much of it as does the intermediate item. Here one of them and tht! 
others both presuppose well-Jressed young men. 

The elliptical use of oti:Pr illustrates very well the indeterminacy which 
may arise in the extent of presupposition. If we had just the example 

[4:34] I see you've wld those two large red china dogs. Have you any 
others? 
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in the absence of further evidence we could not tell whether to fill this out 
as china dogs. red china dogs or large red china Jogs. Similarly in [4: 3.3]: the 
other yellow ones or just the other one? As we pointed out earlier, the extent 
of the presupposition may he signalled in the spoken language by the lo
cation of the tonic nuderu.. So if in [4.: 34] the toni.c falls on red. others means 
'of another colour'; if on large. it means • any small ones', and so on. 

Finally we may note that elliptical nomina[ groups with Deictic as Head 
may also he exophoric, either in the generalized sense or specifically to the 
context of situation: 

[4-;35] a. Some say one thing, others say another. 
b. All is lo-st. 
c. Ail go into the other room. 
d. Have you been to Mary's recently? 
e. I'll have the usual, plea~. 

4.2.3.4 NUMERATIVES 
Of the elements occurring after the Deictic in the nominal group, only 
the Numerative and certain types of Epithet function at all regularly as 
the Head in ellipsis. 

l11e Numerative clement in the nominal group is expressed by numerals 
or other quantifying words, which form three subcategories: ordinals. 
cardinals, and indefinite quantifiers. The ordinals are first, next, last, second, 
third, fourth, etc; they are often used dliptically. generally with the or a 
possessive as Deictic: 

[4:36] Have another chocolate.- No thanks; that was my third. 

Like the superlative form of an adjective, which in many ways it resembles 
(ordinals are in a sense 4 superlative numerals'), an ordinal is itsdflikdy to 
he presupposing even if the nomina1 group in which it occurs is not dlip
t:ical; thus the serond questicm presupposes that there was a first question, and 
the fost questirm thn there is likely to be a next. Again like superlatives, 
ordinals are often cataphoric to a Qualifier which indicates the domain of 
the ordering, supplying the information • first. etc, in what respect ?'; for 
example, to leave in 

{4:37] Smith was the first person to leave. I was the second. 

Cardinal numerals are also frequent in ellipsis, and may be preceded by 
any Deictic that is appropriate in number, eg; the rhTee, these three, any three, 
all three, and a1so by post-deictic adjectives as in the usual three, the same 
three. 
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[4:38) a. Have another-chocolate.- No thanks; rve had my three. 
h. 'The other messenger's called Hatta. I must have two, you 

know. One to come, and one to go: 

With both ordinals and cardinals the presupposed notm may be either 
singular or plural. but it cannot be a mass noun unless there is also some 
measure word present or presupposed- naturally, since • mass • = • t.mcount
.ahle •. For example if in (4: 36] and [4: 38a] we had· Have some more tea. the 
answer would still he possible in each case, but only because it could he 
interpreted as presupposing • cup(s) •. 

The indefinite quantifiers are itcrns such as much, many, more, most,fiw, 
several. a little • lets, a bit, hundreds, etc; they include numerous transient and 
mote or less slang expressions especially used by children. Like other items 
with a numerative function. they are very frequently used in ellipsis; being 
indefinite. they are usua11y not accompanied by a Deictic, except where a 
is demanded as in a lot, although the comparative forms more, Ji!Wer and 
less may be preceded by no or any. Someofthemare specific to either count 
or Dl.1SS nouns. 
Examples: 

[4: 39] a. Can all cat<> climb trees.?- They all can; and most do. 
h. 'You ought to have a wooden horse on wheels., that you 

ought!. - • ru get one: the Knight said thoughtfully to him
sel£ • One or two - several. • 

Many of the indefinite quantifiers derive from measure nouns; for 
example lot, amount, and the larger numbers such as hundred and thou:1anJ. 
Since these still require partitive Qualifiers {a lot of . .. ). they are not very 
clearly distinguished &om the general class of measure noun. which in
dudes quantitatives (eg: half, pi<u, J.zen), partitives (eg: part, side, end) and 
collectives (eg: group. se~ pack). For the purposes of cohesion. these also can 
be regarded as requiring to be • filled out' by a partitive Qualifier. and 
therefore as elliptical if functioning as Head. Hence Alice' s predicament in 

{4: 40] 'One side will make you grow taller, and the other side will 
make you grow shorter.' 'One side of wh.lt? The other side of 
what?' thought Alice to henelf. • Of tbe mushroom; said the 
Caterpillar,just ;as if she had asked it aloud. 

Some combinations of quantifiers are possible. namely ordinal numeral 
plus cardinal or, in a few cases, ordinal numeral p)us indefinite; usually in 
the order stated. The combination of cardinal plus indefinite occurs only 
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if the indefinite is comparative, as in three more. Such combinations are 
regularly elliptical, .eg: the last three, the next few. 

Whereas the specific Dei.ctics - the demorutratives and posscssives -
tend to occur alone. being themselves reference items., the Numeratives, 
like the non-specific Deictics, tend to be filled out precisely by a reference 
item in the form of a partitive Qualifier with third person pronoun. So we 
often find any of them, the first of them, three cf them and so- on. These are of 
coune still cohesive. but the presupposition is of the reference type rather 
than eTiipsis. 

Like the Deictics, Numeratives in e1ilptical use may be exoplwric; eg 
in {4: 37] we might have had Smiilt was the first to leave, with person under
stood. The presupposed item will he assumed to be some general category 
of which the item referred to, here Smith, is a member. This can be 
demonstrated by 

[4:41] Her money will be the first to leave her. Her husband will be the 
next. 

whicll puts heT money and her husband into the same general category by 
presupposition. Note the special exophoric use of a possessive Deictic plus 
cardinal numeral to mean 'children'. as in the proud mother's remark 

(4:42] My three are absolute terrors. 

Indefinite quantifiers occur exophorically 1n expressions like 

(4;43] He expects a lot . .But you can't do much to help him. 

4.2.J.j EPITHETS 

The function of Epithet is typically fulfiUed by an adjective. It is not com
mon to find adjectives occurring as Head in ellipsis- colour adjectives are 
perhaps the most usual - except in their comparative and, especially, 
superlative forms. This rdlects the fact that superlative and comparative 
-adjectives are really functioning in a way that is more like a Numerative; 
possibly instead of the function Numerative in the nominal group we 
should recognize a more general function Ordinative, which would in
clude superlative and perhaps also comparative adjectives, as ·\veil as the 
classes of word that function as Numeratives- proper (numerals and inde
finite quantifiers). 

The superlative adjective precedes other Epithets and, like ordinal 
numerals (if .f-2.3·4 above), is usually accompanied by the or a possessive 
Deictic. Note in this connection the difference between (a) and (b) in 
[4:44]: 
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[4-: 44] a. Apples are the cheapest in autumn. 
b. Apples are cheapest in autumn. 

In {a) we may fairly ask 'the cheapest what?~; the cheapest is an elliptical 
group presupposing some item such as fruit. Example (h) is however not 
elliptical; it is like apples are dreap, and the domai.n of the superlative is 
provided hy the time element within the clause, ie 'cheaper in autumn 
than at other times •. 

Even where the superlative is diiptical, the presupposed group may still 
be \\.>ithin the dause. This happens only in equative clauses of the identify
ing type (those which are reversible, eg: apples are the cheapest~ the cheapest 
are apples). which arc probably the most frequent environment for ellip
tical superlatives. So in {4:45-a and b) we get two quite different notions of 
the qualities of the clown: 

[4:45] a. That down .is the finest fve ever seen. 
b. They are fine actors. That down is the finest r ve ever seen. 

In [4:4.sa] we assume that the presupposed item is clown, so although the 
}mestis. elliptic:at the presupposition is within the clause. In [4: 45b], on the 
other hand, the finest presupposes- actor from the preceding sentence. 

More accurately. [4:45b} is ambiguous;_it may mean 'the finest actor' 
or just 'the finest down'. Like an ordinal, a superlative presupposes some 
item that is semantically plural {more than one sct~ which as usual may be 
expressed in one nominal group or by a coordination); with the diffecence 
that, in the case of the superlative, this may also take the form of a mass 
noun. with the interpretation 'the ... -est kind of" • as in 

[4-:46} 'I told you butter wouldn't suit the works.' - •It was the best 
buttet.' 

As long as the clause is equative and the Subject is a common noun, an 
elliptical superlative as Complement will alway~ be ambiguous in this way. 
Other'"'rise, there is no ambiguity. If it is not equative. the superlative must 
refer to a preceding clause, as in [4:47a]; and likewise if the Subject is a 
proper noun, as in [4:47h) which cannot be interpreted as 'th.e finest 
Smith': 

[4:47} a. They are fme actors. ]ones always gets hold of the finest. 
b. They are .fine acton. Smith is the finest I've ever seen. 

As would be expected, a superlative repudiates all Numerative~ includ
ing cardinals, in the presupposed group. It may itself be si.ngnlar or plural. 
and if plural may be preceded by its own cardinal as in the three youngest. 
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Comparatives are rather different from superlatives. Comparative adjec
tives are inherently presupposing by reference; this has been discussed 
above in 2.5. There must be a standard of comparison: anything that is 
bigger is bigger 'than' something else (which may be than itself under 
other circumstances). There are two specified sets involved. whereas with 
the superlative there is only one. This presupposition is not, however, an 
instance of ellipsis. 

One use of the comparative FORM of the adjective, always with deictic 
the, is actually semantically superlative: this is that in which the sense is 
'the .• , -est of two'. An equarive clause having this type of comparative 
in complement position, such as Smith is the better actor, is of the IDENTIFY

ING type; and if the comparative functions as Head, as it does in [4:48a), 
then it is elliptical, just as a superlative would be (if [4:4-4al). The true 
comparative, however, does not take the, and an equative clause such as 
[4:48b] is not identifying but attributive. 

[4:48] a. Maty is the cleverer. 
b. Mary is cleverer. 

[4:48b] is not an elliptical clause. It presupposes by reference, but not by 
dlipsis; it cannot be "filled out' by a noun Head or a noun substitute. The 
structure, in fact, is that of(4:44h]. In other words, the three clawes apples 
tn'£ t:hetp. apples are cheaper r than pears') and apples are cheapest ('in 
autumn') are all attributive clauses,. and the nominal groups which func
tion as Attribute, those consisting just of an adjective (cheap, cheaper. 
chupest), are not elliptical fo:rtru. This function- that of Attribute in the 
clause - is. the only one in which an Epithet occurring as Head is not 
ellipticaL 

A nominal group with a true comparative as Head is, however,elliptical 
under alJ other conditions; for example 

[4:49] I'll buy you some prettier. 

These are less common than elliptical superlatives. but more common than 
elliptical uses of the ;adjective in a non-compared form (see below). The 
presupposed nominal group ma.y he count singular. COWlt plural or mass. 

There is one use of the true comparative which is confusing bccawe it :is 
preceded by tk and looks: like a superlative. This is as in 

[4: soJ The smaller the dog, the louder the bark. 

Here the .is not a Dcictic but a Submodifier with the sense of • by how 
much~. 'by that much' - originally not the definite article hut the 
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instrumental case of that. There may be ambiguity between this type 
.and [4:48a], as in 

[4:51] Mrs Jones always uses Bliss. Her clothes are the whiter. 

- ~the whiter fOr it', or • the whjter of the two •? 
We have exemplified superlatives and comparatives only in the inflected 

forms -est and -er, but they may also of course be expressed by more . .. 
and most •... Everything that has been said applies to there fonns also. 
Notice that they differ from more and most as indefinite quantifters (4.2.3 .4); 
ambiguity may arise between the two, but only in the fu]l form of the 
nominal group, not when they are elliptical. 

Superlatives and, less often, comparatives may presuppose exophori
cally, as in JCIU take the biggest ('of the things in front of you'). Examples of 
idiomatic uses are the latest, in the special sense of' news' or • fashion •, and 
survival of the fittest. With comparatives we find mostly the superlative 
type with the, in the sense of~those who are ... -er than other people'. eg: 
the weakeT. 

finally. other items functioning as Epithet -that is, adjectives that are 
neither :superlative nor comparative- do not very ofien occur as Head in 
ellipsis. although colour words. which are anomalous in various ways. 
form something of an exception. Of the following. only [4: sza] is eUip
ticaJ; in [4; s:zb) grem is a noun: 

[4:52] a. The green suits you very welL 
b. Green suits you very well. 

So in (a) we could have the green mw, with substitution instead of ellipsis. 
In fact, this is the more usual pattern; substitution tends to be preferred 

to ellipsis wherever the presupposing nominal group contains an Epithet, 
or Classifier. Ellipsis occurs in an example such as 

{4: 53) I like strong tea. I suppose weak is better for you. 

But, as already noted. where the Epithet is functioning as an Attribute in 
the clause, it always appears as Head of the nominal group; in apples m-e 
cheap, cheap is not elliptical. Items like the rich, the long tmd the short of it. on 
the other hand, are dliptical, hut they are exophoric, and so do not contri
bute to cohesion. In its cohesive fimction, nominal ellipsis is largely con
fmed to instances where the presupposing clement is a Deictic or N umera
rive; in other v.rords. where it is one of the closed. system elements in the 
nominal group. Lexical elements usually require to be .accompanied by the 
substitute tme(5). 
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4-3 Verbal ellipsis 
4·3-1 Ellipsis within the verbal group 

By VERBAL ELLIPSIS WC mean ellipsis wlth.in the verbal group. For 
example ln 

r4:54) a. Have you been swimming?- Yes, I have. 
b. What have you been doing?- Swimming. 

the two verbal groups in the answers, luJve (in yes I hatle) in (a) and swim
ming in (b), are both instances of verbal eHipsis. Both can be said to •stand 
for' have been swimming, and there is no possibility of • filling out' with 
any other items. So, for example, swimming in (b) could not be interpreted 
as 1 will be swimming or they are swimming. It could be interpreted only as I 
1uwe bel!ff swimming; and it could, furthermore, be REPLACED .BY I h<Jve been 
swimming, since :!S in all types of ellipsis.. the full form and the elliptica1 
one are both possible. 

An elliptical verbal group presupposes one or more words from a pre
vious verbal group. Technically~ it is defined as a verbal group whose 
structure does not fully express its systemic features - a1l the choices that 
are being made within the verbal group systems. The elliptical form 
swimming in {4:54b] has the features JOOS:ITIVE(as opposed to negative). 
FINITE (as opposed to non-ftnite) and ACTIVE (as opposed to passive). as 
well aS those of a particular tense, PRESENT IN PAST IN PRESENT; but 
none of these selections is shown in its. own structure. They have to be 
recovered by presupposition. A verbal group whose structure fu11y repre
sents all .its systemic features is not elliptical. 

This definition shows how verbal dlipsis differs from nominal ellipsis. 
In the verbal group, there is only one lexical element~ and that is the verb 
itself: su1im in [4: 54] above. The whole of the rest of the verbal group 
expresses systemic selections, choices of an either-or type (though not al
ways restricted. to two possibilities) which must be made whenever aver
bal group is wed. The principal systems arc: 

{I) Finiteness: finite or non-finite 
if finite: indicative or imperative 

if indicative: modal or non-modal 
(2) Polarity: positive or negative, and marked or unmarked 
(3) Voice: active or passive 
(4) Tense: past or present or future (recursively) 

These selections are obligatoty for all verbal groups. There is one other 
system. that of' Contrast: contrastive or non-contrastive', which appears 
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in spoken English only. since it is expressed by intonation. It is sometimes 
given partial expression in the written language by means of italics or 
other forms of typographical prominence eg: You WOULD do that! We 
shall not deai separately w:ith it as a verbal system; but :m me reference is 
made to cohesion by intonation in 5·9· 

Taken all together, the words that go to make up any non-elliptical verbal 
group, such as have been swimming. express all the features that have been 
selected.. In this instance it is fmite, indicative, non-modal, positive, active, 
and 'present in past in present'. But there is no direct conespondence be
tween the words and the features. We cannot pick out one word express
ing voice. another for tense and so on. The selections are expressed as a 
whole by the wards that are used and by their arrangement in a particular 
structure. 

Ellipsis in the nominal group was not described in this way, because the 
nominal group is not made up, to anything like the same extent, of gram
matical systems. It contains many more open choice (lexical) items.. 
Actually there is no difference in principle; the same theoretical definition 
of ellipsis i:s. valid for the nominal group also. But it would be much more 
complex to describe nominal ellipsis in terms of systems; so it was pre
sented in structural terms instead. For the verbal group, on the other hand, 
it is the system that provides the simplest way of explaining the facts of 
elli.p;;is, .and so the systems listed above have been used as the basis for 
organizing the present section. 

Being able to give a theoretical deftnition in these terms does not mean, 
however, that for every instance of .a verbal group we can always recog
nize whether it is elliptical or not just by looking at it. This is because, as 
we have already pointed out, the structure of the verba1 group does not 
represent its meaning in a Jirect and obvious way. In the firn: place, 
although all verbal groups express tense. voice, etc, we cannot identify 
each of these with a particular word or other element in the structure of 
the verbal group. Consider for example the verbal group has been seen. 
This ls finite, indicative, non-modal. positive~ passive, past in present. The 
feamres 'finite: indicative' arc expressed by the fact that the first word 
have is in the finite form has; 'non-modal' by the absence of a modal ele
ment; • positive • by the absence of a negative element~ • passive • by the 
word be in next to last place plus the fact that the verb see is in the passive 
participle fonn seen; • past in ... ' by the word have plus the fact that the 
next word be is in the past participle form been; and· ... in present' by the 
fact that the first word have is in the present tense form has. The whole 
thing is quite stWghtforward, although the details appear complex. 
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In the second place, however. the fonru themselves are often multi
valent and even the whole verbal group may be ambiguous. Thus has is 
always finite and present; but have may he EITHER finite present OR non
finite, and so have been seen is ambiguous - it might he a. non-finite verbal 
group. The form saw (past finite) is distinct from seen (past or passive 
participle}; but in most verbs these are the same, eg: heard, tttadR, and all 
regular weak verbs. And have, be, and do occur BOTH as. realizations of the 
grammatical features of tense, voice, etc, AND as lexical verbs in their own 
right; in {4: 55), has, is .md does are grammatical in (r) and lexical in (z): 

[4:55] (I) (>) 
a. John has caught a co1d. a. Jolm has a cold. 
b. Mary is looking pretty. b. Maryis pretty. 
c. D<;,es John work well? c. John does his work well. 

So a1though the verbal group in English is extremely regular it is also 
faidy complex. It embodies a large number of systemic choices, especially 
those of tense, and it expresses these in ways which are not readily acces
sible to any kind of automatic recognition procedure. ln general, we can
not say just by looking at a verbal group whether it is elliptical or not. as 
we usually can with a nominal group; it is often necessary to consult the 
• eo-text' in order to find out. For example. each of the forms taking, has 
been and may have might be elliptical. or they might not. In [4:56]. they 
are non-elliptical in (r) but elliptical in {2) (with non-elliptical equivalents 
in square brackets): 

(4=56] (I) 
a, Taking photographs is 

a waste of time. 
b. Jane was secretary once. 

but I don't think Mary 
ever has been. 

c. Has he a car ? He may 
have. 

(2) 
a. What is he doing? Taking 

photographs. [is taking] 
b. Jane should have been told, but 

I don • t think she has been. [has 
been told] 

c. Has he seen it? He may have. 
(may have seen] 

But this is merely another aspect of what we have been stressing all along: 
cohesion is a feature of texts, and the question whether a particular instance 
is a cohesive form or not can often be settled only by reference to its textual 
environment.* 

* The description of the verbal group on which this section is based will be fOund in M. A. K. 
Halliday. Thr English vfflu:l grtntp ( •915 5. mim.eog~). An aco:nmt of it can be fuund in 
Geoffrey J Turner and Bemard A. Mo~ A lirtgNim£ dmripWn :md romputn progr11m for 
d.ilhm's 5puch. London. Routledge &: Kega:n h.ul. WlO (Ciupter 6}. 
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4-3-2 Lexical ellipsis 

Nevertheless it may be helpful to approach the discussion of verbal 
ellipsis through a consideration of those instances where we CAN recognize 
that a particular verbal group is elliptical simply by inspecting its form. 

If we hear only the following sentence in a conversation 

[4: 57] h may or it may not. 

we know that the verbal items may and may not must be ellipticaL At least 
one word must he added following either of them in order to 4 fill out' the 
verbal group. The word tnil}' is a VERBAL OP.ERATOlt expressing "finite: 
indicative: modal~. It has no other functions, and cannot be a LEXICAL 

VERB. Hence may and may not have no lexical verb in them, and this is 
-sufftcient evidence to show that they are elliptical 

Any verbal group not containing a le:xical verb is ellipticaL (Note that 
the term 'lexical verb' includes the verbal substitute do discussed in 3-3 
~hove.} This enables us to identify one of the two types of verbal ellipsis, 
the one which we shall refer to as LEXICAL ELLIPSIS. It is the type of 
dlipsis in which the lexical verb is missing .from the verbal group. The 
other type is OPERATOR ELLIPSIS, described below in 4·3·3· 

All the modal operatoc-s can, could, will, would, shall, should, may, might, 
must. ought tc, .and is to .are alike in tha.t none of them can function as a 
lexical verb. (Here is to stands for all the funns am to, is to, are to, was to, 
were to; since this is a modal operator. it has no non-finite forms and no 
further variation in tense. There are two other modal operators, netd and 
dttTe; but they can also he used as lexical verbs. We ignore the special case 
of will=' bring about by willpower'. as in to will one's own destruction - as 
well as, of coUNe, will in to will one's fortune and r:an in to can fmit!) So any 
verbal group consisting of a. modal operator only can immediately be 
recognized as diiptic.al. Examples: 

{4: 58] Is John going to come?- He might. He was to, but he may not. 
- He should. if he wants his name to be considered. 

Here might, was to. may not and should are aU eUlptical verbal groups con
sisting of modal operator only~ each one of them could be filled out by 
the lexical verb come, or by the verbal :substitute do. 

The modal operators are always finite, and hence always occur in first 
position in the verbal group. There are other verbal operators, expresslng 
not modality but teme, which may be finite or non-finite~ any verbal 
group which ends in one of these is also elliptical, but here the situation is 
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1ess clear because some of the items fWlctioning as temporaJ operators can 
be lexical verbs as well. 

The fmite temporal forms will, would, shall, slwuld (all these are temporal 
a~ wdl as modal) .and used to are ambiguous, like the modals; and so .are the 
non-finite equivalents of will, namdy (be) going to and (be} about to. All 
these are oper:ator::s; a verbal group which ends in any one of them kcb a 
Jexicaf verb and is therefore elJiptical. But be and have, which occur as 
temporal operators in an their forms. both finite and non-finite. function 
ALSO as lexical verbs; so no simple rule can be given to say that a verbal 
group ending in a form of be or have is eihptical- it may or may not be. 
The same applies to the one remaining verbal operator (finite only) do, 
which is the carrier of negative and marked positive polarity in simple 
present and past tense; in tkrs see, Jiti see, etc, de is :m operator, but do can 
also be a lexical verb (see above, 3·3-3·1) as weU as being the verbal 
substitute. 

To give some further examples. the verbal groups may be, are going to 
have and diJ(ifJ.J.J.6, [3'89-91D are non-elliptical in [4'59 (r)] but 
elliptical in [4,59(>)]' 

[4'59] (r) (non-elliptical)' 
a. He seems quite intelligent.- He 

may be. I agree. 

b. fve decided to leave.- I hope 
you~ re going to have second 
thoughts. 

c. Did Jane know?- No, but 
M>rydid. 

(z) (elliptical), 
a. Is he complaining? -

He may be~ I don•t 
care. 

b. I haven•t finished it 
yet.- [hope you're 
going to have by 
tomorrow. 

c. Did Jane know? -
Yes, she did. 

Here the distinction between elliptical and non-elliptical forms has to be 
recovered from the presuppored clause. The lexical verbs be and hav.e al
"\'\.'a}'S require a Complement. With all other verbs, there is a ge-neral rnle 
whereby if a Complement is omitted (by clausal dlipsis) then the lexical 
verb must also be either omitted or substituted. But this does not apply to 
be and have; these verbs may OCGUC with ellipsis of the Complement. as in 
ks9 (I>)] and [4'56 (rh and c)], the verbal grouP' then=lves being non
dliptical. Hence all that can be said is that if there is no Complement fol
lowing be or have there must be SOME ellipsis; hut it may be EITHER verbal 
ellipsis. with be, havt: as. operator, oa clausal ellipsis (c/ 4·4 below), with be, 
havtt as lexical vecb, and in order to determine which. it is necessaty to refer 
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to the presupposed clause. If there is a Complement, and the verbal group 
ends in be or hav~. then there may be BtlHER verbal ellipsis~ with be,luwe as 
operator., OR no ellipsis at all, and be, hav~ as lexical verb; the clause in 
question is often ~mhiguous hy itself. eg: he h4S some cf the paintings in 
k6oa] and sbe is the do<torin [4:6ob]: 

[4:6o] (1) (non-elliptic.!): 
a. Has he .all these items in his 

own collection? - He has some 
of the paintings; fm not sure 
a bout the rest. 

b. She ought to know what to do. 
She is the doctor. 

(2) (elliptical): 
a. Has he sold his collec-

tion yet? - He has 
some of the paintings; 
I'm not sure about 
the rest. 

b. Is she suing the 
hospital? - She is the 
doctor. 

As far as do is concerned. the lexical verb do also usually requires a Com
plement~ except in the special sense of'hc saris:fa.ctory', eg: will it do? The 
substitute do, however. does not; and a verbal group such as did in [4: 59C] 
may be non-elliptical, with substitute tic, as in (r), or elliptical, with opera
tor®, as in (2). The difference is shown by the fact that the non-presup
posing form of (1) would be Mary knew, with did RE!'LACED by knew, 
whereas that of {2) would he she did know, with the dliptical form did 
FILLED OUT by the lexical verb know. But since the verb..l operator do 
occutS as a finite form only, and hence comes first in the verbal group~ 
whereas the substitute do is a substitute for the lexical verb, and hence 
comes last, such instances of overlap can occur only with a verbal group 
consisting of just the one word, de. does, or did. 

With Jo the negative forms are unambiguous, since only the operator 
do has don't. J.oem' t and mdn' t as its negative forms. This is because the 
operator do is in fact simply a • carrier' of the expression of polarity: nega
tive (eg: didn't Me) and marked positive (eg: did s-u). the latter being the 
fonn used in interrogative dauses (did ycu s-ee John?, not saw you John?). 
So any verbal group consisting only of t~on•t. d~sn't or didn't must he 

·elliptical,. and likewise any group consisting soldy of J(), does or did pre
-ceding the subject in an interrogative clause., eg: diJ you? 

The lexical verb do fOrms its negative like other lexical verbs: so we say 
hed~'t Jo his work properly. not he doesn't his work properly. Lexical be and 
lutw. on the other hand, form their- negatives like verh41 operators; hence 
Ire im't, is he?, he ~rasn•t. has hc-J may be either elliptical (operator only) or 
non-elliptical (lexical verb). There is ,a rider to this; there are actually two 
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distinct lexical items have, one meaning 'possess' and expandahle mto 
have got, the other meaning 'take' and not expandable. Only the former 
has the negative hasn't (eg: he hasn't any money). and that not in all dialects; 
the latter forms its negative like other lexical verbs, by tneans of the opera
tor do, as in he Joesn' t have breakfast. Apart from this exception the nega
tive formr. isn't. hasn't, etc may be either operator or iexica1 verbs, and 
hence one cannot say that a verbal group consisting of one of these forms 
alone is definitely elliptical: in [4:;55] they could occur in either column 
{1) or column (2). 

Finally there is the form to. We have seen that this occurs as part of the 
operators going lo, about to. used!{}, is to and ought to; and a verbal group in 
which to occurs finally, not followed by a lexical item, is bound to be 
elliptical (c/ 3.3;.2, (3: 70]). This applies also to a vcrbal gmupconsisting only 
of the word to, as a marker of the infinitive {that is, of the perfective form 
of the non-finite verb, ;g see, to have seen, etc); for example 

f4:6rl I'd better see him. I don't really want to. 

In what we are calling LEXICAL ELUPSlS, it is the lexical verb that is 
always omitted. Other words in the verbal group may also be omitted, 
v.-:ith the exception of whatever word is in first position- the finite opr:-r
ator if finite, and to or an -ing form if non-finite. So we may have, in 
answer to John should luwe been coming n•ery Jay: 

[ 4: 62 J ( 1) non-elliptical 
a. finite: 

r don't think he- . - has been coming 

b. nM-.finite, peifedive: 
At least I under- to have been coming 

stand him ... 

c. mm-finitf', impt'ifective: 

(2) elliptical 

has been 
has 

to have been 
to have 
to 

1 think he rather having been coming having been 
regrets . . . having 

Lexical ellipsis is ellipsis 'from the right': it always involves omission of 
the last word, which is the lexical ve-rb, and may extend 'leftward', to 
leave only the first word intact. So for has been ccming we may fmd has 
been or simply has. With a very long verbal group there would be more 
possibilities: could have been going to be consulwd might he reduced, by 
lexical ellipsis, to could have b«n gfJing to be, could have bet>n going to, could 
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have been. could have or simply rould. Usually the • outer~ forms .are pre
ferred: that whic:h is minimally dliptical with ONLY the lexical verb omit
ted,. or that with everything omitted that can be presupposed from the 
context. So following wasn't John going to be consult~? we would most 
probably find either he could have been going W be or he could have hem. But 
intermediate fOrms also occur. Note that the extent of the presupposition 
is not affected by these variations. Thus in [4:62] the elliptical fo:rms pre
suppose all the tense selections as well as the lexical verb: the form has. in 
(:u)~ stands for has been coming and not has come. In general • .any sekctions 
that are not explicidy repudiated are automatically presupposed. 

A very clear example oflexical ellipsis is provided by question tags. Al1 
question tags have maximum lexical ellipsis and presuppose all the features 
of rhe relevant verbal group; so 

[4:63) a. John couldn't have been going to be consulted, could he? 
b. Mary didn't know, did she 1 
c. They'll have been working on it aU night, won't they? 

The presupposition of particular systemic features is discussed in more de
tail in 4-3-4-I-4 below. 

4·3·3 Operator ellipsis 

There is another type of ve:rbal ellipsis. which is ellipsis • from the left •. 
We shall refer to this as 'OPERA TOR ELLIPSIS' • since it involves only the 
omission of operators: the lexical verb always remains intact. Example 
[4: 54] showed the difference between the two: [4: 543) is lexical ellipsis. 
[4: 54bJ is operator ellipsis. In operator eUipsis the Subject also is always 
omitted from the clause; it must therefore be presupposed. 

One type of operator ellipsis. which is very frequent. v.-ill not concern 
us here, since it does not contribute to cohesion: this is operatO£ ellipsis 
within the sentence, in the context of coordination. In this type it is pos
sible to introduce a new Subject, as in [4: 64-c). So for example in 

[4:64} a. They must have been both watching and being watched. 
b. Afier we've brought them out so far~ made them trot so 

quick. 
c. Some were laughing and others crying. 

the verbal forms must luwe lu>en (bmh watching mu! being watched). have 
(brought . .. vut . .. and made •.• ) and were (laughing and .. . crying) are 
• branched': the operators arc structurally related to both halves of the 
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coordination, as indicated by the bracketing. Note that this also happens 
in lexical ellipsis, with one lexical verb being related to two or more co
ordinate operators; the most usual form of this is the coordination of 
positive and negative operator with or~ as in 

{4:65] They might or might not have objected, 

Verbal coordination of this type, however, accounts for a relatively small 
proportion of the total incidence of lexical ellipsis, which is more often 
BETWlffiN sentences (and therefOre cohesive in our sense). 

Operator ellipsis, when it occurs across sentences, is fonnd mainly in 
very closely bonded sequences such as question and answer, in which the 
lexical verb either supplies the answer to 'do what?•, as in {4-:54b], or 
repudiates the verb in the question, as in 

(4:66] Ha, ;he been ctying?- No, langhing. 

In most instances of operator ellipsis,. everything is presupposed but the 
lexical verb- that is. the entire selection within the systems of tense, voice, 
polarity and so on; and all words except the last are omitted. Occasionally 
it is: the voice, the choice of active or passive, that is being repudiate<L in 
which case if the elliptical group is passive the be immediatdy preceding 
the lexical verb must also be present, since it is part of the realization of the 
selection of passive; for example 

[4:67] What have you been doing? -Being chared by a bull. 

Operator ellipsis is fairly easy to recognize, with the provisos made in 
4--J.I above, since there is no finjre dement in the eUiptical group. There 
are two sources of uncertainty, and these have to be resolved by reference 
to the surrounding text. One is that in most verbs -the past tense and the 
past or passive participle have the same form, so that an item like made in 
[4:64 b] taken on its own could be a simple past tense instead of being 
elliptical for have maJe. The other prob1em is that a FINITB verbal group 
WITH operator ellipsis ls identical with a NON-FINITE verbal group that is 
NOT elliptical, eg: being watched, made, singing, being chased, so that one has to 
ask whether the context demands a verbal group that is non-finite or one 
that is finite. But thls is not usually much of a problem, and it is further 
simplified by the fact that the perfective form of the non-finite verbal 
group near1y always has to at the beginning. The only point to note is that 
a non-finite verbal group may itselfhave operator ellipsis, either hy simple 
omission of IQ or • if it is marked for tense, by omission of the tense opera
tor (or operators), eg 
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[4:68] (>) non-elliptical: 
a. What do you want to do? -To 

go out to the pictures. 
b. Why was he so angry when the 

game was stopped? Because of 
h-aving been losing?-
No~ having been winning ! 

As a final example, in 

(2) elliptical: 
Go out to the pictures. 

No; winning! 

{4:69] What must I do next?- Play your highest card. 

it is not very dear whether play is an elliptical indicative. for you must pl4y, 
or a non-elliptical imper-ative; nor does it seem to matter very much. It is 
probably the former: the tag would be shouldn't you? ,and we would prob
ably find the same form foUowing he, where it could not be imperative: 
What must he do next? - Play his highest cruJ.. But the difference in meaning 
is so slight that it is difficult to sense the ambiguity between the two. 

4.J.4 Presupposition cif verbol group .symms 

We will consider in turn the various systems of the verbal group. asking 
whether, and under what circumstances, they are liable to presupposition 
in cases of ellipsis: whether, that iJ.I, the meaning is carried over when no 
selection from the system is expressed in the structure. We shall refer to 
polarity, fmiteness, modality, voice, and tense; with a very brief mention 
of the system of conttas:tiveness that is found only in the spoken language. 

4.3..(.1 POLAIUTY 

Polarity is normally expressed at the beginning of the verbal group. A 
negative verbal group, if it is finite, hasn't or fUJt attached to the first word, 
eg: didn't know. did twt know. If it is non-6nite, it has not, usually as the first 
word, eg: not ha.ving known. not to have known, although the not may some
times follow the first verbal operator, eg: having not known, to have not 
krwwn. Other negative adverbs such as never, hanlly, luudly ever, may oc;cur 
ln place of tWl. The category of negative is not very sharply defined~ hut it 
is revealed by the choice of tag. There is a semantic parallel between he-'s 
here. isn't he? and he isn't hm?, is he-?; and the fact that the corresponding 
form with hardly ever is he's h4rdly filer here, is he?, with positive tag, shows 
that lurrdly ever is really a negative form. 

In lexical ellipsis, wh-atever else is omitted the frrst operator is always 
present. This means that the polarity will always in fi.ct he expressed, and 
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the question of what happens if it is omitted does not arise. This is a result 
of the structure, although it is not simply a gnm1112tical accident. The 
characteristic function of ellipsis is that of cohesion by presupposition, and 
there is a large class of cohesive sequences in which the one thing that can

not be presupposed is polarity: namdy those where the response (eg: to a 
yes/no question) serves precisely to sUPPLY the polarity. all else being 
taken for granted. For example 

[,;: 70j a. Were you laughing?
No, I wasn't. 

b. Cats like cheese.- They don't, do they?-
Yes. they do.- Well,. some do and some don't. 

This makes it easy to understand the general principle whereby. what-
evet else may be presupposed in verbal (lexieal) ellipsis, the polarity has ro 
be made explicit. The principle .applies to both finite and non-finite verbal 
groups; and in the non-finite {perfective} there is. a special elliptical form 
of the negative, namdy not to, as in r d hate not to. not to would be silly. 
whieb expr=es simply the uon-finiren= and the pobrity, and nothing 
else. There is an equivalent positive form to which is, however, much m.Qte 
restricted.: we say I'd love to but we do not say to would br silly (cf 3.3.2. 
[3 :70<, d and eD. 

We should distinguish here the special type of negation in which the 
negative is attached specifically to some other element in the verbal group 
.,m 

{4:7IJ a. fve kept on tdephnning, hut they've simply been. not 
answenng. 

b. He says be's been not being informed about these devdop
ments. 

Here the verbal group itself is positive. and. certain items or features in it 
are explicitly negated: the lexical verb answer in (a). the lexical verb itifcms 
and the passive voice selection in (h). In such instances there is uncertainty 
about whether the polarity is presupposed with lexical ellipsis. Con
ceivably the response H• has to [4:71b] might be used to express agree
me~ ie 'he has been not being informed •. But there is a strong tendency 
in English for the polarity of the verbal group itself- that is. as expressed 
in first position- to determine the polarity of the whole, so that even here 
the negative is unlikely to he presupposed: one would expect rather (Quite 
right.) He hasn't in the sense of •1 agree' and (Oh yes.) He h~ with con
trastive intonation, in the sense oCI disagree •. 
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Tuming now to operator ellipsis, we might expect that here. where 
among the items omitted is always the one which carries polarity. the 
polarity would naturally be presupposed by the elliptical verbal group. In 
fact as a rule it is not. although the reasons are different. As we have seen, 
operator dlipsis is ch-aracteristic of responses which are closely tied to a 
preceding question or statement, and which have the specific fi.mction of 
supplying, confirming or repudiating a lexical verb. The foJiowing is a 
typical sequence, illustrating how the polarity is restated each time: 

[4:72] A: What are you doing? (positive) 
B: Thinking. (positive; ·rm .. .') 

N da dr . ' ( . ' • ?') A: or y eanung. neganve; arentyou .... 
s: No, thinking. (positive; 'I'm ... ') 

If there is a change in polarity. this may go in either direction, from posi
tive to negative or from negative to positive; note that the final occurrence 
of thinking in [4:72] does not take over the selection of negative from the 
presupposed group. 

One typical context for a verbal group with operator ellipsis is as a 
response to a WH-question with the interrogative on the verb, such as 
J¥hat an yGU tWing? This is a demand fur a lexical verb, and the normal 
response is simply to supply the verb, everything else being omitted. Here 
it might be said that the polarity is presupposed. But there is re.olly no way 
of testing tbis statement. since the verbal group in the question is bound 
to be positive; one does not ask What aren't yPU d&ing? (except in the 
special instance of an echo question, where the polarity clearly IS 

presupposed in the response. as in Smith im't cooperating. -What isn't he 
dtling? - Cooperating). The other most usual context is that -of a yes/no 
question, and this is precisdy a demand for the polarity to he supplied; 
the polarity cannot therefore be presupposed. The words yes and no arc 
purely iodicaton of polmty, and they ace regularly dliptical for the 
whole of the presupposed clause (sec below, 4-4·3). But the speaker may 
repeat the lexical verb. in order to deny it or explicitly to afftrm it; in this 
case the polarity is always restated and, interestingly. operator ellipsis is 
possible only if the polarity is explicitly expressed - that is, if the answer is: 
negative (since the negative requires to be stated by not, with or without a 
preceding no) or. if it is positive, provided. it is introduced by yes: 

[4:73] (1) Weren•t you complaining?- (No,) Not complaining. 
(2) Were you complaining?- Yes, complaining. 

In (2) the answer could not be simply Complaining. If however the answer 
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is a contradiction. involving a change of polarity, the elliptical form is much 
less likelyo (b) would be preferred to (a) in both [4073 (3) and (4)]o 

[4o73] (3) Weren't you com
plaining?-

(4) Were you com
plaining?-

a. Yes, complaining. 
b. {Yes,) I was complaining. 
a. (No,) Not complaining. 
b. (No,) I wasn't complaining. 

Occasionally a yes/no question may he answered (or, more accurately, 
responded to; such a response is not an answer) with a different lexical 
verb, and here, predictably, no ellipsis is possible: 

[4'74] Ao Were you thinking? 
B: I wasn't daydreaming, if that's what you mean. 

B• s response could not take the form Not daydreaming. 
Hence in verbal ellipsis of any kind the elllptical verbal group makes a 

new sdecrion in the .system of polarity: polarity is not included in what is 
presupposed. In lexical ellipsis, this is because the one clement that must be 
present, whatever else is omitted, is the initial element, and this is the one 
that carries the expression of polarity. In the case of operator ellipsis. the 
reason is semantic rather than grammatical; the expression of polarity is 
not required by the structure. but operator dlipsis is largdy restricted to 

responses in which either the polarity can only be positive (and the ques
tion of presupposition does not arise) or else it is precisely the information 
'yes or no?' that is being asked fur, in which case it cannot possibly be 
presupposed in the answer. 

A conslderation of marked polarity {if 4·3-I above} would take us into 
too much detail. but it needs a brief mention to conclude this section. 
What is meant by MARKED F-OLARITY is the assignment of special p~ 
minence to the selection of positive or negative in order to draw attention 
to it. In the finite verbal group this is realized by the use of non-reduced 
forms of the finite operator or (where Ielevant) the negative: is, had, was, 
can, slMU, siwuld. etc instead of the reduced forms's, 'd~ 'll, [w.n:] for was, 
[Jdj for shculd (not distinct in writing). etc, not instead of n't, and also does 
see, did see instead of sees, saw. {Note that the non-reduced forms are NOT 

necessarily TONIC ('primary stress'}, though they must be SALIENT 

('secondary stress').) In a verbal group with operator ellipsis, therefore~ it 
is impossible to express nurked pclarity; even if the presupposed item has 
it, as in [4: 75]. where doing is tonic and is is salient, :it tends merely to 
express the questioner's attitude, impatience or something of the son: 
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[4:75] What is he DOING all this time?- Reading, probably. {//I what/ 
is he j DOING I all this I time If! 

-in any case it cannot he carried over. A verbal group with lexical ellipsis. 
on the other hand. must have the polarity marked; so the finite operator 
cannot he reduced: 

[+:76] a. Who'll put down five pounds?- I wilL (twt I1l) 
b. John's arrived, has he?- Not yet; but Mary has. (not Mary's) 

This applies to all positive forms. The negative may or may not he re
duced; we could have I w""'tm [4:J6a], and Maty ham't in [4:76b]- this 
is no doubt because tbe negative is itself a kind of marked polarity. The 
preference for marked forms of polarity in this type of verbal ellipsis is 
probably to be explained by the &et that so often in sequences of thi:. kind 
it is the expression of polarity that is the whole point of the response. 

4-3-4.2 RNITENESS AND MODAI.JTY 

The Systems of FINITBNBSS and MODALITY are also closely associated 
with first position in the verbal group. and this largely determines the 
possibilities of their presupposition by mearu of ellipsis. 

A verbal group which is finite always expresses its finiteness in the first 
word. Either the gronp consists just of a finite funn of thC lexical verb. 
present or past (walk. wtJiks j walked)~ or it begins with a finite verbal 
operator; the latter is either a tense operator: 

(1} am, is. are; was. were [i.e finite forms of be] 
(2) have, has; had [ie fmite formsofh.we] 
(l) do, does; did 
(4) shall, will 
(5) used (to) 

or a modal operator: 

(6) shall, will, should, would, can, could, may, migh~ must, ought (to) 
(7) am to, is to, are to; was to, were to (j.e finite forms of be, plus to'] 
(8) need, dare \m one use) 

Any verbal group which does not have a finite form as its first word is 
automatically non-finite. A verbal group consisting just of the base form 
of the verb. eg: walk, is therefore ambiguous: it may he finite {present 
tense. eg: I walk)~ or non-finite (perfective. eg: made me w.Jk). But the dis
tinction is always clear in the context; moreover the non-finite perfective 
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nearly always has to before it (eg: wanted me to walk). The imperative form 
walk has something of the finite and something of the non-finite about it. 
but is best treated as a finite vcrbal furm. 

Verbal groups with operators are never ambiguous as to finiteness. It is 
true that have and d() are ambiguous by themselves; but do occurs: as opera
tor ONLY in finite vecbal groups, while hav<' in a non-finite group is 
ALWAYS preceded by/(). 

In lexical ellipsis. as we have seen, the ellipsis is ~from the right' and the 
one element that is never omitted is the finite operator. So, as with polarity, 
there is no question of what happens if the finiteness is not expressed; it 
always is. A verbal group that is lexically dli:ptical is always explicitly 
either finite or non-finite. It cannot simply take over the selection made by 
the verbal group which it presupposes. 

There is no restriction of the presupposition of a finite verbal group by a 
non-finite or vice versa. We may have aU possible sequences: 

[4:77] a. [finite presupposed by finite] 
The picture wasn't finished. If it had been, I would have 
brought it. 

b. [finite prempposed by non-finiee] 
He's always being teased about it. I don't think he likes being. 

c. [non-finite presupposed by finite] 
What was the point of having invited all those people? - [ 
didn't; they just came. 

d. [non-finite followed by non-finite} 
It was hard work parcelling all those hooks. - I' m sure it was; 
and r d much prefer you not to have. 

With operator ellipsis, the situation is exactly reversed; here the first 
word MUST be omitted, whatever else is or is not present. and so the ellip
tical verbal group cannot express the choice between finite and non-finite. 
As Js to he expected, therefore. it takes over the selection from the pre
supposed group: 

[4:78) a. [finite: 'they are finishing'] 
What are they doing now?- Finishing their essays. 

b. (non-fmite: 'to be finishing'] 
What would you like them to be doing while you' re away? -
Finishing their essays. 

A1) that has been said with ref§trd to finiteness applies equally to m~ 
dality. Modality (ie the choice between modal and non-modal, and, if 
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modal, among the various modal categories) is a subcategory of'finite'~ 
and is expressed by the presence or absence of a modal operator. In aver
bal group with lexical ellipsis, therefore, the modality is· always explicit. 
and there is no restriction on what may be presupposed by what: 

[4: 79] a. [modal P'esuppo:red by non-modal] 
I could hdp them.- Why don't you? 

b. [non-modal P'esupposed by modal] 
Are you going to tell her?- I ought to. 

c. [modal presupposed by same modal) 
He must have destroyed them. - Someone must have. cer
tainly. 

d. [modal p=uppored by dttli:rent modal] 
He must have destroyed them. -He may have. I suppose. 

In a verbal group with operator ellipsis, the modality is never explicit and, 
like the finiteness, is always carried over from the presupposed group: 

[4:80] a. [non-modal: [4:78a] 'they are finishing'] 
What are they doing now?- Finishing their essays. 

b. [modal: 'they will be finishing'] 
What will they be doing now, do you think ? -Finishing their 
essays. probably. 

4·3·4·3 VOICE 
When we come to the system of VOICE (the choice between active and 
passive) the position is somewhat different. Voice is expressed towards the 
end. of the verbal group, by the presence ~ive) or absence (active} of 
some form of be or get just before a lexical verb, with the lexical verb in the 
passive participle form. Any verbal group displaying both these features is 
passive, eg: was stolen, has been robbed, being taken, get a"ested; all others are 
active, Therefore it does not follow automatically that an elliptical verbal 
group either will or will not contain an overt expres~ion of voice. 

Nevertheless in lexical ellipsis. the rule is quite clear; the voice selection 
is always presupposed. So although the examples in [4-: 81] make perfectly 
good. sense, they are impossible, because the e1liptical form here repudiates 
the voice of the presupposed verbal group. 

[4:8!] a. [active followed by passive: 'if it had been finished'] 
They haven't finished the p.icture. If it had been. I would have 
brought it. 
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b. [passive foUowed by active: 'if she does beat him'] 
Johnny hates being beaten at any game by his sister. If she does, 
he sulks. 

c. [active followed by passive: 'she has never been loved'] 
Mary could love very deeply. Unfortunately she never has 
been. 

d. [passive followed by active: • she has forgiven them"} 
She is forgiven, apparently. But I don"t think she has them. 

No doubt the reason these are unacceptable is that the second sentence in 
each case involves a change in the alignment of structural functions. 
Either the Subject changes. the Actor/Goal relationship remaining the 
same. as in (a) and (b); or the Actor.JGoal rdarionship changes, the Subject 
remaining the same, as in (c) and (d). In either instance, and even if one 
element is an unexpressed "someone" as in (c), we feel the proposition 
should be restated in full. The voice selection, in other words, cannot be 
repudiated by an dJiptical structure; and the mere fact that the lexical 
verb needing to be supplied is already in the right form, as in (a) finished 
and (d) forgiven, is not enough to override the rule that voice must be 
carried over. Presumably we fed little in common between has forgiven 
and is forgiven, even though the participle is formally the same. 

In operator ellipsis, .as we saw earlier, the Subject is always omitted; it 
must therefore be carried over by presupposition. This means that we 
cannot have a change of Subject fur the elliptical group; so in an example 
such as 

[4:82] Were Australia leading England at the time, then?- No. Eng
land were winning. 

we cannot replace the second sentence by the elliptical form No, England 
winning. In other words, here. as in lexical ellipsis, the voice selection must 
he presupposed if the presupposing group is elliptical; it cannot be repu
diated. But there is one condition under which the voice can be repudiated 
in operator ellipsis: namely if the Actor/Goal rdationship changes. leaving 
-the Sub~t unaltered. One example of this was given in [ 4: 67} above; 
others would he 

[4-:83) a. Will you be interviewing today?- No; being interviewed. 
b. John has loved Mary for a long time. - Or :at least been loved 

by her. 
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TBNSB Non-finite, and Fmite non-
finite modal, modal tenses 
tenses ( I2) : (36): read as 
read as far as f1 far as a 

< ~ « 

past 
(none) I present 

future 

rrt past !! in present 
future 

t' present m in present 
future 

in{=ent !V 
future 

in{=ent past in future V 
future 

in{~=nt present in past VI 
future 

{past 
present in future V!! in present 

future 

future m pm vm in{:~ 
future 

I 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 
II 

12 

13 
14 
lj 

16 
17 
18 

19 
20 

21 

22 

23 
24 
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Finite non-modal tense Non-finite, and finite modal tenses: 
(perfective, imperfective; modal) 

' took / did take } 
2 take(s) f do("') take I to take, taking; can take 
J wiU take 

4 had taken } 
5 has taken II to have, having; can have+taken 
6 will have taken 

7 was taking } 
8 is taking Ill to be. being; can be+ taking 
9 will be taking 

ro was going to take } 
n is going to take IV to be. being; can he+ going/about 
12- will be going to take to take 

1:3 was going to have taken 
Y4 is going to have taken V to- be, being; can be+ going to have 
I 5 will be going to have taken 

taken 

r6 had been taking } 
17 has been taking VI to have; having; can have+been 
18 will have been taking taking 

19 was going to be taking 
zo is going to be taking VII to be. being; can be+ going to be 
21 will be going to he taking 

taking 

22 had been going to take 
23 has been going to take VIII to have, having; can have+ been 
24 will have been going going to take 

to take 
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past in future in past 

present in past in future 

present in future in past 

present in past in future in past 

4·3·4-4 TENSE 

IX 

X 

XI 

XII 

past 25 

present 26 
m 

future 27 

present 29 
m 

future 30 

past 3I 

m 
present 32 

futme 33 

past 34 

m present 35 

future 36 

The English tense system is complex, though its complexity is more ap
parent than reaL It is based on two very simple principles: ( 1) that there is a 
choice of past, present and future. and (2) that this choice may be made 
repeatedly (within limits), each new choice taking the previous one as its 
point of departure. Both these principles apply whenever a verb is used, 
tmlcss that vcrb is in the imp er ativc, which has no choice of tense. 

So, for example, l may choose a future tense: I will play. But having 
thus shifted my standpoint into the future [ may then take this a5 a base for 
a funher point, say past; I then get the tense 'pas-t in future', which is I 
will lw.ve played. Supposing once again I take this as a base line and select, 
say. pr-esent: the tense is then 'present in past in future'. I will have been 



25 had been going to 

have taken 
26 has been going to 

have taken 
27 VP-ill have been going 

to have taken 

28 V.'aS going to have been 
taking 

29 is going to have been 
taking 

30 will be going to have 
been taking 

3 I had been going to be 
taking 

32- has been going to be 
taking 

3 3 will have been going to 

be taking 

34 had been going to have 
been taking 

35 has been going to have 
been taking 

36 will have been going to 
have been taking 

IX to have. having; can have+ been 
going to have taken 

X to be. being; can be+go.ing to 
have been taking 

XI to have, having; can have+been 
going to be taking 

XII to have. having; can have+been 
going to have been taking 

playing. This can happen up to five times. subject to increasing restrictions 
which end up by precluding a sixth choice altogether. The most complex 
tense form in English is one like had been going to have been playing~ which 
is 'present in past in future In past in past'. It may be hdpfui here to list the 
fu11 set of finite and corresponding non-finlte tenses of the English verb. 
The column headed a is the PRIMARY TENSE {FIRST ORDER TENSE); it 
is always expressed by a finite form, and a verbal group with primary tense 
is always finite. The other colunms represent the SECONDARY TE.NSBS 

(SECOND ORDER, THIRD ORDE.II: and SO on); the LAST OllDBR TBNSB 

is always the one that appears earliest in the NAME of the tense. Thus •pre
sent in past in future' has primary (first order) tense future, and secondary 
tenses past and present, of which the last order tense is present. 
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It will be seen that the non-finite forms. which are also those of the fmite 
verbal group if it is modalized, are equal to the finite (non-modal) forms 
minus the • alpha-• or primat:y tense choice. So, for example, non-finite 
having takm corresponds to all three of the finlte tenses took. has taken and 
had taken. 

A tense form embodying only one choice is a SIMPLE tense; hence 
'(simple) past' I tcok, '(simple) present' I t.ke, '(simple) future' I will take. 
All other tenses are COMPOUND. 

Like the tense system itself. the principles of the presupposition of tense 
selections in verbal ellipsis look rather complex at first sight; but actually 
they are fairly -simple. 

Let us consider the follo""A"ing instances of lexical ellipsis: 

[4: 841 a. I protest. - Do you? 
b. He usually talks all the time. He didn•t, yesterday. 
c. It doesn't tum. -It will if you press it in first. 
d. She won't agree. -She did last time. 
e. Is he arguing ? - Yes. he always does. 
f. Was he going to apologize? He won•t now. 
g. Has she heard aboqt it yet?- No, but she soon will. 
h. You have been forgetting every morning. Today you did 

agam. 

The choice of tenses in these examples is as follows: 

Presupposed group Elliptlcal group 
(a} present present 
~)~t pm 
(c) present future 
(d) future past 
{e) present in present present 
(f) future in past future 
(g) past m present future 
(h) present in past in present past 

In each case the ellipricai verbal gmup makes a simple tense choice, which 
is fully explicit in the operator (did, Jces. will); hence the only presup
position is of the lexical verb, which is to be supplied in its base form. No 
tense selection is carried over from the presupposed group. 

Now consider the case where the second verbal group, the one that is 
elliptical, is making a compound tense selection. Here are some acceptable 
examples: 
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[4:85] a. At least Stan has tried. I don~t think Bob has. 
b. fm going home this weekend. I shall be every weekend now. 
c. Are you dieting ? - I have been for some time. 
d. He was going to build it hinuel£ He isn't any longer. 
e. She really has been working hard. - And she's going to be 

again before long. 

Presupposed group 
(a) past in present 
(h) present in present 
{c) present in present 
(d) future in past 
(e) present in past in present 

Elliptical group 
past in present 
present in future 
present in past in present 
future in present 
present in future in present 

The following however are much less acceptable: 

[4:86] a. Have you discussed it yet?- No, we are now. 
b. You've been forgetting every morning. Today you have 

agam. 
c. He was going to tell us. But he rtill hadn't, yesterday. 

Presupposed group 
(a) past in present 
(b) present in past in present 
(c) future in past 

Elliptical group 
present in present 
past in present 
past in past 

For these to become acceptable, the second verbal group would have to be 
filled out by the lexical verb or verbal substitute; 

(a) discussing it{Jcing (b) forgottetJ/Jcne (c) to/J usfdom: 

The principle seems dear. In compound tenses, the tense selection is not 
made clear by the finite verbal operator alone; other elements are needed. 
and the form of the lexical verb itself may change. If the tense in the ellip-
tical verbal group is a compound one, then it must be such that the lexical 
verb can be carried over m THB SAME FORM. So in [4: 8.5] the elliptical verbal 
group could in fact be filled out by the lexical verb with its form Wl

changeJ, (a) tried, (b) going, (c) dieting, (d) (gcing to) bui/J, (e) wCTking. Thi• 
means that the la~t-order tense, the one that is EXPRESSED last in the verbal 
group (though it appears first in the NAME of the tense), is carried over 
from the presupposed group. If this changes. then the form of the lexical 
verb changes, and the lexical verb must be repeated (or substituted). as in 
k86]. 
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To summarize: a verbal group with lexical ellipsis must have either a 
tense that is fully explicit even in the elliptical form, or one in which the
lexica1 verb can be carried over tmchanged from the presupposed group. 
In other words. either it has simple part, present or future; or, if the tense 
is compound, it has the same last-order tense as the presupposed group. 
So, for example. if the presupposed group has •future in present·~ he was 
going to letwe, there can be lexical ellipsis in a foHowing verbal group pr~ 
vid.cd. that that verbal group has any simple tense, eg past but 1u: didn•t (if 
[4:84f]). or a compound tense which is also ·ru.rure in ... ·, eg future in 
present but he isn~t new (if[4:SsdD. It is not that all other instances are 
totally unacceptable; we might accept b:1t he ~uzm•t in this instance, and. the 
following also: 

[4:87} a. fm staying at home this weekend. I haven't for some time. 
b. It was going to snow. they said. "Why isn"t it? 

where (a} has past in present presupposing present in present. and (b) has: 
present in present presupposing future in past. But these are aU a litt1e awk
W<ml. and a more natural form is th.at with substitute do: I haverl t done for 
some time, why tsn~ t it doing? 

We have .illustrated tense in verbal ellipsis by reference to finite verbal 
groups; but the same principles apply to those which .are non-finite. 
including instances where. of the two verbal groups involved in the pre
supposition, one is £nite and the other non-finite. Here are some varied 
examples: 

[4:88} a. He shows no sign ofhaving been studying.- He hadn.'t,lham't/ 
wasn't. 

b. She intends to come.- She won~t. 
c. Will he give in to them?- He doesn•t seem to be going to. 

d. We seem to be being followed. - I remember having been 
when we were here before. 

Presuppo,.d group 

(a) non-finite: present in past 
(correspondmg to all three:) 

(h) non-finite : tenseless 
(c) finit., future 
(d) non-finite (pafective): present 

Elliptical group 

{ 

finite: present in past in past 
finite: present in past in present 
finite: present in past 
finite: future 
non-finite: future 
non-finite (imperfective): past 

Verb forms which include the selection of 'future • at any point will 
normally be Jonger, in terms of words. than the corresponding forms 
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with present or past; in the simple tense, past and present consist of one 
word only (took. takes), future of two (will take). The 'marked positive' 
forms {see 4-3.4- above) of past and present are did tak, does takej and the 
paradigm of simpie tenses in spolc_en English is actually quite symmetrical: 

P"'t 
present 
future 

positive 

tuunarked marked 

he took he did take 
he takes he does take 
he'll take he v.'ill take 

negative 

unmarked marked 

he didn't take he did not take 
he doesn't take he does not take 
he won· t take he will not take 

Hence as we have already seen the elliptical forms of the simple tenses are 
.all forms consisting of one word: he did, ke tbes, he will . .But the non-finjte 
form of the future is be going to or be alwut to~ this is the form in which it 
occurs anywhere other than as primary tense. This does not affect the 
principles stated above, but it makes it simpler to state them by reference 
to the tense SYSTEMS: that is~ in terms of the selection of tenses in the verbal 
group. rather than in terms of the w-orcb. that are used to express the tense 
selections. 

With operator dlipsis, which as we saw eadier is characteristicalJy 
asrociated with question-answer sequences where the question centres 
around the lexical verb, the elliptical group normally takes over the total 
tense selection of the group wftich is presupposed. So; 

[4o89) a. What is he going to do with all that paraphematia?- Catch 
fuh. [~He's going to catch fish] 

b. Have you been digging?- No, weeding. f =I've been weed-
ing] 

c. What should she ha.vedone?- Told the police. [~She should 
have told the police] 

This type of ellipsis is very frequent. and the result looks like an ordinary 
non-finite verbal group. If the question is a simple present or past tense, 
there is no possibility of verbal ellipsis in the response. as the verbal group 
consists of only one word. 

It is possible for a verbal group in such contexts to repudiate some or all 
of the tense selection of the presupposed group. but this has to be done 
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explicitly - anything that is omitted through ellipsis will be earned over. 
So we undernand the response in [4: 90] 

[4:90) He must have mended it.- Or been going to mend it, :rather. 

as he must have been going to mend it. It is possible to construct ambiguous 
examples if one tries hard enough~ eg [4:91] 

[4:91] He could have been going to mend it-or be mending it. 

where the response might be either he could have been going W be mending it 
(at some particular time later, eg just when you arrived), or he could be 
mending it (now). But the general principle is the usual one that whatever 
is not specifically repudiated is presupposed by the eUiptical form. 

4.3·5 s"""'""'l '!{verbal ellipsis 

We can now give a brief summary of lexical and operator ellipsis in the 
verbal group. Lexical eiHpsis, it will be remembered, is ellipsis 'from the 
right": the final element in the verbal group. the lexical verb~ is omitted, 
and preceding elements may be omitted, all except the initial operator. 
Operator ellipsis is ellipsis • from. the left': the initial element in the verbal 
group (finite verbal operator, if finite; otherwise first non-finite operator) 
is omitted, and following dements may be omitted, all except the lexical 
verb. 

An elliptical verbal group carries over certain systemic selections from 
the group that it presupposes. The general principles regarding this pre
supposition are as follows: 

Polarity 

Finiteness and 
modality 

Voice 

Teuse 

Lexical verb 

Lexical ellipm Operator ellipsis 

in:opplicable (always 
expressed) 

inoppHcable (always 
expressed) 

presupposed 

not presupposed (except 
last order selection in 
compound tense) 

presupposed 

not presupposed 

presupposed 

presupposed (ean be 
repudiated under cer
tain conditions) 

presupposed unless 
repudiated 

in:opplicable (always 
expressed) 
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This: pattern is rdatable to the different contexts of the two types of 
ellipsis. Operator ellipsis involves omission of the MODAL BLOCK- the 
Subject and .finite verbal operator (see 4.3.6 and 4·4·I below)- in the 
clause; this is the element that expresses mood. Operator ellipsis is there
fore characteristic of those contexts in which the mood is taken over from 
the previous clause. Typically this happens within the sentence, but we 
are not considering presupposition relations within the sentence because 
they do not form part of the total picture of cohesion, which is an inter
sentence relation. Between sentences. the typical context in which there is 
presupposition of mood is that of question and response~ hence, as we 
have seen, we find operator ellipsis in answers to questions. particularly 
those where what is asked for is the identity or confirmation of the lexical 
verb. eg: what Me you doing?. are you thinking (or ... )? So in operator 
ellipsis the finiteness is always presupposed. whereas the polarity never is. 
Tense and voice may or may not be; that is, they are presupposed unless 
repudiated. 

Lexical dlipsi~ on the other hand, lea~ out nothing of the mtXhl 
block, so that the mood of the clause is fully explicit: in a verbJ.l group 
with lexical ellipsis the finiteness is always expressed. so the question of its 
presupposition from an earlier verbal group does not arise. Lexical ellipsis 
occurs in those contexts where the lexical verb is not in question; the lexi
cal verb itself is therefore always: presupposed. and so is the voice, since 
the lexical verb carries with it the implications of its transitivity - if the 
love from John loves Mary is taken over by presupposition into the next 
clause, then naturally this presupposition extends also to the fact that it was 
loves and no"t is ltwed by. If we want to override this and talk about Mary 
loving John~ we must restate it as a new proposition. in full. 

Polarity however is not presupposed. In fact it is impossible not to 
restate the polariry, because it is tied structurally to the initial operator, 
which is always present in lexical ellipsis. But behind. this is a more im
portant reason,. namely that the polarity may he precisely the question at 
issue. as in sequences like Did Jvhnrome?- No, he didn't.- Didn't he?; as also 
in question tags, which are not treated in detail here because they are with
in the sentence and therefore not cohesive. Similarly, tense is not carried 
over; the primary tense choice has to be restated, being embodied in the 
initial operator, and tense also may be up for consideration, as in John 
came, didn't he? -No. but he will. 

Thus the pattern of presupposition reflects the different functions of the 
two types of verbal ellipsis in bringing about cohesion wjthin a text. We 
have illustrated mainly with question-answ-er sequences, because these 
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allow us to display the cohesive relations more clearly in a short space. 
But verbal ellipsis is characteristic of all texts, spoken and written, and 
provides an extremely subtle and flexible means of creating varied and 
intricate discourse. 

4.3.6 Verbal ellipsis and the clause 

This final subsection is designed to provide a link between the present 
section and the next. We have seen that verbal ellipsis often entails the 
omission of other elements in the clause besides verbal ones. Specifically, 
operator ellipsis involves eUipsis of the whole MODAL element in the 
dame. and lexical ellipsis involves ellipsis of the who]e of the residue, the 
PB.OPOSJTIONAL element in the clause. So, for example, the clause the cat 
won't catch mice in winter has as its structure (on the interpersonal dimen
sion of meaning); 

the cat 

Modal 

Subject 

nominal 
group 

' wont catch 

Predicator 

verbal 
g~oup 

mice in winter 

Propositional 

Complement Adjunct 

nominal prepositional 
group group 

rf this is followed by Or chase bir~ with operator ellipsis, then the Subject 
the C4t is omitted as weU as the verba1 operator won't. If it is followed by 
won't it?, with lexical ellipsis~ then the remainder of the proposirional cle
ment, consisting of the Complement mice and the Adjunct in winter. is 
omitted along with the lexical verb catch. 

Verbal ellipsis is always accompanied by the omission of the related 
clause elements, those that are in the same part of the clause as the relevant 
portion of the verbal group. So in operator ellipsis, where there is omis
sion of the finite part of the verbal group, the Subject is also omitted.~ in 
Jexical ellipsis, where there is omission of the non-finite p.art of the verbal 
group, all Complements and Adjuncts are also omitted. These dements 
are omitted., that is to ~y. unless they are explicitly repudiated. It is im
portant to note that they can be repudiated; we might have, with lexical 
dlips-is. 
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[4:92) The cat won·t catch mice in '."\<inter. 
a. [operator dli.psis; Subject repudiated: • nor will the dog chase 

rabbits in winter•] 
-Nor the dog chase rabbits. 

b.{lexical ellipsis; Complement repudiated: 'it will catch birds 
in winte:r1 
- It will birds. 

c. [lexical ellipsis~ Adjnnct repudiated: 'it will catch mice in 
summer") 
-It will in sununec. 

But if there is verbal ellipsis, then any sttucturally-related element in the 
clause that is not contrastive with that in the presupposed clause must he 
omitted also. You cannot say, foUo"'Wg (4:92] above: 

d. -Nor the cat chase birds (repeating the cat} 
e. -It will birds in winter (repeating in winter) 
£ -It will mice in summer {repeating mice) 

nor is it possible to use a reference item in this context, eg {d) Nor it chase 
biTds. Such e1ements can be repeated or referred to only provided there is 
no verbal ellipsis: nor will the cat fit cluue birds, it will chase ht'rds in winter/ 
then, it wtll chase mice/them in summer. Hence in an example such as 

[4:93] Have you checked this page? -I have (done) THIS page. 

the answer is possible only with this in a contrastive sense, meaning either 
a dilferent page. or this page in contrast to others. 

The principle here is that which is common to all forms of ellipsis: 
namely, that although the structural dements themselves are not present 
in the elliptical item. the features that are realized by these elements ARE 

present. So a clause in which there is operator dlipsis of the verbal group 
has no Subject; but if the clause presupposed by it is indicative (indicative 
being the feature realized by the presence of a Subject). then it also is indi
cative even though it has no Subject. Similarly a dause in which there is 
lexical dlips.is of the verbal group has no Complement or Adjunct. hut it 
takes over any of the features realized by these elements (type of transitivity; 
time, place. manner, etc) that are present in the presupposed dause. There
fore if the elliptical clause is making a DIFFERENT selecrion within these 
features - referring to a different time. a different goal, different location, 
etc - this MUST be expressed overtly, in order to repudiate the previous 
selection; and on the other hand if it is making the same selection- ie if 
there is no contrast hetween the two clauses with respect to a given selec-
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tion - this CANNOT be expressed overtly. Anything else would conilict 
with the basic function of ellipsis. which is to create cohesion by leaving 
out. under definite rules:. what can be taken over from the preceding dis
course, making explicit only what contrasts with it. 

Finally, we should mention the limits of cohesion through verbal 
ellipsis, in terms of the function of the clause in question. An elliptical 
verbal group cannot in general presuppose a verbal group in an embedded 
clause{one that is embedded in the narrower sense of the wmd, k RANK

SHIFTED~ cf 3.4-2 above}. Consider for example: 

(4:94] a. The policeman paid no attention to the girl who was driving 
the car.- Was she? 

b. The policeman paid no attention to Mrs Jones. who was driv
ing the car. 
-Was she? 

{4:943] is impossible; here who was driving the cat is genuinely embedded 
(rankshifted). so that it becomes part of the nominal group the girl who was 
driving the ctJr. In [4:94b]. however, where who was driving the car is not 
rank.shi.&ed, but is related to the other clause by hypotaxis. the reiponse is 
quite acceptable. A clause which is rankshifted loses its functional identity 
as a clause: it does not operate as an element of the sentence. But a hypo
tactic clause does not lose its identity; it is still an dement of sentence 
structure, and so readily serves .as the target of presupposition from another 
sentence.. This is the basis of the distinction between hypotaxis and rank
shift. which tends to be obscured in the use of the term • embedding •; and 
cohesion provides evidence of the importance of this distinction. Similarly; 

[4:95] o. I shall stay in the city when I retire this year.- Do you? 
b. I shall stay in the city. even though I retire this year. - Do 

you? 

Here again. the clause when I retire this year in (a) is ranhhifted and there
fore cannot be presupposed; so [4~95a] is unacceptable. But the clause 
even though I retire this year in (b) is hypotolctic; this, therefore. is accessible 
by presupposition. and [4:95b) is a perfectly good example of mhesion 
by verbal ellipsis. 

4-4 Clausal ellipsis 
4·4·1 Modal and propositional 

We bave included under verbal ellipsis all instances of ellipsis in the verbal 
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group. However. both types of verbal ellipsis, both operator ellipsis and 
lexical ellipsis, also involve ellipsis that is externa1 to the verb itself. affect
ing other ekments in the structure of the clause. 

We can therefore look at these two types: of ellipsis from another angle, 
taking the clause as the po-int of depanure. The clause in English. con
sidered as the expression of the 1lariom speech functions, such as statement, 
question, response and so on, has a two-part structure consisting of 
MODAL BLEM.HNT plus PROPOSITIONAL ELEMENT (if 4.3.6 above). :fur 
example 

{4:96) (x) The Duke was I going to plant a row of poplars in the park 
(Modal element) (Proposicional element) 

The MODAL clement, which embodies the speech function of the clause, 
consists in turn of the Subject plus the finite clement in the verbal group, 
Strictly, the part of the verbal group that goes in the mod.al block is 
simply the finiteness, which may not be realized in a separate element: it 
may he fused with the remainder of the verb, as in simple past and present 
tenses pftmWti, pJant(s). The PROPOSITION At ELEMENT consists of the 
residue: the remainder of the verbal group. and any Complements or 
Adjuncts that may he present. The difference between a Complement and 
an Adjunct is. briefly. that the Complement could become a Subject i.f the 
clause was turned round in some way. eg: a row of poplars was going to be 
planted by the late Dukej whereas the Adjunct could not. 

In the favourite clause type the Modal element precedes the Proposi
rional, though it need not do; we may have 

the Duke was ~going to plant a row of 
popW.s. 

Proposi Modal element tional clement 

o< !.;:96] (3) A mw of poplm 

Proposi 

the Duke wa!> ~going to plant in the 
puk. 

Modal clement tiona1 element 

The two types of vcrha1 eUipsis are derivable from these two major 
divisions of the clause. Under certain conditions there is ellipsis of the 
Modal dement: thus 

{4:97) What was th.e Duke going to do?- Plant a row of poplars in the 
park. 
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In the answer • the Modal element is omitted: the Subject and. within the 
verbal group. the finite operator was. Hence there is operator dlipsis in the 
verbal group. In other circumstances there may be ellipsis of the Proposi
tioml element: 

[4:98} Who was going to plant a row of poplars in the park?- The 
Duke was. 

Here there is omission of the Complement and the Adjunct. a~ within 
the verbal group. of the lexical verb plant: so we have lexical ellipsis in 
the verbal group. The verbal element going to, which is neither finite 
operator nor 1exical verb -it is a non-finite tense operator - is omitted in 
both examp!es here: this is one of the features of verbal ellipsis which can
not be accoWited for simply by reference to the clause (it was dealt with 
in a preceding section, 4--34--4). 

There is no need to repeat here the details of what from the clause stand
point are modal ellipsis and prepositional. ellipsis, since those have already 
been discussed in cotmection with operator dlipsis and lexical dlipsis in 
the verbal group. In brief,. modal dlipsls is associated with a context where 
there is no choice of mood in the clause- mood,. the choice of declarative, 
interrogative, imperative and their subcategories. is the realization of 
speech function, and is expressed by the Modal element. Likewise. in 
modal ellipsis the polarity is determined., and the Subject can be presup
posed from what has. gone before. Typically~ in other words, modal 
ellipsis. occurs in response to a WH- question asking 'what {did, does., etc) 
... do?' (c{[4:97] above): 

[4:99] What were they doing?- Holding hands. 

The usual type of non-finite dependent clause is. in fact, simply a clause 
with modal ellipsis; but it is one which presupposes another dame within 
the same sentence. this being what is meant by 'dependent • • and so it does 
not enter into cohesion; an example would be 

[4-: too] Holding hands they stole quietly out of the house. 

Prepositional ellipsis, on the other hand, is associated with those instances 
where the mood and the poJarity are the principal components of the mes
sage: typically, responses to statements and yes/no questions. where the 
subject is presupposed by a reference item. as in 

[4:101] a. The plane has landed.- Has it? 
b. Has the plane landed ? - Yes, it has. 
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It is also found in response to WH- questions where the unk.no"vn element 
happens to be the Subject (q[4:98]above): 

[4: I02] Who taught you to spdl?- Grandfather did. 

In general, in a finite clause with either o.f these two types of ellipsis the 
verbal group will aiso be elliptical: 

Clause 
{I} modal ellipsis 
(2) propositional ellipsis 

Verbal group 
operator ellipsis 
kxical ellipsis 

But there are certain circumstances under which this does not hold. 

(I) Modal/operator ellipsis. If the verb is in simple past or present tense, 
modal e11ipsis may not involve operator diipsis; moreover it is not always 
possible to say whether it does or not! 

[4: 103] a. What did he do?- Ran away. (Run away.) 
(but note: What did he do, run away?) 

b. What do they do?- Run away. 
c. What does he do?- Runs away. (Run away.) 

It wou1d be possible to have run away in (c) and also in (a); they would 
then be, appropriately, instances of operator ellipsis, since the full forms 
would be He runs (=does+run) away. He ran (=did+run) away. There is 
some uneasiness about run away in these contexts. perhaps because it 
APP~ to be finite (and therefore wrong, either in number or in tense); 
on the other hand the non-elliptical forms also seem wrong, because they 
are dearly finite and yet lack a Subject, which is contrary to normal pat
terns. So the preferred form is often that with pronoun Subject added: he 
ran away. he runs away. With [4: ro3b] the problem does not arise, since 
the non-finite run would in this case a1so be the appropriate finite form. 

{2) Propositional/lexical ellipsis. There are two occasions when prepo
sitional ellipsis does not involve lexical dhpsis. One is very general: the 
speaker may use the substitute do rather than the elliptical form of the 
ver~l group (see above, Chapter 3, especially 3.3.2). Here 'speaker'. ~ 
always, includes 'writer'; but in &et substituticnt is m.ore common in 
spoken than in written English. ellipsis being often preferred in writing. 
Moreover, as akeady noted, there is considerable variation among dif
ferent dialects; and there are individual differences also. But with some 
speakers, at least, the substitute form of the verbal group may beuseJ in all 
instances of prepositional eUipsis except those where the verb is passive, 
which do not substitute at aU. and. those where the verb is be or have, which 
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'substitute' for themselves (the verb do does in fact substitute by do~ 
though the result dQeS not show}. But substitution is less usual in question
answer sequences, which have marked polarity and therefore are more 
often elliptical. Some examples: 

[4:!04] 
Presupposed 
clau.e 

Elliptical 
form 

(a) Has the plane Yes it has. 
landed? 

(b) Keep out of It ha•. 
si.ght till the 
plane lmds. 

(c) Who was 
playing the 
piano? 

(d) WuJohn 
playing the 
piano? 

(e) Are the rest 
linislred? 

(f) Do« Jane 
sing? 

(g) De« Jane 
sing? 

(b) Has May 
done her 
homework? 

(j) Has the 
weather been 
cold? 

(k) I hear Smith 
is having an 
operation? 

Peter was. 

No. Peter was 
though. 

Yes, they are. 

Yes. she does. 

Yes, she has. 

Yes, it has. 

He has. 

Substitute 
form 
Yes it has done. 

It has done. 

Peter was doing. 

No. Peter was 
doing, though. 

full form 
Yes it has 
lmded. 
lt has landed. 

Peter was 
playing the 
piano. 
No. Peter was 
playing the 
piano, though. 
Yes, they are 
linislred. 

Yes, she does do. Yes, she does 

No, butMary 
does. 

y "'· .he has 
done. 

(Ye. it has 
been.) 

(He has had.) 

•mg. 
No, butMary 
smgs. 
Yes, she has 
done her 
homework. 
Yes,. it has been 
cold. 

He has had an 
operation. 

Strictly speaking in [4: 104g] there is no elliptical form (if [3 :9rl in 
3·3·3-3). although effectively the distinction between ellipsis and substi
tution is neutralized here. This is, in fact, the second of the two occasions 
where propositionalellipsis does notlead to lexical dlipsis, and it is not very 
interesting; namely, in simple past or present tense with unmarked posi
tive pobrity. where there simply is no distinct elliptical form. Hence the 
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difference between (f) and (g) above: whereas in [4: ro4f'J there IS a dis
tinct form with lexical ellipsis,. because the verb has marked polarity (the 
full form is J~s sing)~ in [4: 104g} there is not- the polarity is unmarked 
and the full form is simply sings. And since the verbs be aud have (ie the 
have meaning • possess'. whi-ch is replaceable by have got, as in he had a 
yacht; not that meaning "take', ~undergo', etc as in he had an ope:Taticm. he 
had brealifast) do not t.ke the verbal operator do-their 'marked positive .. 
form is simply the non-reduced is, has. hy contrast with reduced • s, etc -
these verbs Nl!VER have an elliptical form in simple past and present tense. 
So 

[4:104] (cont'd.) 
Presupposed Elliptical Substitute 

fOnn clause form 
(f) Does Jane Y.,., she does. Yes, she does do. 

sing? 

(g)DoesJane 
sing? 

Q) Is be 
suspicious? 

(m) Is be 
suspicious? 

(n) lhsbe(got) a 
pn:judice 
against it? 

(o) lhs he (got) a 
pr~ndice 
against it? 

No, but Mary does. 

Yes, he is. 

No, bus Jobn is. 

y.,., be ha~ 

No, but Jobn has. 

Full form 
Yes, she does 
smg. 
No, butMary 
smg.. 
Yes. he is 
suspicious. 
No, but John's 
SU5p1ClOUS.. 

Yes, be has (got) 
a prejudice 
against it. 
No, butJobn 
has Oobn's got) 
a prejudice 
against it. 

Some varieties of English treat this haw like the majority of otber verbs 
and we the operator tlo with it; for speakers of such varietie5, example5 
(n) and (o) would not be valid. 

To sununarize the circmnstances under which clausal ellipsis, modal or 
propositiona1, may be found unaccompanied by ellipsis in the verbal 
group: operator ellipsis may be avoided in simple past and present tense~ 
and ru~titution may be used in most instances instead of lexical ellipsis, 
the two being indistinguishable from each other in simple past and pre
sent (unmarked positive form), and indistinguishable also from the full 
form in the case of the verb. b. aod have(~ 'posses>'). Otherwise, verbal 
ellipsis and clausal ellipsis go together. 
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The next section (4-4-2) deals with some instances of the omission of 
single dements in the clause. After that W'e go on to consider clausal 
ellipsis in its typical context of question-response and other types of re
joinder, lint in direct qx:ech (4.4-3) md then in indirect •peech (4-4-4)- A 
fina1 section refers to ellipsis in clause complexes (4-4·5)-

4-4-Z No ellipsis of single elements 

It is not possible in English to say 

[4:105] Has she taken her medicine?- She has taken. 

Either we must reply with a full, non-elliptical clause she has taken her 
medicine (or she has taken it. using reference to presuppose hu mdicine); or 
we must omit BOTH her media.'ne AND the lexical verb take and say she has 
(or she has don£. using the substitute do in its place). Let us tabulate these, 
from the point of view of ellipsis: 

[4: Io6J a. lfu she taken her medicine?
(i) No ellipsis: 

(1) no presupposition She has taken her medi-
cme. 

(2) presuppo.ition of 
Complement by 
reference She has taken it. 

(ri) Clausal ellipsis: 
(I) with verbal ellipsis She has. 
(2) with verbal •ubstitunon She bas done. 

It may be hdpful to give equivalent sets for Jo. have and be: 

f-c.: to6] b. Has she done her c. Has she had d. Has she- been 
homework? her breakfast? unhappy? 

(i) (I) She has done her She has bad her She has been 
homework. breakfast. unhappy. 

{2) She has done it. She has had it. 
(u) (1) She has. She has. She bas. 

(>) She has done. She has bad. She has been. 

(We cannot S2Y .she has been ~ at least not in answer to lun she been un
happy?, although this would have been acceptable if the Complement had 
been a noun, eg: Isn't it time she was secretary?- Oh no. she's bun it already.) 

The notion that Jo, have (ail senses} and be 'substitute fo.r themselves' is 
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useful in explaining the forms given lUlder (iiz). If these were not sub
stitute forms, they would be impossible in the same way that She has taken 
is impossible: it is not possible to le.1vc out the Complement but retain the 
Prcdicator {verbal group} intact. 

This in turn is part of a very general restriction on eUipsis, whereby it is 
not possible to omit single elements &om the structure of the clause. If a 
single elemem of clause structure is to be presupposed, for purposes of co
hesion,. it must he expressed by a reference item; m (to vary example 
[4:96]) 

[4: I07] The Duke has planted poplars in the park. 
Presupposing: we have: 

(a) The Duke He h.s plantecl poplan in the park. 
(b) popJars The Duke has pJanted them in the park. 
(c) in the park The Duke has planted poplars there. 

We cannot omit he in (a) or them in (b); and although we could omit 
there in (c), in the sense that it would still leave an acceptable clause struc
ture, there would be no presupposition and therefore no feature of• place • 
iJJ-.the dame. There is no type of daus:al ellipsis which rakes the form of the 
omission of single elements of clause structme. 

It should be stressed. once again that we are confining our definition of 
ELLIPSIS to its non-structural, cohesive sense~ that is, as a form of pre
supposition between sentences. Within the sentence, we find internal 
BRANCHING which may involve the omission of single elements of dause 
structure {as v.-ell as structures of any other rauk). for example: 

!4: I oS] a. John loves Mo!ry but is loved by Jane. 
b. Either Peter will play his cello or Sally her guitar. 
c. Anne cut out and Sarah sewed a dress for every doll. 

Similarly for combinations of two elements: 

[4:Io8Jd. Sybil takes coffee very strong butJoan rather weak. 
e. We climbed. Great Gable Qfi Tuesday and Sea Fell two days 

later. 

But here in all instances the two parts are structurally related, by coordina
tion, and the patterns of occw:rence are quite different. The same explana
tion holds for 

[4-:ro8} £ The cat catches mice in summer. -And the dog rabbits. 
g. The cat won't catch mice in winter.- Nor the dog rabbits. 
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Even though these are written as separate sentences, they are in fact linked 
by coordination; this pattern would not be possible with hut, so or other 
conjunctive dements (see Chapter s). 

Aside from this structural •branching', there remains one other 
phenomenon which is to be distinguished clearly from eUipsis; this is not 
in fact an instance of omission, and involves no presupposition of any 
kind, but it is sometimes referred to, rather confusingly. as if it was a form 
of ellipsis in the eh. we. Examples would be: 

[4:H)9] a. Simon's: playing. Let's: not interrupt. 
b. Sandra deans. for me when I' m out. 
c. Run! 

These are sometimes described as elliptical forms of. eg, Simon's pla.ying the 
piano, Sandt-ll cle-ans the fiat, You run! Actually however they are systematic 
variants in which nothing is omitted. any more than an expression of time 
or place can be said to he • omitted • from a clause which does not contain 
one. They have no systemic features which are not expressed in their 
structure. It is misleading to call them • elliptical• because this suggests they 
h:otve some rohesive function similar to that of the elliptical forms we are 
discussing here. whereas in fact they have none. If there was ellipsis of the 
Complement, they wou1d presuppose the Complement, which they do 
not. They do not presuppose any preceding item; in general, they cannot 
occur in contexts where there is presupposition,. for example 

[4: r to] a. Does Sandra dean the windows? - She deans for me when 
!*m out. 

b. They a!ked Simon to play some Chopin. When he started 
playing. it was LiS2t. 

In (a) the one thing the response could not mean is' she deans the windows 
for me~, which would make it like [4:105] above. This is borne out by 
[4: nob]. where the response is quite acceptable and started playing dearly 
does NOT presuppose Chopin. 

We have emphasized at various points in the discUs.sion that the distinc
tions we are drawing, while they are useful and important for explaining 
the patterns that lie behind the construction of text, are not to be taken too 
rigidly. When we say that there is no type of clausal ellipsis consisting in 
the omission ofindividual elements of structure of the clause. we are stat
ing :a generalization. one which explains why certain theoretically possible 
clause types cannot occur independently - though they may occur in 
branching structures. This does not mean that a. single dement of clause 
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structure can never he presupposed undeL any circumstances. We can 
have sequences like 

f4:111] a. We went on the river yesterday. We had dinner out too. 
b. Can you read the print without your glasses? -No, but I can 

look at the pictures. 

where the second sentence in (a) also refers to 'yesterday• and the response 
in (b) refers to 'v.ithout my glasses'. But these are not elliptical sentences. 
They merdy imply, in the particular context in whlch they occur, the 
particular time, manner. etc referred to in the preceding sentence. So in 
I 4: I I I b] the response implies 'I can look at the pictures without my 
glasses •. but it does not itsdf embody a feature of manner, nor is without 
my glasses in any sense omitted from it. 

At the same time, the line between what is elliptical and what is not 
elliptical is not a completely sharp one. Most instances are dear; there is no 
doubt that the omission of modal and propositi anal elements in the clause, 
as in 14:97] and [4:98]. is to be explained as dii.ptical. whereas the types 
represented in [4:109-III] are not. But there are some doubtful in
stances. For example it might reasonably be suggested that in [4: tu] the 
second sentence is actually benefactive, the Beneficiary him being omitted 
by ellipsis: 

(4: riz] Are you sending jack anything for his birthday?- I thought of 
sending a book token. 

However, there appear to be no examples of the omission of just one ele
ment from the structure of a clause WHERE THAT BLEMENT IS OTHERWISB 

OBUGATO:RY- of the Subject, for example, or a Complement following a 
verb which must have a Complement (</[4-: 105] above}. Hence instances 
which on other grounds could he interpreted either as dliptical oL as non
elliptical, but which if regarded as elliptical would take the form of the 
omission of a single element of clause structure, should perh2.ps for that 
very Leason be excluded from the category of ellip5is. This is a theoretical 
decision, and one which would allow us to formulate a very general 
principle about cohesion in the clause. 

This principle is as follow>. Other than in a question-answer environ
ment (to be discussed in the remainder of this chapter). the basis of both 
elljpsis and substitution- and these, as explained earlier, .are essentially the 
same phenomenon -is the two-part structure • Modal plus Proporitional·. 
One or other of these elements may be presupposed,. as a whole; but the 
s.maller elements which make them up- Subject, Complement. Predica-
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tor. Adjunct- may not be presupposed in isolation. The facts on which this 
principle is based are often indeterminate. as the facts of1anguage always 
are~ we do not force them into a mould. but in the uncertain instances we 
choose that interpretation which brings more of them within the scope of 
a single generalization- provided it is one which makes good sense_ Here 
it does.. It is the Modal-Proposi.tional structure which expresses the func
tion of the clause in the discourse. so it is natural that this structure should 
provide the means for integrating any clause into a coherent text together 
with what has gone before. 

4·4·3 Ellipsis in qu~stion-answer tmd other rejoinder sequences 

Not all questions have an answer; but no less significant is the fact that 
not all answers have a question. The 'question and .answer • sequence is a 
standard pattern in language, and not surprisingly the special type of co
hesive relation that subsists between an answer and its question has its own 
characteristic grammatical properties.. At the same time there are other 
sequences involving rejoinders of one kind and another. 

Let us first make some terminological distinctions. Any observation by 
one speaker. whether it is a question or not, may be followed by an obser
vation by another speaker that is related to it by some cohesive tie. We 
shall refer to this very general category of sequel as a REJOINDER. A re
joinder is any utterance which immediately follows an utterance by a 
different speaker and is cohesively rdated to it. 

A rejoinder that follows a question will be called a RESPONSE. Within 
the category of responses there is a further distinction between DIRECT 

.RESPONSE.S and INDIRECT RESPONSES. A direct response is one which 
answers the question; it is either a form of'yes' or 'no • ~if the question is 
of the yesino type, or a specification of the information .asked for by the 
WH- element. if the question is of the WH- type. An indirect response is 
either one which comments on the question (cOMMENTARY). or one 
which denies its relevance {DISCLAIMER), or one which gives supple-
:mrnt:ary information implying but not actually expressing an answer 
{SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSE). 

A direct response v.-ill also be referred to as an ANSWER. But note that 
the category of answer, which is the supplying of the particular inforiD2-
tion that is called for by the question. is not limited to responses, because 

' . one can answer ones own quesnom. 
Other rejoinders, not following a question. jnclude ASSENT and -cON

TllADICTlON, following a statement; CONSENT and REFUSAL, following 
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a command; and yes/no or WH- question following either a statement or 
a command. 

Some examples of all these types: 

(4:II3] a. It's going to rain. -(i) It might. (ii) Itisn"t. (iii) Is it? 
b. Leave me alone.- (i) I won't. (u) All right, I will. (ui) Why? 

The sequel sentences are rejoinders. since they are cohesive utterances 
by another speaker;. but they are not respcmes, because the presupposed 
items are not questions. [4: 113a] is a statement, to which the rejoinder 
is (i) an assent. (ii) a contradiction, (iii) a yes/no question; (b) is-a command. 
to which the rejoinder is (i) a r~ (ii) a consent, (iii) a WH- question. 

[4: II 3 J c. His John arrived? -Yes, he has. 
d. Whendidjohnarrive?- Yesterday. 

Here the two sequels are rejoinders of the 'response • type. and both are 
direct responses.. or 211Swers; they give the information that is being 
sought. 

[4!II3] e. Howdidtheybreakin?-I'llshowyouhow. 
£ Why didn't you tel!Jobn? -I did. 

Here the sequels are still responses. but indirect; the first is a commentary~ 
the second a disclaimer. 

(4: 113] g. Did you tell John?- He wasn't there. 

In (g) the response is also indirect,. but here the answer is implied(' ... so I 
couldn't~); these we shall can supplementary responses. Finally 

[4: 113] h. Did !lock the door? Yes of course I did. 

Here there is only one speaker. so the sequel is not a response; but it is an 
answer, since it gives the information required. 

4·4·3·1 DJRBCI RESPONSES (1): YFS/NO QUESTIONS 

Answers to yes/no questions,. or POLAlt. QUESTIONS as they have been 
called, are very simply dealt with, as the instruction 'Answer ya or no!' 
suggests: the appropriate answer is ye.s or no. The words yes and no express 
simply a feature of polarity. They do not mean (as do their dictionary 
equivalents in some other languages) •you are right' and • you are wrong'; 
they mean • the answer is positive' and 'the answer is negative'. Hence 
their meaning is unaffected by the polarity of the question~ contrast the 
forms of the positive in French: 



[4: II4) 
(I) Question 
a. Arc you 

coming?-
b. Aren't you 

comlng?-
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(2) Answer, positive 
Yes ('f am') [oui] 

Yes('! am') [si] 

(3) Answer, negative 
No ('r'm not') [non] 

No \I'm not') [non] 

In this connection it is interesting to note that both yes and no occur more 
often as rejoinders t-o statements than they do as aruwers to questions; 
here both of them signal' I agree', • [ understand •, ~I' m listening' -keeping 
the channel of communication open - and the choice of one or the other 
simply follows the polarity of the preceding statement: 

[4:u5] a. The soloist wasn't very inspiring. -No, he seemed rather 
tired. 

b. The car's running very well. - Yes, I had it serviced recently. 

h is possible to consider yes and no as clause substitutes. But they are not 
really substitutes; for one thing, they can be accompanied. by part or even 
the whole of the dause for which they would be said to he substituting, 
and that is precluded from substitution as. usually defined. For example in 
[4:II44] the answer(2) could be yes, yes I am, or yes! am coming. They are 
realizations of a single clause feature, that of polarity. which is being 
expressed on its own instead of in association with the verbal group; and 
the fact that it is expressed on its own means that the whole of the remain
der of the clause is presupposed; hence their cohesive effect. 

The words yes and no express simple polarity. There are also complex 
expressions,. some meaning • either yes or no', eg: maybe. perhaps, ;md some 
meaning •both yes and no~, eg: sometimes, WUlJily. The former ace often 
combined with some modality. the speaker's assessment of the relative 
probabilities of "yes • and •no ', eg: probably, possibly. All these are appro
priate answers to yes/no questions; and they are also cohesive, since they 
presuppose all the remaining features of the clause other than the polariry. 

If the answer yes, or other expression of polarity, is accomp<mied by jus.t 
a part of the clause, this will be the Modal dement: yes I am, no I'm not, 
sometimes lu- does~ perhaps she has, possihly they might.and s.o on. The Modal 
element is itself sufficient as an answer, since it also carries the polarity (and 
presupposes the Propositional element of the clause); so [4-: r J4a] could be 
answered simply by I am, rm not. If both occur, as in yes I am, they func... 
tion jointly as the realization of a direct answer; .as distinct from 

(4: II6) Did you see anyone?- Yes, Shirley. 
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where the second part of the answer, Shirley, is an indirect response. giv
ing supplementary information (see 4-4·3·3 below). 

4·4·3·2 DIRECT RBSPONSJlS (2): WH- QUESTIONS 

At .first sight the answer to a WH- question, or NON-POLAR QUES

TION, seems very different from the answer to .a yes/no question, since 
the information that is being sought by the two types of question is very 
different. A WH- question requires the specification of a particular item 
whjch is as it were missing from the clause. The respondent knows what 
the function of this item is in the clause structure, since this has been sup
plied by the questioner; he knows the total structure of the clause, in fact, 
and also the actual items that occur in all the other functions. He merely 
has to fill in the blank. The WH- expression itself indicate5 whether the 
missing item is participant or circumstance, and various other things about 
it: if it is a circumstance, whether it is time, place, cause, manner, etc 
(whm, where, why, lww, and an open-ended set of forms such as what time, 
what with, like what, which way,for whose .sake); ifitis a participant, whether 
it is from a limited set (which) or not, whether human (wlw, which/what 
person. etc,. or possessive whose, etc) or non-human (what, which/what thing, 
etc), and whether the question is one of degree (hew much/many. how long, 
etc) or of kind (what kind, like what, etc). 

The simpkst form of answer, therefore, is -one which. does. mer-dy fill 
in the blank: which supplies the appropriate nominal, adverbial or prepo
sitional gcoup to act as Subject or Complement or Adjunct, and as Actor 
or Goal or Beneficiary or Temporal or Locative or whatever function is 
required. So for example: 

[4! n7]a. What did I hit?- A root. (Complement; Goal) 
b. Who killed Cock Robin 1- The sparrow. {Subject; Actor) 
c. How much does Jt cost? - Five pmmds. (Complement; 

Range) 
d. How's the patient? - Comfortable. (Complement; Attri

bute) 
e. Till what time are you staying?- Half past three. (Adjunct; 

Temporal) 
£ What did you draw it with?- A pencil. (Adjunct; Irutru

ment) 
g. Whose gloves are these?- Sally~ s. {Complement; Identifier) 

The principle underlying these answers is, however, exactly the same as 
that which governs the answers yes and no to a question of the yes/no type. 
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In each ase. when givmg a direct response in its simplest form the 
speaker makes explicit just one thing. the information that the question 
calls for, and leaves all the rest to he presupposed by ellipsis. With a yes/ 
no question, this information is the polarity, so the answer specifies the 
polarity and presupposes aH else. ln a WH- question. the infortn.3tion 
required is the item occupying a particula~ function (strictly, a particular 
complex of functions) in the structure; the answer specifics this and pre
supposes the remainder of the clause. Hence the principle of clausal ellipsis. 
in clauses which are answers to questions, is general to all types of question. 
Any clause fWlCtioning as answer, in the sense defined above (see [4: I I3C 
and d]). has an elliptical form consisting of just one element. Which cle
ment this is is explicit in the form of the question, and all remaining fea
tures of the question clause- excepting. of course. its interrogative mood
:ire presupposed .. 

Just as with a yes/no question we may aho have longer, partially elliptical 
{or entirely non-elliptiC41l) forms of answer, so too these may he found 
with \VH- questions. If the WH- item is Subject the answer may, like the 
answer to a yes/no question, have propositional ellipsis; this is because the 
Subject falls within the Modal element. So the answer to [4-: 117b] might 
be The spaTTow did. Whether or not the WH- item is Subject. the answer 
can be filled out with no ellipsis at all; we could have The sparrow killed 
Cock Robin in answer to [4: 1I7h] and You hit a root in [4: IIp]. If the 
WH- item does not form a complete nominal or prepositional group by 
itself (eg: whose gkves, what ... with. till wh.tt time), then the simplest 
answer is one in which there i.s not only clausal ellipsis hut also ellipsis 
within the group. either nominal (eg: Sally's in [4:n7g]. for 'Sally's 
gloves'; if 4.2.J.I, [4:24] above) or prepositional We have not dis
cussed the dlipsis of prepositions in the Adjunct as a separate topic. since 
it occurs only in this context; it is however illustrated by [4: II?e and f]. 
where the prepositions till and with arc presupposed in the answer. In such 
instances there is an intermediate form of answer in which the group is not 
elliptical but the clause is; so we could have 

[4: t17] e'. Till what time are you staying?- Tlll half past three. 
f' _ What did you draw it with?- With a pencil. 
g'. Whose gloves are these? - Sally's gloves. 

There is no WH- verb in English; we cannot ask ycu·re whatting the 
eggs?- or rather. since the WH- item comes first in the clause, whatting 
are you tile eggs? Instead we have the form what (Jf'l! )'QU doing to the eggs? 
This involves the use of the 'pro-verb' do, in the combination Jo what? (if 
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3·3·3·3). The exp£"ession do what?, like do that, presupposes the whole of the 
prepositional element in the clause other than anything that is repudiated. 
so that the question what are you doing? is appropriately answered by a 
proposition (ie a clause with modal ellipsis) rather than jwt a lexical verb, 
although tbe proposition might CONSIST just of a lexical verb. Thus relax
ing. frying eggs,foeding the ducks in the park could all aruwer do what? 
questions. If the do what 1 is not intended to embrace the entire proposition 
the iterru that are not being asked for are made explicit, eg; what were you 
doing in the park? Such items however can never occur as nominals; they 
must take the form of a prepositional group. Following do what?~ a pre
position is required even with an item functioning as Goal in the clause 
structure. usually to or with: 

[4: n8J a. What are you doing with the eggs?- Poaching them. 
b. What have the children done to the wheelbarrow? -Broken 

it, 

This is in accord with the general principle whereby all.PARTICIPANTS in 
the structure of the clause, in Engli~ may be related to the verb either 
directly as nominals or through the medium of a preposition; the preposi
tional form is used to make the function explicit where this is necessary -
as it is here because we do not know what the verb is.* The answer fol
lows the nonnal pattern except that if there is a Goal-Complement in the 
question it is usually presupposed by pronoun reference rather than by 
ellipsis; so we havt:' them and it in the answers in (4: u8J. 

4·4·3·3 INDIRECT RESPONSES 
There is one kind of response which is not a.n answer in the defined sense. 
but is what we called an INDIRECT RESPONSE; this may be a COM

MENTARY, a DISCLAIMER or a SUPPL.EMRNTARY. Any question may be 
greeted by a COMMENTARY, which is really a statement about the speak
er's attitude to the answer: his ignorance of it, for example, or his consent 
or refusal to give it. These. since tbey are in fact reports, have the elliptical 
potentialities of 'reporting-reported • sequences as described in 4·4·-4- be
low. Exampl., are (and g[4: UJe)): 

{4: II9] a. Is it Tuesday today?- I don't know. 
b. Why are the lights turned off?- I'm not supposed to say 

why. 

'* CfM. A. K. fulliday, 'Langtnge structuR" and languagr function', iu]<>hn Lyons (ed), New 
HoriZ<mJ in Linguisti&s {1-brm.~~ Penguin Boob,. 1.970), e~y p 16.4. 
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Likewise, any question may be followed by a DISCLAIMER, which side
steps the question by disputing Its relevance. TypicaUy, a disclaimer in
volves moving from a yes/no to a WH- context, Or vice versa, eg (and if 
(40 IIJf]) 0 

[4: 120] a. When did they cancel the hooking ? - Did they? 
b. "What's your tdephone number?- We're not on the phone. 
c. Have you tested the battery?- How? 

Some questions are framed so as to be difficult to disdaim, such as the 
notorious Wlten did you stop b~ating your wife?, to which there is no 
ELLIPTICAL response meaning unambiguously •I never have beaten her'. 
Normally however a response of the disclaimer type is elliptical; either it 
is declarative, with propositionat dlipsis, or it is interrogative, in which 
case it is of the opposite type to the question, and has response-question 
ellipsis (see below). 

The third type of indirect response is a SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSE, 

which gives information other than that which is asked for but answeo 
the question by implication, for example (and if{4: IIJg]}: 

[4: 121] a. Can you make it stand up ? - If you keep still. 
h. Have we a car here?- Not unless you came :in yours. 
c. Did you get the application form?- It's on my desk. 
d. Aie you co-ming back today? - This evening. 

Characteristically there supplementary responses presuppose the entice 
question; and they stand in a definite structural relation to it- or rather to 

the declarative clause which would serve as a direct answer to it. by which 
they would he 'fll!ed out•. In [4:12.ra], for example, the full form would 
be (Yes) I um make it stand up if you keep stiU: that is, the direct answer, with 
the supplementary response hypotactically related to it, as a condition, 
The answer is positive unless repudiated by not, as in [4: urh]; the supple
mentary is usually conditional or causal r yes if ... ' > • yes: because ... }~ al
though it may be simply coordinated as in [4: nrcJ {'yes and .. .') and 
[-t.: 121d] ('yes, more specifically .. .'}-or even with an adversative impli
cation. the presupposed answer then being negative ('no but .. .') as in 

[4: I2.z] Did you collect the subscriptions?- Smith did. 

Supplementary responses. are typically associated with yes:Jno questions; 
it is difficult to answer a WH- question hy implication, and the nearest 
equivalent form of response to a WH- question is really a type of dis
claimer, like [4: 12ob]. But the various types of indirect response are all 
fairly similar and cannot be kept strictly apart. 
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4-4·3·4 A NOTE ON ZEUGMA 

As a postscript to this discussion of ellipsis in responses. we might add a 
brief note on zeugma. Zeugm.a is based. on ellipsis. and both the WH- and 
the yes/no types of question afford excellent opportunities for zeugmatic 
answers. These involve a transfer from one element of dausc structure to 
.another; with a WH- question this can be achieved. by a direct resqonse 
(ie an answer). as in [ 4: IZ3a and b]. but with a yes/no question it requires 
an indirect. supplementary response of the 'no but .. .'type. as :in [4:123c 
and d]: 

[4:rz,3} a. What has he been malcing?-A big mistake. 
b. How did you travd? - fu considerable discomfOrt. 
c. Did she make him a good wife? - No. a good husband. 
d. Was he shot in the street?- No. in the shoulder. 

In (b). for example, iww is intended in the question as 'by what means?' 
but is interpreted in the answer as • in what condition •. In its classical form 
as a figure of rhetoric, zeugma is embodied in coordinate structures, where 
the pattern is one of (structural) branching and not cohesion {eg; we 
travelled in buses and great discomfort). But the principle is the same. 

4·4-3·5 OTHEll. REJOJNDI!RS 

We have already mentioned the difference between a :response and a 
rejoinder. A response is one kind of rejoinder, one which presupposes a 
question. and which therefore- Ins special potentialities for ellipsis, as dis
cussed in 4·4·3·!-2 C direct responses') and 4-4·3·3 ("indirect responses}. A 
rejoinder is any utterance by a second speaker which presupposes that of 
the first speaker whether it was a question or not. (W'e referred above to 

the frequent use of yu and no in r~oinders to statemenrs.) From the point 
of view of cohesion, there is no distinct .category of rejoinder; i.t is simply 
an ordinary element in a dialogue. and is covered by what has been said 
about dlipsis in general. But there remain a few observations to he made 
about rejoinders that are not responses to a question. but cohesive sequels 
to a statement or a command. 

QUllSTION R.EJOlND.ERS have the fUnction of querying a preceding 
statement or command, or eliciting supplementary information about it. 
(.r) One type is that which presupposes the entire preceding dause and 
seeks confirmation of it as a whole; these are yes/no questions and nearly 
always have the form of interrogative clauses with proposirional ellipsis., 
like the question tag at the end of a declarative or imperative clause, except 
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that with the rejoinder there is a different speaker and the polarity is never 
reversed. For example 

[4: 124] a. Peter's here.- Is he? 
b. Open that parcel. - Shall I? 
c. •1 com't believe that!" said Alice. 

•ean'tyou?' the Queen said in a pitying tone. 

(.2) In another type the speaker identifies one item as requiring confirma
tion; the remainder of the clause is omitted but this item is queried 
explicidy~ 

{ 

a. John? (To dinner?) 
[4:125) John's coming to dinner. b. Tonight? 

c. And Mary? (Not Mary?) 

These .are three typical instances. In (a), an existing eiement is echoed; in 
(b) a new element is added; and in (c) an existing dement is expanded. 
here by coordination. But the fOrm of ellipsis is the same in all three; only 
one element in the clause is present in the structure, the remainder being 
presupposed by ellipsis. 

Finally the speaker may similarly focus on one item in the clause hut 
query it in the form of a WH- question. Corresponding to {4: usa] we 
have the 'echo question' represented in [4:I26a]. meaning 'please repeat 
that' (4

[ didn't bear'. 'I'm surprised', etc}; this is the only type ofWH
question w-hich must be spoken on a rising tone. Corresponding to 
[4:12sb] is [4: u6b]. where the WH- item represents a new element and 
the whole of the clause i~ presupposed; and to [4~ use]. [4-:IUic} where 
the WH- item who else? asks for expansion of an existing element by 
coordination. 

{ 

a. Who? (tone z) 
[4' 126] John's coming to dinner. b. When? 

c. And who else? 

In some ins-unces the rejoinder ash for more specific :infOrmation about 
an item that is already present: 

[4: 126] d. John~s coming to dinner.-John who? 
e. Alice heard the Rabbit say, • A barrowful will do, to begin 

with.' • A barrowful of what', thought Alice. 

Often the item requiring further specification is itself indefinite (if[ 4: I 29d] 
below). eg: Someone·s coming to dinner. - J.Vho? This type could a1so per-
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baps be matched in the ye$./no series illustrated in [4: us]: ]ohn,.s coming to 
dinner.-John Smith?; Someone's coming to dinnu.- John? 

The other types of rejoinder to a statement or command wually take 
the form of an elliptical clause consisting of the Modal constituent only
that is. one with prepositional ellipsis - with pronoun Subject, but in the 
declarative fonn. In [4: 12-7]. (a) is an assent, {h) a contradiction, (c) a con
"'nt and (d) a refusal: 

[4: 127] a. •Everything's just as it was!' 
~Of course it is/ said the Queen, 

h. ~ ... being so many d.Uferent sizes in a day is very confusing. • 
'It isn't." said the Caterpillar. 

c. 'Our family always h.teJ cats: ""''Y• low, vulgar thing.! 
Don~t let me hear the name again!" 
'I won't indeed!' said Alice, in a great hurry to change the 
subject of conversation. 

d. 'Never mind what they all say~ my dear, but take a return
ticket every time the train stops.' 
'Indeed I sha"n't!' Alice said rather impatiently. 

These forms often combine with yes and no, as in the following: 

[4:127] e. It's none of their business.- Yes it is. 
f. 'It must come sometimes to .. jam today"; Alice objected. 

"No, it can't," said the Queen. 

As was remarked ear:lier. yes and ~w also occur alone; they are the forms 
of expression of positive and negative polarity when everything else in the 
clause is omitted by ellipsis: 

[4:127] g. It's col.J.- Yes. 
h. We're not late. -No. 

These are both instances of assent. In contradiction, the Modal consti
tuent of the clause is osua.lly added. and it must be added if the contradic
tion is positive; so in (h) we could not have just yes as a rejoinder (and if( e) 
above). The same pattern is fonnd following a command; we may have 
yes or no alone. but if yes occurs following a negative command, and there
fore signals a refusal, it must be accompanied by the Modal dement of the 
clause: 

[4: 127] j. Don~t tell anyone what you saw!- Yes. ( wilL 
k. Don't lce5 go back!- Yes, let's. 

All these rejoinders could be 'filled out' in a non-elliptical form. But 
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the pattem which is most typicl of or-dinary dialogue is that described 
here, with just one element mad.e explicit. and the remainder presupposed. 
This use of ellipsis to express the cohesive relation between a re;joinder and 
the utterances which preceded it,. in sequences which are not structured as 
question-answer, is a very characteristic aspect of the textUre oflinguistic 
interaction. 

4·4·4 Ellipsis in 'reporting-reptmed' sequences 

There is one further context for clausal ellipsis. that of reported. speech. 
The type of ellipsis found in this context is closely related to some of the 
instances that we have alre2dy met,. particuJarly the· commentary~ type of 
indirect response [4.: I rg]. and the elliptical WH- question as rejoinclec 
[ 4: 126]. Here therefore we shall not be introducing a new type of elliptical 
structure, but bringing together various instances already met with which 
have something in common. 

What they have in common is the feature R.BPORTED, which is present 
in indirect speech: that is, indirect statements. yes/no questions and WH
questions. These are exemplified. in their full form in the second clauses of 
[4: r28a, b arul c) respectively: 

{ 

a. (that) he was coming. 
[4: I28) John didn't tell me b. if]whether be was coming (or not). 

c. why he was coming. 

lt is perhaps important to point out that the speech function of the report 
(statement, yesfno question, "WH- question) is a feature of the whole com
plex. even if the same verb (e~: teU) occurs in all types. The reported clause 
itself makes no independent selection of mood,_ and examples such as I 
asked John why was he late or I asked MtltJI would she enjoy it are not true 
interrogatives, as shown by the fact that. in the following. (ar): (a2} and 
(br): (b2-) are not proportional: 

(r) {>) 
(a) you'D enjoy it will you enjoy it? 
(b) I asked Mary if she'd enjoy it. I asked. Mary would. she enjoy it. 

4·4·4• I lNDnt:BCf WH- QUESTIONS 

If the reported clause is .an indirect WH- question. it can he elliptical in 
the same way as its equivalent direct question, the WH- type interroga
tive clause. For example: 
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[4: 129) a. Who cou1d have broken those tiles?- I can~t think. who. 
b. I said you would mend it for him. -I hope you didn't say 

when. 
c. The jewels are missing. - I wonder what else. 
d. They still have some copies in stock. - Did you ask how 

many? 

The target of presupposition Is not, of course, the immediately preceding 
clause, which would be the reporting one~ but the precedlng sentence; 
eg in (a} who presupposes ... could have broken those tiles and not I can't 
think. This is possible becawe a reponed clause is not embedded; the 
reporting-reported structure is a hypotactic one (if 3.4.2 above; also 4-3.6, 
[4:94-] and [4-:95])~ and therefore the reported clause can reach out beyond 
the bounds of the sentence in which it occun:. 

The conditions Wldex which elliptical forms tend to occur in indirect 
questions are those we have already met with in explaining ellipsis in 
direct questions (if [4-: u6] above). The 'echo' type occurs. where the 
presupposed clause was itself a WH- question,. as in [ 4-; 1293]; here however 
the elliptical clause does not take a rising tone (tone 2), since it is not itself 
interrogative. In [4: I29 b] a new element is added which was absent from 
the clause that is presupposed. In (c) and (d) an element already present in 
the presupposed clause is offered for expansion, either by coordination (c) 
or by further specification (d). Characteristically in the last instance the 
item in the presupposed clause is a non-specific form, with .some- (someo>ne, 
something, etc)~ or the indefinite article or other non-specific dcictic (see 
4-2.J.2 above). 

As in a direct question. all features and elements of the presupposed 
clause are carried over unless repudiated.. The presupposed elements may 
include ~rt of a nominal or prepositional group where the WH- item is a 
modifier such as which, whose, how many; in an example such as [4: 129d]. 
In addition to the clausal ellipsis there is also nominal eUipsis, since how 
11Mny cou1d be fi11ed out as how many copies. The mood of the presupposed 
clause is always repudiated, by the WH- item itself. Other elements also are 
sometimes repudiated, particularly the finite operator; in such instances, 
however, the WH- clause nonnally has to be non-elliptical, unless the 
WH- element is the Subject (which allows fur prepositional ellipsis) as in 
Who's gcing to lead the way? - I can~ t think who could. 

4-4·4.2 INDIRBCT YES/NO QUESTIONS 

If the reported clause is a yes/no question, the most w:ual dliptical form of 
it is simply zero: 
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[4: 130] a. Was that an earthquake?- I don't know. 
b. I wonder whether England won the cup. Have you heard? 

All features of the presupposed clause are carried over. (All, that is, except 
the polarity. Polarity has a special meaning in a yes/no question. different 
from its meaning elsewhere; it expresses the questioner's attitude to the 
question. as in Don't you know? meaning • I' m surprised', 'you ought to 
know~. In an indirect question which is elliptical. the polarity is simply 
neutralized.) 

In these instances the presupposed clause is itself a question, direct or in
direct~ and we could conclude that this feature is alse presupposed in the 
elliptical clause. It is not necessary for the presupposed dause to he a 
question, however, in order for the ellipsis. to be interpreted in this way. 
If the verb in the reporting clause is one that introduces a question, such as 
ask, then the elliptical reported clause will he interpreted as a question 
whatever the mood of the presupposed clause. In [4: 131a] the indirect 
yes/no question whether he was or not is entirely omitted by ellipsis even 
though the presupposed clause is not a question of a.ny kind: 

[4:I3I] a. John was very disappointed by the response. You can ask:. 
him. 

A more usual type is that in which there is a modality in the presupposed 
clause; 

[4: 13r] b. She might be better living away from home. I'm not sure. 

- and these in turn are related, as was pointed out in the context of the dis
cussion of clausal substitution (3-4-I.r). to elliptical modalized clauses in 
which everything except the modality is presupposed: 

[4: 131] c. I wonder if it~Jl rain on the day of the picnic:.-Probably. 

4·4·4-3 INDIRECT STATEMENTS 

For an indirect statement. there is no equivalent elliptical form containing 
just the marker of the feature 'statement'. Here the cohesive form of the 
reported clause is the substitute so, or its negative not, as in 

[4: 132) I thought Mary was leaving today.- She hasn't said so. 

This has been discussed in 3-4.1.1. The elliptical form is again simply zero, 
as m 

[4:133] a. This mango is ripe. I know fi:om its colour. 
b. England won the cup. - Who told you? 
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Again the whole of the presupposed clause is carried over, including the 
polarity; hut an elliptical indirect statement of this kind does not neces
sarily follow immediately after the presupposed clause, and the exact 
domain of the presupposition is sometimes. rather uncertain. Consider fOr 
example 

[4: t34-] a. John's new cabinet is beautiful. I've seen it being made. You 
can tell him. 

Does this meap. 'you can tell him it's beautiful', or 'you can tell him tve 
seen it being made~, or both? If we expand the second sentence to 

[4:134] b. John's new cabinet is beautiful. I've seen it being made; it"s 
nearly finished.. You can te11 him. 

the amount of unce:rtainty becomes even greater. Even where there is no 
doubt which clause is presupposed, there may still be some more room for 
uncertainty, umally centring around the expression of modality; for 
example 

[4::r3s] a. He hasn't finished. -l should have known. 

Y h { 
b. Didn't you know? 

ou can go ome. N will kn c. oone ow. 

Here (a) might mean either 'I should have known that he hadn"t" or •1 
should have known that he wouldn't•. More dearly still, whereas (b) 
means • didn'tyou know that you can?', (c) me2ns 'no one will know that 
you have gone'. The pattern of determination here is not easy to sort out. 

4-4--4-4 AMBIGUITY BEl WEEN IND!llECT STATBMENTS AND INDIRECT 

QUESTIONS 

Fundamentally this is the same kind of ambiguity as may arise between a 
statement and a yes/no question if the reporting verb is one that can intr~ 
duce either. such as tell, say. report. know. and the reported clause is omitted 
by ellipsis. For example, in 

[4: 136]a. I think the cheque is still valid. The Bank can tell them. 

it is not dear whether the meaning is ~the Bank can tell them that the 
cheque is still valid • or • the Bank can tell them whether the cheque is still 
valid or not •. Again. it is not easy to state exactly what the relevant factors 
are; but the following examples would prestm1ably not be ambiguous: 
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[4:136) b. The cheque is still valid. The Bank can tdl them. (-'that 
it is} 

c. The Bank can tell them. 
( = • whether it is) 

d. The Bank told me. 
The cheque may still be valid. 

(='thatitmayhe/ 

With say the' zero • form of the .reported dause nearly always presupposes 
a question: he didn't say is likdy to mean ·whether .. :, not 'that.,.~. 
But with other verbs, and also with some adjectives such as cleM, the pre
supposed clause may be either question or statement. There is perhaps a 
tendency here for a • zcro' reported clause to be interpreted as a question 
if the reporting clause is negative, :u it frequendy is with these ambiguous 
expressions (it isn't clear. he didn't say are more 1ike}y to occur on their own 
as reporting-reported structuces than it is ckar, ht said); on the other hand, 
whereas I dcm't know is probably 'whether .. .'. I didn't know is more 
likely to be 'that .. .'. As (4:136] shows, various factors both in the 
reporting clause and in the presupposed clause seem to he relevant to the 
interpretation. 

4·4·4·5 REPORTS AND FACIS JN RELATION TO CLAUSAL EU.IPSlS 

We should distinguish here between reported clauses and 'fact • clauses 
(cf above, 3.4..r.r). A REPORT clause. as already noted. is related hypo
tactically to the clause that contains the reporting verb; a sentence such as 
John said ~\fary was leaving consists of two clauses, the second dependent 
on (ie hypotactically related to) the first. A FACT clause is embedded. in 
the strict sense of downgraded in rank. or ·rankshifi:ed •; the sentence John 
predicted that Mary was leaving CONSISTS OF only one clause, which has 
embedded within it another one that no longer functions as a clause but 
functions as a nominal. There are various differences- between report and 
fact. which were summarized earlier (3.4.I.I); note that some verbs can 
occur with either. Because of the structUral difference between the two. a 
reported clause can be expressed cohesively through substitution or 
ellipsis., whereas a fact clause cannot. We have seen that there is no ellipsis 
of single elements in the structure of the clause; .a fact clause, being em
bedde~ functions as a single element, and hence cannot be omitted on its 
own. This explains why we cannot say 

{4: IJ7] a. The opportunity has now been iost.- I sincerely regret. 

A fact clause can on the other hand be expressed cohesively, as all single 
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elenrents of the clause can, by means of reference; so [4: 137b} is quite 
acceptable: 

[4: 137] b. The opportunity has now been lost.- I sincerely regret it/the 
fact. 

4-4.5 Clausal ellipsis and dause crJmplexes 

Two or more clauses that are directly related in structure (as distinct from 
being related indirectly through r.ank.sh.ift) are said to form a CLAUSE 

COMPLEX. A clause complex may he either PARATACTIC or HYPO

TACTIC. In a paratactic clause complex the clauses have equal status. The 
relevant paratactic relation is that of coordination, ie ·and~ and 'or'; 
there are two others, namdy apposition and quotation, but we can ignore 
them here. In a hypotactic complex the clauses have unequal status. There 
are three types ofhypotactic relation in the clause: CONDITION (expressed 
by clauses of condition, concession, cause. purpose, etc}, ADDITION 

(expressed by the non~efining relative clause) and REPORT. Paratactic 
and hypotactic structures may combine freely in a single clause comp1ex. 

We oondude this chapter with a few observations on clausal ellipsis in 
clause complexes. This is: a big topic. and we have not attempted to treat it 
in full. We confine ourselves to types of clausal ellipsis not covered by the 
discussion on verbal eJlipsis; essentially to question-ans:wer, and reporting
reported sequences. 

The general principle is clear: an elliptical clause of whatever type may 
presuppose any clause in a complex. and will then automatically presup
pose in addition all clauses that are contingent on it: that is, all that come 
alter it (if paratactic) and all that are dependent on it (ifhypotactic). So fur 
example: 

[4:138] a. Smith was going to take part. but somebody telephoned and 
asked to see him urgently so he had to withdraw.- Who? 

b. I kept quiet because Mary gets very embarrassed if anyone 
mentions John's name. I don't know why. 

In (a}, which is paratactic, who? coheres wi.th wmeboJy; the presupposed 
clause is somebody telephoned. and the remainder of the sentence also falls 
within the donuln of the presupposition: the meaning is "who telephoned 
and asked to see him urgently such that he had to withdraw ?•. Likewise 
in the hypotactic example (b), the meaning is 'I don•t know why Mary 
gets emb.arrusedifanyonementioruJohn'sname'. The first clause, in each 
case, is outside the domain of what is presupposed. 
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However, there are a number of restrictions and limitations on this 
principle, as well as possible sources of ambiguity within it. Ambiguity 
may arise because it is uncertain which is the clause that is being presup
posed, for example 

[4: 139] a. So you knew the lawyer was responsible. I hadn't realized. 

meaning 'that you knew .. .' or <that the lawyer was responsible •. Com
pare 

[4-: 139} b. I finished writing that story and it's going to be published.-
When? 

meaning ·when did you fitrish ... ?'or 'when is it going to be published?'. 
A number of factors come in to detennine what is the likdy interpretation. 
Some of them are quite specific; for example, if I in [4: 139a] is stressed 
contrastively (tone 4), the second interpretation becomes overwhelmingly 
probable: •you knew that the lawyer was responsible, but I didn't'. But 
there are also rome general considerations. There is a tendency to presup
pose what is nearer; that is~ to presuppose an element that occurs later in 
the dause complex rather than an earlier one, especially if the later one is 
rather Jong. (This makes the contrast between a clause complex and a 
simple dawe with embedding (ranksbift) in it even greater. Embedded 
clauses tend to occur in later positions; and since they cannot be presup
posed~ the target of presupposition in such cases tends to be towards the 
beginning. Compare. [4-:94-) above; [4:94h] is a hypotu.."ti.c clause complex, 
whereas in [4.:94-<1], which is a simple clause with embedding, the appro
priate rejoinder would he Didn't he?, presupposing the polireman.) In 
particular it is unusual to presuppose a dependent clause that precedes the 
clause on which it is dependent; an example such as f4:14oa] is rather un
likely~ although there are instances, such as [4-:14-ob], which seem to pose 
no problem: 

[4: I40] a. Seeing that Mary's left something behind I really think we 
should turn ronnd and go back to the hotel r m not sure 
wha~ 

b. Unless he gives up one of his bishops be's going t-o be in 
trouble. It doem"t matter which. 

Often an indefinite form such as somebody is such a clear invitation to 
presupposition that its presence is sufficient to override any limiting ten
dencies of one kind or another. In a very complex structure there are 
many clauses which would be potential candidates for presupposilion. and 
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for precisely that reason presupposition by ellipsis tends to be avoided. 
since it would lead to too much ambiguity; moreover the clauses which 
occur later in the complex, and are therefore more accessible from the 
point of view of distance, are also. in the case of hypotaxis, at greater 
depth and therefore from another point of view less accessible- because 
:m elliptical clause which presupposed them could not be filled out. A 
sentence such as [4: 141 a J is intractable in this respect: 

[4; 141] a. I shall be cross if you bceak that vase, which was a present 
from my boy friend. -Which? 

-if Which? means 'which boy friend?' the 'filled out' fOrm would pre
sumably be Which boy friend wos that vase, if I break which you will i1e crass, 
a present Jrcm? Nevertheless, given a dear invitation to prempposition in 
the presupposed complex,. such instances become possible; if, for example, 
the first sentence of[4: 141a] ended which was a present frcm someone I love, 
the rejoinder Whc? would cause no difficulty; compare [4:141-b and c): 

[4: 141] b. I'd like you to look at the painting, which my wife picked up 
somewhere in the country. - Where? 

c. Smith said if he could afford it he was going to buy the next
door house and rent it to someone he knew so as to keep it 
from being pulled down to make way for a block of flats. -
Who? 

Presupposition of a paratactic clause complex by clausal ellipsis is pos-
sible only if all clauses fo1lowing the one that is presupposed are within 
the domain of the presupposition. In practice this usually means that they 
must be branched; th:u is. they must share at leart one element in common, 
typicaUy though not necessarily the Subject. So we can accept [4: r423]. 
but hardly (4a.pb]o 

(4: I42] a. I )eft my hooks here and somebody came in and either 
borrowed them or put them back on the shelf hut didn't say 
a word to me. I wish I conld find out who. 

b. I lefr my hooks here and somebody complained and the 
librarian put them back on the shelf but didn•t say a word to 

me. I wish I could find out who. 

However, the conditions which determine acceptability are by no means 
clear. It does not always twn out as expected, and presupposition can 
extend over a considerable structural distance. We have often cited 
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exampks from A lire (>nd if example [3: 40] in this connection), so perhaps 
the last word should remain with her: 

14:143] •And who are these?• said the Queen, pointing to the three 
gardeners who were lying round the rose-tree; for~ you see, as 
they were lying on their faces, and the pattern on their backs 
\\tas the same as the rest of the pack, she could not tell whether 
they were ganleners~ or soldiers, or courtiers, or three of her 
own chiidren. • How should I know?' said Alice. 



Chapter 5 

Conjunction 

s.I Co,Yunction and other cohesive relations 

The fourth and final type of cohesive relation that we £nd in the grammar 
is that of conjunction. Conjunction is rather different in nature from the 
other cohesive relations, from both reference, on the one hand, and substi
tution and ellipsis on the other. It is not simply an anaphoric relation. 

Conjunctive elements are cohesive not in them.selves but indirectly, 
by virtue of their specific meanings; they are not primarily devices for 
reaching out into the preceding (or foUowing) text, but they express 
certam. meanings which presuppose the presence of other components in 
the discourse. 

Where is conjunction located, within the total framework of text
forming relations? Instances of reference, substitution .and ellipsis are, on 
the whole, rather clearly identifiable, perhaps unusually so for linguistic 
phenomena; there is some indeterminacy among them, and a1so be
~ them and other structural relations within a text. but this: is rela
tively slight. and we have rarely been in doubt as to the boundaries of the 
phenomena being described. This is much less true of conjunction, which 
is not definable in such clearcut terms. Perhaps the most strictly cohesive 
relation is that of substitution, including ellipsis. Substitution is a purely 
textual relation, with tro other function than that of cohering one piece 
of text to another. The substitute, or elliptical structure, signals in effect 
'supply the appropriate word or words already available'; it is a gramma
tical relation~ one which hokls between the words and structures them
selves rather than relating them through thei.r meanings. Next in this 
orda comes reference, which is a semantic relation,. one which holds 
between meanings rather than between linguistic forms; it is not the 
replacement of some linguistic element by a counter or by a blank, as are 
substitution and ellipsis. but rather a direction for interpreting an demcnt 
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in terms of its environment - and since the environment includes the text 

(the linguistic environment), refttence .takes on a cohesive function. A 
reference item signals 'supply the appropriate instanrial meaning, the 
referent in this instance, which is already availahle (or shordy to become 
available)'; and one source of its availability is the preceding (or follow
ing} text. With conjunction, on the other hand., we move into a different 
type of semantic relation. one which is no longer any kind of a search 
instruction, but a specification of the way in which what is to follow is 
systematically connected to what has gone before. 

In a sense this is putting it rather too concretdy. The c;onjunctive re1a
tions themselves are not tied to any particular sequence in the expression; 
if two sentences cohere into a text by virtue of some form of conjunction, 
this does not mean that the relation between them could subsist only if 
they occur in that particular order. This is true even of a conjunctive 
relation which is itself intrinsically ordered, such as succession in rime; 
two sentences may be linked by a time relation, but the sentence referring 
to the event that is earlier in time may itself come la.ter, foiiowing the 
other- sentence. When we are considering these sentences specifically from 
the point of view of cohesion, however, we are inevitably concerned with 
their actual sequence as expressed. because cohesion is the relation between 
sentences in a text, :md the sentences of a text an only follow one after 
the other. Hence in describing conjunction as a cohesive device, we are 
focusing attention not on the semantic relations as such, as realized 
throughout the grammar of the language, but on one particular aspect 
of them, namdy the function they have of relating to each other linguistic 
elements that occur in succession but are not related by other, structural 
means. 

5.1.1. Structural equivalents of conjunctive relations 

There is a range of ditferent structural guises in which the relations that 
we are here calling CONJUNCTIVE may appear. These relations constitute 
a highly generalized component wlthin the setru~ntic system, with reflexes 
spread throughout the language, taking various furms; and their -cohesive 
potential derives from this. source. Because they represent very general 
relations that may be associated with different threads of me"aning at 
different places in the fabric oflanguage, it follows that when they are 
expressed on their own, unaccompanied by other explicit connecting 
facto~ they have a highly cohesive effect. 

Let us take as .an example the relation already mentioned above. that 
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of succession in time. This appears in many dilferent realizations, accord
ing to the other semantic patterns with which it is associated. It may • 
.first of all, be embodied in a predication, as in [5: ra]; here the verb 
fq1Jow means ·occur subsequently in tim.e'. Note that the same relation 
can be expressed., still as a predication but with the terms reversed, by 
making the verb passive. or using a different verb precede. Secondly, the 
rdarion of succession in time can he expressed as a minor predication~ that 
is, it may be realized prepositionally, as in [5: 1b]. Again the relationship 
could be viewed :from either direction. with before instead of after. 

Thirdly, time sequence may be expressed as a rdationship between 
predications, with one clause being shown as dependent on another by 
means of a corUunction as in [5: re:]; sometimes,. hut not in all instances. 
the same words may occur both as conjunction and as preposition. Finally, 
in [5: Id], we have two separate sentences. Here there is no structural 
relationship at all; hut the two parts are still linked by the same logical 
relations of succession in time. 

[s: I] a. A snowstorm follo ... ved the battle. (The battle was followed by 
a snowstorm.) 

b. After the battle. there was a snowstorm. 
c. After they had fought a battle, it snowed. 
d. They fought a battle. Afterwards. it snowed. 

Contrast the following: 

[5:1) a'. A snowstorm preceded the battle. 
b'. BefOre the battle, there had been a snowstorm. 
c'. Before they fought a battle, it had snowed. 
d'. They fought :a battle. Previously, it had snowed. 

In (d) and (d'), the relation of sequence in time is expressed by an .adverb, 
fimcrioning as Adjunct, and occurring initially in the second sentence. 
Here the time relation is now the only explicit form of connection be
tween the two events, which in the other examples are linked also by 
various structural relationships. The time sequence has now become a 
cohesive agent, and it is this, the semantic re]ation in its cohesive function, 
that we are referring to as CONJUNCTION. The AdjWlct will be referred 
to as a CONJUNCTIVE, CONJUNCTIVE ADJUNCT or DlSCOUllSE 

ADJUNCT. 

It is not always possible to find a complete set of structures on the above 
model to express each one of the set of relations we are interested in, 
especially if we take accmmt of all thei.r suhcategories. But this example 
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is not untypical, and there wi:U always be some form of alternative 
realization ~-hereby the relations that figure as conjunctive9 in the forma
tion of text,. can als.o be systematically embodied in various types of 
structure. The significance of this fact is that it allows us to recognize that, 
although fur example in [5: Id] the cohesion is achieved through the 
conjunctive expression afterwards, it is the underlying semantic relation 
of succession in time that actually has the cohesive pmver. This explains 
how it is that we are often prepared to recognize the presence of a relation 
of this kind even when it is not expressed overtly at all. We are prepared. 
to supply it for oursdves. and thus to assume that there is cohesion even 
though it has not been explicitly demonstrated. 

Here is another example~ this time of the relation of ADVERSITY: 

Is: 2] b. He fell asleep, in spite of his great discomfort. 
c. Although he was very uncomfortable, he feU asJeep. 
d. He was very uncomfortable. Neverthdess he fdl asleep. 

It is not obvious "A-hether there is an exam.ple corresponding to ~5: :ra]. 
but perhaps 

[5:2] a. His great discomfort did not prevent him from falling as1eep. 

might he accepted as equivalent. On the other band, here we could cer
trin1y add others, with tlte discomfort being expressed in a non-finite 
clause: 

(5: 2) e. Despite being very uncomfurtable, he fell asleep. 
f. Being very uncomfortable. he sti11 fell asleep. 

The semantic relationship remains :m .adversative one throughout. 
Not only does the semantic rdation remain the same; so do the ele

ments related by it. In [j : I] the two phenomena that are related by 
succession in time are both processes, and tltey remain so throughout. 
even though both of them, the fighting and the snowing. appear now 
as verbs and now as noWlS. In [5:2], one is a process and the other a ~te; 
again they remain constant, though appearing in different grammatical 
forms.. This in turn strengthens still further the cohesive potential of the 
relation in question. The speaker of the language recognizes that the same 
phenomenon may appear in different structural shapes and sizes; and he is 
aware that certain types of phenomena ar:e likely to be linked to one 
another by certain types of meaning relation.. 

There is one further form of expression to be considered. We might 
have 

[5: I] g. They fought a battle. After that, it snowed. 
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[5:2} g. He was very uncomfortable. Despite this. he fell asleep. 

Here we have. jn each case, two sentences, so the link between them is 
cohesive. as in (d), and not structural. But the cohesion is provided by the 
reference items this and that. The words 4ter and despite, taken on their 
own, express the relations of time sequence and adversity. as in [5 : I bJ and 
(5:2b]; but it is only through their structural association with this and 
that that they serve a cohesive function in the given instance. It is the 
reference items that relate the second sentence to the preceding one. 

5.1.2 Types uJ conjunctive expression 

With any of the conjunctive relations in question, provided there is a 
preposition to expre~ it this preposition can always he made to govern a 
reference item; the resulting prepositional group will then function as a 
cohesive Adjunct. It is a moot poi.nt whether such instan~ should be 
treated as conjunction or as reference. Strictly speaking, they belong '"--ith 
reference, because they depend on the presence of a reference ittm follow
ing the preposition. But since they involve relations which also function 
cohesivdy when expressed WITHOUT the accompaniment of reference 
items. it is simpler to include- them within the general heading of conjunc
tion. Besides this, there are a number of what are now conjunctive adverbs 
which, although not made up of a preposition plus a reference item in the 
contemporary language, have their origin in diD construction at an earlier 
stage: words like therefore and thereby (and compare those ba~ on the 
WH- form like whereupon. whereat). We no longer feel that these have a 
demonstrative in them, and this suggests that even in analytic forms such 
as t{lff that we respond to the cohesive force of the phrase as a whole 
rather than singling out that as an anaphoric element on its own. 

Furthermore many conjunctive expressions occur in two more or less 
synonymous forms. one with and the other without a demonstrative. 
These are the ones which have the same form both as preposition and 
as adverb. corresponding to (5; 1 d and g]. respectively; or. more accu
rately (since many arc not adverbs but prepositional phrases, like as a 
result). which occur as Adjunct, either alone or followed by a preposition, 
usually of, plus this/that: for example instead (of that), as a result (of tluzt). in 
consequence (of that). It would seem rather artificial to suggest that as a 
result and as a result of that represent two quite different types of cohesion. 
So we shall assume that both of them are to be included under the heading 
of eo~ unction, the criterion being that already adopted, or implied: given 
a particular semantic relation which CAN operate conjunctively (ie which 
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takes on a cohesive function when expressed on its own), then any ex
pression of that relation, with or without a demonstrative or other refer
ence item, will be considered to f.ill within the category of conjunction. 

ln general, therefore, conjunctive adjuncts will be of three kinds: 

{1) adverbs, including; 
simple adverbs ('coordinating conjunctions'). eg: but~ so, then, next 
compound adverbs in -ly, eg: acccn-dingly, subsequently, IICtUdiy 
compound adverbs in there- and where-. eg: therefore, therrnpon, 
where at 

(z) other compound adverbs, eg: furthermore, nevertheless, anyway, 
instead. besides 

prepositional phrases, eg: on the rontrary. as a result~ in addition 
(3) prepositional expressions with that or other reference ite~ the 

latter being (i} optional, eg; as a result of that, instead of that, in 
additWn to that, or (ti) obligatory, eg: in spite of thnt, because of 
tlu.t. 

The reference item, in (3), is not necessarily a demonstrative functioning 
on its own as Head; there may be a nominal group with noun Head, the 
demonstrative or other reference item functioning as Deictic. In order for 
the total expression to be conjunctive. any form of reference wjU serve 
provided it is anaphoric. In [5: 3] the expression as a result of his enquiries 
is. not cot9unctive, since the reference item his is cataphoric to the Inspec
tor: 

(5: 3] Jones had been missing for five weeks. As a result of his enquiries, 
the Inspector was convinced he had left the country. 

All the following examples. however, do exhibit cohesion, the expressions 
beginning with as a result aU being conjtmctive adjuncts: 

[5 :4] The captain had steered a COUl"Se close in to the shore. 

a. As a resul~ 
h. & a result of this, they avoided the worn of the 
c. As a result of this move, storm. 
d. As a result of his caution, 

If. on the other hand, the second sentence had been 

[5:4] e. They werehearrilydunkful for his caution. 

it would still have been cohesive but not by conjunction. The cohesion 
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would he achieved by reference, through the word his: there is no con
junctive dement(/or his caution is specifically dependent on thankful. which 
determines the preposition J«). The meaning is not 'as a result, they were 
heartily thankful'. but nther • they applauded his caution'. As always, the 
line between specific instances will be hard to draw in practice; there will 
be borderline cases. such as 

(5 :4] ( For his caution he was highly commend.ed.. 

In the last resort it does not matter, since the effect is cohesive anyway; but 
a speaker of English is probably aware here of two rather different kinds 
of texture, even though in some instances he may recognize that he is 
faced with a mixture of the two. 

If the conjunctive is a prepositional expressi~ such as bet:4USe <if this, 
it will often be possible to find an adverb Wt is roughly equivalent in 
meaning (eg: theufore). This is because conjunctions express one or other 
of a small number of very general relations, and it is the conjunctive 
relation rather than the particular nominal Complement following the 
preposition that provides the rdevant link to the preceding sentence. This 
Complement, as we have seen, is frequently a purely anaphoric one, typi
cally a demonstrative. this or that; or, if it is a notm, it is quite likely to he 
a general noun (of the type described in 6.I below; if; move in {5:4c] 
above), which does no more than make explicit the an.aphoric function 
of the whole ph=e. 

A conjunctive adjunct normally has first position in the sentence 
(some exceptions are noted below}. and ha.s as its domain the whole of 
the sentence in which it occurs: that is to say. its meaning extends over 
the entire sentence, unless it is repudiated. However~ as evidenced by the 
indeterminacy. or perhaps flexibility. of our punctuation system. the 
sentence itself is a very indeterminate category. and it is very common to 
find conjunctive adjuncts occurring in written English following a colon 
or semicolon. In terms of our definition of cohesion.- if we take the 
orthographic sentence strictly as it stands. such instances would not be 
cohesive. since cohesion is a relation between sentences, not a rdarion 
within the :sentence. But the conjunction has the effect of repudiating -
that is, of setting a Limit to the domain of- any other conjunction that has 
occurred previously in sentence-initial position. So for example in 

(s:s] So Alice picked him up very gendy~ and lifted him across more 
slowly than the had lifred the Queen, that she mightn't take his 
breath away: but. before she put him on the table, she thought 
she might as well dwt him a little, he was so covered in ashes. 
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the but following the colon presupposes the first part of the sentence; 
it therefore cancels out the so at the beginning, defining the limit of its 
domain. It would be equally possible, and with very little difference in 
meaning. to start a new sentence at but. 

In considering spoken EngHsh.. we can define the sentence in such a way 
that this problem does not arise: if we say that a new sentence starts 
whenever there is no structural connection with what has gone before. 
then in all such instances there wiU be a sentence boundary before the 
conjunction, and the general principle stated above (that a conjunction 
occurs in tint position and has the whole sentence as its domain) will 
remain valid. But it v.-ould be arbitrary to impose this definition on written 
English, which has its own conventions., including that whereby the 
notion of a sentence (as written, ie extending from capital letter to full 
stop) is not holllld by structural considerations~ but takes in other factors 
as wdl- being exploited particularly by many writers to reflect patterru 
of intonation. Hence we have to recognize that in many instances there 
will he a conjWl.Ctive expression in the middle of a sentence, presupposing 
a previous clause in the same sentence. We saw earlier that there can he 
instances of anaphoric reference and substitution where the presupposed. 
item is also to he found within the same s.entence as the anaphoric one; 
here too, although for diiferent reasons, elements that create teXture by 
bringing about cohesion between sentences also reinforce the internal 
texture that exists within the sentence itsd£ 

5.2 Some common conjunctive elements 

j.2.1 Tire • and' relatitm 

The simplest form of conjunction is ~and~. 
Strictly speaking the two elementary logical rdations of •anJ• and 

'or' .are structural rather than conjunctive. That is to say, they are incor
porated. into linguistic structure, being realized in the form of a particular 
structural relation, that of COORDINATION. Coordination is a structure 
of the paratactic type (see 4·4·5 above). The •and' relation is fdt to be 
structural and not cohesive. at least: by mature speakers; this i1 why we 
fed a little uncomforta.ble at finding a sentence in written English begin
ning with And, and why we tend not to consider that a child's composition 
having and as its dominant sentence linker can really be said to form a 
cohesive whole. 

However. it is a fact that the word and is ~d cohesively • to link one 
sentence to another, and not only by children {cf S·S below). The 'and' 
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relation has to be included among the semantic relations entering into the 
general category of conjunction. What distinguishes the two is tbat, in its 
elementary logicai form~ this relation is expressed through the medium 
of linguistic structure. The word and is the marker of this structural 
relation. lt i.s not an Adjunct; in fact it has no status .as a constituent at all. 
It is merely a structure signaL 

The coordination relation which is represented by the word and may 
obtain between pairs (or among sets) of items functioning more or less 
anywhere in the structure of the language. They may be nouns, or nomi
nal groups; verbs, or verbai groups; adverbs, or adverbial or prepositional 
groups; or they may be clauses. A pair or .a set of items which are joined 
by coordination functions as a single COMPLEX element of structure; as 
noun complex. nominal group complex, verbal group c<lmplex, clause 
complex. and so on. They function in the same way as the equivalent 
SIMPLE elements: that is to say, a nominai group complex. for example, 
functions in the structure of the clause in exactly the same way as does 
a nominal group. 

Compared with its scope as a structure, the scope of the • and' rdation 
as a form of conjWlction is somewhat modified and extended. We sh.all 
refer to the conjunctive 'and' by the more general term ADDITIVE., to 
suggest something rather looser and Jess structural than is meant by 
COORDINATE. Thus the coordinate relation is structural, whereas the 
additive relation is cohesive. The additive is .a generalized semantic rela
tion in the text-forming component of the semantic system, that is based 
on the logical notion of • and •; and it is one of a smaU ret of four such 
relations that we are grouping together under the heading of conjunc
tion. 

When the • and • relation operates conjuncrivdy~ between sentences, to 
give cohesion to a text - or rather to create text, by cohering one sentence 
to anothet - it is restricted to just a pair of sentences. This provides an 
indication of the dUference berween 'and' as a structural relation (co
ordinate} and • and' as a cohesive relation (additive). A coordinate item 
such as men and women functions as a single whole; it constitutes a single 
element in the structure of a larger unit. for example Subject in a clause. 
There is no reason why this potentiality should be limited to two items; 
v.re may have three, as in men. women and children, or even more. And if 
we have more than two, we may, or may not. structure them further by 
introducing layering. as in men and women. tmd boys and girls, which is 
'((men and women) and {boys and girls))'. There is no fixed limit either 
to the depth or to the extent of coordinate structures. 
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With ·and' as a conjunctive relation. on the other hand, the situation 
is quite different. Here the relation is between sentences, and sentences 
follow one another one at a time as the text unfolds; they cannot be 
rearranged. as a coordinate structure can, in different sequences and 
different bracketings, eg: women and men, or men anJ boy~ atul women and 
girls. So there is no question of linking a whole set of sentences together 
by a single • and' relation . .Each new sentence either is or is not linked to its 
predecessor~ as an independent fact; and if it is, • and' (the additive rela
tion) is one way in wlllch it may be so linked. For example. 

[5:6] 'I wonder if atl the things move along with us?', thought poor 
puzzled Ahce. And the Queen seemed to guess her thoughts, for 
she cried 'Faster! Don't try to talk!' 

The next sentence, in turn, might also be linked by 'and' type cohesion: 
but if lt :is, it \viU simply be linked on to the second one. The three will 
not form a single whole. If they had done. it would have been possible to 
omit the and between all but the last pair, as in a coordinate series like 
men, women and children. Sets of sentences of this kind do in fact occur. un
der certain circumstances: particularly if they are closely parallel in struc
ture and meaning. But in such cases they are not really interpretable as 
separ.~.te sentences. The follov;ring example, although punctuated as 
sentences:, is really more like a set of coordinate clauses: 

[5:7] • At the end of three yards [shall repeat them- for fear of your 
forgetting them. At the end of jMr, I shaH say goodbye. And at 
the end of five. I shall go ! ~ 

5.2..2 Coordinate and and ccmjunaive and 

The typical context for a conjWlCtive and is one in which there is a total, 
or almost total, shift in the participants from one senrence to the next, 
and yet the two sentences are very definitely part of a text. For example 

[5: 8] He heaved the rock aside with aU his strength. And there in the 
recesses of .a deep hollow lay a glittering heap of treasure. 

In narrative fiction such a shift occurs chara.cteristicaUy at the boundary 
of dialogue and narrative: 

[5:9] 'While you're refreshing yourself;: said the Queen. ~I'll just take 
the measurements..' And she took a ribbon out of her pocket, 
marked in inches ... 
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A slighdy different use, and one in which the cohesive and comes perhaps 
closest to the structural function it has in coordination, is that which 
indicates •next in a series (of things to be said)'. This is the 1NTRitNAL 

sense described in 5·3 below. Here it very often links a serie" of questions, 
meaning • the next thing l want to know is .. :. There is an excellent 
example of this in Alice's interrogation ofHumpty Durnpty concerning 
the meaning of Jabberwocky; it is too long to quote in fuli, but the follow
ing extract will show the pattern.~ 

[5 : ro] 'I see it now. • Alice remarked thoughtfully: • and what .are .. , .. ')' oves . 
·well, .. toves .. are something like badgers- they're something 
like lizards - and they' re something like corkscrews.r 
'They must be very curious creatures.' 
'They are that.' said Humpty Dumpty: • also they make their 
nests under sun-dials - also they live on cheese.' 
'And what's to .. gyre" and to "gimble" ?' 
'To "gyn/' is to go round and round like a gyroscope. To 
"gimhle'• is to make holes like a gimlet.' 
'And "'the wabc,. is the grass plot round a stm.-dial, I suppose?' 
said Alicc, surprised at her own ingenuity. 

Or it links a series of points all contributing to one general argument. 
In this fqnction 'and.' perhaps carries over some of the RETROSPECTIVE 

effect that Jt has as a coordinator. as in men. women and children. 
1his retrospective fnnction is in fact rather significant. (Perhaps 

• :retrojective • might be a better word for it, suggesting the appropriate 
sense of• projecting backwards'.} In a series such as men, women .ami child
ren, or Tom, Dick and Ha"Y· the meaning of and is projected backwards 
so that we interpret as 'men and won:ten and children,.. 'Tom and Dick 
and Harry'. (Since much use is being made in this section of the distinction 
between italics and quotation marks. it may he helpfUl to give a reminder: 
a word, or longer piece, that is in italics indicates a • wording •, an Item of 
the language; one in quotation marks indicates a meaning.) This pheno
menon of projecting backwards occurs only with the two dementary 
logical relations. of • and' and 'or'. which are the only ones expressed 
in the form of coordination; paralld to Tom, Dick and Hlt"Y we have 
Tom, Dick or Harry where the • or • is also projected backwards, giving the 
meaning 'Tom or Did: or Harry'. The phenomenon is not limited to 
strings of words, but is common to all coordinate structures, for example 
a series such as the following; 
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[5: II J The balls were live hedgehogs, the mallets live flamingoes. and 
the soldiers had to double themselves up and to stand upon their 
hands and feet., to make the arches. 

Summarizing, the logical • and • and • or • relations differ from the wider 
set of textual relations th.lt enter into CQhesion, in the following ways: 

(t) They are expressed structurally, in the form of coordination. 
(2) They 01.re retrospective. in the sense just explained. 
(3) They have correlative forms both ... and. and either . •. or. 
(4) They have a negative form nor(= "and not'). together with its 

correlative neither •.. nor { = 'both not , , . and not'). 

J.2.J Other conjunctive elements: but. yet, so and then 

The retrospective power of and provides a useful insight into the meaning 
of certain other words, especially but. The word but expresses a relation 
which is not additive but ADVEBSATIV.H. However, in addition to the 
meaning 'adversative'. but contains within itself also the logical meaning 
of • and •; it is a sort of portmanteau, or shorthand form, of and lwwever. 
The evidence for this is the fact that but is also retrospective - but the 
meaning which it projects in this way is not 'but' but 'and'. Consider 
the example 

[5: 12] The eldest son worked on the £arm, the: second son worked in 
the blacksmith• s shop. but the youngest son left home to seek 
his fortune. 

This has to be interpreted as • the eldest son worked on the farm and the 
second ... •. The fact that but contains "and • is the reason why we cannot 
say and but, although we can say and yet, and SD, and then, etc. It also explains 
why the construction AlthC~ugh ... , but ... , so frequently used by non
native speakers of English. is wrong: a structure cannot be both h}-potactic 
and coordinate (paratactic) at the same time. 

The words. yet. so and then do not normally project backwards in 
this way, although they can do in rare instances. In general they do not 
include any component of • and'; instead they frequently COMBINE with 
and, as mentioned above. In fact. when the word and occurs at the 
beginning of a new sentence it is very often accompanied by another 
conjnnctive word or phrase, the two together functioning as a single 
element. The second conjunction may be one expressing a different 
textual relation from the atul (such as the adversative yet), or it may itself 
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also be additive; so we find not only and yet, anJ .so, and then, and anyway, 
but also and alro~ and furthermore. and in additicm. 

The different types of conjunctive relation that enter into cohesion are 
listed in the next section. They are not the same as the elementary logical 
relations that are expressed through the structurozl medium of coordina
tion. Conjunction, in other words, is not simply coordination extended 
so as to operate between sentences. As we saw in 5.1 (examples fs: t] and 
{5:2]), at least some of the conjunctive relatioru have equivalents in very 
different types of structure. such as predication within the clause and 
hypotaxis between clauses; these are quite Wlrdated to coordination. 
There are other conjunctive relations which are closer to coordination; 
i.n particular the ADDITIVE, to which the dosest parallel among the 
structural relations is the coordinate ·and'. But this is still not the same 
thing; the additive relation is a complex one including components of 
emphasis which are absent from the elementary ~and' rdation. The same 
holds for the coordinate relation 'or'; there is a cohesive category related 
to 'or,~ expressed by conjunctions such as instead, but it is also a mixture, 
with other elements present in it. The conjtmctivc relations are not logical 
but textual; they represent the generalized types of connection that we 
recognize as holding between sentences. What these connections are 
depends in the last resort cm the meanings that sentences express, and 
essentially these are of two kinds: experiential, representing the linguistic 
interpretation of experience. and interpersonal, representing participation 
in the speech situation. In the remaining sections of this chapter we attempt 
to outline the various types of cotYunction. with some typical examples 
of each. 

5.3 Types of conjunction 

Various suggestions could be taken up for classifying the phenomena 
wl-..ich we are grouping together under the heading of CONJUNCTION. 

There is no single, uniquely correct inventory of the types of conjunctive 
relation; different classifications are possible, each of which would high
light different aspects of the facts. 

We shall .adopt a scheme of just four categories: additive, adversative, 
causal, and temporaL Here is an example of each: 

f.s: 1:3] For the whole day he climbed up the steep mountainside, almost 
without stopping. 
a. Andinallthistimehemetnoone. (additive) 
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b. Yet he was hardly aware ofbeing tired. 
c. So by night time the valley was far below 

him. 
d. Then, as dusk fell, he sat down to rest. 

(adversative) 

(causal) 
(temporal) 

The words anJ. yet. so and then can be taken as typifying these four very 
general conjnnctive relations. which they express in their simplest form. 

Naturally lf we reduce the many very varied kinds of conjunction to 
this small number of OOsic types. there is scope for- a considerable amount 
of suhcbssifying within them. A very simple overall framework like 
this does: not EUML"iATE. the complexity of the facts;, it relegates it to a 
later. or more 'delicate', stage of the analysis. Our reason for preferring 
this framework is just that: it seems to have the right priorities. making it 
possible to handle a text without unnecessary complication. A detailed 
systematization of all the possible subclasses would be more complex 
than is needed for the understanding and analysis of cohesion; moreover. 
they are quite indeterminate, so that it wuuld be diffiCult to sele<:t one 
version in preference to another. We shall introduce some subdassification 
under each of the four headings, but not of any very rigid kind. 

There is one very general distinction, common to all four types. which 
it will be helpful to make at the start. Consider the foUo¥.1ng pair of 
examples: J 

[5: 14-] a. Next he inserted the key into the lock. 
b. Next, he was incapable of inserting the key into the lock. 

Each of these sentences can be seen, by virtue of the word next, to pre
suppose some preceding sentence, some textual environment. Moreover 
in each case there is a relation of temporal sequence between the pre
supposed .'ientence and this one; both [5: 14a and b) express a relation 
that is in some sense ·next in time·. We shall in fact classify them both as 
TEMPO"RAI.. But the ·nextness.' is really rather different in the two in
stances. In (a), it is a relation between events: the preceding sentence 
might be First he switched on tht: light- first one thing happens. then another. 
The time sequence. in other words, is in the THESIS., in the content of 
what is being said. rn (b). on the other hand, the preceding sentence 
might be Fint he was unable to stand upright; here there are no events; or 
rather, there are only UNGl.i'lSTIC events, aru1 the time sequence is in the 
speaker"s organization of his discourse. We could say the time sequence Is 
in the ARGUMENT. pro-...'ided 'argument' is understood in its everyday 
rhetorical sense and not in its technical sense in logic (contrasting with 
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'operator'}. The two sentences are related as steps in an argument, and 
the meaning is rather • first one move in the speech game is enacted. then 
another~. 

It would be possible to describe the nature of the temporal relation in 
(5: 14b] in teems of speech acts, the time sequence being a performative 
sequence 'ti.nt I say one thing, then another'. This ls quite adequate for the 
particular example, but is too concrete for this type of conjunction as a 
whole. As later examples will show, what we are concerned with here is 
not so much a relationship between speech acts (though it may take this 
form. ~y in the temporal setting) as a relationship between different 
stages in the unfolding of the speaker's COMMUNICATION IWL.B- the 
meanings he allots to himself as a participant in the total situation. The 
distinction between (a} and (b) really relates to the basic functional com
ponents in the organization of language. fu [5 ~143-] the cohesion has to be 
interpreted in terms of the EXPERJENTIA L function of language; it is a 
relation between meanings in the sense of representations of • contents •, 
(our experience of) extental reality. In [s:r4h] the cohesion has to be 
interpreted in terms of the INTJillPERSONAL fUnction oflanguage; it is 
a relation between meanings in the sense of representations of the speaker's 
own • stamp' on the sit1.tation - his choice of speech role and rhetorical 
channel, his attitudes, his judgments and the like. 

"Ihe essential Uct here is that communication is itself a process, albeit 
a process of a special kind; and that the salient event in this. process is the 
text. It is this that makes it possible for there to be two closely analogous 
sets of conjunctive rdations: those which exist as relations between external 
phenomena, .and those which are as it were internal to the communication 
situation. The dearest instance is to be found in the relation of temporal 
sequence, as just illustrated: it is fairly obvious that temporal sequence is a 
property both of the processes that are encoded in language and of the 
process of linguistic interaction itsd£ At the same time, the two time 
sequences are also clearly on different planes of reality, which explains 
why it is that certain apparendy contradictory elements can combine with 
each other; we may have an example like 

[5: 15] Next, previously to this he had already offered to resign. 

meaning 'and after this{in "internal .. or situation time) I shall tdl you 
what happened before this (in "extema1" or thesis: rime) •. The analogy in 
the other types of conjunctive relation~ additive. adversative and causal, 
is somewhat less e-xact; but it is still exact enough for many of the same 
conjunctive expressions to be used i.n both meanings, for example: 
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[5: 16) a. She was never really happy here. So shc':.leaving. 
b. She'll be better off in a new place. - So she~ s leaving? 

In (a) there is a causal relation between two events.- or two phenomena, 
Jet us sa.y, since the first is a state rather than an event. The meaning is 
'because she was not happy. she's leaving'. In {b) there is also a causal 
relation, but it is within the communication process; the meaning is 
'because you refer to her being ahout to be in a ne-w place, l conclude 
she's leaving'. This is .a very typical example of the sort of parallelism 
we find between the two planes of conjunctive relations, tbe external and 
the internaL 

No pair of terms seems quite right for referring to this distinction i.n a 
\\<""aY that is succinct yet still transparent. We might use 'objective' and 
'subjective'~ but the-se are misleading, because the logical relations within 
the speech situation are no more subjective than those within the thesis 
or content of what is being said - the communication process itself is as 
objective as: any of the processes that are being talked about. Most 
appropriate would be a pair of terms relating to the functional compo
nents of meaning {experiential and interpersonal; if Hymes' • referential' 
and 'socio-expressive', Lyons' 'cognitive' and <social'), since the dis
tinction in fact derives from the functional organization of the linguistic 
system; but these become cumbersome and require a constant effort of 
interpretation. For want of better, we shall use EXTERNAL and JNTER

NA 1.; they are somewhat vague, but preferable to more specific terms which 
might be suitable, say, in the setting of a temporal relation but not tn a 
causal or adversative one. This is exactly the emphasis we want to avoid. 
The value of the distinction we are drawing is precisely that it is general 
to an the different relations that enter into conjunction. When we use 
conjtmction as a means of creating text, we may exploit either the rdations 
that arc inherent in the phenomena that language is used to talk about, or 
those that are inherent in the communication process, in the forms of 
interaction between speaker and hearer; and these two possibilities are 
the same whatever the type of conjWlctive relation, whether additive, 
adversative, temporal or causal. In fact we usually exp~oit both kinds. The 
line between the two is by no means always clearcut; but it is there, and 
forms an essential part of the total picture. 

Each of the remamlng suhcategorics that y,.-e shaH set up for the present 
discussion is specific to one or other of the four types of relation, and wi.ll 
be brought up in the appropriate section. In the foUowing table we set 
out the four headings, ADDITIVE, ADVERSATIVE, CAUSAL and 
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TEMPORAL, and list examples of the words and phrases that express these 
meanings. The distinction between external and internal. in the sense 
above, is also built into the table; it will he noted that many though 
not all of the conjunctions occur in both types of relation, Jike next and 
so in [5: 14J and [5: 16]. In one or two instances the same word occurs. in 
more than one conjunctive type; eg: then is both temporal and causal. Some 
labels are given to the subcategories, where it is felt that these would be 
helpful; and the classification of each type is repeated in the form of a 
list at the end of the section in which it is discussed. 

5·4 Additive 

We have already discussed (in 5.2) the 'and• relation as it .is embodied i.n 
the fOrm of coordination, and suggested that the cohesive relation ex
pressed by And at the beginning of a new sentence- the ADDITIVE 

relation - is somewhat different from coordination proper, although it is 
no doubt derivable from it. 

It is not being daimed. of course, that every time a \~triter puts a full 
stop before and he is thereby at once using the word in a different sense. 
The distinction is neither as dearcut nor as consistent as this; and in any 
case the claim would be meaningk~ for spoken English, for which it 
would he necessary to adopt and adhere to a particular explicit defmition 
of the sentence. But equally the notion of sentence, vague though it is, 
is not invalid; we can defme the sentence for spoken English if we want to. 
Probably the simplest definition is that a sentence equals a clause complex: 
that is, any set of clauses that are hypotactica.Uy and for paratactically rela
ted, with the simple clause as the limiting case. Moreover there is a differ
ence in principle between structural relations, which hold within a 
sentence, and cohesive relations, which hOld (within or) between sen
tences. 

When we are considering cohesive relations, we can group together 
under the heading ofadditive both of the two types that appear structurally 
in the form of coordination, the' and • type and the • or' type. The distinc
tion between these two is. not _of primary signiftcancc for purposes of 
teJttual cohesion; and in any case it is not the same distinction as that 
which is found between them in coordination. The words and~ er and nor 
are all used cohesively, as conjunctions; and aU of them are classified here 
as additive. The corrdarive pairs lwth _ . _ and. either . .. or and neither . .. 
nor do not in general occur with cohesive function; they are res.tricted to 
structural coordination -within the sentence. This is because a coordinate 
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pair functions as a single unit, in some higher struc:ture, and so can be 
delineated .as a constituent; whereas a cohesive •pair' is not a pair at all, 
but a succession of two independent dements the second of which 
happens to be tied on to the first (if tbe discussion on example (5: 6] 
above). 

All three,. anJ. or and nor, may express either the liXTER.N AL or the 
INTERNAL type of conjunctive relation (as these were described in 5·3 
above). In the additive context, in fact, there may be no very dear di.Jfer
ence between the two; but when and is used. alone as a cohesive item, as 
distinct from and then, etc. it often seems to have the sense of ~there is 
something more to be said'. which is dearly internal in our terms, a 
kind of seam in the discourse. For example in [5:173 and bJ the and has 
this sense: 

[5:I7} a. ' •.. I was very nearly opening the window, and putting you 
out into the mow! And you'd have deserved it.,.'. 

h. 'I said you looked like an egg. sir.' Alice gently explained. 
• And some eggs :rre very pretty, you know, • she added ... 

Much of the discussion of and in 5.2 above illustrates the same point; 
examples [5:8--ro] sbow different kinds of internal and -linking a series 
of questions. like [;:IS]: 

[.5: r8J Was she in a shop! And was that really-was it really a sheep that 
was sitting on the other side of the counter? 

or linking dialogue and narrative, like [5: I9]: 

[5:19]' ... Who in the world am!? Ah. that's the great puzzle!' And 
she began thinking ovet aU the children she knew tbot were of 
the same age as herself, to see if she could have been changed for 
any of them. 

Example [5: 8] is perhaps on the borderline; here and does link two different 
facts. which makes it external, hut at the same time it may -serve to convey 
the speaker's intention that they should be regarded as connected. .in 
some way. 

The NHGATJVE form of the additive relation is expressed simply as 
twr, as in Nor can I. Besides nor there are various other composite ex
pressions with more or less the same meaning (cf: Pr else as expansi.on of 
OT, .as in [5:24] below): and, .. not. not ... eitlu:r, .mJ ... nqt ••• either; 
and the forms neither, and . .. nrither. Here is an example with a clearly 
e-xtetn:tl sense, the form being and . .• IWt •• • either: 
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(5 ~20) I coufdn•t send all the horses, you know, because two of them 
are wanted in the game. And I haven't sent the two Messengers 
either. -r 

It is likely that the expanded forms with d.tbt>r have :m :uiditional ele
ment of explicitness in them. a sense of'and what is more'. This, in our 
terms, would be an element of internal meaning, since it is an expression 
of the speaker's attitude to or eV4luation of what he is saying. Example 
{5: 20] would in this sense perhaps be a combination of both external and 
internal conjunction. There are parallel forms of the positive • and~ 
relati~ namely and alw, and ..• too: 

(5:21) •To be able to see Nobody! And at that distance, too!' 

There are specifically EMFHA Tl c forms of the 'and' celation occurring 
only in an internal sense, that of • there is yet another point to be taken 
in eo~ unction with the previous one~, This in fact is ~entially the 
meaning that is taken on by the • and • relation when it is a form of internal 
conjunction. There are a large number of conjunctive expressions which 
have just this meaning. eg: forther •. fwthermore, again, olso, moreover. what 
is more, besides, additionally, in addition, in addition to this, not only that but. 
These give a definite rhetorical flavour, as in 

[5:22] My dient says he does not know this witness. Further, he denies 
ever having seen her or spoken to her. 

The speaker wants the two sentences to be as it were added together and 
reacted to in their totality. 

With the ·or' relatio~ the distinction between the external and 
the internal planes is perhaps more dearcut. The basic meaning of the 
conjunctive ·or· relation is ALTERNATIVE. In its external sense, the 
offering of a range of objective alternatives, or~ together with its expansion 
or else, is largely confined to questions. requests. permissions and predic
tions (realized in the grammar as interrogati-.re, imperative ,a,nd modalized 
clauses). Even here, the alternative could often be regarded as comprising 
a single sentence. as in 

[So2J]'Siull we try another figure of the Lobster Quadrille?', the 
Gryphon went on. "Or would you like the Mock Turtle to sing 
you a song?' 

If it is associated with statemen~ or takes on the internal sense of • an 
alternative interpretation', 'another possible opinion, explanation, etc in 
place of the one just given': 
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(5:24] Perhaps she missed her train. Or else she's changed her mind 
and isn't coming. 

The form (or} alternatively is perhaps an emphatic variant of the 'or' 
relation, whereby the speaker stresses the altemativeness., in the same way 
that by using (anJ} additiottally he emphasizes the additionalness in the 
'and • rdation. 

Under the heading ADDil'lV.B we may include a related pattern, that 
of semantic SIMILARITY. in which the source of cohesion is the compari
son of what is being said with what has gone before. Forms such as 
similarly. likewise~ in the smne way are used by the speaker to assert that a 
point is being reinforced or a new one added to the ~me effect; tbe rele
vance of the presupposing sentence is its similarity of import to the 
presupposed one. There may be a likeness in the event; the cohesive use 
of comparison does not exclude the presence of an external component. 
as in [5:25a]. But essentially it is the similarity in the context of the 
communication process that is being med with cohesive effect. [s:z;sb] 
brings out this internal aspect. 

{5:~s] a. Treating people as responsible citizens brings out the best in 
them; they behave as such. In the same way if you treat them 
as criminals they will soon begin to act like criminals. 

b. Your directors are planning for steady growth over a con
siderable period of time. Similarly our intentions in adopting 
this new investment policy are focused on the long-term 
prospects of the company. 

Corresponding to c similarly" is the negative comparison where the 
meaning is DISSIMILARITY: 'in contradistinction•. This. is frequently 
expressed by the ph:case- on the other hand; there are other forms such as 
by contrast, M <'pposed to this, and so on. 

[5:26] Our garden didn't dn very well thi, year. l!y contrast, the 
orchard. is looking very healthy. 

The phose en the other ham/ is unusual among conjunctions in having a 
-correlative fOrm, on the one hand; note however that when the ~-o are 
used together the sense of' dissimilarity' tends to he weakened, and the 
effect is little more than a simple additive: 

(5:27] Why aren't you going in for a swim?- On the one hand, the 
air's too cold; I like to he "Warm when r come out. On the other 
hand, the current's too strong; I like to be sure I SHALL come out. 
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Note the similarity between coniparison as a conjunctive relation 
especially in its external sense. expressed by conjunctive Adjuncts of one 
kind and another, and comparison as a form of reference, expressed by 
Deictics, Epithets and Submodifiers (see 2.2 and 2.5). 

With negative comparison, we are approaching the ADVERSATJVE 

type of conjunctive relation, where it has the sense of • not . ~ . but ... '; 
that is, where the .fint term in the comparison is denied in order to make 
room for the: second one:. Here we :find expressions such as instead, rather, 
on the contrary. These \\.'-ill he brought up in the next section. Meanwhile 
there are two other types of relation which can be thought of as sub
categories of the additive. Both of these are really relations on the internal 
plane- though, as always. they may have- external implications. 

The first is that of EXPOSITION or .EXEMPLIFICATION. This Corre

sponds, structurally. not to coordination but to APPOSITION. Among 
the items which occur frequently in this function are. in the expository 
~se. I mean. that is, that is tD say, (or) in other wMds, (or) to put it atwther 
way; in the exemplificatory sense. for instance, for example, thus. Note that 
the word or also occurs alone as a marker of structural apposition, the 
sense being 'by another (alternative) name~. Other items, such as namely 
and the abbreviations ie, viz, eg. are likewise usually used as structural 
markers within the sentence. although they may occasionally be foWld 
linking two sentences. Examples: 

[s:>8) a. I wonder whether that statement cm be backed up by ade
quate evidence.- In other words. you don~t believe me. 

b. • What sort of things do you rememher best?' Alice ventured 
to ask. ~Oh, things that happened the week after next, • the 
Queen replied in a careless tone. 'For instance, now,· she 
went on ... 'there~s the King~s Messenger. He's in prison 
now, being punished: and the trial doesn•t even begin till 
next Wednesday: .and of course the crime comes last of .all.' 

c. In the Index of Railroad Stations the names of many rail
roads are followed by small numerals. These are time-table 
numbers indicating the table in which a given station is shown 
in the railroad's repreSentation.. For example, under Danbury, 
Ct .• is shown «N.Y. New Hav. and H.. u." This means 
Da.nbury is found on the timo-table No. u of that railroad.* 

Of these, (a) i.expository,(b) exemplifying, while(e) contamsanex:unple 
of each: this metmS, andforexampk. 

* OJlidd C.ide ~ tlu ~ R:.ilr~. September 1967. 
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Finally there is a small set ofitems such as incidffltaUy~ by the way. which 
combine the sense of additive with that of AFTERTHOUGHT. They arc 
perhaps on the borderline of cohesion; they may often hardly presuppose 
any preceding discourse. although in principle one sentence can be 
incidental only hy reference to a previous one. 

(.5:29] 'You'll see me there; said the Cat, and vanished ..• While 
she was looking at the place where it had been. it suddenly 
appeared again. 'By-the-bye~ what became of the baby?' said 
the Cat, 'I'd nearly forgotten to "'k.' 

This sort of afterthought is really a kind of DE-EMFHASJS, reducing the 
weight accorded to the presupposing sentence and to its connection with 
what went before; it thus contrast<; with the emphatic type described 
earlier, expressed by fort:hemwre and similar forms. 

The structural analogue of the additive relation - that is, its equiV<~Ient 
in the form of a relation within the sentence - is parataxis, including both 
coordination and apposition. To the SIMPL.B ADDITIVE (including nega
tive and alternative) fornu correspond 'Structures using the same words 
and. or and nor, as well as their ccrrelative pairs- both •.. and, etc. To the 
APPOSJTIONAL type corresponds structural apposition,. which may be 
expressed by means of markers such as namely. or. that is, or simply by 
juxtaposition; in spoken Eng}jsh there must also be tonal concord - a 
pair of items in apposition always have the same intonation pattern. On 
the othe£ han~ the COMPARATIVE and the variOUS COMPLliX relations 
that we have grouped under the heading of ADDITIVE have no equivalent 
25 structural relations within the sentence. 

Here is a summary of the conjunctive relations of the ADDITIVE type. 
with example; of each : 

Simple additive rdations (extexnal and internal) 
Additive: ami; ami also, mul ... too 
Negative: nor; and •.. not, not .•. either. neither 
Alternative: or; or else 

Complex additive rdations (1nternal): emphatic 
Additive; fotther(mcwe). moreover. oddiJionally~ brsides 

that. aJd to this. in ndditicn, anJ another thing 
Alternative: olternati,eJy 

Complex additive relations (internal) : de-emphatic 
A&enhought: incidentally, by the way 
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Comparative relations (internal) 
Similar: liknui.se, simil4rly~ in the same way, in Uust) 

this way 
Dissimilar: on tk other hand, by wntrost. conversely 

Appositive relations (internal) 
Expository: that i~ I mean. in other wor~ ID pt it another 

Exemplificatory: 

5·5 Adversative 

war 
furinstan«,forexampk. thus 

The basic m~ning of the ADVERSATIVE relation is • contrary to expecta
tion '.The expectation may be derived. from the content of what is being 
W.d, or from the communication process, the speaker-hearer situation, 
so that here too, as in the additive, we find cohesion on both the external 
and the internal planes. 

An EXTERNAL adversative rdarion is expressed in its simple form by 
the word yet occurring initially in the sentence: 

[5:30] All the figures were correct; they'd been checked. Yet the total 
came out wrong. 

Very similar to yet ln this function are but, howt?ver, and though. Jt was 
suggested earlier (5.2) that but differs from yet in that but contains the 
element 'and • as one of its meaning components, whereas yet does not; 
for this reason, we regularly find sentences beginning and yet. but never 
and but. 

The word howevet is di.Herent again. Unlike yet and but. however can 
occur non-initially in the sentence (in which case it can cCH>CCUr with 
initial and or but, bur not with yet); and it regular1y occurs as a separate 
tone group - separate, that is, &om what follows - and so is associated 
with intonational prominence, whereas pt and but are normally spoken 
as "reduced' syllahles and become tonal only for purposes of contrast. 
Finally though as a conjunctive is always phonologically reduced; it may 
occur initially (in which case it is indistinguish~ble in speech from the 
subordinating tiwugl: ( = although) and would he treated as cohesive ouly 
if occurring in writing after a full stop). but its normal position is as a 
tailpiece at the end of the clause. Some examples: 

(s:JI] a. All thi< time Tweedledee was trying his bert to fuld up the 
umbrella, with himself in it ... But he couldn't quite succeed.~ 
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and it ended in his roUing over, bundled up in the umbrella, 
with only his head out. 

b. . .. it swept her straight o1f the seat. and down among the 
heap of rushes. However, she wasn't a bit hurt,. and was soon 
up agam. 

c. •I like the Walrus best,' said Alice: 'be.cause, you se~ he was a 
liule sorry for the poor oysters •. 
'He ate more than the Carpenter- though.' said Tweedledee. 

The following set of examp)es shows the intonation patterns (if :S-9) that 
are associated with however; example (a) is untypical for however but 
corresponds to the typical use of but: 

(s:p] 

Jane fdt most 
disheartened. 

a. //4- However she was not going to let her
self be BEATI!N jj 

b. 1/I HOWEVER //4- she was not going to let 
herself be BEATEN If 

c. 1/4 She was not going to let herself be 
BEATEN however // 

tl. /i4 THIS time however //I she was not going 
to )et herself he BEATEN ,q 

The pattern in (c) and (d) would also be appropriate to though. 
The adversative sense is expressed by a number of other words and 

phrases. The word only occurs frequently in this sense in spoken English. 
always in initial position and phenologically red.uced, like however in 
[s:pa];eg 

[s: 33) I'd love to join in. Only I don•t know how to play. 

Other adversative words such as nromhekss and still, and prepositional 
expressions such as in spite cif this, are on the other hand usually fully 
accented, and often also tonic, like however in [s: 3.:z.b}; eg 

[5: 34] It certainly was a very large Gnat: • about the size of a chicken." 
Alice thought. Sti11, she couldn't feel nervous with it. after they 
had been talking together so long. 

In some instances the adversative relation between two sentences appears 
as it were wlth the sequence reversed. where the second sentence and 
not the first would correspond to the ahhough clause in a hypotactic 
structure. Here the normal cohesive form is yet; we also find rmdin adversa
tive use in this sense: 
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[5:35] a. The total came out wrong. Yet all the figures were correct; 
they'd been checked. 

(cf: The lata/ came cut wrong, although all the figures were co"ea.) 

[ 5: 35) b. • Dear, dear ! How queer everything is today ! And yesterday 
things went on just as usual.' 

At the same rime, but and h~Jwever occur in a rdated though somewhat 
different sense, which we might call eo N T RASTI v £. This they share with 
on the other hand (but never in its correlative form on the one hand ... on 
the other hmul. which is comparative; if 54 above). Note that yet does not 
occur in this sense, as can he seen by substituting it for but and }wwever 
m the following examples: 

[5:36] a. She failed. However, she's tried her best. 
b. He's not exactly good-looking. But he• s got brains. 
c. • I see you' re admiring my little box, • the Knight said in a 

friendly tone. •. . . You see I carry it upside-down. so that 
the rain can't get in.' '.But the things can get out/ Alice 
gendy remarked. 

Here the meaning is not 'despite • but • as against •, • to be set against'; in 
fact the expression as ag4inst that is used in this sense, as well as en the other 
hand, at the same time and various others. 

It can he seen that if yet replaces hcwever in [5: 36a] the meaning is 
quite different: it means: •m spite of the fact that she'd tried her best, she 
still failed •. The two meanings 'in spite or (the adversative proper. so to 
speak) and • as against' can be para11eled. within the sentence, in the 
alt!wugh ('concessive') type of dependent clause. This is normally a true 
adversative. and it can have ONLY this sense if the althaugh clause precedes 
the main clause {where altlwugh is. accented). But provided the although 
clause follows the main clause, where although is normally unaccented, 
it can express either the meaning ~in spite of' or the meaning 'as against:'. 
Thus we have she Jailed, slthaugh she'd tried her best, meaning either • in 
spite of the fact that .. .', panJld to [5:35a], or 'as against the fact that .. .'. 
pmlle! to [s: 36c]; or although slre'J h"i<J her be>t, sire f,U/eJ. meaning only 
'in spite of the fact that ... ', parallel tO [5 : 30]. The latter cannot mean 
";as 2gainst', which is why although he's got brains, he's not ex.utly good
looking makes no sense. 

The adversative relation also has its INTE.li.NAL aspect. Here the under
lying meaning is still 'contrary to expectation~; but the source of the 
expectation is to be found not in what the presupposed sentence is about 
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but in the current speaker-hearer configuration,. the point reached in the 
communication process, as we expressed it earlier. For example: 

{5: 37] a. ·, , . you1l find yourself in the Fourth Square in no time. 
Well, that sqll2re belongs to Tweedledum and Tweedledee -
the Fifth is mostly water - the Sixth belongs to Humpty 
Dumpty- But you make no remark?' 

b. • ... you might catch a bat. and that•s very like a m~ you 
know. But do cats eat bats, [wonder?' 

In (a} the Red Queen's reasoning is •I am giving you infOrmation, for 
which you ought to he grateful; and yet you don~t show it": that is, 
contrary to the expectation raised by the communication situation 
between us. Similarly in (b). Alice recognizes that, although her sugges
tion is made with the intention of being helpful. it may not in fact be 
any use. 

This is as it were the internal equivalent of the adversative proper; the 
meaning is not 4 in spite of the facts • hut it is still "in spite of" - • in spite 
of the roles we are playing, the state of the argument. etc~. There is 
another fmm of the adversative relario~ also internal, which we may 
perhaps regard as being the INTERNAL equivalent of the CONTRASTIVE

sense identified above, that of' as against'. This is expressed by a nmnber 
of very frequent items such as in fact, as a matter of Jaa, aaually, to tell 
{you) the truJh. The meaning is something like • as against what the 
current state of the communication process would lead us to expect, the 
fact of the matter is .. : The conjunction takes the form of an assertion 
of veracity. anAVOWAL: 

(s: 38] •Now the cleverest thing I ever did/ he went on after a pause, 
'was inventing a new pudding during the meat-course.' 
'In time to have it cooked for the next course? • said Alice. 
·well, that was quick wo~ certainly.' 
'Well~ not the next course,' the Knight said in a slow thoughtful 
tone; "no, certainly not the next course." 
'Then it would have to be the next day. [suppose you wouldn't 
have two pudding-courses in one dinner.' 
·well, not the next day,' the Knight repeated as before: 'not 
the next day. In &er; he went on, holding his head do'WIL, and 
his voice getting lower and lower .. • I don't believe that pudding 
ever was cooked! In fact, [ don~t believe th.tt pudding ever will 
be cooked ! And yet it was a very clever pudding to invent.' 
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Related to this 'avowal' type is another form of the adversative which 
was mentioned above (5.4) as bordering on the sense of negative compari
son eg: by contTast; if[5 ~26]. This is the serue of 'not ... but ... ·.which 
we might refer to as a CORRECTION. The meaning of this cohesive rela
tion itself is again internal- although. as always:, the context of its use in 
any patti.cular instance may be found in the content of the presupposed 
and presupposing sentences. The general meaning is still • contrary to 
expectation •, but here the special sense is • as against what has just been said'; 
the expectation is there, in other words, simply because it has been put 
into words. The distinction between this and the 'avowal' type, such as 
in fact, is that the latter is an assertion of 'the facts • in the face of real or 
imaginary resistance ("as against what you might think.'), whereas here 
one formulation is :rejected in favour of another ('as against what you 
have been told}. Characteristic expressions of this relation are instead 
(ofthat), rather, on the contrary, at least, I mean. The contrast may be between 
two altemative phenomena: 

{5: 39) a. He -showed no pleasure at hearing the news. Instead he looked 
even gloomier. 

b. I don't think she minds the cold. It's the dsmp she objects 
to~ rather. 

But it may be between two different formulations of the same pheno
menon: 

[5:40) 'What a beautiful belt you've got on!' Alice suddenly remarked 
. . . • At least,' she corrected herself on second thoughts, • a 
beautiful cravat, [should have said- no, a belt, I mean- ... ~. 

Finally we bring in here what may he considered a generalized form 
of the adversative relation, the meaning 'no matter (whether ..• or not; 
which ... ). still .. .'.This presupposes that some circumstances have been 
referred to which are then dismissed as irrelevant - either because it does 
not matter whether they obtain or not, as in [s: 41-a ]. or because :it does 
not matter which of the given set of circumstances obtains. as in Is :4rb]: 

fs:.p:) a. We may be back tonight; I'm not sure. Either way. just 
make yourselves at home. 

b. Your partner Illi!.Y suppon you or may change to another 
suit. In either case you should respond. 

DISMISSIVE expressioru include in any/either casefevrnt, any/either way, 
whichever happens, whether . . . er not. The same meaning is further 
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generalize<! to cover an entirely open-ended set of possibilities: • no 
matter what', ie ·no matter under what circumstances. still .. :. Taken 
by itself this seems- to have nothing cohesive about it; but it always pre
supposes that SOMETHING has gone before, remote though it may be. 
Since whatever it is that has gone before is in any case being dismissed 
as in:deva:n4 the meaning • however that may be • on the intentai plane 
often amounts to nothing more than a change of subject - •Jet' s leave 
that aside. and turn to something else' (if j.8 below). The usual modern 
sense of the word however, as a specific adversative, is in fact derived. from 
the genera)ized serue which it had earlier; in the same way various other 
expressions which are essentially of this generalized type, such as anyhow, 
at any rate, are now coming to function as adversatives in the more specific 
sense. Examples of the generalized adversative rclation: 

[5 :42) a. 'I say, this isn•t fair!' cried the Unicorn, as Alice sat with the 
knife in her hand. very much puzzled how to begin. • The 
Mo-nster has given the Lion twice as much as :me ! • 
'She's kept none for herself, anyhow/ said the Lion. 

h. ' ... the March Hare said- ' 'I didn't!' the March Hare 
interrupted in a great hurry •.. 
·well, at :any rate. the Dormouse said-' the Hatter went on. 

Summary of conjunctive relations of the ADVERSATIVE type: 

Adversative relations 'proper' ('in spite of') {external and internal) 
Simple: yet; though; only 
Containing 'and' : but 
Emphatic: however, TUVtrtheless, despite this~ all 

the same 

Contrastive relations r as against 1 (extemal} 
Simple: but, and 
Emphatic; lwwever, en the other hand. aJ the 

same time • as against that 

Contrastive relations fas against') (internal) 
Avowal: in fact. as a matur of fact, ro tell the 

truth. actually, in point of fact 

Corrective relations ('not ... but} (internal) 
Correction of meaning: instead, rather, on the contrary 
Correction of wording: at ka.st, rather, I me~~n 
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Dismmive (generalized adversative) rehtions (no matter . . ., still') 
(extemaJ and internal) 

Dismissal, closed: 

5.6 Causal 

in mry/eiihn cnsefevem, any/either 
way. whichever . . . 
anyhow, at any rate, jn any case, 
howt'Vt!T that I1Uif /,e 

The simple form of CAUSAL relation is expressed by so, thus. hence, 
tht'Tifore, amsequently, accordingly, and a number of expressions like tU a 
result (cf that), in consequena- (cf that), bemuse of that. AU th<!'e regularly 
combine with initial and. It is outside our scope here to go into the various 
positions that can be occupied by these items in the sentence, but the same 
general types exist as with the adversatives. Thus so occurs only initially. 
unless foUowing and; thus. like yet, occurs initially or at least in the first 
part (the Modal element) of the clause; therefore has the same potentialiti-es 
as however. Again adverbs such as conrequmtly resemble the adversative 
adverbs like nevertheless; and the prepositional expressions such as ilS a 
result (of this) have on the whole the same potentialities of occurrence as 
those with an adversative sense. 
Examples: 

[5:43] a .... she felt that there was no time to be lost, as she was 
shrinking rapidly; so she got to work at once to eat :rome of 
the other hit. 

b .... she wouidn•t have heard it at all, :If it hadn't come qujte 
close to her ear. The consequence of this was that it tick-led her 
ear very much. and quite took off her thoughts from the 
unhappiness of the poor little creature. 

The causal relation may be reiterated so as to form a cohesive chain, as 
in the following example from Alia: 

{5: 44) But they hAve their tails in their mouths; and the reason is ... 
that they would go with the lobsters to the dance. So they got 
thrown out to sea. So they had to fall a long way. So they got 
their tails fast in their mouths. So they couldn't get them out 
agam. 

Under the heading of causal relations are included the SPECIFIc ones of 
RESULT, REASON and PUllPOSE. These are not distinguished in the 
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simplest form of expression; se, for example, means ~as a result of this'. 
• for this reason' and • for this purpose'. When expressed as prepositional 
phrases, on the other hand, they tend to be distinct. 

The distinction between the EXTERNAL and the INTERNA.L types of 
cohesion tends to be a litcle less dearcut in the context of causal relatioru: 
than it is in the other contexts, probably because the notion of cause 
already il:ivolves some degree of interpretation by the speaker. Neverthe
less the distinction is still recogni7;lble. The simple forms thus, hence and 
therefore .all occur regularly in an INTERNAL sense, implying some kind 
of reasoning or argument from a premise;_ in the same meaning we find 
expressions like arising out of this,fc/lcwingftom this {we might include also 
locutions such as it follows tbd. _from this it appears that. we nury condude 
that and the like): 

[5:45] When the breakfast allowed blood sugar to he low during the 
morning. the increase after lunch rose to the level of cheerfulness 
and efficiency for ouly .a few minutes; then .it fell to a low levd 
which lasted throughout the afternoon. Your selection of food 
at breakfJSt, therefore, can prevent or produce fatigue through
out the day.* 

The word so is not common in this sense. but it occun :&equently in 
another meaning. also internal, that it shares with then; this is as a state
ment about the speaker·s reasoning processes-; 'I conclude from what you 
say (or other evidence) • - compare expressions such as I gather: 

[5: 46] The very first thing she did was to look whether there was a 
fire in the firep1ace, .and she was quite pleased to find that there 
was. a real one, and blazing away as brighdy as the one she had 
left behind. .. So I shall be as warm here as I was in the old 
room: thought Alice. 

The REVERSED form of the causal rdarion, in which the presupposing 
sentence expresses the cause, is less usual as a form of cohesion, Within 
the sentence, it is natural to find the structUral expression of cause going 
in either direction; a structure :functions as a whole, and the sequence 
• b, because a' is no less acceptable- in fact considerably more frequent
than 'because a. b'. With the cohesive rdation between sentences, how
ever. in which the text unfolds one sentence after another, the logical 
precedence of cause over effect is reflected in the typical sequence in 
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which sentences related in this way tend to occur. Nevertheless. we do find 
the reason was that and similar expressions; and there is one simple con
junction with this meaning, namdy for. This is hardly ever heard in 
spoken English, where its nearest equivalent is the word because in phono
logically reduced form. Note the examples; 

f5:47] a. The next morning she was glad and proud that she had not 
yielded to a scare. For he was most strangely and obviously 
better. 

b. 'I see somebody now!' she exclaimed at last. 'But he's com
ing very slowly - and what curious attitudes he goes into ! ' 
(For the Messenger kept skipping up and do""-n. and wriggling 
like an eel. as he came along, with his great hands spread 
out like fans on each side.) 

In [5:47b} the fur is used in an internal sense. meaning 'this is the reason 
for what was just said'; compare [5:48] where the conjunction because 
means • this is why I' m asking •: 

(5:48] You aren•t leaving,. are you? Because I've got something to 
say to you. 

One other type of conjnnctive relation will be considered. here under 
the general heading of causal: this is the CONDITIONAL type. The two 
are dosdy related, linguistically; where the causa1 means • a. therefore b • 
the conditional means ·possibly a; if so~ then b', m:d although the ·then' 
and the • therefore' are not logically equivalent - a may entail b without 
being its cause- they are largely interchangeable as cohesive forms. 

The simple form of expression of the conditional relation, meaning 
'under these circumstances •. is the word then: 

[5:49] a. 'And what does it live on?' 
'Weak tea with cream in it. • 
A new difficulty came into Alice's head. 
'Supposing it couldn't find any?• she suggested. 
• Then it would die, of course.' 

b. • Have some wine; the March Hare said in an encouraging 
tone. 
Alice looked all round the table, but there was nothing on 
it but tea. • I don't see any wine; she remarked. 
~There isn't any/ said the March Hare. 
• Then it wasn't very civil of you to offer it; said Alice angrily. 
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Other items include in that case, that being the case, in such an event; com
pare also the substitute form if so (3.4-1.2,. [3: ro6]). 

[5:49h] illustrates the overlap of causal and conditional; the meaning 
is 'if. a~ is the case ... , then _ . _'_ Here the equivalent relation in sentence 
structure coWd he expressed hy either if or since, as, seeing that: if/since 
there isn't any, (then) it WJlsn't Vt'ry civil of you to offer it. In [5:49a] on the 
other hand. which is hypothetical, only if is possible. &. the example 
shows, both types can be expressed in the form of conjunction. There is 
some difference in the conjunctive items that are used to express them; 
so and the causal adverbs such as acwrdingly are, at least, possible in the 
type represented by (b), but not in the hypothetical type, whereas ex
pressions like in such an event are more appropriate to the latter. The 
generalized conditional, uuder the circumstanus, may be used. in either 
sense, though it is more often non-hypotheticaL But on the whole the 
two types have the same cohesive fonns. 

The negative form of the conditional, 'under other circumstances', is 
expressed cohesively by otherwise: 

[5: so] a. It's the ~vay I like to go to work. One person and one line 
of enquiry at a time. Otherwise, there's a mudd1e. 

b. Whenever the horse stopped (which it did very often). he 
fell off in front; and whenever it went on again (which it 
generally did rather suddenly), he fell off behind. Otherwise 
he kept on pretty well .. , 

It is actually misleading to refer to this as "negative'; what it does is to 

switch the polarity. either from positive to negative (in which case the 
substitute form if trot can be used} or from negative to positive, as in 
[s:s1]: 

[5: :P:] I was not informed. Otherwise I should have taken some 
action. 

(ie 'if l had been J. There are no other very usual equivalents to otherwise 
as a conjunctive form,. although various extended p.uaphrases might still 
fall under this heading. eg the phrase itself umler other circumstances, and 
perhaps that/ such not being the case. 

In the conditional relation, the distinction between the external and 
internal types of cohesion is not at all obvious. But it is probably under 
this heading that we should take account of the rather vague RESPECTI Vli 

kind of conjunctive link represented hy expressions such as in that respect, 
with regard to this. in this connection. In a sense this is the INTERNAL 
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analogue of the CONDJTIONAL relation: the meaning is 'if we have now 
reached this point in the discourse •. The fact that these are related to 
conditionals is suggested also by the U5C of otherwise to express the same 
meaning with polarity reversed; otherw{se is equivalent not only to under 
other drcumstances but also to in other resprds. aside/apart from this. Here 
we come to the border of the (internal) temporal relation (see 5·7 below)~ 
there is a close similarity between the meaning • if we leave aside what 
has just been said • and 'we now pass on to the next point •. Two examples 
will suffice : 

fs:sz] a. One factor is the level of taxation of personal incomes.. 
With regard to this question, the impressions current among 
members of the public are often very far removed from the 
truth. 

b. The musicians themselves were somewhat disappointed at 
the relative lack. of interest displayed in the new works 
which they presented. Leaving that :illde. the whole tour 
seems to have been remarkably successful. 

Here- is a 10ummary of relatioru of the CAusAL type: 

Causal relations, general ("because ... , so•) (external and internal) 
Simple: so, thus, hence, therefore 
Emphatic: consequently, accordingly. because if 

this 
Causal relations, speciftc 

Reason: 

Result: 

Purpose~ 

Reversed. causaJ relations, general 

(mainly external) for this reason, on 
account of this 
(internal) it J.llcws (from tins), en 
this basis 
(mainly external) .as a result (of this). 
in tonst'quence {of tbis) 
(internal) arising out of this 
(mainly external) .for this purpose, 
with this in mindfview. with this 
intention 
(internal) to this end 

Simple: for; becaug 

Conditional relations ('if ... , then') (external and internal) 
Simple: then 



Emphatic: 

Generalized: 
Reversed polarity: 
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in that case, that being the ~~ in 
such an eve~ utukr those drcum
stances 
utukr the circumstances 
otherwise, under the drcumstmu:es 

Respective relations(' with respect to') (internal) 
Direct: in this respett/amnection. with regard 

to this; here 
Reversed polarity: otherwise, in ether resputs; aside/ 

apart .from this 

5·7 Temporal 
The relation between the theses of two successive sentences - that is, tbeir 
relation in extemal terms, as content- may be simply one of sequence in 
time: the one is subsequent to the other. This TEMPOltAL relation is 
expressed in its simplest fom1. by then: 

[5 :53] (Alice) beg= by taking the little golden key. and unlocking the 
door that led into the garden. lhen she set to work nihb]ing at 
the mushroom ... tilt she was about a foot high: then she walked 
down the little passage: and then- she found herself at last in the 
beautiful garden. 

In this SB.QUJINTIAL sense we have not only then and and then but also 
next~ afterwards. after that, subsequently and a number of other expressions. 

[>:54) a. (continuation of[5:49a}J '.But that must happen very often/ 
Alice remarked thoughtfully. 
• It always happens; said the Gnat. 
After this. Alice w:as silent for a minute or two. pondering. 

b .... she heard a little shriek and a :&11, and a crash of broken 
glass, from which she concluded that it was just possible it 
had f.illen into a cucumber-frame, or something of the sort. 
Next came an angry voice - the Rabbit's - 'Pat ! Pat ! 
Where are you?' And then a voice she had never heard 
before, •.. 

The temporal relation may be made more specific by the presence of an 
additional component in the meaning, as well as that of succession in 
time. So, for example, we may have •then + immediately' (at ona, 
thereupon. on which); 'then + after an interval' (.won. presently, later, '!fter 
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a tim~); 'then + repetition' (next time, on another occasion}~ 'then + a 
specific time interval' (next day,}it>e minutes later) and so on. Examples: 

[5:55] a. 'Tickets, please!' said the Guarrl putting his head in at the 
window. In a moment everybody was holding out a ticket. 

b. 'You alarm me! • said the King. 'I fee! faint - Give me a 
ham-sandwich !' 
On which the Messenger • to Alice' s great amusement. opened 
a hag that hung round his neck, and handed a sandwich to the 
King, who devoured it greedily. 

In all these instances the external temporal relation is paralleled by the 
sequence of the sentences themselves: the second sentence refers to a 
later event. But this is not necessarily the case; the second sentence may be 
related to the first, still by means of temporal cohesi.on, through an 
indication that it is SlMULTANEOCS in time, Ot' even PREVIOUS. Jn the 
sense of'simultaneous' we haveUust) then, at the same time, simultaneously; 
and here too the simple time relation may be accompanied. by some other 
component, eg 'then + in the interval• (m~anwhile, all this time). 'then + 
repetition' {cm this occasion, this time), 'then + moment of time* (at this 
plXntjmoment), 'then + termination • {by this time), and so on: 

[5: ;6] a. • •.. That will be a queer thing. to be sure t However, every
thing is queer today.' 
Just then she heard something splashing about in the pool 
a little way off ... 

h. 'You'll get used to it in time,• said the Caterpillar; and it 
put the hookah into its mouth and began smoking again. 
This time Alice waited patiently rmril it chose to speak again. 

In the sense of"prevlous' we have earlier, before that, previously~ with. 
again. the possibility of combination with other meanings: 'before + 
specific time interval" (five minutes earlier), •before + immediately' Uust 
before), 'before + termination' (up till tlult time, until then), • before + repe
tition • (on 12 previous occasion), and so on: 

[5: 57] a. The organ . . . developed an ornamental style of its own, 
which players of other instruments were recommended to 
imitate in the early sixteenth century. Hitherto, the role of 
the organ in sacred music had not apparendy called for any 
such virtuoso treatment.* 
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b. The weather cleared just as the party approa.ched the summit. 
Until then they had seen nothing of the panorama arotmd 
them. 

The presupposing sentence may be temporalJy cohesive not because it 
stands in some particular time relation to the presupposed. sentence but 
because it marks. the end of some process or series of processes. This 
CONCLUSIVE sense is expressed by items such as finally, JJt last. in the 
end, eventually: 

{5: 58] All this time the Guard was looking at her. first through a 
telescope, then through a microscope, and then through an 
opera-glass. At last he said 'You're travelling the wrong way; 
and shut up the window and went away. 

In one respect temporal conjunction differs from all other types. namely 
in that :it does occur in .a CORR.lH.ATIVE form, with a cataphoric time 
expression in one sentence anticipating the anaphoric one that is to follow. 
The typical cataphoric temporal is first; also at first, first of all. to IJegjn wUh, 
etc. Given any one of these, the expectation is that an item such as then, 
next. second or _/inally will follow: 

[5: 59) fObrecht] subjects his cantus fomus to the most abstruse manipu
lations. First, he extracts al.! the longs from the tune, and strings 
them together in succession; then he does the same with the 
breves. and finaUy with the semibreves. He then reverses this 
procedure, starting with the shorter values fint.. * 

In temporal cohesion it is fairly easy to identify and interpret the distinc
tion between the RXT1i.RNAL and the rNTEANAt. type of conjunctive 

relation. In the INTERNAL type the successivity is not in the events being 
talked about but in the communication process. The meaning 'next in 
the course of discussion • is typically expressed by the words next or then. 
or by .secondly, thirdly, etc, and the culmination of the discussion is indica
ted hy expressions $UCh as finally. as a fimtl point, in conclusion: 

[5 :6o] a. '"What sort of insects do you rejoice in,. where you come 
'fro >' h G . . ·' m . t e nat mqmreu ... 
'Well, there's the Horse-fly; AHce began, counting off the 
names on her fingers ... 
• And then there"s the Butterily.' Alice went on. 
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b. Finally we should record that the influence of the humanists 
contributed a good deal towards the final decay of the 
plainsong tradition.* 

The sense of temporal successivity in the enumeration of points in an 
argument is dearly shown by the strong tendency to anticipate a sequence 
of points by the use of the cataphoric conjWlcrive _first, or related ex
pressions such as in the first place: 

[5:6I] •There·s no sort of use in knocking; sai.d the Footm.an, •and 
that for two reasons. First, because I' m on the same side of the 
door as you are; secondly, because they' re making such a noise 
inside, no one could possibly hear you.' 

In this particular instance the two cohering passages are punctuated as a 
single sentence, but the relation between them is cohesive rather than 
structural. 

One important type of internal temporal conjunction which is linked 
to the one just discussed is the relating of what is being said to the particu
lar stage which the conummication process has reached: to the HE1tE AND 

Now of the discourse, as it were. This may take a past, present or future 
form. Typical expressions. are: past, up tc now, up to this point, hitherw, 
hETeto/CJre; present~ at this JWint. here; future, from now .on, henciforward, 
her~ntkr; etc. Examples: 

[5:62] a. The Middle Ages have become the Renaissance, and a new 
world has come into being: our world. In what way is it 
~our world'? At this point we run into so-me difficulty.* 

b. And then we are back in a strange land, the later Middle 
Ages, where ou.r modem preoccupations can only hinder 
understanding. So far we have tried to imagine the way an 
interested. but uninstructcd listener might react, in general 
terms, to early Renaissance music. It is now time to go into 
greater detail.* 

We have not cited any equivalent external forms of expression; not be
cause they do not exist but because they are not cohesive, they are 
deictic. Expressions like now, up to now .. in future relate what is being said 
to the present situation. the 'here and now' of reality; they do not there
fore presuppose anything in the preceding text. If on the other hand. 'here 

* 11titl. 
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and now' means 'here and now in the text', then such forms will have a 
cohesive effect. 

These internal aspects of the temporal relations are 'temporal' in the 
sense that they refer to the time dimension that is present :in the com
munication process. The com~unication process is certainly a process in 
real time; but it is at one remove from the rime dimension of the processes 
of the extenul wodd that form the content of communication. Hence 
this 'rime two' is felt to be already in some way a metaphorical extension 
of the concept of time as in the 'time one' of these external processes; and 
this makes it fairly easy for it to be extended still further into meanings 
that are not really temporal at alL 

By such an extension, we move from the sense of •ftn.ally, to con
clude' to that of"to round otfthe point' and hence 'to sum up'. The 
expressions finally, in conclusion are themselves used in this c u LMl N AT 1 v E 

sense; it is reasonable to suggest therefore that the meaning of 'to sum 
up • is h4sically a form of temporal conjunction even when expressed 
by other items such as tu sum up. in short, in a word, to pm it briefly: 

[5: 63] Your nutrition can determine how you Jook, act and feel; 
whether you are grouchy or cheerful. homely or beautiful. 
physiologically and even psychologically young or old; whether 
you think clearly or are .confused, enjoy your work or make it a 
drudgery. increase your earning power or stay in an economic 
rut. The foods you eat can make the difference between your 
day ending with freshness which lets you enjoy a delightful 
evening or with exhaustion which forces you to bed with the 
chickens. To a coru:iderabJe degree. your nutrition can give you 
a coddle.kgg personality or make you a hum.an dynamo. In 
short, it can determine your zest for lif~ the good you put into 
it, and the fulfilment you get from it.* 

And finally by a still further extension we lll.3Y include here the sense of 
• to return to the point', where the speaker Indicates that he is resuming the 
main purpose of the communication following a digress.ion of some kind. 
This R.BSUMPT!Vll relation is also, of course, an internal one. and is 
expressed by words and phrases such as anyway, to TNU~. to come back 
to the point: 

{5 :6.1-J The distinction between reliability and validity made above is an 
important one. lt is perfectly possible for an examination to be 
.reliable but invalid; reliable in the sense that dil&rent examiners 

* Adellc- D.vis. Ut's Eat lUght to Kup Fit, George.Allen & Unwin. 
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would award the same marks to the same paper. For example, 
in a country where I used to work it was not uncommon for 
examinations to indude a question in which students were asked 
to explain the meanings of allegedly "well-known' English 
proverbs. They were in fact usually Victorian in character and 
had long ago dropped out of popular usage. if indeed they had 
ever been represented in it. The way in which sensible students 
used to prepare fOr this question was to buy bazaar cri~ which 
listed and explained proverbs. and to learn the contents by 
heart. The marking was therefore reasonably rdiable, but by no 
stretch of the imagination could the procedure be called valid. 
It was not a test of English. To return to the effects of examina
tions upon teaching; when a teacher does his own testing then 
there need be no dfect on his teaching. for he can test according 
to his own criteria, whatever they might he.* 

The following is a summary of the conjWlctive .relations of the 
TEMPORAL type: 

Simple temporal relations (external) 
Sequential: (and) tlwn~ next, afterwards, after that, subse

Simultaneous: 
Preceding: 

quently 
(just) then,. aJ the same time, simultaneously 
earlier, before thenfthat, previously 

Complex temporal relations (external) 
Immediate: at once, thereupcn. on which; just before 
Interrupted: soon, presently, later. after a time; some time 

earlier-.Jormerly 
Repetitive: next time, on another occasion; this time, on 

Specific: 

Durative: 
Terminal: 
Punctiliar: 

this occasion; th£ last time, on a previous 
occasion 
next day, five minutes later. five minutes 
earlier 
meanwhile, all this time 
by this time; up till that time, until then. 
next nroment; at this pmntfmoment; the previous 
moment 

Conclusive relations {external) 
Simple: finally. at last. jn the end, eventually 

* Brian Harrison, Englid! ass &wmJ an.f Farl!ign l.al!guDgi!. London: E.dward Arnold {series: 
Explonatiom in Language Swdy), 1973. p 102. 
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Sequential and conclusive relations (external): correlative forms 
Sequential: first ... then, _first ... next. _first ... seccnd ... 
Conclusive~ a1 ~first ... . finally. at first ... in the end 

Temporal relations {internal) 
Sequential: then, next, seamdly ... 
Conclusive: finaUy, as a final point, in conclusion 

Temporal relations (intemal): correlative forms 
Sequential: first ... next, first ... then, first ... secondly •. . ; 

in the first place- • .. ; to begin with ... 
Conclusive: ... _finally; ... to conclude with 

"Here and now' rdations (internal} 
Past: up to now, up to tbl"s paint, hithcrtc, heretrifore 
Present: at this JWint, here 
Future: from now on, het~.ceforward 

Smnmary relations (internal) 
Cu1min.ative: to sum up. in short, briefly 
Resumptive: to resume, to get back to the point, anyway 

5.8 Other co~unctive items (continuatives) 

In this final section we bring together a number of individual items which. 
although they do not express any particular one of the conjunctive rela
tions identified above, are nevertheless used with a cohesive force in the 
text. If necessary these can be referred to simply as CONTINUATIVES. 

In a. sense this is a residual category of the usual • miscellaneous • type. 
But there is .a re;~:son for its existence. We have tried to group together. in 
each of the four preceding sections, both those items which express a 
particular EXTERNAL relation, adversative. temporal and so on. and those 
items which express some INTERNAL rdations that are closely linked to it. 
Since in the majority of jrutances the same jtems occur in both senses. this 
Sttms justifiable. For example, next means both 'next in time, of the 
processes being talked about • and 'next in sequence in the current com
munication process (e~ next of the points in an argument)·. and one does 
not immediately think of these as two different me-anings. But these 
intern.al relations may be regarded as an extension of the underlying 
patterns of conjunction into the communication situation itsel( treating 
it, and thereby also the text- the linguistic component of the communica
tion process - as having by analogy the same structure as 'reality': that 
is, as the phenomena that constitute the content, or T HES 1 s. of the text. 
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But the analogy is imperfect, in the sense that it is not exhaustive. There 
are some subtle and complex relations within the communication process 
that cannot be closely modelled on those of external processes. We shaH 
not try to treat these in principle, but shall simply discuss informally one 
or two very frequent items that do not readily fall into the four con
junctive categories dealt with above. Following this we shall end with a 
note on the place of intonation as a conjunctive device. 

We can in fact insert a brief general statement about the intonation 
pattern that is associated with the CONTINUATIVE items themselves. 
In general, when functioning cohesively they are • reduced' fonns (ie un

accented and with reduced vowel values) of items which also occur, hut 
not cohesively, in a 'full" (non-reduced) form. Their meaning as con
junctive items is derivable from their meaning as full forms.; their 
phonological reduction is simply a signal that they have in fact a backward
linking :function - we have seen throughout all the chapters of this work 
how cohesive items tend to be entirely non-prominent in intonation and 
accent, unless they ate very definitely contrastive. 

Six items will be discussed: JWw, of course. well. onrway • .surely. after flll. 

5.8.1 Naw 

lfit is tonic, now is delctic and not cohesive (unless it is made to he cohesive 
by the intonation pattern, contrasting with before, etc; see 5-9 below). If 
it is reduced, it means the opening of a new stage in the communication; 
this may be a new incident in the story. a new point in the argument, a 
new role or- attitude being taken on by the speaker. and so on. For 
example, in a transaction situation such as a shop encounter. the transition 
from ph.acic communion to tramactional rdations is often made by now: 
Now what would yt~u like, dear? Other examples: 

[5:65] a. Are you ready? Now when I tell you to jump, dose your 
eyes and jump. 

b. • A slow sort of country!', said the Queen. 'Now, here. you 
see. it ukes all the running you can do, to keep in the same 
place.' 

c. • A loaf of bread; the W a1rus said, 
'Is. what we chiefly need: 

Pepper and vinegar besides 
Are very good indeed

Nowifyou'reready. Oysters dear, 
We can begin to feed. • 
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J.8.z Ofwurse 

If tonic, this means 'you should have known that already', as in [5 :66a]. 
If reduced, it means • I accept the fact'; or, rhetorically~ 'you must accept 
the fact'- it is typically used, therefOre. to disarm someone into accepting 
something the speaker knows he is likely to reject. The second meaning 
is a kind of subliminal form of the first~ it often has a slighdy adversative 
force, of the • as against that' type. derived from the fact that it suggests 
that something should have been obvious' but" was overlooked, as in (b) 
below: 

[5 :66] a. •Everything's just as it was!' 'Of course it is; said the Queen. 
b. They were going to come to the meeting. Of course they 

may have changed their minds. 
c. You find these properties expensive? Of course prices have 

increased lately. you lrn.ow. 

5.8.3 Well 

This occurs typically at the beginning of a I'($ponse in dialogue. (We 
ignore here its use in the original sense, as the adverbial equivalent of 
good; and also the sense as an attribute meaning "in good health'.) If 
tonic. it means 'I acknowledge the question. and will give a considered 
answer', often therefore amounting to no more than a hesitation noise: 
'I'm thinking about it'. More or less the same meaning .is expressed by 
various other items such as as to thm. If reduced, well serves to indicate that 
what follows IS in fact a response to what has preceded: in other words, 
it slips in quietly the respondent's claim to be answering the question 
(sometimes with a show of reluct:ance) and hence is purely cohesive in 
function. If it is used in a. continuation by the same speaker, it introduces 
an explanatory comment (rf [5:37a] above). See also [s:6oa], and J:he 
linguistic discussion between Alice and Humpty Dumpty from which 
exampk [5: ro] is taken- [5:6~] is taken from the same context: 

[5:67] a. • And what does "outgrabe" mean?' 
'Well, «ouogribing" is something between bellowing and 
whiscling, with a kind of sneeze in the middle •.. • 

b. 'Do Ilook very pale?• said Tweedlcdum, coming up to have 
his helmet tied on , •. 
• Well- yes -a little,' Alicc replied gently. 
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5.8.4 Anyway 

The very frequent use of this word that we are referring to here derives 
from its meaning as described under the heading of adversative above (5.5). 
In its tonic form It is what we called DISMISSIVE. meaning •no matter 
under wh~ or what. ciccumsrances'; but it also occurs very frequendy 
in a reduced form. in which case it indicates cohesion with the preceding 
sentence by simply brushing it aside. The meaning is thus also related 
to the RESUMPTIVE type exemplified in [5:64] (in 5.7), that is, 'to come 
back to the point'. But this sense i.s often hardly felt to be present, so we 
include anyway here as a continuative. One or two other items occur with 
this same meaning of' let's get on with the job', eg: anyhow, at any rate: 

[s: 68] a. They changed over to a most peculiar kind of train which 
you don't see now. fve forgotten what i.t was caiied. Was 
it called a 'steam coach'? I can't remember. Anyway it was 
just one coach but it ran by steam and it made a funny noise. 

h. The last time she saw them, they were trying to put the 
Dormouse into the teapot. 'At any rate I'll never go there 
again,' said Alice as she picked her way through the wood. 

5.8.5 Surely 

If tonic, this invites the hearer to assent to the proposition being enuncia
ted; it is not cohesive, except in the cataphoric sense that a question :is 
cohesive: it demands an answer. If reduced, it has what is basically the 
cohesive equivalent of the same meaning; that is, 'am I right in my 
unden.tanding of what's just been said?\ and sometimes specificaUy 
'youcan'thave meant ... ?• For example: 

[.5:69] They'll think you're serious. -Nobody could be so stupid as 
to think t1ut. surely. 

5.8.6 After all 

In its tonic form. tills means • after everything relevant has been considered. 
what remains Is .. .'. As usual the tone is either I or 4, in their typical 
senses of'in addition to .. : and •m spite of .. .' (what may have been 
understood). Compare taking everything into consideration. whm all's said 
and done. Again. although not itself cohesive this meaning becomes co
hesive in context. so aft" all fi.mctions as a continuative especially when 
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phonologically reduced: the sense is 'what 1 have just said is reasonable, 
when everything is taken into account •. 

[5: 70) You needn't apologize. After all nobody could have known what 
would happen. 

5·9 The cohesive function of intonation 

Continuatives of the kind just discussed are as it were subdued cohesives; 
they cohere by stealth. A meaning that is basically not conjuru::tive, like 
'at time present' (now), or 'this is to be expected' (of course), becomes co
hesive when it is slipped in as an incidental or as an afterthought, since its 
interpretation becomes contingent on the context (and therefore on the 
preceding text). It is interesting that there is a general tendency in spoken 
English for conjunctive elements as a whole to be, phonologically, either 
tonic (maximally prominent) or reduced (minimally prominent), rather 
than anything in bctv;.-een. This can be explained. very simply. by reference 
to the function of intonation in English grammar. 

Cohesive elements relate the sentence to something that has gone before 
it; they are normally anaphoric- there is no new content to them. Now, 
anaphoric items in English are phenologically non-prominent, as. remarked 
above, and this usually extends to their syllabic structure: :in other words 
they are • reduced •. But if the cohesive relation itself is to be brought into 
focus of attention, this is tna.rked in the usual way by tonic prominence. 
This takes the form of the tonic either of tone r (falling}, if the general 
sense is CUMULATIVE. or (perhaps more frequently) of tone 4- (falling
rising). if the general sense is CONTR.ASTIVli. 

We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of the cohesive func
tion of intonation, since this is closely related to conjunction and may be 
considered as expressing forms of conjunctive relation. 

The FALL-RISE intonation pattern in English, TONE 4. has in many 
contexts a sense of reservation, 'there's a but about it'. This is not necessarily 
a cohesive factor, since the nature of the reservation may not be made 
explicit. But ln many instances the fall-rise intonation pattern provides a 
dear indication, and ofren the only indication. that the item on which it 
f.ills is to be interpreted as contrasting with a preceding item; and in such 
instances, the function of the tone is specifically cohesive. We have already 
mentioned the falling (tone 1) and falling-rising (tone 4} intonation pat
terns in the discussion on tbe adversative in s.s above, illustrating the fact 
that these tones are characteristically associated with contexts where there 
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are already cohesive items present. This is: a very general phenomenon; 
the full-rise tone pattern adds the :sense of contrast. as in [5 :32c]. and 

[5:71] a. 'Let's go back to the last remark but one.' ·rm atraid I can't 
quite remember it; Alice said. very politely. 
'In that case (}{4 in THAT case /1) we may start afresh/ said 
Humpty Dumpty. 

b. We've been stuck in this traffic for three quarters of an hour. 
Another time (//4 ANOTHE& time//) we'll go by train. 

Very frequently. however. the tone alone shows: that the item in question 
is cohesive; the cohesion consists just in the contrast with some preceding 
item. There is no doubt about the presupposing force of the fall-rise roue 
in the follcwing examples: 

[5:72} a. 'Seven jogged my elbow.' ... 'That•s right. five! Always 
lay the blame on others !' • You'd better not talk: 1• said Five. 
U/4 YOtJD better not talk if) 

b. People used to dress. up to go to the theatre. Now(J/4 NOW/{) 
they wear any old thing. 

c. •The only difficulty is with the &et. The lu!ad is high enough 
al.-..dy: (//4 the HEAD//r is high enough AI READY 1/) 

d. 6 That is not said right.• said the Caterpillar. 'Not quite right, 
I'm afraid..' .said Alice timidly (//4 not QOlTII right. I'm 
afrud //) 

e. Evidently Humpty Dumpty was very angry. though he said 
nothing for a minute or two. When he did speak again, it 
was in a de<p growl. (i/4 when be DID speak again/!) 

In (a), which can only be read //4 YOu'D better not talk 1/, the= is 
"you should be concerned with yourself~ instead of criticizing me'. [n (b) 
the tone 4 on new is cohesive because it contrasts the present with what used 
to happen. In (c) the head contt= with the fe<t, and in (d) not quite righJ 
contrasts with not right. modifying it by reference to its original absolute 
form. In (e) the marked positive form did speak contrasts with negative 
said nothing. 

The FALLING- tone. TO Nil I, if it is used in the context of a cohesive 
element, has the sense of • :md here's something more'. The additive 
cohesive items normally have this tone, if they carry tonic prominence at 
all, just as the adversative normally has tone 4 - although~ as always with 
the English intonation system. both can he reversed, to give a flavour of 
the opposite meaning: for exampl~ mi>rt'over can be spoken on tone 4-
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meaning 'there is something else, despite what you may think •, and 
lwwever on tone 1 meaning • there is a reservation to be expressed, so 
wait!~ 

Unlike tone 4. tone r does not by itself carry any cohesive force. But 
there is a strong case for considering the LOW JHSING tone (preceded by 
mid level). TONE J, as the cohesive variety of tone r, since it does function 
in other respects as a kind of dependent or non-autonomous equivalent of 
the falling tone. So for example in 

[5 :73] a. The little stable boy went to bed feding very excited. In the 
morning (3// in the MORNING //), he packed ffi, hag and 
left home. 

the tone shows that in the morning is cohesively related to the preceding 
sentence, and me<ms 'next morning'. This tone would be inappropriate, 
for example, in a sentence such as [5:73h] occurring initially in the dis
course, where in the morning means 'every morning • and cannot be 
cohesive: 

(5:73] b. In the monllng I'm usually very tired. 

But both tone 3 and tone 4 are also used in contexts where the relation 
which they signal is a structural one, to a preceding or, more often, a 
following clause within the same sentence. In such instances they are 
not cohesive in the sense in which the term is defined here.* 

Naturally, the type of cohesion outlined in the iast few paragraphs 
appears only in spoken English. since the cohesi.on is being expressed 
through the medium of intonation. Intonation, however, has a very far
reaching and pervasive function in the grammar of the spoken language. 
so that it is not surprising that it should play a significant part in this 
particu1ar region. As we have emphasized throughout, cohesive rela
tions are on the borders of grammar. and i.t is likely that some of the 
specific grammatical functions of the intonation system derive in the first 
place from its role in the expression of cohesion within a text, 

* For a dlscussion of these aspects of intonation sec M. A. K. fulliday, A courSE in spoken 
English: lntcnation (P:utn of A cDiirse in >:pOkmEngli;h, by RmWd M=Jdn. M. A. K. Hillilhy, 
J. Mdl. Siaclair and K. H. Albtow), l.Qndon: Oxf<Xd University Press,. 1970-



Chapter 6 

Lexical Cohesion 

6.r The class of' general nouns' 

In the previous four chapters, we have described the various types of 
grammati<:al cohesion: reference, substitution and ellipsis, and conjunc
tion. In order to complete the picture of cohesive relations it is necessary 
to take into account also lexical cohesion. This is the cohesive effect 
achieved by the selection of vocabulary. 

On the borderline between grammatical and lexical cohesion is the 
cohesive fm1ction of the class of GHN£RAL NOUN. We can speak about a 
borderline hcrc because a general noun is itself a borderline case between 
a lexical item (member of an open set) and a gram.matica1 item. (member of 
a dosed system). 

The class of general noun ls a small set of nouns having generalized 
reference within the major noun classes, those such as 'human noun'~ 
• place noun'. • fa-ct noun' and the like. Examples are: 

pt!ople, person, man, woman, chilJ, boy, girl [human] 
ueabl.re fnon-human animate] 
thing, object [inanimate concrete count) 
stuff [inanimate concrete mass} 
business. JtjJair, matter [inanimate abstract] 
move [action] 
plau [place] 
questiou. idea [fact} 

These items are often neglected in descriptions of English; but they 
play a significant pan in verbal interaction,. and are also an important 
source of cohesion in the spoken language. The fOllowing examples 
illustrate their cohesive function: 

[6: r] a. Didn't everyone make it dear they expected the minister to 
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resign ? - They did. But it seems to have made no impression 
on the man. 

b. 'I should like ro be a littl~ Jargcr, sir, if you wouldn't mind,' 
said Alice: 'three inches is such a wretched height to be'. 
'It's a very good height indeed!' said the CaterpiUar angrily. 
rearing itself upright as it spoke (it ~s exactly three inche<> 
high). 
'But I' m not used to it ! ' pleaded poor Alice in a piteow tone. 
And she thought to herse)f. 'I wish the creatures wouldn • t be 
so easily offended ! ' 

c. What shall I do with aU this crockery ? - Leave the stuff there; 
someone'H come and put it av.d.y. 

d. We .all kept quiet. Th:at seemed the best move. 
e. Can you tell me where to stay in Geneva? I've never been to 

the plae<. 
f. Henry seems convinced there's mone-y in dairy farming. I don't 

know what gave him that idea. 

As these examples show~ a general noun in cohesive function is almost 
always accompanied by the reference item the. This the is anaphoric, and 
the effect is that the whole complex • the + general noun • functions like 
an anapboric reference i.tem. The most usual alternative to the is a demon
strative, and if a demonstrative occurs it usually carries the tonic: cfi that 
idra in example [6: rf). This relates to the fact that the general noun itself 
does NOT carry the tonic, if it is functioning cohesively; a fact v.-hich 
holds true even when it occurs in final position, which is the unmarked 
location of tonic prominence. Hence in f6: Ia, d, e and f) it would be 
highly improbable, and strongly contrastive, to assign tonic prominence 
to man, nwve, place and iJeil. 

The ahove gives us some indication of the status of general nouns. 
From a lexical point of view, they are the superordin.ate members of 
major lexical sets, and therefore their cohesive use is an instance of the 
general principle whereby a superordinate item operates anaphorically 
as a kind of synonym(see 6.2 below). From a grammatical point of view, 
the combination of general noun plus specific determine£, such as the 
man., tlu> thing, is very similar to a reference item. There is little difference 
between it Jeems to have ~t~ade very little impression on the man and it seems 
to have matk very little impression 011 him: in both instances interpretation 
i~ possible only by reference to something that has gone hefore. But it is 
not the case that there is no difference at all : the form with general noun, 
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tlu: man, opens up another possibility, that of introducing an inte£penonal 
clement into the meaning, which is absent in the case of the personal 
pronoun. (It may be worth stressing once again that the fact that general 
nouns are very general in meaning, and therefore often interpretable only 
by reference to some element other than themselves, does not make them 
unimportant in the language. Since they require recourse to another item. 
that item must he located earlier within the same text; and this means 
that they play a significant role in making a text hang together.) 

The expression of interpersonal meaning. of a particular attitude on the 
part of the speaker, is an important function of general nouns. EssentiaUy 
the attitude conveyed is one of familiarity, as opposed to distance, in 
which the speaker assumes the right to represent the thing he is re-ferring 
to as it impinges on him personally; hence the specific attitude may be 
either contemptuous or sympathetic, the two being closely related as 
forms of personal involvement (if the mean!ng of diminutives in many 
languages). There are quite a few general nouns which have this inter
personal element as an inherent part of their meaning, especially those 
referring to human beings, for example idi()t. fool, devil, dear; and these are 
supplemented. at any one moment in time, by a host of more or l~s slang 
terms differing widely fmm one social group and one generation to 
another. But whether or not it is inherently attitudinal in meaning, a 
general noun in cohesive function can .always be accompanied by an 
attitudinal Modifier. So we have examples such as the dears. the poor 
dears; and also the stupid thing. the lucky fellow and so on: 

[6: 2) a. I've been to see my great-aunt. The poor old girl's getting very 
forgetful these days. 

b. Alice caught the baby with some difficulty, as it was a queer
shaped little creature. and held out its arms and legs in all 
directions, 'just like a star-ftsh', thought Alice. The poor little 
thing was snorting like a steam-engine when she caught 
it. - . 

c. Henry• s thinking of rowing the Atlantic. Do go and talk. to 
the wretched fool. 

These forms with interpersonal elements in their meaning have certain 
special features when they are used cohesively. The general nouns may 
be ti':lnSCategorized up the scale inanimate-animate-human, with creature 
being used for human .as well as animate, and thing for all three (cf 3.2.3 
above). The adjectives cannot he submodified, by words such a~ very, nor 
can they he compared. Only adjectives with an attitudinal meaning can 
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occur; it would not be possible to say the fat man in [6: ra]- or if one did, by 
virtue of its occurrence in this context fat would become attitudinal. A 
general noun i.n cohesive function can in fact accept only non-defining 
Modifiers; since it refers back to the entire nominal group ;,vith which it 
i.s to be identified for its interpretation, it carries over any defining ele
ments from this nominal group, and hence it must -itsdf remain undefined. 
Attitudinal adjectives are by their nature non-defming. Here is a Shakes
pearean example (the good man, referring to Lear); 

f6: 3} AU blest secrets, 
All you unpublish' d virtues of the earth. 
Spring with my tears l be aidant and remediate 
In the good man's distress l 

& a corolbry of their carrying over of definiteness, general nouns of the 
human class are very frequently used in anaphoric reference to penonal 
names. It is interesting that the other use of these nouns., when there is an 
attitudinal element present either in the noun itself or in the form of modi
fication, is as vocatives: tenns of .abuse or endearment, you crazy fool! and 
the like. There they are exophoric instead of anaphoric; :md this nnder
lines the fact that the typical context in which they function is a referential 
one, so that like reference items they refer either to the situation or to the 
preceding text. 

The interpersonal element of attitude, however, although it is fre
quently associated with the cohesive use of general nouns, is by no means 
always present; this kind of anaphoric reference does not necessarily 
embody any attitudinal meaning. The following are entlrel y neutral: 

f6:4] a. J've just read John Smith's essay. The whole thing is very 
well thought out. 

b. Robert seems very worried about something. I think you 
ought to kve a talk with the boy. 

Here the items thing and brq refer :maphorically to Jafm Smith's e.ssay and 
Rabrrt respectively~ and again the identity of reference is slgnalled. by the 
presence of the anaphoric reference item the. 

6.2 Types of reiteration 

Thus the use of general nouns as cohesive .agents depends on their occur
ring in the context of reference ~ having the same referent as the item 
which they presuppose, this being signalled by the accompaniment of 01 

reference item. 
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This use of general words as cohesive demcms, however, when seen 
from the lexical point of view, is merely a special case of a much more 
general phenomenon which we may term REITERATION. Reiteration is 
a form oflexical cohesion which involves the repetition of a leA-ica.l item, 
at one end of the scale~ the use of a general word to refer back to a lexical 
item, at the other end of the scale; and a number of thi.ngs in between -
the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate. Let us illustrate 
each of these in turn. 

[6:5] a. There vtas a large mushroom growing near her, about the 
same height as herself; and, when she had looked. under it, 
it occurred to her that she might .as v.rell look and see what was 
on the top of it. 
She stretched herself up on tiptoe., and peeped over the edge 
of the mushroom, ... 

b. Accordingly ... I took leave, and turned to the ascent of the 
peak.. The climb is perfectly easy ... 

c. Then quickly rose Sir Bedivere, and ran, 
And leaping dov.n the ridges lightly. p)ung' d 
Among the bulrush beds, and dutch' d the sword 
And lightly wheel' d and threw it. The great brand 
Made light'nings in the splendour of the moon ... 

d. Henry's bought himself a new Jaguar. He practically lives in 
the car. 

In (a), there is REPETITION: mushroom refers hack to mushroom. In (b) 
climb refers. back to ascent, of which it is a SYNONYM. In (c) brand refers 
back to sword. of which it is a near SYNONYM. In (d), car refers hack to 
Jaguar; and car is a SUPERORDlNATE of Jaguar- that is., a name for a more 
general class {as vehicle is a superordinate of car, spo<m of teaspoon, cut of 
pare, and so on). All these are cohesive in e...xactly the same v.tay as the 
GEN.ERAL WORDS illustrated ih [6: 1-4]; the latter differ only in level 
of generality. 

All these instance:;; have in common the- fact that one lexical item refers 
back to another, to which it is related by having a common referent. We 
shall refer to this general phenomenon as R.EIT.ERA T ION. A reiterated item 
may be a repetition, a synonym or near-synonym, a superordinate, or a 
general word; and in most cases it is accompanied by a reference item. 
typically the. 

At the same time, there is no sharp dividing line between these forms., 
consis.ting of a related lexical item plus anaphoric the, and. the personal 
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reference forms such as he and it. We can in fact recognize a continuum, 
or 'dine'. of cohesive elements; for example (adapting f6:sb] above): 

( The ascent 
1 Thedimh 

(6: 6] I turned to the ascent of the peak. "\, The task 
: The thing 
' 

is perfectly 

~ It 

Here we have (r) the same item repeated, (2} a synonym. (3) a super
ordinate, {4) a general noun and (5) a personaJ reference item. Here 
ascent and climb arc lexical items whose interpretation IN THrs INSTANCE 

is shown (by anaphortc' the) to be idcncicai with that of an earlier lexical 
item to which they are related either by repetition (ascmt) or by synonymy 
(climb). The same ls true of task, except that task :is a more generaherm. 
higher in the lex\cal taxonomy; so the cohesive environment of the word 
task adds specificity to it - when we interpret the task by reference to the 
ascent of the yak we identify the particular kind of task referred to. The 
word Jhing is an even more general term which is being used in exactly 
the same way; but it is still more specific than it, because it usually 
excludes people and animals. as well as qualities. states and relations, and 
it always excludes facts and report&. Mo:st general of all is the reference 
item it; but even it is nm a' pure' phoric element sinceitJikewise embodies 
some specifici.ty, though only minimal: it excludes people. The form it 
comes closest to being an alternative realization of genera1 noun + 
reference item, as in the thing. 

Hence the boundary between lexical cohesion of the type we are calling 
REJTERATIO~. and grammatical cohesion of the REFERENCE type, is by 
no means clear cm; the class of general nouns provides a form of cohesion 
that lies somewhere in between the two, and is interpretable as either. 
Here we are interpreting it as lexical cohesion, and bringing it under the 
general heading of what we are calling reiteration. When we talk about 
.REITERATION, therefore. we are including not only the repetition 
of the same lexica1 item but also the occurrence of a related item~ which 
may be anything from a .synonym or near synonym of the original to a 
general word dominating the entire class. Let us categorize these as 
above: any instance of reiteration may be (a} the SAMB WOltD, (b) a 
SYNONYM or NEAR-SYNONYM, (c) a SUPERO:RDINATE or (d) a 
Gl!ll;l!llAL WORD. For example: 

[6: 7] There's a boy climbing that tree. 
a. The boy's gojng to fall ifhe doesn't take care. 
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b. The Jad's: going to fall if he doesn't take care. 
c. The child's going to fall if he doesn't take care. 
d. The idi:ot' s. going to faH if he doem' t take e2re. 

In (a), boy is repe-ated. In (b), the reiteration takes the form of a synonym 
lad; in (c), of the superordinate term child; and in (d), of a general word 
idiot. It is typical of such general words, at least those referring to people, 
as we have seen, that they carry a connotation of attitude on the part of 
the speaker, usually one of familiarity (derogatory or intimate). Here is 
another example, this time with a non-human referent: 

{6: 8) There's a boy climbing the old elm. 
a. Thatelm.i:m'tverysafe. 
c. That tree i:m' t very safe. 
d. That old thing isn't very safe. 

Here (a) repeats elm, (c) selects the superordinate ttu, and (d) the general 
word thing. It is difficult to find a synonym of the same degree of specifi
city in this example; we could find one in a series like: There's a boy 
dimbing alang the rafters. (a) Tlw~ rafters ... (b) Those beams , , , (c) These 
timbers ... (d) Those things . ... The category of superordinate, illustrated 
in (c), refers to any item whose meaning includes that of the earlier one; 
in technical terms, any item that dominates the earlier one in the lexical 
taxonomy. There are often severai possible superordlnate terms, words 
that are intermediate between the lowest level, represented by (a) and (b), 
and the highest, represented by (d). That is to say, there may he various 
degrees of generality intermediate between the presupposed item itself. 
eg: elm in [6:8}, on the one hand, and a very general word like thing on 
the other. Words wi.th intermediate status are more open to modification, 
though still with a tendency to some evaluative meaning, eg: this eminmt 
authM. 

The general words, which correspond to major classes of lexical items, 
are as we have said very commonly used with cohesive force. They are on 
the borderline between lexical items and substitutes. The substitutes one 
and Jo can be thought of as being as it were the highest points in the 
lexical taxonomy of nouns and verbs respectively; as such, they con
stitute a dosed dass, and so acquire a purdy grammatical function. Next 
below them come the general words, such as thing, person, make, do and 
so on; these, although limited in number, are not dearly hounded and it i'> 
hardly possible to compile a definitive list of them. They do function 
more or less as lexical items. ro when they occur cohesively we can treat 
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them as instances of lexical cohesion. But there is no sharp line between 
substitutes and general words- because there is no very sharp line between 
grarnrn:1r and vocabulary: the vocabulary. or lexis, is simply the open
ended and most 'delicate' aspect of the gram.m.ar of .a language. 

Not all general words .are med cohesively; in &et, ouly the nouns are, 
for the reason noted above, namely that a general word is cohesive only 
when in the context of reference - that is, when it has the same referent 
as whatever it is presupposing, and when it is accompanied by a refereru:e 
item. All the types of lexical cohesion that we have considered up to this 
point have involved identity of reference; no matter whether the reitera
ted item has been a repetition. a synonym. a superordinate or a general 
word, it has been assumed to share a common referent with the originaL 
Keeping to this assumption for the moment we can shift our point of 
view from the grammatical to the lexical and look at reference from the 
lexical angle, .interpreting -it as a means of avoiding the repetition of 
lexlcal items and thus making it dear that if the lexical item had been 
reiterated it would have had the same referent. 

The simplest illustration of this is provided by proper name§. Suppose 
we have 

{6:9] John took Mary to the dance. John was left all alone. 

-how do we know whether it's the same John? The answer to this is, .if 
you want to make it dear that it is the same John, don't call him John; 
call him he. In other words, we use a reference item; and this conveys the 
meaning • the present sentence is related to the lao;t one by the fact that 
both contain a reference to the ..ame individual". This does not mean that a 
repeated proper noun can never have the same referent as it had on its 
first occurrence; the second John couLD refer to the same person as the 
first- we simply do not know whether it does or not. If John is repeated, 
we need some further signal to tdl us how to interpret it. 

With common nouns, the means arc readily available; the signal is 
given by a reference item, typically the. So for example in 

[6:Io]Just then a Fawn came wandering by: it looked at A1ice with 
its large gentle eyes, but didn't seem at a11 :&ightened .... 
'What do vou call voursdf?', the Fav.rn said at last. 

' ' 
the signals 'the Fawn referred to on this: second occasion is the same Pav.m 
as that referred to in the (or some) preceding sentence'. 

From this it would seem that it is not the repetition of the word Fawn 
that has. the cohesive effect, but only i.ts repetition accompanied by an 
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anaphoric reference item. This might suggest that there was no distinct 
category of LEXICAL COHESION; that what we are caUing •lexical 
cohesion' was merely the reiteration of a lexical item in a context of 
grammatical cohesion, the cohesion being simply a niatter of reference. 
But that is not, in fact, the whole story. It is true that lexical reiteration, 
where the reference is identical, is usually made explicit by means of an 
anaphoric reference item.. But there are other types of lexical cohesion 
which do not depend on identity of reference; patterns of word occur
rences which by themselves give a separate, purely lexical dlmension of 
internal cohesion to a text. 

6. 3 Lexical relations as cohesive patterns 

The most immediately obvious type offexica1 cohesion is that illustrated 
by the Fa<..vn in [6: roJ, where the same word is repeated and has the same 
referent on both occasions. We have already seen that it .is not necessary 
for the second instance to be an exact repetition of the same word; it 
rruy be any kind of what we have called REITERATION -synonym, 
superordinate, or general word. We ha"r"e assumed up to this point, how
ever, that there must be identity of reference between the two. and this 
suggested that 'lexical cohesion' was to be interpreted simply as an accom
panying feature that may be associated with grammatical reference. 

[t is not necessary for two lexical occurrences to have the same referent, 
however, in order for them to be cohesive. Consider the following 
examples: 

{6: I I] Why does this little boy have to w£iggle all the time? 
a. Other boys don't wriggle. 
b . .Boys always wriggle. 
c. Good boys don't wriggle. 
d . .Boys should be kept out of here. 

In (a). boys ties with boy although they arc not coreferential. This could 
he explained as cohesion by comparative reference, in view of the item 
other; but in (b) there is no identity of reference and no reference item 
either, yet boys still coheres with boy. It would be possible to use a personal 
reference item INSTEAD OF boys here (they always wriggle); this reflects the 
weak relation of coreference that does exist between the two - boys 
refers to • all boys • and therefore by implication :includes • this little boy·. 
In (c), however, there is neither the implication of inclusion nor any form 
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of reference whatever; yet still there is the same cohesive relation between 
boys and boy. Nor is this relationship in any way dependent on the 
presence of other items suggesting the same general referential environ
ment; it is not the wriggling that provides the context, as (d) shows. Many 
instances of cohesion are purely lexical, a fWlcrion simply of the eo
occurrence oflexical items, and not in any way dependent on the relation 
of reference. 

A lexical item, therefore, coheres with a preceding occurrence of the 
same item whether or not the two have the same referent, or indeed 
whether or not there is any referential relationship between them. Let us 
summarize the possibilitiec: with another example. The second occurrence 
may be, as far as reference is concerned, (a) IDENTICAL, {b) INCLUSIVE, 
(c) EXCLUSIVE or (d) simply UNRELATED. So for example: 

[6: 12] There's a boy climbing that tree. 
a. The boy's going to fall if he doesn't take care. 
b. Those boys are always getting into mischief. 
c. And there's another boy standing underneath. 
d. Most boys love climbing trees. 

In (a) the bey has the ume referent as a boy has; the reference item he 
could be used instead. In {b) those boys includes the boy referred to pre
viously, and others as wdl; here we could have a reference item they on 
the basis of the weak coreferentiali:ty referred to in Chapter :z. {2.4.L3), 
-w-here the relation is one of inclusion; if example [6: IIb] above. In (c) 
annther boy ex dudes the boy referred to in the first sentence; here there is 
explicit NON-identity of reference, and in such instances we cannot have a 
reference item to replace boy - we can however have a substitnte or 
eUiptical form, another one or another. In (d), most ~s bears no referential 
relation at all to the boy previously mentioned~ we cannot gather from 
{d) whether the boy in question likes climbing trees or not, and the 
speaker does not necessarily know, or care. This is borne out by the fact 
that he eo old make it exp\icit either way, by the use of a particular 
intonation pattern: 

(6:r2] a~. //IMOSTboyslovedimbingtrecs// 
d". //4 MOST boys f/ I LOVE climbing trees// 

where (d') means 'just a~ that one does' v.-hile (d") means 'whereas I'm 
not sure about that one•. Ch:tracteristicaily in (d). where there is no rela
tion of reference between the two occurrences of boy, there is more 
lexical repetition overall~ here nvt only bor but also climb and tree are 
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repeated. and this compensates. as it were, for the lack of any referential 
connection. 

Properly speaking, reference is irrelevant to lexical cohesion. It is not 
by virtue of any referential relation that there is a cohesive force set up 
between two occurrences of a lexical item; rather, the cohesion exists as a 
direct relation between the forms themselves (and thus is more hke sub
stitution than reference). So for example there is cohesion betv.-een the 
two occurrences of wriggle in [6: I ra]; the question whether they refer to 

the same wriggling is one which, fortunately, does not arise. Compare: 

[6:r3] :a. Henry presented her with his own portra.it.. As it happened, 
she had alw:ays wanted a portrait of Henry. 

b. The Forthright Building Society required, apparently, that 
a borrower should sign. seal and deliver the mortgage deed 
in the presence of a solicitor, so" that the solicitor would sign 
it as the witness. This is quite a common requirement. Where 
a borrower is legally represented. his own solicitor will 
usually be the witness to the borrower's execution of the 
mortgage deed..* 

In (a), the second occurrence of portrait is indefinite; but it is still cohesive. 
The last sentence in {b) contains the items borrower. w~ss, :solicitor and 
mortgage deed, a11 of which arc repetitions and as such cohere with the 
earlier occurrences; hut the whole discussion is hypothetical and the quest
ion of coreference is simply not applicable, or decidable. 

6.4 Collocation 

We now come to the most probkmatical' part of lexical cohesion, co
hesion that is achieved through the association of lexical items that 
regularly eo-occur. 

We have seen that lexical reiteration takes place not only through repe
tition of an identical lexical item but also through occurrence of a different 
lexical item that is systematically related to the ftrst one., as a synonym or 
superm:dinate of it. This principle applies quite genera.lly. irrespective of 
whether or not there is identity of reference; so, for example. in [6: 1 I] we 
could have had chi/Jren instead of boys throughout and the effect would 
still have been cohesive. 

* ~ Lzgd s;tk of Buying <1 Houu. Coruumen· Association, 19{jj. 
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Furthermore, W"e find that the (;ohesive eftect is still present if in place of 
chilJren we now have girls: 

[6: •4.] Why does this little boy wriggle all the time? Girls don,t 
wriggle-. 

Girls and boys are hardly synonyms, nor is there any possibility of their 
having the same referent; they are mutually exclusive categories. Yet 
their proximity in a discourse very definitely contributes to the texture. 

There is obviously a systematic relationship between a pair of words 
such as boy and girl; they are related hy a particular type of oppositeness, 
called COMPLEMBNTARITY in Lyons' classification. We can therefore 
extend the basis of the lexical relationship that features as a cohesive force 
and say that there is cohesion between any pair of lexical items that stand 
to each other in some recognizable lexicosemantic (word meaning) 
relation. This. would include not only synonyms and near-synonyms 
such as dimb ... asunt~ beam ... rafter. disease ... illness. and super ordinates 
such as elm ... tree, boy , .. child. skip ... play, but also pairs of opposites. 
of various kinds, complem.entaries such as boy , .. girl, stand up . . . sit 
rkwn, anton·yms such as like . .. hate, wet . .. dry, crowded . .. deserted, and 
converses such as order .. . obey. 

Jt also includes pairs of words drawn from the same ordered series. For 
example. if Tuesday OCCU!"S in one sentence and Thursday in another, the 
effect ¥rill be cohesive; si milady Jollllt' . .. cent. Mtth . , . south. colonel . .. 
brigadier. Likewise with any pairs drav.rn from uruJrdered lexical sets, like 
basement ... rcnj. road ... rail, red ... green. The members of such sets 
often stand in some recognizable semantic relation to one another; they 
may be related as pan to whole, like car ... brake, box ... lid. or as part to 
part, like mouth .•. chin. verse •.. clwrus (or- rtfrain); they may he co-
hyponyms of the same superordinate term,. ie both members of the same 
more general class, such as chair •.. table (both hyponyms of forniture), 
walk ... drive(bothhyponyms of go); and so on. 

The members of any such set stand in some kind of semantic relation to 
one another, but for textual purposes it does not much matter what this 
relation is. There is always the possibility of cohesion between any pair 
of lexical items which are in some way associated with each other in the 
language. So we will find a very marked. cohesive effect deriving from 
the occurrence in proximity with each other of pairs such as the following, 
whose meaning relation is not easy to classify in systematic semantic 
terms: laugh" .. joke, blade ... sh.Jrp,gartlen ... dig. ill ... doctor, try ... 
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succeed, bee .•• honey, door . . : windr1w, king ... crown, boot ... row, sun
shine .•. cloud. The cohesive effect of such pairs depends not ro much on 
any systematic semantic relationship as on their tendency to share the 
same lexical environment, to occur in COLLOCATION with one .another. 
In general, any two lexical items having similar patterns of coUocation -
that is, tending to .appear in similar contexts - vviU generate a cohesive 
force if they occur in adjacent sentences. 

This etfect is not limited to .a pair of words. It is very common for long 
cohesive chains to be built up out of lexical rdations of this kind, with 
word. patterns like candle ..• flame ... flicker, hair ... comb ... curl . .. 
wave, poetry ... literaturl! . .• reader ... writer . .. sJyle, sky ... sunshine •.. 
doud ... rain weaving in and out of successive senten~ Such patterns 
occur freely both within the same sentence and across sentence boundaries; 
they are largdy independent of the grammatical structure. Rather than 
citing a number of short passages to iUustrate dill we will quote one long 
paragraph which is a typically rich reserve of such collocational cohesion; 
note the imponance of the title in this regard: 

A RIDE ON AN AVALANCHE 

Few Y osemite visitors ever see snow avalanches and fewer still 
know the exhilaration of riding on them. In all my mountain
eering I have enjoyed only one avalanche ride. and the start was 
so sudden and the end. came so soon [ had but little time to think 
of the danger that attends this sort of travel. though at such times 
one thinks fast. One fine Yosemite morn1ng after a heavy snow
falL. be1ng eager to see as many avalanches as possible and wide 
views of the forest and summit peaks. in their new white robes 
before the sunshine had time to change them, I set out early to 
climb by .a side canyon to the t-op of a commanding ridge a little 
over three thousand feet above the Valley. On account of the 
looseness of the snow that blocked the canyon I knew the climb 
would. require a long rime, some three or four houn as I estimated; 
but it proved far more difficult than 1 had anticipated. Most 
of the way I sank w;~ist deep, almost out of sight in some 
places. After spending the whole day to within half :m hour or so 
of sund-own. [ was still several hnndred feet below the summit. 
Then my hopes were reduced to getting up in time to see the 
sunset. But I was not to get summit views of any sort that day, 
for deep trampling near the canyon head, where the s:now- was 
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strained~ started an avalanche, and I was swished down to the 
foot of the canyon as if by enchantment. The wallowing ascent 
had taken nearly all day, the descent only about a minute. When 
the avalanche started I threw myself on my back and spread. 
my arms to try to keep from sinking. Fortunately, though the 
grade of the canyon is very steep, it is not interrupted by 
precipices large enough to cause outbounding or free plunging. 
On no part of the rush was I buried. I was only moderately 
imbedded on the surface or at times a little below it, and 
covered with a veil of back-streaming dust particles; and as 
tbe whole mass benearh and about me joined in the flight there 
was no friction, though I was tossed here and there and lurched. 
from side to side. When the avalanche swedged and came to 
rest I found myself on top of the crumpled pile wlthout a bruise 
or scar. This was a fine experience. Hawthome says somewhere 
that steam has spiritualized travel; though unspiritual smells, 
smoke, etc. still attend steam travel. This flight in what might 
be called a milky way of mow-stars was the most spiritual and 
exhilarating of aU the modes of motion I have ever experienced. 
Elijah's Right in a chariot of fire could hardly have been more 
gloriously exciting. 

(from The Yosemite by John Muir, 1912) 

Examples of chains of collocation.aJ cohesion are: mcuntaineering . 
Yosemite ... summit peaks ... climb ... ridge; hours ... whok da)l . 
(sundown ... sunset ... ) all day ... minute; wallowing ... sinking .. . 
buried ••. imlwdded; ride ... riding ... ride ... travd ... travel .. . travel . . . 
flight ... motion ... flight. 

The analysis .and interpretation of lexical ~tteming of this kind is a 
major task in the further study of textual cohesion. Here we shall simply 
group together all the various lexical rdations that do NOT depend on 
referential identity and. are NOT of the form of reiteration accompanied 
by the or a demonstrative - in other words. aH lexical cohesion that is not 
covered by what we have called 'reiteration•- and treat lt under the 
general heading of COLLOCATtON, or collocacional cohesion. without 
attempting to classify the various meaning rdatiom that are invo~ved. 
But it should be home in mind that this is simply a cover term for the 
cohesion that results from the ccroccurrence of lexical items that are in 
.some v • .-ay or other typically associared with one another, because they 
tend to occur in similar environments: the specific kinds of eo-occurrence 
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relations are variable and complex, and would have to be interpreted 
in the light of a general semantic description of the English language.* 

6.5 The general concept oflexical cohesion 

The suggested framework for the description of lexical cohesion 1s as 
follows: 

Type of lexical cohesion: 

I. Reiteration 
{a) same word (repetition) 
(b) synonym (or near-synonym) 
(c) mperordin~te 
(d) geru:ral word 

2. Collocation 

Referential relation: 

(i) same referent 
(ii) inclusive 

(iii) exclusive 
(iv) unrelared 

The effect of lexical, especially collocationa1. cohesion on a text is 
subtle and difficult to estimate. With grammatical cohesion the effect is 
relatively clear: if one comes across the word he, for example, there is no 
doubt that some essential information is called for, and that the identity 
of the he must be recovered from somewhere. Reference items, substi
tutes and conjunctions all explicitly presuppose some element other 
than themselves. 

In lexi.cal cohesion. however, it is not a case of there being particular 
lexical items which always have a cohesive function. EVERY lexical item 
MAY enter into a cohesive rdation, but by itself it carries no indication 
whether it is fUnctioning cohesively or not. That can he established only 
by reference to the text. 

This seems to suggest that what we are ca.lling lexical cohesion carries 
no meaning; that it is simply an incidental consequence of the fact that 
discourse does not wander at random from one topic to another but runs 
on reasonably systematic lines with a certain consistency of topic and 
predictability of development. In general. of course, this is true; most 
discourse is well organized, and the patterned occurrence of lexicaJ items 
is a natural consequence of this. But this does not imply that lexical eo-

* For a :mon: extended discussion of this point. and of lexical cohesion in general, sec Ruqaiya 
Hasan: LAngw<lge in tM Imaginative Conltxl, a S<lti~Jlinguistic muiy -of starif's t..td by thi14ren, Lon
don, Routledge & Kegan Paul (Primuy Socia~ti<m, Language and EducMion. ed Buil. 
Be=stcln). forthcoming. 
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hesion has no meaning. Without our being aware of it, each occurrence 
of a lexical item carrie~; with it its own textual history. a particular collo
cational environment that has been built up in the course of the creation 
of the text and that will provjde the context within which the item will 
be incarnated on this particular occasion. This environment determines 
the < instantial meaning •, or text meaning, of the item. a meaning which 
is unique to each specific instance. 

In reading or listening to text, we process continuously, and therefore 
by the time any given lexical item is taken in, its context has already been 
prepared; and the preceding lexical environment is perhaps the most 
significant component of this context. It frequently provides a great deal 
of hidden information that is relevant to the interpretation of the item 
concerned. There are many examples of this in the long paragraph from 
John Muir quoted above. To consider just one of these: an inspection of the 
collocational environment of the item sunset shows that it ties with 
sundown in the preceding sentence, and less immediately • with the words 
(long) time ..• hours • .. (whole) a.,r in the slightly less immediate context. 
These two collocational themes come together in the phrase withjn hnlf 
an hour of sundown. This environment defines sunset in the context of time, 
as an event preceded by .a fixed and limited interval, and sets the stage for 
the passage which serv~ as the immediate environment for sunset, 
namely in time- to see the sunset. The result is twofold. On one hand, when 
we meet this phrase in timE to see the sunset we interpret it with what has 
gone before in mind, and this defines the unique instantial meaning of the 
word sunset on this oc-casion. On the other hand, the fact that we do this 
has the effect of making the word sunset. when it does occur, cohesiv"e 
with the related items that have preceded it, and hence of giving it a 
significant part in the creation of texture. 

The lexical environment of any item. includes, naturally, not only the 
words that are in some way or other related to it, in the terms discussed 
in this chapter, but also all other words in the preceding p.usage, and aU 
of these contribute to its specific interpretation in the given instance. But 
it is the occurrence of the item IN THil. CONTEXT OF RELATED LEXICAL 

ITEMS that provides cohesion and gives to the passage the quality of text. 
The relatedness is a matter of more or less; there is no clearly defined 
cutoff point such that we can say that sunset, for exampJe. is related to 
just this set of words and no others. But we can say that it is more closely 
related to some than to others; and it is the closeness of the relationship 
that determines the cohesive effect. 

The relative strength of the collocational tension is really a fun<:tion of 
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two ldnds of rdatedness, one kind being rdatedness in the linguistic 
!'.ystem and the other being relatedness in the text. "What we are calling rela
ted lexical items are related in the linguistic system. In the linguistic 
system there is: a closer relationship between sunset and sundown than, say, 
between sunset and day; the latter are, in turn. more closely related than 
sunset and summit, or sumet :!nd m<mntain. although there is some relation
ship here too, less remote than, say • between sunset and sight or sunset and 
t>stimate. There are degrees of proximity in the lexical system, a function 
of the relative probability with which one word tends to eo-occur w:ith 
another. Secondly~ in the text there is relatedness of another kind. relative 
proximity in the simple sense of the distance separating one item from 
another. the number of words or clauses or sentences in between. The 
cohesive force that is exerted between any pair of lexical items in a passage 
of discourse is a function of their relative proximity in these two respects. 

There is a very close proximity between sunset and sundown as regards 
their relatedness in the linguistic system; they are morphologically related, 
both containing the element .sun, and they are also near-synonyms, sunset 

referring to a particular event considered as a perceptual phenomenon, 
and sundown referring to tbe same event considered as defining a moment 
in time. If tbe two occur in adjacent sentences, they exert a vety strong 
cohesive force; this would be progressively weaker the greater the textual 
distance between them. 

There is a third factor in6uencing the cohesive force between a pair of 
lexical items in a text, and that is their overall frequency in the system of 
the language. A word which enters with equal readiness into collocation 
with words of every possihk range of lexical meaning effects relatively 
little cohesion with any of them. Words such as go or man or know or 
way can hardly be said to contract significwt cohesive rdations. because 
they go with anything at all. Since, roughly speaking, words of this kind 
are also those with high overall frequency in the language, in general the 
higher the frequency of a lexical item (its overall frequency in the system) 
the smaller the part i.t plays in lexical cohesion in texts. 

When ana.lysing a text in respect oflexica:l cohesion, the most important 
thing is to use common sense. combined with the knowledge that we 
have,. as speaken of a language. of the nature and structure of its vocabu
lary. We have a very clear idea of the relative frequency of words in our 
own language, and a ready insight (if we do not submerge it beneath the 
weight of the demand for formal procedures of analysis) inro what con
stitutes a significant pattern and what does not. In assessing the lexical 
cohesion of <1. text we can s.afely ignore, as we certainly would do without 
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even thinking about it, repetitive occurrences of fully grammatical 
(closed system) items like pronouns and prepositions and verbal auxiliaries, 
and also oflexical items of very high frequency !ike take and do and good 
and the others mentioned above. An exception to this appears just when 
such words occur in special senses. with restricted patterns of collocation; 
for example takings in the sense of earning~ or gocd in a specificaUy moral 
context. Again, common sense needs to be brought into play. There i") 
likely to be tw significant cohesion between two occurrences of goad 
of which one is in a moral sense and the other an exclamation meaning 
'agree'; whereas there might be quite a significant tie between the first 
of these and a different but related word such as virtue or judgment. 

In the coding scheme suggested in Chapter 8. we have used a single 
heading for all instances of coUocation.al cohesion. making no differentia
tion either according to the different kinds of collocational relation or 
according to different degrees of cohesive force. A full interpretation of 
lexical cohesion would require further differentiation on both these 
counn: but such a treatment demands a separate study and is beyond our 
scope here. 

There remains one point to be added to round off this limited discussion 
oflexicat cohesion. A lexical item is not bound to a particular grammatical 
category, or to a particular morphological form. For example~ there is 
just one lexical item boy, which has the forms boy, boys. boy's and boys'. 
Similarly talk, talks, talked and talking all represent a single lexical item 
talk. There are no perfectly clear criteria for deciding just how far this 
principle can be extended. For example, go,goes. going. gone and went are 
all orre lexical item, and so are good. better and be-st; so also presumably 
are noun and (where these have the sense of ·norm') nominal, nominalize 
and twminalization. Rather more doubtful are pairs like tooth and dental, 
map and cartographic, town and urban; even more doubtful, perhaps, a set 
such as young, youth and juvenile. fu the last resort it does not much matter, 
since such sets and pairs are cohesive anyway; hut it is ofien possible to 
be guided by the context - the doubtful cases are generally doubtful 
precisely because they are sometimes the same word and sometimes not. 
so that pairs like tooth and dental may he used. either as morphological 
varianu of the same lexical item or as diiferent lexical items. This, like 
many other linguistic points, is well brought out by forms of linguistic 
humour. an expression like tlU' orchiepiscopal gaiters is playing on the fact 
that archiepiscopal can be interpreted as simpiy a morphological variant of 
the item arr:hhlshop. although usuaUy it functions as a related but separate 
:item. On the other side of the line would be pairs like starve and hunger. or 
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disease and ill, which are cdated by synonymy but probably never treated 
as forms of the same word. 

The concept of the lexical item, therefore, is not totally clearcut; like 
most linguistic categories, although dearly defined in the ideal, it pre
sents many indeterminacies in application to actual instances.. Despite this 
-indeterminacy- and it may be remarked that the term LRXICAL l'l'EM is 
rather less indeterminate than the folk-linguistic term WORD - it is an 
essential concept for the understanding of text. However luxuriant the 
grammatical cohesion displayed by any piece of discourse, i.t will not form 
a text unless this is matched by cohesive patteming of a lexical kind. 

A final example: 

[6: r6] Sing a song of sixpence, a pocket full of rye, 
Four-and-twenty blackbirds baked in a pie, 
When the pie was opened, the birds began to sing, 
Wasn't that a dainty dish to set before a king? 

The king was in his counting-house, cotmting out his money, 
The queen was in the parlour, eating bread and honey, 
The maid was in the garden, hanging out the clothes. 
Along came a blackbird and pecked off her nose. 

There is reiteration of the same word, eg: pie , .. pie. king ... king; of a 
near-synonym, eg: eating ... pecked; of a superordinate. eg: pie . .. dish. 
sixpence, .. money, blackbird. , . bird; dish might perhaps ako be interpreted 
as a general word in the modern sense (• anything nice'; cf: dishy). There 
ls also collocational cohesion. eg: king ... queen, parlour . .. garden, dish ... 
eat, rye ... hread. The rhyme provides a good illustration of the amount of 
lexical cohesion, and the varied nature of lexical cohesion, that is charac
teristic of even a very -short text.* 

* In ~ recent unpublished paper, based on research in spoken discourse, J. McH. SiDcbir 
mggeru; that p;atterns of lexical ~ohesion across uttet"anCe boundaries m.ay be used by speakers 
to locateindiYidwl <:onceptua.i tbme$, or ORJFNTATIONS • .By choosing tO repeat the voca
bulary of a pcevioui speUer, one signals willing~ ro negotiate in his tertnS; by usiDg 
synonyms or paraphrase, one signals the opporite. Words of reference like pronouru, and 
diiptioU synbX {tg one-word answer~ to questions) reali= othet selettions of orientation. 



Chapter 7 

The meaning of cohesion 

7.1 Text 

In Chapter I we discussed what was meant by TEXT, and introduced the 
concept of cohesion to refer to the linguistic means whereby texture is 
achieved. In this chapter we resume the discussion in the light of the 
account that has been given of the various types of cohesion in English. 

A text, we have suggested. is not just a string of sentences. In other 
words it is not simply a large grammatical unit, something of the same 
kind as a sentence but differing from it in size - a sort of supersenteru:e. 
A text is best thought of not as a grammatical wllt at all, but rather as a 
unit of a different kind: a semantic unit. The wllty that it has is. a unity of 
meaning in context, a texture that expresses the fact that it relates as a 
whole to the environment in which it is placed. 

Being a semantic unit, a text is REAL! ZED in the form of sentences, and 
this is how the rdation of text to sentence can best be interpreted. A set 
of relared sentences. with a single sentence as the linUt:ing case. is the 
embodiment or realization of a text. So the expression of the semantic 
unity of the text lies in the cohesion among the sentences of which it is 
composed. 

Typically • in any text, every sentence except the first exhibits some form 
of cohesion with a preceding sentence, usually with the one immediately 
preceding. In other words, every sentence contains at least one anaphoric 
tie connecting it with what has gone before. Some seruences may also con-
tain a cataphoric tie, connecting up with what follows; but these are very 
much rarer, and are not necessary to the creation of text. 

Any piece of language that is operational, functioning as a unity in 
some context of situation, constitutes a text. It may be spoken or written., 
in any style or genre, and involving any number of active participants.. It 
will usually display a form of conslstency that is defined by the concept of 
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register: a consistency in the meaning styles or types of semantic con
figuration which embody its relation to lts environment. In other words, a 
text is usuaUy reasorubly homogeneous, at least in those linguistic aspects 
which most dosely reflect and express its functional relationship to its 
setting. 

7.1.1 Length of text 

Text may be of any length. Since it is not a unit of the grammatical 
rank scale. and does not consist of sentences, it is not tied to the sentence 
.as its lower limit. Many familiar textS in fact come out as less than one 
rentence in the grammatical structure. Warnings, titles, announcements. 
inscriptions. and advertising slogans often comist of a verbal. nominal. 
adverbial or prepositional group only, for example 

r7: I} a. No smoking 
h. Site of early chapel 
c. For sale 
d. National Westminster Bank 
e. Do not feed 

Equally, there is no upper limit on the l~ngth of the text. An entire 
book may, and in many genres such as fiction typically does, comprise a 
single text; this is what is implied in the term 'a novel'. The same is true 
of a play, a sermon, a lecture. or a committee meeting. 

The type of presupposition that provides texture in the text, in other 
words what we are calling cohesion. can extend over very long sequences. 
We ftnd in evetyday conversation elements turning up which presuppose 
earlier passages from which they are separated by many minutes and even 
hours of speaking time; and writers exploit this potential by making 
cohesive ties across vety long stretches of text. It is dear that the awareness 
of text that we develop as part of the learning of the mother tongue is 
rather free from constraints of time, and depends much more on con
textual relevance and. integration of the language with the environment. 

7.1.2 Definitiveness of the cr:mcept of text 

It would be misleading to suggest that the concept of a text is fully 
determinate, or that we can always make dear decisions about what con
nituces a single text and what does not. We can often say for certain that 
the whole of a given ~ssage constitutes one text; and equally we can often 
say for certain that in another instance we have to deal with not one text 
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hut two, or more. But there are very many intermediate cases. instances 
of doubt where we are not .at all sure whether we want to consider all 
the pans of a passage as filling within the 'Same text or not. 

Usually for practical purposes this does not matter very much. We are 
all intuitively aware of the validity of the general concept of a text; we 
know that there is such a thing, whether or not every instance can be 
unambiguously identified. What we react to, as speakers and listeners, 
readers and writers, in forming judgments about- texture, is precisely the 
sort of cohesive structure the details of which we have been exploring 
in the preceding chapters. 

Since the speaker or writer uses cohesion to signal texture, and the 
listener or reader reacts to it in his interpretation of texture, it is reasonable 
for us to make me of cohesion as a criterion for the recognition of the 
boundaries of a text. For most purposes, we can consider that a new text 
begins where a sentence shows no cohesion with those that have pre
ceded. 

Of cour5e, we shall often find isolated sentences or other structural 
units which do not cohere with those around them. even though they 
form part of a connected passage. But usually if a sentence shows no 
cohesion v..-ith what has gone before, this does indicate 2 tr.msition of some 
kind; for example, a transition between different stages in a complex 
transaction, or between narration and description in a passage of prose 
fiction, We might choose to regard such instances as disconrinuities, 
signalling the beginning of a new text. Sometimes then the new text 
will turn out to be an interpolation, as in {r:8] and (1:9] in Chapter I, 

after which the original text is once again resumed. 
So although the concept of a text is exact enough, and can be adequately 

and explicitly defined, the definition will not by itself provide us with 
automatic criteria for recognizing in all instances what is a text and what is 
not. In all kinds of linguistic contexts, from the most formal to the most 
informal, we constantly have to do with forms of interaction which lie 
on the borderline between textual continuity and discontinuity. But the 
existence of indeterminate instances of this kind does not invalidate or 
destroy the usefulness of the general notion of text as the basic semantic 
unit of linguistic interaction. 

7.1.3 Tight and loose texture 

The frequent shift between narrative and verse in Ali« provides an 
excellent illustration of the kind of transition that takes place between 
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subtexts within a text. The verses are often quite outside the context of the 
narrative, and function as independent texts in thei.r own right; they 
display no cohesion with what has preceded them. An example is The 
Queen of Hearts in tbc final chapter of Alice in Womlnl.md. 

At the same time, the verses. are often ;mticipated by some reference to 
poetry or rong, or to the poem or song in question. so that the verse 
text .as a whole is placed in an environment not unlike that of quoted 
speech. Here is an example: 

[7:2] 'The piece I am going to repe~t,' [Humpty Dumpty] went on 
without noticing her remark, 'was written entirely for your 
amusement.• 
Alice felt that in that case she rea11y ought to listen to it, so she sat 
down, and said, • Thank you • rather sadly. 

•m winter when the fields are white, 
I sing this song for your delight - . , . '. 

Here there is lexical cohesion : song ties wlth piece in the first sentence and 
this in turn with poetry occurring a short while earlie[". 

This gives a fair indication of something that is a general feature of 
texts of a11 kinds. Textuality is not a matter of all or nothing, of dense 
dusters of cohesive ties or else none .at alL Characteristically we find 
variation in texture, so that textua1ity is a matter of more or less. In some 
instances there will in fact be dense dusters of cohesive ties, giving a very 
close texture which serves to signal that the meanings of the parts arc 
strongly interdependent and that the whole forms a single unity. 

In other instances, ho"h-ever, the texture will be much ]ooser. There will 
be fewer cohesive ri«, perhaps just one Q[" two. In Alia this altemation 
between tight and loose texture gives a very defmite flavour to the whole. 
At one level. the whole of Alice is very much a single text. But when we 
shift our focus of attention we find that it contains portions that ar:e 
less closely knit with the remainder, particularly the songs md the verses. 
And this is signalled by the relative cohesive independence of these from 
the surrounding passages- mually. however, a partial not a rotal indepen
dence. 

Such a thing is typical of texts of many kinds. Some writers in particu
lar seem to achieve a sort of periodic rhythm in which there is a regular 
alternation between tight and loose texture. In this connection we see 
the importance of the paragraph. The paragraph is a device introduced 
into the written language to suggest this kind of periodicity. In principle, 
we shall expect to find a greater degree of cohesion within a paragraph 
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than between paragraphs; and in a great deal of written English this is 
exactly what we do find. In other writing, however? and perhaps as a 
characteristic of certain authors, the rhythm is contrapuntal: the writer 
extends a dense duster of cohesive ties across the paragraph boundary and 
leaves the texture within the paragraph relatively loose. And this itself 
is an instance of a process that is very characteristic oflanguage altogether. 
a process in which two associated variables come to he dissociated from 
each othcr with a very definite semantic a.nd rhetorical effa::t. Here the 
two variables in question are the paragraph sttucture and the cohesive 
structure. The paragraph evolves first of all as the written symbol or 
representation of a periodic pattern that we might represent in the 
following way: 

more 

-~ 
fewer 

The vertica1 lines represent the paragraph boundaries and the wavy line 
represents the density of cohesive ties. Subsequently however the paragraph 
comes to function as a pattern maker (as distinct from being merely a 
pattem marker) in its own right, :md something like the following 
picture emerges: 

more 

.Jl 
fewer 

This represents the sort of writing in which the paragraph structure is 
played off against the cohesion, giving a complex texture in which the 
rhythm of the eye (and associated bodily rhythms of reading) is balanced 
against the rhythm that is engendered by the alternation between tight
ness and looseness of cohesive patterning. 

7.1.4 Imaginary texture 

Finally we may mention the type of cohesion which imposes an imaginary 
texture. by setting up expe-ctations in the reader or listener which. since 
they are expectations of the- past, by theic nature. can not be satisfied. 
Alice will again serve as an example. 
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The very first sentence of Through the Looking Glass i.s: 

[ 7: 3] One thing was certain. that the white kitten had had nothing to 
do with it;- it was the black kitten's fault entirely. 

This sentence is dearly marked as cohesive, by the oceutrence of the 
reference item it. In other words, the narrative begins as if one was already 
in the mid-dle of i.t; it appears to presuppose a great deal that has. gone 
before, but in fact nothing has gone before so "We have to supply it for 
ourselves. Our interest is immediately engaged, since we inevitably start 
searching fOr some interpretation of the it. In this instance the reference, 
as often, is resolved cataphoricaiiy; we Ieam two paragraphs later that 
it refers to unwinding and entangling a ball of wooJ. 

This -device is commonly exploited in the opening of short stories, 
where it sets the tone for a genre whose meaning as a genre depends on 
the implications that what is in the text is not the whole story. It is also 
used in other contexts; the example was quoted in Chapter I (z.I..z) of 
the radio comedian who began his patter with the words so we pushed 
him under the ether one. 

This type of false or unresolved cohesion creates an effect of solidarity 
with the hearer or reader. It puts him on the inside, as one who is assumed 
to have shared a common experience with the speaker or writer. In its use 
in written fiction it is perhaps akin to the typical beginning of an oral 
folk narrative, which assumes prior knowledge of the matter of the tale 
on the part of the audience and makes allusion to the characters. the events 
or the circumstantial backgroWid in a form which often looks anaphoric, 
although there has been no previous mention, at least on the occasion 
in question, Similar properties are found in the oral narratives of young 
children, which presuppose .a sharing of experience with the listener. The 
line between real a.nd imaginary anaphora is not, after aU, very dearcut; 
a great deal of news reporting depends for its interpretation on the assump
tion that the previous day's newspaper was part of the same text. And 
what is one text for one participant in a situation may not always be so 
for .another, as appears when a person who has been day-dreaming 
suddenly voices one ofllls thoughts aloud. 

7.2 The general meaning of cohesion 

The general meaning of cohesion is embodied in the concept of text. 
By its role in providing 'texture', cohesion helps to create text. 

Cohesion is a necessary though not <1 sufficient condition for the crea-
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tion of text. What creates text is the TEXTUAL, or text-forming, compo
nent of the linguistic sysre:m, of which cohesion is one pan. The textual 
component as a whole is the set of resources in a language whose semantic 
function is that of expressing rdationship to the environment. It is the 
meaning derived from this component which characterizes a teA1: ~ 
which characterizes language that is operational in some context, as 
distinct from language that is not operational but citationa.l, such as an 
index or other form of verbal inventory. 

The textual component. and the place of cohesion within Jt, was 
discussed briefly in Chapter I. The concept of a textual or text-forming 
fl.lllction in the semantic system provides the most general answer to the 
question of what cohesion means. The textual component creates text. 
as opposed to non-text, and therein lies its meaning. Within the textual 
component, cohesion plays a special role in the creation of text. Cohesion 
expresses the continuity that exists between one part of the text and another. 
It is important to stress that continuity is not the whole of texture. The 
organization of each segment of a discourse in terms of its information 
structure, thematic patterns and the like is also part of its texture (see 
7,4.I below), no less important than the continmty from one segment to 
another. But the continuity adds a further element that must be present 
in order for the diM:ourse to come to life as text. 

The continuity that is provided by cohesion consists~ in the most general 
terms, in expressing at each stage in the discourse the points of contact 
with what has gone before. The significance of this lies in the simple 
fact that there are such points of contact: that some entity or some cir
cumstance~ some relevant feature or some thread of argument persists 
from one moment to another- in the semantic process. as the meanings 
unfold. But it has another more fimdamenta] significance, which lies 
in the interpretation of the discourse. It is the continuity provided by 
cohesion that enables the .reader or listener to supply all the missing pieces, 
.all the components of the picture which are not present in the text but are 
necessary to its interpretation. 

One of the major problems in unders.tanding linguistic imcracrion -
it is actually a problem in the understanding of ALL text processes, whether 
those of dialogue or others, though it is usually posed in the context of 
dialogue- is that of knowing how the listener fills in the missing informa
tion. The listener assigns meanings and interprets what is said to him; 
but in doing so he is himself supplying a great deal of the interpretation. 
The sentences and clauses and words that he hears, however perfectly 
formed lex:icogrammaticaUy (and, contrary to a popular belief. in ffiOS[ 
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speech contexts they are very well formed indeed), are semantica11y full 
ofholes. Or rather. this is the wrong metaphor. The situation is: sometimes 
represented as if there were omissions which the hstenet" had to supple
ment; as if the semantics of discourse was like a jfgsaw puzzle with missing 
pieces in it. It would he more appropriate to describe it in terms of focus. 
What the lexicogrammar of t-he text presents is more like a picture that 
is complete but out of focus. with the outlines blurred and the details 
imperceptibk And if we take one further step and postulate that the 
picture to start with was not a photographic likeness but a symbolic 
representation, then we sha11 get some idea of the nature of the decoding 
process -for that is what it is -that the listener goes through. 

What makes it possible for him to go through the process is the fact 
that what he hears is systematically rdated to its environment - it has 
'textual meaning', as we have expressed it; and an essential component 
in this relationship is its continuity with what has preceded. The continuity 
is not merely an interesting feature that is associated v.-ith text; it is a 
necessary element in the interpretation of text. There has to be cohesion 
if meanings ar:e to be exchanged at all. 

This is so easy to illustrate that it is often forgotten. Con$ider the exam
ples that have been cited throughout this book. The vast majority of 
them have been either drawn from Alice in Wonderland or made up. 
Why? This is the only way to ensure that attention would he focused. on 
the point at issue: either to use a text that is so familiar that the reader will 
not pause over .its interpretation, or to construct examples that are so arti
ficial that they avoid the problem. If we had taken isolated sentences 
from real-life texts. they would have looked something like the follow
mg: 

[7:4-} a. Two rolled otflt and stopped. as though arrested by a witch's 
wand, at Mrs Oliver's feet. 

b. This is a one with animals too. animals that go in water. 
c. Administration spokesmen were prompt to say it should not 

be considered any mch thing. 
d. You could see them coming on him, before· your very eyes. 
e. I expect you will get this but I'll send it if you want. 
f. It was the morning caught for ever. 
g. So he proposed having his discovery copied before parting 

with it. 

These are typical examples of what people say and write - except that 
they do not say or write them in isolation. In interpreting them, we build 
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in. along with other environmental factors. the continuity element; we 
do not even notice the indeterminacies and :all the dUierent meanings we 
could • read in', because the lens is alread-y in place before the picture 
comes along to be interpreted. But the process of interpretation goes on, 
and the patterns of cohesion have played a central part in it. 

The point is perhaps obvious enough. But we often fail to realize just 
how much of our interpretation depends on this continuity with what 
has gone before. It is not only the referents that we have to supply~ the 
meaning of two and it in (a), this in {b). it in (c). them and him in {d), this 
in {e), it in {f), he in (g). Nor is it simply information of the kind that is 
demanded by the too in (b), the such in {c) or the so in {g): •tn addition to 
what?', 'any thing such as what?', 'why did he propose having it done?' 
Taking these sentences by themselves we have no idea, or rather we have 
only the haziest idea, how to interpret the things - the objects, events and 
so forth- that are encoded in the grammatical structures. and the lexical 
items. What kind of rolling took place? What does with mean, in with 
animals? ln what ways. are things coming on him ? What can be made of 
you will get this but I' 11 send it? What sort of discovery is to be copied., 
how, and why? We cannot begin to visualize the morning, and we do 
not know whether it is a morning that has been mentioned before or 
one that is to be identified exophorically, as unique or at )east recognizable 
und:er the circumstances. We do not know whether the spokesmen for the 
Administration are talking about an object, an institution or a lengthy 
passage of text - a fact or report. There is nothing unusual or mysterious 
about any of these examples~ but they are out of focw, and will click 
into place onJy when we put them in their textual environment and satisfy 
the queries which they arouse. 

It is hardly necessary to do this in order to demonstrate the point at 
issue. However, the reader may feel deceived if nothing further is said, 
so here is the immediately preceding eo-text for each of the above 
examples: 

(.a) Joyce, a sturdy thirteen-year-old, seized the bowl of apples. 
(b) This mobile's got fishes,. yours has animals. 
(c) During the hearing on Wednesday, Inouye said the questions fur

nished by Buzhardt • should serve as a substitute, admittedly not 
the very best, but a substitute for cross-examination of Mr Dean 
by the President of the United States •. 

{d) Spots. AH over his face and hands -
(e) Nothing else has come for you except Staff Bulletin no 2. 
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(f) There on the mugh thick paper. reduced to their simplest possible 
terms, were the stream, glittering :and dimpling, the stone arch of 
the bridge flushed in morning sunlight, the moor and the bills. 

(g) The nobleman, it appeared, had by this time become rather fond 
of Nmna and Pippa. He liked. it might be said, the way they 
comported themselves. 

Anything approaching a •fuU' interpretation is likely to need. much 
more information than is recoverable from a preceding sentence or two. 
For example, in the text containing (g), two pages earlier, wa~ the 
senten<:e It was ,a highly indecent picture. 

Preceding (a). at intervals. there have occurred it was to be ,a Hallowe'en 
party ... and lvf:rs Oliver was partial to apples. Moreover the whole text 
has, in turn, been preceded by other texts containing accounts of Mr:s 
OHver .and her fondness for apples, as well as associated references to 
witchcraft. In the same way (c) has been preceded not only by six columns 
of detailed news but by six months of almost daily reporting centring 
around the Watergate affair:. In (d) the chaotic absence of cohesion is 
used as a comic device to suggest information being extracted from some
one against his will, though in fact {as the audience knows from the 
preceding text) the reluctance is feigned and the information is false: 

Patch: Mind yo1.4 Sam, it may not be that at aU. We can't tell what 
poor old Slivers has got -

Mellock ~Who's Slivers? 
[As they do not reply, Grindley shaking his head at Patch. Ursula cuts in.l 

Ursula: Is he the man you had locked. in that cabin ?fAs they do rwt reply] 
Heis,isn'the? 

[They nod.] 
Well. what's the matter with him? 

Patch: It was the only thing we could do. you know. Until the doctor 
came. 

Mellock [not lildng thisJ: The doctor? 
Ursula: Come on. What's the matter with him? 

(They are obviously reluctant to answer.] 
He was taken ill, wasn't he? 

Patch:. All hot and flushed. Then breaking into spots. 
Gridky [warningly]: Bob! You know, we promised. 
Unula: Don't be idiotic. You've gottoteH us. 
Patch fwith feigned reluctafla]: Spots. All over his face and hands -
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Gridley: You could sec them coming on him, before your very eyes. 
About that size. [Indicates.} No bigger. [Sfwws them.]* 

Cohesive ties, especially those ·with the immediately preceding text, 
are only one source for the information iliat the reader or listener re

quires. Both situational and more remote textual information are necessary 
components. But it is surprising how much can ofien be recovered simply 
from the presuppositions carried by the cohesive elements. The ongoing 
continuity of discourse is a prima-ry factor in its intelligibility. 

This illustrates the meaning of cohesion as a whole. It provides, for 
the text, which is a semantic uni~ the sort of continuity which is achieved 
in units at the grammatical level - the sentence. the clause and so on -
by grammatical structure. Like everything dse in the semantic system, 
cohesive rdations are realized through the lexicogrammar. by the 
selection of structures, and of lexical items in structural roles. Our inten
tion in rhis book has been to survey the lexicogrammatical resources in 
question, and show their place in the linguistic system. But the cohesive 
rdations themselves are relations in meani:ng, and the continuity which 
they bring about is a semantic continuity. This is what makes it possible 
for cohesive patterns to play the part they do in the processing of text by 
a listener or a reader. not merely signalling the presence .and extent of text 
but actually enabling him to interpret it and determining how he does so. 

7-3 The meaning of different kinds of cohesion 

We have discussed cohesion under the five headings of reference. substi
tution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. The classification is 
bated on Hnguhtic fOrm; these are the categories of cohesion that can be 
recognized in the lexicogrammatical system. In terms of the resources 
which are brought into play, they are all lexicogramm<Jtical phenomena 
of one kind or another. 

Reference, substitution and ellipsis are clearly grammatical, in that they 
involve dosed systems: simple options of presence or absence, and systems 
such as those of person, number, proximity and degree of comparison. 
Lexical cohesion is, as the name implies, lexical; it involves a kind of 
choice that is open-ende~ the selection of a lexical :item that is in some 
way rdated to one occurring previously. Conjunction is on the border
line of the grammatical and the lexical; the set of conjunctive elements 
can probably be interpreted grammatically in terms of systems, but such 

*].B. Prie:sdcy, Bus 1111 :h~ &at~ ('11lf" Plqs of]. B. Prindey, Vol.2). Heinenunn. 
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an. interpretation would be fairly complex, and some conjunctive ex
pressions involve lexical seJection as well, eg: moment in fiom that nwment 
on. 

This tells us about what form cohesion takes. what resources of the 
linguistic system are drawn on in the expression of cohesive relations. But 
it does not tell m about those rdations themselves. lf we ask what is the 
NATURE of cohesive relation~ as distinct from what form of EXPRESSION 

they take, we get a different answer - one still in terms of the linguistic 
system, but giving a different kind of explanation. We are now asking 
about the nature of cohesion considered as a set of rdations in language; 
whereabouts in the linguistic system are these relations located? In other 
words., what do the different kinds of cohesion mean? 

If we look at cohesion from this point of view, we shall be able to 
recognize three kinds. These are the three different kinds of relation in 
language. other than the rdation of structure. that Jink one part of a text 
with another. In the most general terms they are (1) relatedness of form. 
(2) rdatedness of reference. (3) semantic connection. 

The way these correspond to the various types of cohesion is as follows: 

Nature of cohesive relation: 

Rdatcdness of form 

Relatcdness of reference 
Semantic connection 

Type of cohesion: 

Substitution and dlipsis; lexical 
collocation 
Reference; lexical reiteration 
Conjunetion 

7·3·' General principles behind the different types 

We have referred to aspects of this general picture at various places 
in the discussion. It has been pointed out that reference, while it is ex
pressed by grammatical means, is actually .a sem.anti<: relation, a relation 
between meanings of particular instances rather than between words or 
other items oflinguistic form. Substitution an.d ellipsis. on the other hand, 
are formal relations between elements at the lexicogrammaticallevel. 

It has also been sho'\\"'11 that various consequences follow from this 
distinction. In substitution. and ellipsis it is always possible to 'restore • 
the presupposed item (replacing the substitution counter, or filling out 
the empty structural slot); in reference, typically, it is not. On the other 
hand a substitute has to preserve the grammatical function of the pre
supposed item; whereas there is no such restriction on reference, which is 
independent of this sort of formal constraint. Lexical cohesion has some-
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thing of both types. The relation itself is a formal one. between items of 
the vocabulary irrespective of any referential identity; but lexical cohesion 
is typically used in contexts where there is identity of reference, and for 
this reason the cohering lexical item is usually accompanied by tire:, or 
other anaphoric reference item. 

Why these two difft>rent types of cohesive relation. one formal the 
other semantic? This can be explained by the fact that there are two 
possible channels for the recovery of information: the situation, and the 
kxt. 

The concept of SITUATION was discussed in Chapter z. It is a very 
simple notion., designed to account for the fact that language takes place 
in social contexts and makes connections with the realities that make up 
those contexts. The relevant realities are by no means necessarily to be 
found in the surrounding stage properties., the furniture of the material 
environment. A social context is a much more abstract conceptio~ a 
kind of semiotic structure within which meaning takes place; the' realities • 
of which it is made up may he of an entirely intangible kind. But equally 
they may reside in the persons and the objects that figure in the imme
diate vicinity; and if so, reference will have to be made to them. This is 
what we have called exophoric reference. 

The semantic level in the linguistic system is, among other thlngs. an 
interface between language and the realities of the outside world. So the 
exophoric connections with the environment are connections made at the 
semantic leveL This accounts fm reference. Reference is a semantic 
relation linking an instance of language to its environment. and reference 
items are in principle exophoric. The basic meaning of him is • that man 
out there •. We can see this dearly in the first and second person forms 
me and yQu, which refer to the roles of speaker and addressee in the 
communication situation; and also in the demonstrarives with their sys
tem of proximity. •near me' (this) or' not near me' (that), v.-1th sometimes 
a third term 'not near either of us' (yon), as in 

[7:5] Yon C:.S,;us bath a lean and hungry look. 

Secondly. in any connected passage of discourse it will be necessary to 
refer back to something that has been mentioned already, making explicit 
the £act that there is identity of reference between the two. There is still, 
no doubt. .an ultimate referent beyond the language. which defines the 
nature of the identity between. the two instances.. But the immediate 
referent of the second instance is the first instance; and it is this imme
diate referent. the previous mention, that now constitutes the relevant 
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environment, not the extralingui~tic referent. Prohabiy,alllanguages adapt 
their reference items to this function. extending them from exophoric to 
endophoric use. (This formulation ls not intended to imply that such a 
development ha~ taken place in the known history oflanguages-, hut rather 
that it is a development that has probably taken place in the evolution of 
human language .as a whole.) Thus in English nearly all reference items 
are also regularly endophoric. In those types of situation in which the 
perceptual environment is not part of the relevant social context, uses of 
language which are far removed from • language in action'. endophoric 
reference takes precedence over ex.ophoric as. a means of e5tahlishing 
identity. In this way the process of idemification of the referent becomes 
a cohesive or text-forming proces~. 

Why do we refer to 'John~ as him rather than .as John? Because John is 
vague, whereas him is definite. John could be any old John; but him means 
'that particular individual whose identiry we have established and agreed 
upon'. We refer to John as him rather than as John in order to signal that 
his identity is a feature of the environment. And the same principle applies 
to the other reference items. The environment has been extended from 
the situation to include the text. 

In that case, if the relation of reference may he endophoric as well as 
exophoric - if a reference item can refer to an element in the text as well 
-as to an element in the situation - we may well ask why languages have 
evolved a second relation of a different kind, that of substitution~ to relate 
one linguistic item to another. Here the key to the answer lies in the 
concept of contrast, in the sense of contrastive information. In connected 
discourse there are very many occasions where we need to repeat some 
item precisely where there is no identity of reference. For example 

[7:6) WouldyoulikethiHeapot? 
-No, I want a ~uare one. 

Here the second speaker does not use the reference i.tem it, because he 
does not, in fact, want the object referred to. But he does establish con-
tinuity of a different kind, one based not on referential identity in the 
given instance but on the identity of the linguistic elements involved. The 
continuity lies not in the meaning but in the form. The use of the substi
tute one means • supply the lexical item that just figured as Head of the 
nominal group'. The relation between the mu instances is a relation 
established at the lexicogrammaticallevel. 

h is not, of course. without its semantic aspect; but the semantic 
implication is of a different kind. The general class of objects. in this case 
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'teapots', constitutes the link between the two. But the significance of the 
continuity that is established by the use of the substitute is that it is con
tinuity in the environment of contrast. Example [7:6] is a typical instance 
of cohesion through substitution, where the meaning is 'a non-.identicaJ 
member of the identical class• _ 

The contrast may take m:my different forms. The meaning • non
identical member of the identical dass' is merely one that is characteristi
cally associated with. the use of the nomina] substitute one. Bur the con
trast may be in any of the systems associated with the element in which 
substitution occurs. With the nomina1 substitute, it may be found in the 
Deictic or Numerative element as well as in the Epithet; while a verbal 
substitute is typically accompanied by a contrast in polarity, in mood or 
in modality. 

In order to express this sort of continuity in the environment of con
trast, the cohesive relation that is appropriate is one that is established not 
at the semantic level whete there is an implication that the co~ve factor 
is an extralinguistic one. but at the Jexicogrammati.cal level. Here the 
implication is that the continuity is essentially a linguistic continuity, 
that lies in the words themselves: the meaning of substitution is • this 
is the same word that we had before •. It is thus inherently a textual. not a 
situarional rdati.on. and is used in exophoric contexts only with a special 
effect. that of creating the illmlon that the presupposed item. has occurred 
before. 

We have used the formulation 'contrast" or 'contrastive information' 
to draw attention to the special feature which distinguishes substitution 
from reference. This might suggest that there is always some negation 
involved: •not what was .referred to previously, but {a different one, 
etc} •. This is the typical form that the contrast takes; but it is not the only 
form.. Consider an example such as 

{7: 7] I want three teapots. 1"11 take this on~ and this one, and this 
one. 

Here the contrast simply takes tbe form of new information;. we are 
talking about teapots (one), and the teapot in question. not specified 
before. is now being specified (this). In ellipsis, which as we have seen is 
closely rdated to substitution, this is the usual interpretation; for example 

[7: 8] What are you doing?- Buying a teapot. 
Here the eJlipsis of I am displays the continuity and the remainder is 
thereby signalled as new information. Likewise: 

[7:9] How many teapots are you buying?- Three. 
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This is the general principle undedylng the difference between reference. 
on the one- hand, and substitution on the other. Reference is a semantic 
relation. in which a meaning is specified through the identification of a 
referent; the source of identification is the situation, so that the relation 
of reference is basically an exophoric one. It becomes incidentally cohesive~ 
when the identification is mediated th.rongh rhe presence of a verbal 
referent in the preceillng text; this then becomes the presupposed element. 
and the text replaces the situation as the rdevant environment within 
which the relation of reference is estabJished. 

Substitution/ellipsis is a formal {lexicogrammat:ical) relation, .in which 
a form (word or words} is specified through the use of a grammatical 
signal indicating that it is to be recovered from what has gone before. The 
source of recovery is the text, so that the relation of substitution is 
basically an endophoric one. It is inherently cohesive., since it is the pre
ceding text that provides the relevant environment in which the pre
supposed item .is located. 

Conjunction. the third and. final type of cohesive relation. differs from 
both of these in that it is cohesive not by continuity of form or reference 
but by semantic connection. Some relation is established between the 
meanings of two continuous passages of text, such that the interpretation 
of the second is dependent on the relation in whi.ch it stands to the first. 
This relation may be one of two kinds~ either it is present in the ideational 
meanings, as a relation between things - for example between two events 
in a narrative; or it is present in the interpersonal meanings, as a relation 
between elements or stages in the communication process - for example 
between two steps in an argument. Either of these may be represented 
as a form of semantic connection between a pair of adjacent clauses; the 
former as in [7: 10a], the latter as in {7: mb]: 

[7'10] a. Jackfelldownandbrokehiscrown. 
And Jill came tumbling after. 

b. Forhe'sajollygood.fdlow~ 
And so say all of us. 

A hrief further discussion of each of the three types of cohesion is given 
in the following three subsections:. 

7.3.2 R£jerenct 

Reference is the relation between .:m element of the text and something 
else by reference to which it is interpreted in the given instance. Reference 
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is a potentially cohesive relation because the thing that serves as the source 
of the interpretation may itself be an dement of text. 

A reference item is one whose interpretation is determined in this way. 
The interpretation takes one of two forms. Either the reference item 

is interpreted through being IDBNTIFIED WITH the referent in question; 
or it is interpreted through being COMPAli.ED WITH the referent - explicitly 
not identified with it. but brought into some form of comparison with :it. 

In the former case, where the interpretation involves identifying, the 
reference item functions as a Deictic and is always specific. Deixis is the 
identifying function in the nominal group; and fOr cohesive purposes the 
identification must he specific. Hence the set of reference items includes 
all the specific deictics (pronouns and determiners) except the interroga
tives. The interrogatives cannot he cohesive since they contain only a 
UQUEST FOR. specification, not the specification itsd£ 

Personal Demonstrative 

Exis- Possessive 
tenrial 

Refer- I~ you, mine, yours, ours my, your, our the 
ential we, he, his, hers, (its). his, her. its, their this~ these 

she,U. theirs • that, those """ s 
they.one 

Inter- who whose whose whkh, what 
rogative whpt 

Specific pronouns Specific determiners 

In other words. all :reference items of this type are specific, because their 
interpretation depends on identity of reference. This does not imply that 
the referent, where it is itself an element of the text (i£ where the reference 
is anaphoric), must necessarily also be specific. A reference item can relate 
anaphorically to any dement whether sp~c or not; for example 

{7:1I) I can see alight. Let's follow it. 

where it refers ro a light. But the specificity is conferred by the reference 
rdation. Since this involves identity, • a light' thereby becomes • the 
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light', ie the IJght that was just mentioned- and specified in the process., 
so here • the 1ight that(I've said) I can see'. This is why it is possible to have 
sentences such as: 

[7:xz] Nobody ever believeshe'sgoingtolose. 

where he means the person being considered as an instance, here 'the 
person whose belief is in question'. In this case the presupposed item is not 
only non-speci:6c; i.t Js also being sa:id to be non-existent. 

A considerable amount is now known about the rules of pronominaliza
tion, in the sense of personal reference within the sentence; but this is not 
a cohesive phenomenon and lies outside our scope. The question of the 
interpretation of reference items in oontexts of potential ambiguity has 
also begun to be studled, .and this, though not our primary concern here, 
does need to be briefly mentioned. Here the question is, how does the 
listener or reader identify which of two or more possible items in the text 
a reference item refers to. For example if we come across: a sentence 
ruch '-' 

[7:13] Spurs played Liverpool. They beat them. 

how do we know who beat who? 
Various grammatical criteria have been proposed,_ in terms of transitivity 

or of mood; suggesting that a reference item will preserve the structural 
function of its referent on one o-r another of these dimensions. 

For example, if transitivity is the determining factor~ a reference item 
functi.nning as Actor will refer to just that one among the possible referents 
that has the Actor function. If mood is the determining factor~ a reference 
item functioning as Subject wiU refer to just that one among the possible 
referents that has the Subject function. Example [T .14] satisfies both 
transitivity and modal criteria: 

7"4] 
The chased the robbers. They caught theDL 
cops 

(transi- Actor Process Go.! Actor Proc= Go.! 
tivity) 

(mood) Sub- Pred.i- I Complement Subject Predi- Complement 
ject cator I ea tor 

Here they refers to the cops and them to the- robbers. But consider 

[7: 15] The cops chased the robbers. They eluded them. 
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Here the only possible interpretation is that they refers to the robbers arul 
them to the wps~ this involves a reversal of the roles in both structures -
and yet we find no difficulty in interpreting it. Similarly: 

[ . 61 J bn d B·lt' h { a. But he wouldn't giveit to bim. 
7.1 o wante 1 s orse. b B he ldn' h' r · . ut wou t pay tm tor Jt. 

It i~ clear that (a) and (b) require opposite interpretations. In (a), he is 
Bill and him is John. whereas in (b) it is the other way round. There is no 
feeling tlut either is more acceptable, or more cohesive, than the other. 

Since reference is a semantic relation. the criteria are to be found not in 
the grammar but in the semantics. It is the meaning that enab1es us to 
disambiguate in such instances. If there is a grammatical tendency to be 
had recourse to in those instances where the meaning does not resolve the 
problem, it is likely to lie. as Hasan suggests elsewhere, neither in trans
itivity nor in mood but in theme. This again is to be expected. since it is 
the thematic structure which is the text-forming structure in the clause 
(see 7.4-1 below). The particular combination of circumstances that-is 
required i.n order to produce an ambiguous reference item in pcecisdy the 
kind of environment where transitivity, mood and theme are all incon
gruent with each other is so odd that no example of it can he very con
vincing; but here is an attempt: 

f7:I7] 
I. These the were given their 

porue> children by gnndparen"-

(transitivity) Actor 

(mood) Subject 

(theme) Theme 

ii They" re staying here~ now. 

In the second sentence. they is Actor (in transitivity). Subject (in mood) 
and Theme fm the-me). In the first sentence, Actor. Subject and Theme 
are all different items: the Actor is their grandparents, the Subject is the 
chibiren and the Theme is tkse ponies. It seems that, if anything. the 
preferred interpretation of they is these ponies - and that in spite of the 
preference of English for human Subjects. If this is so. it suggests that, to 
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the extent that there is any grammatical criterion at all, it will be- found in 
the them:e structure rather than in the transitivity or modal structure. 

Note that this does not apply to substitution. If the first sentence had 
been followed by the question Which ones? or elliptical Which?. the 
more likdy interpretation would have been which grmulparents l It seems 
therefore that no dearcut grammatical rules can be given fOr assigning a 
.reference item to one among a number of possible text referents~ since 
the assignment is typically made on semantic grounds. If there is more 
than one referent for the identification of he or it or this. the referent is the 
one that makes most sense in the context. This is not to say that ambiguity 
cannot arise; it can. and not infrequently does. There may he no dearly 
predominant candidate for the status of£ making most sense'; and in that 
event, as a last resort, we may appeal to the grammar - probably to 

the fheme-rheme structure. 0rHER TIHNGS BEING EQUAL, it seems that 
the most probable target of a cohesive reference item is the Theme of the 
preceding sentence. This seems to hold even if the reference item is not 

itself thematic; compare: 

(7:r8] These ponies the children were given by their grandparent<. 
Have you seen them.? 

where them still seems more likely to refer to these ponies . .But given the 
range of POSSJBLE targets in a connected passage, it is unlikely that any 
purely grammatical principles could suffice for resolving the issue. and 
the semantic principle of 'making most sense • • difficult as it may be to 
make explicit, is the only one that could really be expected to apply. 

As regards restrictions on reference, these again are not our main 
concern; we are concerned with what does happen. not with what does 
not. But these Rnd also to re8.ect semantic considerations -often ones that 
are reflected in the grammar also. Here is just one example: 

[7:19] a. An old. man came in with his son. }Th dirty 
b. An old man came in with his overcoat. ey were very · 

The second sentence is acceptable following (a) but not, or at best 
doubtful, following (b). Old tnmt and overcoat are too different to be 
brought within the same presupposition; and this is related. to the fact that 
they cannot be coordinated: an old man ami bis son C4nte in, but not an old 
man mu/ his cvacOdt came in. 

There are instances where a reference item is used when strictly spahng 
the relation is not one of reference. An example will illustrate this: 

[7:20] Arthuc's very proud ofhis chihuahuas. I don,.t like them. 
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This is ambiguous; it could :m.ean 'I don't like Arthur's chihuahuas', or 
it could mean "I don'tlike chihuahuas(in general; cf: I don't like tke things)·. 
The second meaning is anomalous; them is not roreferential with the 
nomina) group Atthur' s chihuahuas. It is no doubt to be explained as being 
ooreferencial with the noun Head cbilmahuas taken on its own. without 
the Modifier. Compare in this regard the comment on [3:52] in 3.2.6 
above; and also [7:4e), 1 expect you will get this but I'H send it if you want, 
where it and this both refer to Staff Bullain no z, considered as an object 
since it is Goal of the verbs get and senJ). but they refer to different 
copies. 

Finally there are instances where the reference item, because of its 
specificity, serves to disamhiguate preceding sentences that otherv\<-ise in 
themselves are ambiguous; for example 

(7:2I] f d rather like to see a pJay. It"s at the Ambassador's. 

Here the it shows that the meaning of the first sentence is 'thereys a play 
r d like to see •. The context of such ambiguities is very often of the kind 
illustrated by [7: 21}, namely a clause that is structured as a simple propo
sition but which is in fact incongruent. The congruent form of expression 
here would be a clause of the IDENTIFYING type, one with an equative 
structure sllCh as There's a play r d rather like to ~. 

Comparison differs &om the other forms of reference in that it is based 
not on identity of reference but on non-identity: the reference item is 
interpreted~ not by being identified with what it presupposes~ but by being 
compared with it. The expression • non-identity • is actually misleading~ 
because one possible form of comparability is identity. But tbe identity 
is not the criterion; being identical is just one of the ways in which two 
things may be like or unlike each other. In the comparative type of 
reference. the presupposed element takes on the role of a reference POINT. 

It serves as a standard, to which something dse is referred in terms of its 
likeness, in general or particular; and 'the same' is one kind of likeness. 
In this way the comparison provides the source of interpretation for the 
reference item; and where the presupposed dernent is also in the text, 
there is cohesion between the two. For example, more presupposing 
oysters in 

[7:22] 'I like the Walrus best,.' said Alice-: •because, you see, he was a 
little sorry for the poor oysters •. 
'He ate more than the Carpenter though; said Tweedledee. 

When likeness takes the value of sameness, comparison resembles other 
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forms of reference in being specific: 'same' implies • the same •. For this 
reason same and other comparatives of identity are typically accompanied 
by the, or some other specific determiner . .By contrast to this, when like
ness takes the value of non-identity (similarity or difference), the reference 
is typically non-specific; and comparatives expressing non-identity are 
unlike all other forms of reference .in just this respect. So we usually find 
the- same place but a similat' place, an other place (written as one word, 
another)~ adiffirenr platt'. 

We can summarize the meaning of reference by using the term 
co-INTER'l'RETATION. There is a semantic link between the reference 
item and that which it presupposes; but this does not mean that the two 
necessarily have the same referent. It means that the interpretation of the 
reference .item DEPE.'•ms IN SOME WAY on that of the presupposed. Co
reference is one particular form that eo-interpretation may take- where 
the two items do, in fact, refer to the same thing. But the genera! concept 
that lies behind the cohesive relation of reference, and by virtue of which 
personals, dernonstratives and comparatives are alike in their text-forming 
capacity, is that of eo-interpretation. A reference item is one which is 
interpreted by reference to something else. It is this principle of eo
interpretation that defines its role in the semantics of the text. 

7·3·3 Substitution and ellipsis 

Wtth substitution there is no implication of specificity. The substitution 
relation has no connection with specifying or identifying a particular 
referent; it is quite neutral in this regard. So specific forms such as the 
empty one and non-speci£c ones such as an empty one are both equaUy likdy. 
The fact that the nominal substitute tme has evolved from the same source 
as the indefinite article might suggest that substitution is inherently non
specific; but the meaning of the substitute one is countability. not indefi
niteness. This is reflected in the fact that the plural of the substitute is 
ones, while the plural of the indefinite arride is some; and some is also the 
'mass • furm of the article. whereas there is no form of substitute availabk 
in the context of a m.ass noun. 

We have referred already to the main distinction between substitution 
and nominal reference. In reference there is typically identity of referent. 
Substitution is used where there is no such identity. This requires a device 
which makes the connection at the lexicograiU!Ilatical level at what we 
called the level of'wording~. since the cohesion takes the form of'same 
element in the language (same -wording) but different referent'. The 
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essence of substitution therefore is contrast: a new referent is being 
defined - and hence there is no substitution for proper names. The contrast 
is not necessarily in the reference; it may be in some interpersonal element 
in the meaning- the modality, key. attitude etc- but the principle is the 
same. Reference implies that there is identity of meaning between the 
presupposing item and that which it presupposes. while substitution 
lmplies non-identity of meaning. This is illustrated by the use of substitu
tion and ellipsis in responses; the function of a response is to supply 
missing information. or confirmation- that is to supply something that is 
New. and it is this that provides the environment in which the substitute 
or dliptical item occurs. For example. 

(7:23] Did you cook the dinner?- No;John did. 

The distinction between reference and substitution or ellipsis is however 
less clearcut with verbs and clauses than with nouns. Note the difference 
between (7:24" and b]: 

{7:z4] Are they selling the 
contents today ? 

a. No. they're doing it tomorrow. 
(reference) 

b. No~ they are (doing) tomorrow. (sub-
stitution or dlipsis) 

The first, being referential. makes it an assumption that they are selling. 
and merely supplies the time; it parses the question as 'when are they 
selling the contents? •. and has a them..atic structure of the identifying 
type~ it is equivalent to 'the time when they're selling=tomorrow', 
with the verb embedded in the Theme. An alternative form for (a) 
would be It's tomorrow they're doing it. The second does not assume the 
selling but states lt, because the meaning which provides the contrastive 
environment far the substitution - namdy the polarity - is New. The 
substitute form of the answer parses the question as • are they selling the 
contents?" with 'today • either as given or as additional rdevant informa
tion; its thematic organization is •the fact=that they are selling; but 
tomorrow'. For this reason in a question-answer sequence with no 
possible fix:us other than the polarity. the reference form is not an appro
priate form of answer; the following exam_ple shows this: 

[7: 2.5] a. Are they selling the contents?- Yes, they're doing it. 
-No. they're not doing it. 

The substitute or elliptical forms of the answer, on the other hand, would 
be entirely appropriate: 
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[7:25] b. Are they selling the contents-?- Yes, they are{doing). 
-No, they're not (doing). 

Conversely. when the sense requires that the focus is elsewhere (because 
the process itsdf is not in question, but only the circumstance -locative, 
temporal, etc- with which it is associated) the substitute or el1iprica1 form 
is ruled out. [n [7:26}, fm: example, the answer presents 'I. sleep' as if 
it was new infor1ru1tion, and hence is rather odd: 

[7:26] Do you sleep on the couch?- No; I do (do) on the sofa. 

Here the reference is also ruled out, but for a different reason; we do not 
say I do it on the scfa because sleep is not a verb of action. But with other 
types of process. reference would be acceptable: Do you c()()k t>Vef1 day? -
No, I Jo it every other iky. Two final examples: 

! I D .h . {a. No, she does it for pleasure. {reference) 
7:2.7 r oes lie rtnt b. No; she does. (do) for pleasure. (substitution 

ror pro t. lh . ) ore pm 

Here (b) is unlikely because it presents 'she paints" as new information, 
whereas the form of the question suggests that the fact that she paints is 
not at issue; the appropriate meaning is rather 'the reason she paints is for 
pleasure', as expressed in (a). 

This illustrates the general principle of substitution and dlipsis, with 
their meaning of • continuity in the environment of contrast •. What is 
carried over is a FOllM. a word or structural feature; and this happens in 
an environment where the referential meanings are not identicaL 

The structural environment, on the other hand, tends to remain fairly 
constant; examples such as [7: 28a and b] are un1ikely because they involve 
too great a structural shift: 

(7:28] a. Would you like this book to read?- I've already done so. 
b. Give me a hook to read. I have (done) this one. 

whereas following Read this book! in (a). and Have you read these books? in 
(b), the rubsritute forms would be quite unexceptionable. 

Why does the speaker not simply repeat the same word? He can do. of 
course: 

[7: 29] I've had an offer for this.- rn make you a better offer. 

But notice what happens. In order to signal this as a reiteration (and if it 
was not a reiteration it would not be cohesive). the speaker has to shift 
the tonic away from t1fer on to better. :But ojfer is a lexical item: hence the 
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placing of the focus on an earlier item is 'marked • and strongly contrastive, 
a function of the systent.ic opposition between [7:3oa and b]: 

[7:3o) a. I'll make you a better OFFEll(ummrkerl focus) 
b. I'll make you a BETTER offer(nurkedfocus) 

Yet this opposition is irrelevant in the context of {7: 29]. There is only 
one possible meaning here, not two; the context requires the fOcus on 
better. hut it also requires that it should be an unmarked focus. and this 
can be achieved ouly by the use of a structure in which there is no lexical 
item following better, ro that bettr:r either is the last word in the information 
unit {ellipsis: I'll make you a better) or is followed on1y by a grammatical 
word,. one which does not carry information focus (substitution: I"ll 
make you a better one). Both these have urunarked focus. [n other words, 
the substitute and elliptical forms are preferred because they create cohesion 
without disturbing the information structure of the discourse: without 
assigning prominence of a kind which is irrelevant in the given environ
ment. 

Between substitution and ellipsis the difference in meaning is minimal 
We defined ellipsis as substitution by zero; we could equally well have 
defined substitution as explicit ellipsis. Ellipsis is characteristic particularly 
of responses: responses to yes/no questions, with ellipsis of the proposition 
(No he tlidn~t; Yes I have, etc), and to WH- questions, with ellipsis of alJ 
elements hut the one required (In the drawer; Next weekend, etc). But 
whereas there is a significant difference in meaning between elliptical or 
substitute forms on the one hand and the corresponding 'filled out' forms 
on the other, there is hardly a significant dia'erence between the two 
cohesive forms themselves. For example, 

[7:3I] Let'sseeifGrannycan1ook 
after the shop for us. 

a. She MIGHT look after the shop 
for us. 

hi. She MIGHT do. 
bii. She .MIGHT. 

As we saw in the last paragraph~ (a) differs from (b) in that it makes explicit 
the Given element look after the shop for- us, and in doing so imposes a 
marked information structure in which MIGHT look cftn iN shop J(IT us 
is specifically contrasted with might look 4}ier- THE SHOP for us; whereas 
in (b) the distribution of information i.s neutral - the tonic fills in its 
unmarked place. This is dearly a meaningful choice on the part of the 
speaker. But between (bi) and (bii) there is hardly any difference in the 
meaning. There are many contexts in which ouly one or the other is 
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possible; for numerous speakers of English, for example, only (ii) could. 
occur here. Where both are possible, the substitute form .appears slightly 
more explicit in its sense of'same form in a different environment": 

{7: J3] Has Smith reacted to that paragraph about him in the paper? 
-No he hasn•t. 
-He hasn't done yet; but when he reads it carefully he may 

think again. 

(7:33) Have an apple.- I'll take this.- The other one·s better. 

The use of do in [7:32} and one in [7:33] suggests in each case .a somewhat 
more pointed contrast than would be achieved by the elliptical form 
he hasn't yet, the other•s better. And a clausal substitute may serve to dir 
ambiguate in certain reported speech contexts: 

[7:34) Will Granny look after the shop for us?- She ham't said. 

The elliptical form may mean either •she hasn't said that she will" or 'she 
hasn't said whether she wilJ or not', whereas the substitute form she 
htun't said sg could only mean the former . .But in many instances the 
distinction between substitution and dlipsis is scarcely noticeable, and 
c;m be treated. fur practical purposes as a matter of free variation. 

7·3·4 Lexical cohesion: reiteration and wUocation 

Lexical cohe5ion is 'phoric: • cohesion that is established through the 
structure of the LE XIS, or vocabulary. and hence (like substitution) at 
the lexicogrammatic:allevel. To recapitulate this point: 

Linguistic level at which 'phoric' rdation is 
established 

Semantic 

Lexicogrammatical {
Grammatical 
Lexical 

Type of cohesion 

Reference 
Substitution and. ellipsis 
Lexical cohesion 

Lexical cohesion embraces two distinct though related aspects which 
We referred to as REITERATION and COLLOCATlON. 

I. Reiteration. This is the repetition of a lexical item, or the occurrence 
of a synonym of some kind, in the context of reference; that is, where the 
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two occurrences have the same referent. Typica11y, therefore, a reiterated 
lexical item is accompanied by a reference item, usually the or a demon
strative. The complex consisting of the plus reiterated lexical item is 
therefore cohesive hy reference. But since reiteration is itself cohesive in 
its own right. as shown by the fact that cohesion takes p1ace even where 
there is no referential £elation (cf next paragraph). such instances constitute 
a double tie and are interpreted here in this way {see Chapter 8, 8.J and 
note 2 to Text r). 
2. Collocation. As remarked above, the repetition of a lexical item is 
cohesive in i~ own right, whether or not there is identity of reference, 
or any referential relation at all between the two. The cohesion derives 
from the lexical organization of bnguage. A word that is in some way 
associated with another word in the preceding text, because it is a direct 
repetition of it, or is in some sense synonymous with it, or tends to occur 
in the same lexical environment, coheres with that word and so contri
butes to the texture. 

The following passage contains illustrations of both these types: 

[7: 35] Soon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying Wider the 
table: she opened it, and found in it a very small cake. on which 
the words • EAT ME' were beautifully marked in currants. 
'Well, f11 eat it/ said Alice, 'and if it makes me larger, I can 
reach the key; and if it makes me srn.aJler, I can creep under the 
door; so either way rn get into the garden, and I don't care 
which happens!' 
She ate a little bit, and said anxiously to herself. 'Which way? 
Which way?' holding her hand on the top of her head to feel 
which way it was growing, and she was quite surprised to find 
that she remained the same size: to be sure, this generally happens 
when one eats cake, but Ali.ce had got so much into the way of 
expecting nothing but out-of-the-way things to happen, that 
it seemed quite dull and stupid for life to go on in the common 
way. 
So she set to work. and very soon finished off the cake. 

The second occurrence of cake, in when one eats cake (second paragraph), is 
without reference item; there is no referential link with the first occur
rence, but the repetition i.tsdf constitutes a tie. The third occurrence, in 
very soon finishd off the cake, is with a reference i.tem; here, therefore. there 
are two ties., one of reference. the referential identity being sho'Wl1 by 
the, and one of reiteration. Other instances of lexical cohesion i:n the 
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passage are provided by eat .•. eat ... ate ..• eats; open .•• key .. , ~kM; 
larger , , • smaller .•. {the same} size; mokes larger ... makes sm.1ller ... 
gwwing; MJ>PMS •.• happen. 

The principle behind both types is the cohesive effect achieved by the 
continuity of lexical meaning. This may be combined with a referential 
relation but does not depend on this for its eifect. The cohesion ls a func
tion of the relation between the lexical items themselves. which has both 
a semantic aspect- synonymy~ hypo-nymy, metonymy, etc- and a purely 
lexical o:r oollocational aspect. the mutual expectancy between words 
that arises from the one occurring frequently in the environment of the 
other, or (a better way of !ook.ing at it} of the two occurring in a range of 
environments common to both. The whole of the vocahu1ary of a 
language is intemaiiy structured and organized. along many dimensions~ 
which collectively determine 'what goes with what'; these tendencies 
are as much pan of the iinguistic system as are the principles of grammati
cal structure, even though they are statable only as tendencies. not as 
•rules'. It is the essentially probabilistic nature of lexical pattetning which 
makes it effective in the creation of texture; because they lie outside the 
bounds of structure. and are not consttained by structural £elation.ships~ 
the lexical patterns serve to transform a series of unrelated structures into 
a unified. coherent who~e. 

7·3·5 ConjunctWn 

Conjunction is somewhat different from the other cohesive relations. It is 
based on the auumption that there are in the linguistic system forms of 
systematic relationships. between sentences. There are a number of pos
sible ways in which the system allows for the parts of a text to be con
nected to one another in meaning. 

There are certain elementary logical relations inherent in ordinary 
language; doubtless these derive ultimately from the categories of human 
experience. and they figure importantly in rhe sociolinguistic construction 
of reality, the process whereby a model of the universe is gradually built 
up over countless generations in the course of semiotic interaction. (They 
can be regarded as departures from the idealized norm represented by 
formal logic; but it is worth remembering that in the history of human 
thought the concepts of formal logic derive. however indirectly, from 
the logic of natural language.) These logical relations are embodied in 
linguistic structure, in the form of coordination, apposition. modifica
tion, etc. Analogous to these are certain non-structural, text-forming 
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relations which are what we are calling conjunctive relations. Conjunctive 
relations are encoded not in the fOrm of gram:matical structures hut in the 
looser~ more pliable form oflinkages between the components of a text. 

The specific cor.yunctive relations are those of 'and', 'yet', 'so' and 
'then'; and each of these may occur in either an 'external' or an 6 intern:al' 
context. The latter distinction, which derives fmm the functional basis 
of the semantic s~tem, determines the Jocus of the cozyunction; the 
cot9un.ction may be located. in the phenomena that constitute the content 
of what is being said (external), or in the interaction itself: the sociaJ pro
cess that constitutes the speech event (internal}. Here is a further set of 
exampJes of each. 

'and' 

'yet' 

'so' 

• then' 

External Internil 
They gave him food and They gave me fish to 
clothing. And they looked eat. And [ don't like 
.after him till he was fish. 
better. 

They looked after him 
well. Yet he got no 
better. 

He drove into the 
harbour one night. So 
they took his licence 
away. 

He stayed there for three 
years. Then he went on 
to New Zealand. 

That must he Henry. 
Yet it can't be; Henry's 
in Manchester. 

We're having guests 
tonight. So don't he 
late. 

He found his way 
eventually. Then he'd 
lefr his papers behind. 

CotYnnction does not depend either on referential meaning or on 
identity or association of wording. Conjunctive relations are not • phoric.,; 
they represent semantic links between the elements that are constitutive 
of text. There are numerous possible ways of interpreting conjunctive 
rdations;. the fourfold scheme we have adopted here is simply the one 
we have fOund most helpful in the quest for a general characterization of 
cohesive relations which would not be • closed., - which would allow 
further subdassification as and when needed. A purely structural approach 
would suggest other modes of classification. based for example on the 
traditional categorization of subordinate clauses. As already- noted, there 
are structural analogues of the conjunctive relations; here are some 
examples of the way each is expressed: 
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Structural Qogical) 
Textual (conjunctive) 

paratactic hypotactic 

' and' Alw, ... . .. and ... besides .•. 
' yet' However,, .. although ••. . .. yet ... 
'•o ' Consequently~ ... because ... . . . so •.. 
·then~ Subsequently~ ... ... then ... after ••• 

(ht the same way.,. the • phoric' relations of reference, and substitution and 
ellipsis. are also found as structure-forming relations within the sentence.) 
But from our present standpoint it is the nature of text, rather than the 
organization of grammar, that has determined the interpretation and 
presentation of the systems involved. 

7.3.6 Summary 

The semantic basis of cohesion in English texts can be summarized as 
follows (and if the Tabk at the end of 7·3 above). 

Cohesion consists ( r) in continuity of lexicogrammatical meanmg 
('relatedness of form';. phoric) 

U!XICAL 

COHESION 

I 
SUBSTITUTION 

I 
BlllPSES 

collocates 

I 
reiterations (repetitions and synonyms) 

I 
superordinates 

I 
general terms 

,---------1---------. 
substitutes 

I 
ellipses 

clauses ---- groups{nominal}- words 
verbal 

Substitution and ellipsis are relevant especially in the environ
ment of discontinuity of reference. 
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(2) in continuity of referential meaning (' relatedness of reference': 
phor;c) 

personal (communication :role of referent) 

I 
RlwBRENCE demonstntive (proximity of referent) 

I 
comparative (similarity to preceding referent) 

(3) in semantic connection with the preceding text (non-phoric) 

additive 

I 
adversative 

CoNJUNCTION j 
causal 

I 

;n {ideational meaning (external) 
terms I 

of interperscnal meaning (internal) 

temporal 

These are the cohesive relations. In categorizing them in this way. it is 
perhaps useful to add a reminder o£ the difference betv.reen the cohesive 
relations themselves and the means by which they are represented in the 
linguistic s.ystem... The COHESIVE lUU.ATIONS THEMSELVES can be interpreted 
as being either lexicogrammatical in nature (1} or semantic, the ~tter 
being either refcrential (2) or colliunctive (3). The type of cohesion, in 
other words, is either one that depends on semantic relations m the 
linguistic system or one that depends on leximgrammatical relations. 
:But the BXPRESSION of cohesive relations involves both the semantic and 
the lexicogrammatical systems in all cases: that is, both choices in mean
ing. and their realization in words and structures. 

Thus even where cohesion is achieved through the setting up of a 
purely formal relationship in the text. such as the substitution of one for 
the noun expressing the Thing, the CHOICES that are involved, not only in 
Lhe selection of the particular thing-meaning itself but equally in the 
identification of it with a preceding thing-meaning. are semantic choices. 
And conversely. even where the cohesive relationship is a semantic one. 
it has to be realized. in the lex:ioogrammatical system; for example. identity 
of referential meaning as expressed through the grammatical system of 
third person pronoWIS. Here is a final summary table: 
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RepesentaJWn 
in linguistic 

systrm Semantic 

Type'![ 
cohesive Telation 

Conjunction Additive. adversative. 
causal and temporal 
relations; cxtemal and 
internal 

Reference Identification: 
by speech role 
by proximity 
by 'P"cificity (only) 

Reference point 

Lexical cohesion Collocation (similarity of 
lexical environment) 
Reiteration (identity of 
lexical reference) 

Substitution Identity of potential 
reference (class meaning) 
in context of non
identity of actual 
(irutantial) reference 

7.4 Cohesion and the text 

Lexicogrammatical 
(typically) 

Dis~Coucse adjnncts: 
adverbial groups. 
prepositional groups 

Personals 
Demonstratives 
Definite article 
Comparat~es 

Same or associated 
lexical item 
Same lexical item; 
synonym; superordinate; 
general word 

Verbal. nominal or 
clausal substitute 
Verbal, nominal or 
clausal ellipsis 

Texture involves much more than merely cohesion. In the construction of 
text the establishment of cohesive relations is a necessary component; 
but it is not the whole story. 

In the most general terms there ace two orher CQmponents of texture. 
One is the textual structure that is internal to the sentence: the organiza
tion of the sentence .and its parts in a way which relates it to its environ
ment. The other is the • macrostructure' of the text. that establishes it as a 
text of a particular kind ~ conversation, narrative, lyric. commercial 
correspondence and m on. 
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7·4·1 Texture within the sen.tenu: 

T'he main components of texture within the sentence .in English are the 
theme systems and the information systems (if the summary at the end of 
Cb.pter I). 

These have been outlined in anartide by Hatliday.* The theme systems 
are those concerned with the organization of the clause as .a meSS<~ge: its 
structure in terms of a THEMB and a remainder (known as the RHEME), 

and a wide range of thematic: variation that is associated with this structure 
in one way and another. The following examples give an idea. of the 
semantic range that is involved: 

[7:36] a. Jolm', annt I left him tlm duckpress 
Theme Rheme 

b. Jolm I was left thi, duckpress by hi' aunt 
Theme Rheme 

c. This duckpress I John's aunt left him 
1heme Rlreme 

d. What John's aunt left him I was this duck press 
Theme: Identified Rheme: Identifier 

e. The way John got t.his duckpress was by a legacy from his 
aunt 

Theme: Identified Rlreme: Identifier 
£ Bequeathing this dud:press was what John•s aunt did for 

him 
Theme: Identifier Rheme: Identified 

The information systems are those concerned with the organization 
of the text into units of information. This is expressed in English by the 
intonation patterns, and it is therefore a feature only of spoken English. 
In written English. punctuation can be used to show information struc
ture. although it cannot express it fully. and most punctuation practice 
is a kind of compromise between information structure (punctuating 
according to the intonation) and sentence structure (punctuating according 
to the grammar). The intonation of spoken English expresses the informa
tion structure in a very simple way. Connected speech takes the form of an 
unbroken succession of intonation units, or TON.E GltOVPS as they are 
generally called; and each tone group represents what the speaker chooses 
to encode as one piece of infOrmation, one unit of the textual process. 

• 'Notes on traruitivity and theme: iu &glhh'. Put :z,J-nwl of .l..itJgJmtics J, t9()7. 
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Each information unit is then structured in terms of two elements. a NEW 

element, expressing what the speaker i.s presenting as information that is 
not recoverable to the hearer from other sources; .and a GIVEN elenrent. 
expressing what the speaker is presenting as information that is recoverable 
to the hearer from some source or other in the environment - the situa
tion. or the preceding text. The Given dement is optional; the New is 
present in every information unit, since without it there would not be a 
separate information un:it. 

In the following examples. the information unit bonndaryis shown by// 
and the New element is printed in SMALL CAPITALS: 

(7:37} a. 1/ JOHN's AUNT UFr IDM THIS DUCKPRESS // 

b. //JoHN's AUNT lefr him this duck press// 
c. f/ JoHN'S At=NT //left him TIDS DUCXPRESS fl 
d. I/ John WAS l.llFr THIS DUCKPRllSS I! by HIS AUNT 11 
e. i/ JoHN v.= left this duckpr= 11 by ms AUNT 11 
f. //JOHN /1 W~o\S LBFT THIS DUCKPIESS BY InS AUNT lf 
g. If THis DUcKPREss J f JoaN' s A t.'NT left him 1/ 

The number of possibiiities is very large indeed, and the combination of 
thematic systems with information systems gives a paradigm which. with 
a clause of average length, runs into the tens. and hundreds of thousands. 
Since each one has a different textual meaning this might seem 1mm:mage

.ably complex - until it is realized that this enormous number of different 
textaal structures within the sentence is the result of combining a nwnber 
of related hut independent choices each one of which is by itself very 
simple. If there are only twenty different choices, each of only two possi
bilities, this already yields over a million forms. In bet, of ooun:e, things 
are not quite as simple as that; the number of possibilities depends on the 
structure of the sentence, the choices are not fully independent. so that not 
all the theoretically possible combinations occur. and not all choices are 
limited to two options. But it is this principle on which the sentence is 
structured internally in its role as the realization of text; and this internal 
texrure is the structural counterpart of cohesi.on. Neither cohesion alone, 
nor internal textual structure alone, suffices to make of a set of sentences 
a text. Texture is a product of the interaction between the two. 

7.4.2 The texture <>/discourse 

The third and final component of texture is the structure of discourse. By 
this we mean the larger structure that is a propeny of the forms of dis-
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course themselves: the structure that is inherent in such concepts as 
narrative~ prayer, folk-ballad, formal correspondence, sonnet, operating 
instructions., television drama and the like. 

1t is safe to say that every genre has its own discourse structure. It 
might seem as if informal, spontaneous conversation had no structure of 
its own over and above the internal organization of each sentence and. the 
cohesion betv.-een the sentences. But the work of Harvey Sacks and 
Emanuel Schegloffhas shown beyond question that conversation is very 
highly structured. There are definite principles regulating the taking of 
turns in conversation, and one of the functions of some of the items 
operating cohesively as conjunctives (Chapter 5) is that of marking and 
holding turns. There are several types of what Sacks and Schegloff call 
• adjacency pain •. ordered sequences of two elements in a conversation 
that are related to each other and mutually presupposing, like greetings. 
invitations, or question-answer sequences. The discourse structure of <~ 
conversation is in turn reinforced by the cohesion, which explicitly ties 
together the related parts, bonding them·more closely to each other than 
to the others that are not so related; hence Goffman's observation that 
'there tends to be a less meaningful rdatiomhip between two sequential 
interchanges than between two sequential speeches (ie turns) in an inter
change' (Imer.a;on R;tual, p 37). 

Other forms of discourse are more obviously structured than conversa
tion; and some, notably narrative, have been studied in considerable 
detail in a variery of different languages. There is no need here to labour 
the point that the presence of certain elements,. in a certain order, is 
essential to our concept of narrative; a narrative has. as a text, a typical 
organization, or one of a number of rypical organizations, and it acquires 
texture by virtue of adhering to these fonru:. Literary forms, including the 
• strict' verse forms - culturally established and highly-valued norms such 
as those of metre and rhyme scheme, ddining complex notions such as the 
sonnet~ iambic pentameter blank verse, and the like - all fall within the 
genera1 category of discourse structures. They are aspects of textUre, and 
combine with intrasentence structure and intersentence cohesion to pro
vide the tota1 text-forming resources of the culture. 

7·4·3 The rok rif. linguistic analysis 

The linguistic analysis of a text is not an interpretation of that text~ it is 
an explanation. This point emerges clearly. though it is often misunder
stood, in the context of stylistics, the linguistic analysis of literary texts. 
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The linguistic analysis of literature IS not an interpretation of what the 
text means; it is an explanation of why and how it means what it does. 

Similarly, to the extent that linguistic analysis is concerned with evalua
tion. a linguistic analysis of a text is not an evaluation of that text; it is an 
explanation of how and why it is valued as it is. A linguistic analysis of a 
literary text aims at explaining the interpretation :and evaluation that are 
put upon that text. The role of linguistics is to say how and why the text 
means what it does to the reader or listener, and how and why he evaluates 
it in a certain way. 

This point can be genetahzed to the study of texts as a whole. The 
analysis of cohesion, together with other aspects of texture. will not in 
general add anything new to the interpretation of a text. What it will do 
is to show why the text is interpreted in a certain way; :including why it is 
ambiguous in interpretation whereVer it is so. It will explain the nature 
of conversational inferences, the meanings that the hearer gets out of the 
text without the speaker having apparently put them in -presuppositions 
from the culture, from the shared experience of the participants, and from 
the situation and the surrounding text. It is the text-forming or • textual' 

component of the semantic system that specifically provides the linguistic 
means through which such presuppositions are made. Similarly the 
analysis of cohesion will not tell you that this or that is a good text or a 
bad text or an dfective or ineffective one in the context. But it will tell 
you something of '\VHY YOU TIDNK it is a good text or a bad text, or 
whatever you do think about it. 

It is in this perspective that in the final chapter we suggest means for 
describing the cohesive patterns of a text. The intention is to provide for 
a reasonably comprehensive picture of this aspect of texture; and in t:1ris 
way to offer an insight into what it is that makes a text a text. 



Chapter 8 

The analysis of cohesion 

In this concluding chapter we suggest a mechod for the analysis of coh<>
sion in a text. First there is a brief discussion of the principles of analysis 
(8.I); next. a coding scheme for the various types of cchesion (8.z). and 
£inally .an analysis of seven short passages of text. 

8. I General principles 

The basic concept that is employed in analysing the cohesion of a text is 
that of the TIE, already discussed in Chapter I. A tie is a complex notion, 
because it includes not only the cohesive dement itself but also that which 
is presupposed by it. A tie is best interpreted as a 'RE-LATION 'between 
these two elements. 

A tie is thus a. relational concept. It is also DIRECTIONAL; the relation 
is an asymmetric one. It may go either way: the direction may be ana-

phoric. with tbe presupposed eletnent preceding. or cataphoric. with the 
presupposed element fOllowing. The typkal.fuection. as has been illus
trated throughout the discussion, is the anaphoric one; it is natural, after 
all to presuppose what has already gone rather than what is to follow. 
But this is not to say the presupposition will necessarily be aimed at the 
immediately preceding sentence. It often is. aod this is pechaps the sim~ 
lest form that cohesion takes: a single tie between a pair of elements in 
adjacent sentences, with the second of the pair presupposing the first while 
the fim does not presnpproe anything else in its turn. Most of the examples 
we have cited have been of this kind, if only for the sake of brevity. But 
although this can reasonably be regarded as the paradigm form of a co
hesive tie. actual instances of cohesion are typicaDy somewhat more corn
pi= 

In the lint place, as has frequendy been brought ont. any senrence may 
have more than one tie in it. This is in f.tct the usual pa~m in connected 
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texts:, of whatever variety. Even such a short sentence as the second one in 
[8: 1], which at first ~i.ght seems to contain only one tie~ has in fact two, 
since in addition to the reference item it, presupposing the plan, there is 
lexical cohesion of succeed and try: 

{8: 1] A little provoked, she drew back: and, after looking everywhere 
for the Queen (whom she spied out at last, a long way off), she 
thought she would try the pi~ this time. of walking in the 
opposite direction. 
It s:w:ceeded beautifully. 

In the second place, however, the form of cohesive ties may diverge 
from the simple; idealized type in either, or both, of two ways. (i) The 
presupposed item may be not in the inunediatdy preceding sentence, but 
in somr; sentence that is: more distant in the past. (ii) The presupposee item 
may itself be cohesive, presupposing another item that is still further 
back; in this way there may be a whole chain of presuppositions before 
the original target item is reached. The following passage exemplifies 
both these points: 

[8:2] The last word ended in a long b1eat. so like a sheep that Alice quite 
started {r). She 1ook:ed at the Queen, who seemed to have sud
denly wrapped herself up in wool (a). Alice rubbed her eyes, and 
looked again (3). She couldn't make out what had happened at 
all (4). Was she in a shop (5)? And was that really- was it really a 
sheep that was sitting on the other side of the counter (6)? Rub .as 
she would, she could make nothing more of it (7). 

In sentence (2), the she refers to Alice in sentence (r). This is the simplest 
form of presupposition, relating the sentence to that which immediately 
precedes it; we shall refer to this as an IMMEDIATE tie. Similarly the she in 
(4) refers to the Alice in (J). But the she in (.5) has as the target of its presup
position another instance of she. that in (4-); and in order to resolve it 
we have to follow this through to the OCCUITence ofAlice in sentence (3). 
We shall can this type a MEDIATED tic. It is not necessary that the media
ting items should always be the same. although in this case the item 
mediating between she in (5) and Alice in {3) is. in fact, another instance of 
she. It might have been another form of the personal (eg: her), or another 
rype of cohesive element altogether (eg: tlu: poor thing). 

Now consider the clause Rub as she would, in (7). Here we have an 
instance oflexical cohesion. and it is interesting to note that it is necessary 
to resolve this tie in order for the passage to be undentood. Taken by it-
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self. rub as .$he would is uninterpretable; if one met it out of context. one 
would probably expect something to f-ollow such as We c<JUJd not get it ro 
shine. Here it must cohere with Alice rubhetl her eyes. This. however. is in 
sentence (3-), and there are no intermediate references to the rubbing of the 
eyes. Here we have what we shall call a REMOTE tie; and the distance be
tween the two items can be very much greater than this. especially in 
spoken language where a tie often spans large numbers of intervening 

=ten= 
Finally, a tie may be BOTH mediated AND remote. For example, the she 

in M::ntence (7) presupposes nothing in (6) but refers hack to sentence (5); 
hence the tie is remote. At the same time the presupposed item in (5) is 
agam she, which has to be fOllowed through to the she in (4) and linally to 

the .A./ice in (3), so it is also mediated. This again is quite typical ofbotb 
speech and writing. with a tendency for the more informal modes of dis
course to be the more complex, as they are also .in sentence structure. 

When analysing a teXt for cohesion, i.t is wefol to note not only the type 
of tie - whether immediate or not; and if not immediate, whether 
mediated, remote, or both - hut also the distance separating t:h.e presup
posing from the presupposed. Hence if an instance is coded as mediated, 
this can he-accompanied by a figure indicating the number of intermediate 
sentences which participate in the chain of cohesio~ having in them an 
item which is both presupposed and presupposing, like the she in (4). If an 
instance is coded as remote, there can again be an .accompanying figure. 
this time showing the number of sentences separating the presupposing 
from the presupposed while not themselves participating in the presup
position. So the 5he in sentence (7) would he coded as 'mediated: 2. ·, the 
number 2 referring to sentences (5) and (4) both of which have she m them, 
and also as ~remote: 1', where the r refers to sentence (6) which has no 
part in the resolution of the she. The two figures can simply be added to
gether to show the overall distance. the total number of sentences occur
ring in between the presupposing element and that by which it is ultimately 
resolved. 

It should he stressed that in all cases it is. the number of intervening 
SE.NTli.NCES that is being counted, and. not (in the case of a mediated tie} the 
number of occurrences of a mediating cohesive element. This is because 
our interest lies in the way in which cohesive relations build up a text. As 
fu as texture is concerned. the important question .is, is this sentence re
lated by cohesion or not; and if it is. in how many different ways? 'Which 
items in the sentence enter into cohesive relations, and what is the type and 
distance of the cohetion in e:tch instance? Once we have established that 
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she(=' Alice ') is functioning in the sentence as a cohesive agent by penona1 
reference, we have established the salient fact; it does not much matter for 
cohesive purposes (however interesting it might turn out to be in other 
respects) whether she occurs once or half a dozen times within the 
sentence. 

For any sentence, therefore, we shall indicate, first of all, how many 
cohesive ties it contains: how m:my instances of a cohesive element that 
are not resolved by presupposition within the sentence. This shows the 
total extent of the demands it makes on the preceding (or rather the sur
rounding} text. Secondly, for each of these ties we shall specify what type 
of cohesion is invoWC<l in terms of reference~ substitution and so on; this 
can be specified up to a varying degree of delicacy, as suggested in 8.2 
bdow. Finally, for each tie we shaJJ specify whether it is immediate or 
non-immediate, and if non-immediate, whether mediated., remote {non
mediated), or both; and we shall assign numerical values to each instance 
of a non-immediate tie. showing the number of intervening sentences. 
This figure is the index of cohesive distance, and it shows both the number 
of mediating sentences- those containing an element that forms a link in a 
chain -and the number of non-mediating sentences. those that do not 
contribute to the tie in question.. 

In presenting a framework for the analysis and notation of a text. how
ever. we should emphasize the fact that we regard the analysis of a text in 
terms of such a framework as a means to an end, not as an end in itsel.£ 
There are numerous reasons why one might undertake such an analysis. 
and the enquirywillleadin all kinds of ditlerent directions; it is: lik.dy to 
mean one thing in the context of the teaching of compositio~ another 
thing in the context of the automatic analysis of text by computer. and 
something ditferent again in the eontext of stylistic studies. Whatever the 
ulti.trutte goal. one will almost certainly wish not only to codify the text 
in ten:ns of cohesive categories but .also to inspect the individual instances 
of cohesion~ to look closely at the actual words and phnses that enter into 
cohesive ties and see what patterns of texture then emerge~ A particular 
text, or a genre, may exhibit a general tendency towards the use 9£ certain 
features or modes rather than others: for example, in certain types of 
narrative, where the continuity is provided by the doings or the person
.a.lity of one individual. it would be interesting to know whether this is 
reflected in a predominance of reference to that individual as: a cohesive 
device. Other questions that arise are: Does a particular speaker or writer 
favour one type of cohesion over mhers? Does the density of cohesive ties 
remain constant or vary. and if it varies, is the variation systematically re-
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lated to some other factor or factors? What is the relation between cohe
sion and the division of a written text into paragraphs?* There are many 
fundamental questions which can be approached by taking the systematic 
study of cohesion as a point of departUre. 

8.2 Summary of cohesion, and coding scheme 

A. Type cJ cohesion 
Coding 
R 

I. Pronominals r 
(r) singular, ma>CU~ine he, him, his rr 
(2) singular. feminine she.,. her. hers IZ 
(3} singular. neuter it. its 13 
(4) plural they, them, their, theirs 14 
r(r-4) functiocing as: 

(a) non-poss=ive, as Head he/him, she/her, it, 
they/them 

(b) poss=ive, as Head his, hers, (its), theirs 
(c} possessive, as Deictic his. her. its. their 

2. Demonstrative5 and definite article 
(1) demonstrative, near this/these, Mre 
(z) demonstrative, far tluuftlwse. there. then 
(3) definite article the 
2(1-3) functioning as: 

(a) nomiml, Deictic or Head this/these, thatJtlu>s<, the 
(b) place advemial here, there 
{c) time adverbial then 

3· Comparatives (not complete lists) 
(r) identity eg: same, identical 
(2) similarity eg: dmilar(ly), smh 
(l) dUference (ie: non-identity and eg: differen~ other, else 

dissimilarity) aJditi ... l 

2 

2I 
22 
23 

3 
31 
32 

33 

6 

7 
8 

6 

7 
8 

* A ycry inte• eM "'8 study of this queaticn w.as. Inade some years. ago by Colin C. Bowley. of 
the Univenity of Wellington. New Zealand, in an early applK;ationoftheconcept of~ 
to the analysi& of text. Bowlcy suggem:d that the ,;obesivc ~ of the pangraph might did'er 
markedly from one writer to anot:heT (fu1: example along the lines divn--.-1 in 7.1..3 above), 
but remain f.ridy comtant within one writer, or at least within one work. See Colin C. 
Bowley, CMniqn and tht Parograph, Univenity of Edinburgh Diploma in <kneral Lingnistia 
D~,IS)6l. 
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(4-) comparison. quantity 

(5) comparison, quality 

3(1-5) functioning as: 

eg: nwre~ less. as numy; 
ordinals 
eg: as+.adjective; 
com.p.uatives and 
superlatives 

34 

35 

(•) Deictic (1-3) 6 
(b) Numerative (4) 1 
( <) .Epithet (5) 8 
(d) Adjunct or Submodifier (1-5) 9 

Not" Not all combinations of (I-5) with (a-<!) are possible; 
the usual functions are those indicated here in the last table. 

SUIISTITtJTION 

I. Nominal substitutes 
( r) fur noun Head 
(2) for nominal Complement 
(3) for Attribute 
2. Verbal substitutes 
(r) for verb 
(•) for process 
(3) rot propositioo 
(4) verbal reference 
3. Clausal substitutes 

onefones 
the same 

so 

do. be~ ha11e 
do the -·!likewise 
do so, be so 
do it/tluu, ,., ii/that 

(1) positive so 
(2) negative twl 
3(1-2) substitute clause functioning as: 

(a) reported 
(b) conditional 
(c) modaliw:l 
(d) other 

BLilPSIS 

I. Nominal ellipsis 
( 1) Deictic as Head 

i. specific Deictic 
ii. non-specific Deictic 
iii. Post-deictic 

s 
I 
II 

12 

13 

2 

21 

22 

23 

24 
3 

3I 
32 

6 

7 
8 
9 

.E 
I 
II 

I 

2 

3 
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Coding 
(2) Numerative as Head u 

i. ordinal I 

ii. cardinal 2 
--- irulefini Ill. te J 

(3) Epithet " Head I3 

i. superlative I 

ii. comparative 2 

iii. others 3 
2. Verbal ellipsis 2 

(r) lexical ellipsu ('from right) 2I 

i. total (all items omitted except first operator) I 

ii. partial (lexical verb only omitted) 2 

(z) Ope>"ator dlipsi• ('from lefr') 22 

i. total (all items omitted except lexical verb) I 

ii. partial (first operator only omitted) 2 

Note: Where the presupposed verbal group is simple there is 
no distinction between total and partial ellipsis; such instances 
are treated as • total'. "Where it is above a certain complexity 
there .are other possibilities intermediate between the total and 
partial as defmed here; such instances are treated as "partial'. 

3· Clausal ellipsis 3 
( 1) propositional dlipsi. 31 

i. total (all Proposirional clement omitted) I 

ii. partial (some Complement or Adjunct present) 2 

(2) modal dlipsi. 32 
i. total (all Modal element omitted) 1 

ii. partial (Subject preoent) [rare] 2 

Note: Lexical dlipsis implies propositional ellipsis, and opera-
tor ellipsis implies modal ellipsi~ unless all clause elements other 
than the Predicator (verbal group) are explicitly repudiated. 

(3) genecal ellipsis of the clause (all elements but one omitted) 33 
i. WH- (only WH- element present) I 

ii. yesfno (only item expressing polarity present) 2 

iii. other (other single clause clement present) 3 
(4-) zero {entire clause omitted) 34 
3(1-4) elliptical clause functioning as: 

(a} yes/no question or answer 6 
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Coding 
(h) WH- question or answer 7 
(c) 'reported' element s 
(d) othcrw;se 9 

Note: Not all combinations of(1-4) with (a-d) are possible. 

CONJUN"CTION (items quoted are examples. not complete lists} c 
Note: (E)-external, (1)-;nternal. 

J. Additive I 

(t) runple: (J!.Jf) II 

i. additive and, and aU. I 

ii. negative nor, and . . . net 2 
iii. alternative or, or else 3 

(>) complex, emphatic:(!) I2 

i. additive forthermore, add to that I 

ii. alternative altunaJively 2 

(3) complex, de-emplutic: (!) by the way, inciJentaUy IJ 
(4) appos;tion: (!) I< 

;. exposieory that is, in othn WQrds I 
ii. exemplificatoty eg, thus 2 

(5) comparison:(!) I5 
i. similar likewise, in tke same way I 
.. di 'mil u. sst ar "" th. other hand, by ·-ast 2 

2. Adversative 2 

(I} advenarive • proper': (J!.fl) ZI 

i. simple ye4 though, only I 
ii. +·and! but 2 

iii. emph2tic however, even so, all 
the same 3 

(>) contrastive (avowal):(!) in (point <>]}fact. actually 22 

(3) oontnstive: (E) 23 
;. snnple but, and I 

ii. emphatic Mwever, conversely, on 
th. other hand 2 

(4) correction: (l) 24 
i. of meaning imtead. on th~ amtrt'ft'}', 

r4tlou I 

ii. of wording at least, I mean, or rather 2 
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Coding 
(5) dismissal: (!) 25 

i. closed in ayjeither case I 
ii. open-ended in any case, anyhow 2 

3· Causal 3 
(I) general: (E{f) 3' 

i. simple so, then, therrfore I 
ii. emphatic consequent 1y 2 

(a) specific: (E{f) 32 
J. reason on account of this I 
ii. result in consequence 2 

ili.purpose with this in mind 3 
(3) rev=ed causal: (I) for. because 33 
(4) causal, specifi<:: (I) 34 

1. reason it follows I 
ii. .result arising out of this 2 

ut. purpose to this erul 3 
(5) corulitional: (E/I) 35 

i. simple then I 
ii. emphatic in that case~ in StKh an event 2 

iii. generalized under the drcumstanas 3 
iv. reversed polarity otherwise, under othu 

circumstances 4 
(6) respective: (I) 36 

i. direct in this respect, here I 
ii. reversed polarity otherwise, apart from this, 

in other respects 2 

4- Temporal 4 
(r) simple: (E) 4I 

i.sequential then, next I 

ii. simultaneous just then 2 
... ding m.prece before that, mtheru> 3 

(a) condwivc: (E) in the end 42 
(3) eorrelatives: (E) 43 

i. sequential first . .. then I 

ii. condwive "'firnforigimJlyf 
formerly .•. jinallyfww 2 

{4) complex: (E) # 
i. immediate- "'011« I 

ii. interrupted _, 2 
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Coding 
m. repetitive next time- 3 
iv. specific next day 4 
v. durative meanwhile 5 

vi. terminal until then 6 
vii. punctiliar at this mcment 7 

(5) mtem•l temponl, (I) 45 
i. sequential then. next I 

ii. conclusive finally. in conclusion 2 

(6) rorrelativ"'' (I) 46 
Lsequential first • •. next I 

ii. conclusive in the fost place .•. to 
comluJe with 2 

(7) here and now' (I) 47 
I. past up to now I 

ii. present at this point 2 

iii. future from now on 3 
(8) sununary' (I) 48 

l. summanztng to sum up I 

ii. resumptive to resume 2 

5· Other (continuative') now. of rour.se. well. 
an}'W•Y· ""<ly. afur all 5 

6. Intonation 6 

(r) tone 61 
(2) tonicity 62 

LBXICAL L 
I. Same item 
2. Synonym or near synonym 

(incl hyponym) 
3. Superord.inatc 
4- • General ~ item 
S· Collocation 
I-.5 having reference that is: 

(a) identical 
(b) inclusive 
(c) exclusive 
(d) unrelated 

I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

7 
8 

9 
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Coding 
B. Direction and distance of co-hesion 
IMMEDIATE 0 

Not immediate: 
MEDIATED [number of intervening sentences] M[n] 
REMOTE- NON-MEDIATED [number of intervening sentences] N[n] 
CATAPHORIC K 
Note: Any cohesive inst:ance~ or 'tie~. may be 'immediate' (presup-

posing an item 1n a contiguous sentence) or not immediate. If not imme
dia~ it may be • mediated' (having one or more intervening sentences 
that enter into a chain of presupposition) or • remote • (having one or more 
interVening sentences not involved in the presupposition), or both. 
Finally it may be anaphoric or cataphoric; cataphoric ties are rdarivdy 
infrequent and almost always immediate. A tie is assumed to he ana
phoric unless marked ~ K ~. 

The coding scheme provides a means of representing the cohesive 
patterns i.n a text i.n terms of the present analysis. Each sentence is given an 
index number, and the total number of ties in that sentence is entered in 
the appropriate column. Then for EACH TJE we specify(A) the type of cohe
sion and (B) its distance and direction. 

The coding is designed to allow for variation in the delicacy of the 
analysis. For example, suppose we had 

What is Mary doing? - Baking a pie. 

we could code the second sentence as :any of the following: 

Ellipsis 
Clausal ellipsis 
Clausal ellipsis: modal 
dausal ellipsis.: modal: total 

E 

EJ 
Ep 
E321 

and with any of these we could specify 'functioning as answer to WH
question' simply by add-ing a '7': E7, E37. E327 or E3217. (There is also 
verbal dlipsis, type Ezzl, but this can be predicted. from the clausal 
dlipsis.) In the coding of all types of cohesion except conjunction, the 
numbers 1-5 are used for suhategorization and 6-9 for cross-categoriza
tiOIL In conjunction there is no cross-categorization, but there is more sub
categorization, so an the numbers r-8 are used for this purpose. The 
primary types of cohesion are shown by their initial letters: R (reference). 
S (substitution), E (ellipsi•J, C (conjunction), L (lexical). Letter• are mo 
used to indicate the direction and distance. 

In the :final section we present an analysis of seven sample texts. 
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8.3 Sample texts 

Text[;(.,; example [8:.]) 

... The last 'WOrd ended in a long bleat, so like a sheep that Alice quite 
started (•). 

She looked at the Queen. who seemed ro have suddenly wrapped her
self up in wool (2). AJice rubbed her eyes, and looked again (3). She 
couldn't mah out whdt had happened at aU (4)- Was she in a shop (5)? 
And was that really- was it really a sheep that was sitting on the other side 
of the counter (6)? Rub as she wonld. she could make nothing more of 
it (7) ... 

Sentence No. of 
number ties Cohesive item 

I 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 

I 

3 

3 

I 

I 

5 

She 
the Queen 

wool 
Alice 
looked 
again 

She 
she 
And 
r~ally 

a .d«ep 
the (counter) 

""""" Rub 
she(zx) 

,.,., 

it 

Presupposed 
Type Distance item 

R 12.6 0 

L 1.6 N.z 

L5 0 

L 1.6 N. I 
L 1.9 0 

c 44-3 0 

R. 12.6 0 

R 12.6 M. I 
C II.I 0 

Czz N.4 

L 1.9 N.4 
R.23.6 0 

L5 0 

L L6 N.J 
R 12.6 M.z+ 

N.I 
R34.9 K 

R IJ.6 0 

&-<-<hh! (in 
preceding 
sentence) 
Ali« 
tire Queen (in 
preceding text) 
sheep 
Alia: 
looked 
looked at the 
Quem 
A] ;a 

ske-Aiiu 
(S.s) 
so like a sheep 
(S.I) 
a sheep (S. I) 
oslwp 
slwp 
rnbbed (S.3) 

she-Alia 
(than what 
follows) 
(SS. s. 6) 
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Notes 
I Sen~ l: last is ambiguous. If it~ 'the last of those just uttered', it i$u coded bae; 
ifitmam'p~',it shouldbe.co.kdC 31.3, Thee~ seems no way of telling. and it may 
rather be .a. blend of both. 

a Sentence 6: thr shows cormter t<J be refuentWly .tdated to shop:fwhat counter: r• -'the one 
in the shop just mentioned'). 'Ibis U one tie; the .cohesion provided by the coll.ocationalliok 
between the klcical items coru~Ur and sMp, which is independent of tcfctence, t:O!Utitutu -· J Possibly a 'past in put' temc: such .a.s whal hai ~ in Senteru:e 4 could be treated a' aG. 

inst>nce of conjunction, pusumably C of.I.l. We have not utempted to include tense in the
pmsent treatment. 

-4 Sentence- J: A1iu is coded as N.1, not M. I, sina strictly $peaking the repetition of a propc!' 
~c U lexical not: n:frrential cohest<Jn. ;wd therdOrc theW in the intttveuing ~is 
llrelevant.. 

5 Sentence- 7: Tbe tw<:l -occuncoces of .d~ are both entaed. h could be argued that two 
occurrences of a reference item comtitut:e <mly a single tie; but this w<JUld. be difficult to 
apply, and we a-dopt the simpler solution. 

Text II (conversation) (if example [I: 28]) 

Can I tell you about the time when I screamed (I)? 
Yes. do (2). 
WelL I met a thief in my home (J). I had one oftho.enice old houses- I 

was very lucky (4). It was about thirty years old, on stone pillars, with a 
long stone staircase up and folding doors back on to a verandah (s). And I 
came through the door from the kitchen, and a thief carrying my hand
bag emerged through my bedroom door into the living room at the same 
moment(6). 

Splendidly timed (7)! 
I couldn•t believe my eyes for .a minute {8). I gave a little sort of gulp, 

:md it &shed through my mind •this won't do·~ and d•you know what I 
did (9)? I screamed (ro)! And .my scream went wafting out on the night 
::U.r (n}! And some neighbours who- they were my nearest neighbours, 
but they were still some distance away- cam.e rwhing .along (12). They 
wen: .awfiilly good, and they said afterwards they thought f d been being 
murdered(13). Well. I couldn.t've made morenoiseiflhad been(14). But 
I'd surprised myself{rs). Really, the sound that went fio.ating out on the 
..air I didn't know I had. it in me, and tbey said it would make my fortune 
if I sent it to Hollywood (I6}. And I may say it surprised the thief suffi
ciently that he dropped my handbag and fled (I7). Fortun.ately I wasn't 
between him and the door {rH). So there was no harm done, and I didn't 
lore anything ('9). 
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Fortwutely for him, or fortunately for you (20)? 
Oh, for me (ar). They generally arty knives (aa). 
I know (23}. Someone was murdered in the main hotel quite recently 

(••l· 
Oh yes, yes (as)- Though people did say that there were wheels within 

wheels in that {26). But you get between a fleeing thief and his exit and 
he's bound to he carrying a knife(27). But anyhow, the only thing [lost 
was my voice (28). I couldn't speak for a week afterwards (29). 

(recorded by MafElmenoufy) 

Sentence No. of Presupposed 
number ti"' Cohesive item Type Distance item 

2 Yes E 31. 2.6 o (S.I) 
Jo s 2I 0 (S.I) 

3 I wen cs M. I (S.2 ~ S.x) 
4 I houses L 1.7 0 lwuse 
s 2 It RIJ.6 0 one of those nice 

.old hoJUes 
t.birty years old L 1.6 0 old 

6 4 And C II.I 0 (SS. 4-5) 
a thief L 1.6 N.a a thief 
kor (ax) L 1.7 0 doors 

7 Splendidly timed E 22.r; 0 (S.6) 
3~1.9 

timed Ls 0 -8 I minute Ls N. I moment 

9 I this R21.6 N.a (S.6) 
IO I SCTI!ametf L 1.6 N.8 screamed 
H 2 And c li.l" 0 (S.ro) 

<rream L 1.6 0 screamed 

I> I And Cn.I 0 (S.u) 
13 3 they (a x) R 14.6 0 neighbours 

mwd.red Ls 0 scnoam 
14 Well Cs 0 (S.13) 

more R34-7 N.a rcream 
m>ise L 3.8 N.a scream 
I had b.en E21.2 0 r J been being 

murdered 
IS I But c 2J.l: N.I (S.13) 
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Sentence No. of Presupposed 
number tie> Cohesive item Type Distance item 

16 5 S<>Umi L2.8 N. I noise 
the R23.6 N . .; saeam 
floating out L2.6 N..; w'!fiing out 

"" L r.6 N..; mr 
they R z-(.6 N.z+ -they-

M. I neighbours 
17 6 Ami c Il.l 0 (S.16) 

it RIJ.6 0 , .. nJ 
the Rz3.6 N.ro a thief 
thief L 1.6 N.IO a thief 
dropped L; N.IO carrying 
henJbag L 1.6 N.IO harnlbag 

18 him R II.6 0 the thief 
dear L 1.8 N.H door(S.6) 

19 I So C JI.I 0 (S.18) 
20 I F"""Mtely (2 X) L 1.6 N.I fortu-ly 

him R II.6 N.r+ --7 him-+ the 
M. I thief 

21 I Oh,fM me E 33·3· 0 (S.zo) 
6/7 

2> I They R 14.6 N.z+ -him-+ him-
M.2 the thief 

23 I I !mow E 34.8 0 (S.») 
24 I murdered L 1.8 N.IO murJereJ 
25 I Oh yes, yes E 33.2.9 o (S.z.;) 
26 2 Th<>Ugh Car_r 0 (5.23) 

tlw Rzz.6 N. I (S.z4) 
Z7 But Czt.a 0 (S.z6) 

fleeing L r.g N.g jkd(S.17) 
thief L 1.9 N.g thief 
exit L3.9 N.S door(S.I8) 
(eorry) knife L1.9 N.4 "'"Y knives 

(S.zz) 
28 3 But anyhow Cz.s.z 0 (5.27) 

(thing) lost L 1.8 N.8 I didn't lose 
anything (S.19) 

v<nce Ls N.I6 scream (S.rr) 
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Sentence No. of Prerupposed 
Distance item number ties Cohesive item Type 

2 

Notes 

speak 
ajterwmds 

Ls 
c 41.1 

0 

N.27 
vtnce 
the time when 1 
screamed 

1 Seutmcc 10: The funn of te>ttuce ptovided by a Quesri~A=wer aequc:oce is K

guded as a discourse featm:t (he« the structure (){ convenation; see 7 .4-z). Since there is no 
ellipsis heR. this. is not :w. insbnce of cohesion. 

2 Sentt:J!CC' 16: The tM in tk sound ih<rt w.mt forl!ing eut is primarily ataphoric; but the lexical 
rdatkm between 50Ami and m-t.un suggests that it may also he referring anaphorically. 

3 Scmencc Ilt: lt is likdy that tk door here refento the main daot of the house; if so, Wis 
=ophoric md not cahrsivc:. 

-t. Sentence :w ir an altcmativc- question; these art mixed in type, being partly yesfno and 
partly WH-~ the mixed intooation p~. with first pan rising and second part fall..
ing). 'Ibc: m~pQnse U.:oded as a rcsporue to both. 

5 Sentena: :u: T1sq bett means 'thieves in gt'naal", having the sort of anomalous referen« 
mentioned in 7·3-Z (example [7::roD. 

T<xt lli (sonnet) 
The Bad Thing (r) 

Sometimes just being alone seems the bad thing (2). 
Solitude can swell until it blocks the sun (J). 
It hurts s.o much, even fear, even worrying 
Over past and future, get stifled (4). It has wo~ 
You think; this is the bad thing, it is here(;). 
Then sense comes; you go to sleep, or have 
Some food, write a letter or work, get something clear (6). 
Solitude shrinks; you are not all its slave (7). 

Then you think: the had thing inhabits ynune1f(8). 
Jwt bring alone is nothing; nor pain. not balm (9). 
Escape, into poem,. into pub, wanting a friend 
Is not avoiding the bad thing (ro). The high shelf 
Where you stacked the bad thing, hoping for calm, 
Broke (n). It rolled dowo (u). It follows you to the end 

(zJ). 
Qohn Wain) 
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Sentence No. of Presupposed 
number ties Cohesive item Type Distance item 

2 I The bad thing LI 0 (S.I) 
3 I Sclitwk L2.9 0 being alone 
4 I It R 13.6 0 solitwle 
5 5 It(2x) R IJ.6 M.1 it - solii.UJe 

think L2.7 N.> reems 

the Rz3.6 N.2 the bad thing 
bad thing L 1.6 N.z bad thing 

6 I Then c_.x.r 0 (S.s) 
7 2 Solitude L 1.9 N.J solitude 

shrinks Ls N.J swell 
8 4 Then C-4l.I 0 (S.7) 

think L 1.8 N.2 thittk 
the R23.6 N.z the boJ thing 
bad thing L 1.6 N.2 bad thing 

9 2 Uust l being .to ... L 1.9 N.6 Uust) being alone 
pain L2.9 N.4 hum 

IO 2 the R 23.6 N.I the bad thing 
bad thing L 1.6 N.r bad thing 

II 2 the R23.6 0 the bad thing 
bad thing L 1.6 0 bad thing 

12 I It R. 13.6 0 the bad thing 
13 2 It R IJ.6 M. I u_. the bad 

thing 
follows Ls N.2 avoiding 

Note 

'Ibe ~ use of tk in th W thing ma.y be intctptctod :u ~oric as. well :;u cata
phoric, :mggesting a specific.-entitywhKh Jlay!-around and contnsting with the genenl quali-
ties. of~ and being alone; for rhe same reascn. b.tJ thing is analysed u L I.ti, .wl~ and 
kiag ~ as L 1.9. The whesive pauem tdleGU and reinforces the intetp1ay oflocilized and 
genen1ized .imagery; and so conmbum to the hn~ o£ somedling thet is complex, both 
a.b~and•mangible, ud at. the same time~ aod very taugibk. 

Text W (autobiography) 

I had found when a boy in Dublin on a table in the Royal Irish Academy 
a pamphlet on Japanese att :md :read there of an animal painter so 
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remarkable that horses he had painted upon a temple waU had slipped 
down after dar-k and trampled the neighbours' :fidds of rice {I). Somebody 
had come into the temple in the early morning, had been startled by a 
shower of water drops~ had looked up and seen painted horses still wet 
from the dew-covered fidds. but now 'trembJi.ng into stillness• (2). 

I had soon. mastered Mathers:' symbolic system, and discovered that for 
a considerable minority - whom I could select by certain unanalysable 
characteristics - the visible world would completely vanish, and that 
world. summoned by the symbol, take its place (3). One day when alone 
in a third-class carriage, in the very middle of the railway bridge that 
crosses the Thames near Victoria, I smelt incense (4). I was on my way to 
Forest Hill; might it not come from some spirit Mathers: had called up 
(5)? I had wondered when I smelt it at Madame Blavatsky's -if there 
might be some contrivance, some secret censer, but that explanation was 
no longer possible { 6). I believed that Salamander of his but an image, and 
presently I fotmd analogies between smell and image (7)· That smell must 
be thought-created, but what certainty had I. that what had taken me by 
surprise. could be from my own dlQught, and if a thought could affect the 
sense of s.mell, why not the sense of touch (8) ? Then l discovered among 
that group of students dut surrounded Mathers. a man who had fought a 
cat in his dreams and awakened to find his breast covered with scratches 
(9). Was there an impassable barrier between those scratches and the 
trampled. fields of rice (10)? ft would seem ro. and yet all was uncer
tainty{n). What fixed law would our experiments leave to our imagina
tion (12)? 

(W.B. Yem) 

Sentence No. of 
number ues Cohesive item Type 

Presupposed 
Distance item 

2 6 the R 2,3.6 o 
temple L 1.6 o 
the (early morning) R 23.6 o 
painted L 1. 7 o 
horse.s L I. 7 o 
fidds L 1.9 o 

3 3 Mothers L I.6 N.3 

N.3 

a temple wall 
temple 
after dark 
painted 
lwrses 
fields 
.-\lathers 
(prece.ling text) 
symbol 
(preceding text) 
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s..,.,.. No. of Prerupp=d 
number ties Cohesive item Type Distance item 

I smelt incense L 1.9 N.sg smell . .. 
incense 
(p=ding text) 

5 2 it RI3.6 0 inanse 
Matkrs L 1.6 0 Mathers 

6 3 smdt L 1.8 0 smelt 
it R 13.6 0 incense 
censer L5 0 incense 

7 6 thaJ Rn.6 N.J Salamanders 
(preceding text) 

s .I.mantk. L I.6 N.J Salanumdm 
(preceding text) 

his R IT..7 N.I Mathers 
image (2 x) L1.7 N.8 images 

(preceding text) 
smell L :r.8 0 smelt (it at 

MaMmeB's) 
8 3 ThaJ Rzz.6 0 smell 

smell(zx) LI.6(7) o smell 
9 4 Then C4I.I 0 (S.8) 

thaJ R22.6 N.r8 a little group . , . 
students 
(preceding text) 

group of stndems L 1.6 N.I8 a little group , .. stud.,,, 
(preceding text) 

Mathers L 1.6 N.I Matkrs 
IO 5 these R22.6 0 scratches 

saotches L r.6 0 scratches 
th. R23.6 N.8 the ... fields of 

rice 
trampi<J L r.6 N.B lr""'fld 
fields of rice L r.6 N.B fields of rice 

Il I so s 3!.8 0 (S.Io) 
12 I fixed Ls 0 unartainty 

Note 
The ~tio:n of the lex:kal item muJf provides an .iJ:JtCl'eSting illusttation of the different 
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cUcn:ntial rd.otioru that may be involved inlexic.a1 rcitrJ:at:ion. Tire incident referred to in S.4 
stands in no explicit rebtioruhip to that in which che word h:,.d last occurred 59 5tllkw.:es 
e:~rl;n; hence L 9· In S.6 .rmflt refers to that eatlier incident in a context in which it is expliridy 

contrasted w:ith the prtSent one; hence L8. InS. 7 we ;n-e back to tiK present, so L.8 again. In 
5.8 it occurs twice; fu-st ID reference to rhe pre.~t (d~td mvll). so L.6; se-condly in a genenl con
text tM suui! af .mull, whkh therefoce includes the preceding instance and hence is represenh"d 
.s L.7. There is considerabk lndctecmin:u:y among these categories. which ue probably the 
moot difficult to .apply with any consittency; but they .are not irrelevant to patterns of text 

construction. 

Text V (dnmatic dialogue) (if example [3 '59]) 

Mrs Birling: I think we've just .about come to an end of this wretched 
business- (1) 

Gerald: I don•t think so (2). Excuse me {3). 
[He goes out. They watch him go in silence. We hear the front door slam.] 

Sheila [ro Irupector]: You know, you never showed him that photograph 
ofhei (4). 

Inspector: No (5)· It wasn't necessacy (6). And I thought it better not to (7). 
Mrs. Biding: You have a photograph of this girl (8) ? 
Inspector: Yes (9)· I think you'd better look at it (10). 
Mrs Birling: I don't see any particular reason why I should -{rr) 
lrupector: Probably not (rz). But you'd better look at it (13). 
Mrs Birling: Very well {q). [He produces the plwtcgTaph and she lvoles harJ 

at~-] 
Inspector [taking back the photograph]: You recognize her (15)? 
M" Birling' No (16). Why should I (17)? 
Inspector: Of course she might have changed lately. but I can't beheve she 

could have changed so much (r8). 
Mrs Birling: I don't understand you, Inspector (19). 
Inspector: You mean you don't choose to do, Mrs Biding (2o). 
Mrs Birling [angrily]' I meant what I said (ar). 
Inspector: You're not telling me the truth {22.). 
Mrs Birling: I beg your pardon (23)! 
Birling [angrily, to Inspector]: Look here, I'm not going to have this. 

Inspector (24). You"ll apologize at once (as). 
Inspector: Apologize for what- doing my duty (:a6}? 
Birling: No, for being so offensive about it(27). I'm a public man- (28) 
Inspector[massively]: Public men, Mr Biding. have responsibilities as well 

"'privileges (29). 
Birling: Possibly {30). But you weren't asked to come here to talk to me 

about my responsibilities {31). 
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Sheila: Let's hope not (32). Though I' m beginning to wonder (33). 
Mrs Biding: Does that me:a.n anything, Sheila (34-) ? 
Sheib: It means that we've no excuse now for putting on airs and that if 

we•ve any sense we won•t try (35). 
U- B. Priesdey) 

Sentence No. of Presupposed 
number ti<> Cohesive item Type Distance item 

2 I so s 3!.6 0 (S.I) 
3 0 

4 2 photograph L I.6 N.6oo photog"ph 
approx. (preceding text) 

hu R u.6 N .. u+ -+her(-+ .. . ) -+ 
M.zo Daisy (preceding 

text) 
5 I No E 33.2.6 o (S.4) 
6 I It R IJ.6 N.I (to) show him 

that photogtaph 
of her 

7 2 And CIJ.I 0 (S.6) 
not t.o E21.1; N.r+ it (S.6)-+ .show 

3 1.1.9 M. I him that photo-
gtaph afh<t 

8 2 phorogtaph L I.7 N.J photogtaph 
this R21.6 N-46+ ~ he-r (--7 ... ) 

M;zr ~Daisy 

9 I Yes E 33.2.6 o (S.8) 
IO I it R 13.6 N.I a photograph 
II I I should Ez1.1; 0 you'd lwtter look 

JI.2.8 at it 
I2 I Probably not s J2.8 0 (S.II) 
13 3 But c 21.2 0 (S.I2) 

it R Ij.6 N.J+ --)-it-+ a 
M. I photograph 

look at L r.6 N.a look at 
I4 I Very well E 33-3·9 o (S.r3) 
15 0 ""' R. 12.6 N.p+ -+ ha (-+ . . . ) 

M.22 ---Daisy 
•6 I No E JJ.z.6 o (S.I5) 
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Sentence No. of Presupposed 
number ties Cohesive item Type Distance item 

17 1 Why should I? E2LI; N.I recognize her 
31.2.9 (S.Is) 

I8 4 Of course cs 0 (S.I7) 
she(2x) Rrz.6 N.s4+ ~her(~ ... ) 

M.23 -+Daisy 
srJ much RJ4-9 N. I (S.I6) 

I9 0 
20 I to do s 21 0 understo.rul tnl! 

21 I """"" L 1.6 0 ""'"" 22 I tell . .. truth Ls 0 meant • .• said 
23 0 
24 I this Rzr.6 N. I (S.22) 
25 0 
26 2 Apologize for E 22.1; 0 (S.zs) 

what? 32.1.7 
apologize L 1.6 0 "1"'/ogize 

27 No E 33.2.6 o apologize •.. for 
doing my duty? 

for being so E 33·3·7 o aprJlogize for 
offensive ab<mt it what? 
so R 35.8 N.4 (S.zz) 
it R I3.6 0 ®ing your duty 

28 0 

29 I Public men L 1.7 0 public man 
JO I Possibly E 33-3-9 o (S.zg) 
3I 2 But Czr.z 0 (S.3o) 

responsibilities L 1.7 N.I responsibilities 
32 I not s J2.6 0 (S.J I) 
33 2 Though Czi.I 0 (S.Jz) 

to wornJe,- E 34-8 N.r (8.32) 
34 I that R.u.6 0 (S.J3) 
35 2 It R IJ.6 M.r that~ (S.3J) 

means L 1.6 0 mean 

Notes 
I Dn.matic dialogue may be interpreted in two w.a.ys: citbtt as .read, or as acted. The former 

would take aa;:ount of stage directions, aod treat all n:fCren.:e as endoph~ic; in the btter 
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penpectivc, which i. that adopted here-, stage dice-ctions ace excluded and reference to 
situarional features is trealed as e>~Cophoric, and thus not cohesive. 

2 Senten~ 4: Both him and lhat (in thtlt pfwtcgmph) are exophoric he:re-. The her, however, is 
at Ieut part:i.ally endopboric: the only appearomce of Daisy on the stage isjn the form uf the 
photogr2ph. The !.llnu: consideration applies to Sentence 15-

Text VI (informal interview, adult; reported) 

I harked back to his school year~ and he confessed that he had never liked 
school (r). 'I remember it very well, and particularly my dislike of it, 
which has never died to this very day (2). And I am now 68 (3) !' 

Whenever he visited schools., the smell of the chalk or the plasticine al
ways gave him a sinking feeling {4). He hated. it so much (5). 

'Then we moved into the country, to a lovely little village called War
ley {6). It is about three miles from Ha1i&x (7). There are quite a few about 
(8). There is a W arley in Worcester and one in Essex (9)- But the one not 
far out of Halifax had had a maypole, and a fountain (ro). By this time the 
maypole has gone, but the pub is sti.ll there called the Maypole {II). Per
haps they were the happiest days of my life. in the country (rz). I was there 
for about seven or eight years and I loved it (13).' 

Even the village school proved less odious than its predecessor in his 
life (r4). 'I started to take a little bit of a liking to school then (r5)! 

(from • Meeting Wilfred Pickles·. by Frank Haley) 

Sentence No. of 
number ties Cohesive item Type 

l 4 his R. II .8 

he (2x) R. JI.6 

school L 1.9 

2 5 'I' Rrr.6 

it(2x) R I3.6 
R II.8 • • my 

J;s/ike L 2.6 

Presupposed 
Distance item 

N.z+ -'I'(~---) 
M.6 - Wi!fred 

(preceding text) 
N.z+ -·r<~---l 
M.6 ~ Wi!fred 

{preceding text) 
N.I3 school 

(preceding text) 
M.?+ he(-+ ... ) -> 

N.z Wi!fred 

0 school 
M.7+ he(-> ... )-
N.a Wi/fred 
0 never liked 
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Presence No. of Presupposed 
number tie> Cohesive item Type Distance item 

J J And C23.1 0 never ... to this 
vay J.:y 

'I' R 11.6 M.S+ • I'(~- .. )~ 
N.z Wi/fred 

now R 21.8 0 io this very day 
4 2 hefhim R II.6 M.9+ 'I'(->-- .. )~ 

N.z Wi/freJ 
schools L L9 N.z school 

I J he R II.6 M.IO+ he(-+ ... )~ 
N.z Wi/fred 

it R_ IJ.6 N.z+ - it --+ schPOl 
M.t 

.w much R34.9 0 (5.4) 
6 3 Then C 4l.I N.26 Then 

(p<eceding teXt) 
' • Rn.6 M.II+ he(-+ ... )-+ W£ 

N.z Wi/fred 
moved to L 1.8 N.26 moved ID 

Brighton 
7 2 It RIJ.6 0 vilt.ge railed 

Warley 
Halifax L 1.6 N.32 H.lifax 

(preceding text) 
8 I quiu afow E 12..3 0 vilt.ge tailed 

Warky 
9 1 Warky L r.8 N.z WMley 

10 4 &t C 2J.I 0 (S.g) 
one Sli 0 Warley 
not Jar out of Ls N.2 abnut three miks 

from 
Halifax L r.6 N.z Halifox 

Il • By this timt' c «-6 N.4 Then we nwved 
(S.6) 

the R23.6 0 a mtJypole 
... ypo/e L 1.6 0 maypok 
Maypok L 1.8 0 maypok 
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Presence No. of Presupposed 
numhtt ties Cohesive item Type Distance item 

I2 the country L r.6 N.5 the country 
• ' R II.8 N.7+ -+ • we'(--+ ... )--+ my 

M,n -+ Wi!fred 
IJ l 'I' (>x) Ru.6 M.rz+ ' my' c~-- -)~ 

N.7 Wi/fred 
there R22.7 0 in the country 

14 5 villag~: L 1.6 N.7 village (5.6) 
school L 1.8 N.g sdwols (5.4) 
odious Lz.8 N.II dis/;ke (5.2) 
his R rr.8 M.IJ+ '!'(~ ... )~ 

N.7 Wi!fr<d 
life L 1.6 N.I Ufo (S.12) 

15 4 'I' R n.6 M.q+ his<~. ' .) -> 

N.7 Wi!fral 
take a liking Lz.6 0 less odious 
school L 1.7 0 school 
tb R2z.8 N.I (5.IJ) 

Notes 
1 The fim: penon. forms 1 etc (in the speooch of the interviewee) are anaphonc and cohe$ive, 

functioning in th.ii context ,n conditioned vuiants: of the third peoon ref«cn<:c item M etc. 
2. Sentence 4: the ckatk, tM phtmril«! rekr to $(brwfs within the ~ sentrnre, :md are there

fen: not treated :u cohesive. 
J Smtence n: tMy here is ca~pboric to (tlwst) ir> tlw ~y, which is within the same 

4 Scntem::e iJ: it refers to 'being there', le~ was tltae in the same :K'lltence. 

Tat ¥71 (informal interview, children; transcribed)* 

We•ve made SO far a boat, garden dibber, teapot stand ... {1) 
What eke (2)? 
A seed marker (3). 
I think our nail box was the best one that we made (4). 
Yes (5) 1 
The nail box {6). We just made this little box out of wood. (7}. lt's very 

* Recorded by Ruq.Uya Hasan; Nufficld Foreign Langu~~s T~ching Materials Project, 
Reports. and Occasional Papers No ~9 {slightly adapted)-
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useful as something else than a nail box(8).Myfather~sfriend ~-entout,he 
brought two packs of seeds b:.ck and he gave them to my father {9). And 
we keep my sister's pack in one half of the box and my pack in the other 
half(w). 

What did it look like (n)? 
Y cs what did it { u) ? 
Wdl, we had a base, :and then an end, and the two sides, with a piece of 

wood across the middle (I3)- And no lid (Y4)- We left the lid off(rs)-
Did you paint it (I6)? 
We didn't {17). Not in school (r8). But we could have done at home 

(I9)- I painted the boat at home, all different colours (20). 

Sentence No. of 
number ties Cohesive item 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

2 

I 

I 

I 

3 

3 

2 

9 0 

IO 4 

What else? 
else 

A seed marker 

""" 
Yes? 
The nail box 
tke 

nail hex 
made •.• box 
this 
box 
It 
nail fwx 

Ami 
pad. 
the (bax) 

bax 

Prempposed 
Type Distance item 

E 33-I-7 0 
R33.9 o 

E 33-3·7 o 
S II N.2 

E 33.2.6 o 
E J3.J.6 o 
R2J.6 N.I 

L 1.6 N. I 
L 1.6 N.z 
Rz1.6 K 
L3.6 0 

R IJ.6 0 

L 1.9 N. I 

Cu.I 0 

L 1.6 0 

RZ3~6 N.I+ 
M. I 

L 1.6 N.r+ 
M. I 

(S.I) 
a beat, garden 
dibber, teapot 
stand 
(S.2) 
(list in S.I (-+ 
one- thing in 
prec. text)) 
(S.4) 
(S.s) 
cur . .• that we 
made 
Mil box 
made ... box 

nail box 
this little box 
tuJil box 

(S.g) 
packs of seeds 
--+ it ~ this little 
bax 
--+ a naillwx --+ 
this little box 
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Sentence No. of Presupposed. 
number ties Cohesive item Type Distance item 

II I it R IJ.6 0 the box 
12 2 what did it! E21.r; 

3 !.2.7 0 (S.n) 
it R 13.6 M.I it----+ the box 

IJ 5 Well C5 M.r (S.12- S.u) 
base Ls N.2 box (S.ro) 
md Ls N.2 box (S.ro) 
sides Ls N.2 box (S.ro) 
wood L 1.9 N.) wcod (S. 7) 

14 And C23.I 0 (S.r3) 
tW lid E 33·3·9 o we luul ..• (S.rJ) 

Ij 2 the R23.6 0 no lid 
lid L 1.6 0 lid 

r6 I it R .13.6 N.J+ -+ it -+ it ---+-

M.2 the box (S. 10) 
17 1 We di&n•t. E 2I.I; 0 (S. r6) 

JI.I.6 
18 I Not s 32·9 M.r (S.17-+ S.r6) 
19 J But c 2!.2 0 (S. r8) 

could have done s 21 M.2 paintit(S.r6) 
at hcme Ls 0 in school 

20 4 painted L 1.8 N.J paint (S.r6) 
the R23.6 N.I8 aboat(S.r) 
boat L 1.6- N.I& boat (S.r) 
at 1umte L L6 0 at home 

Note 
lt is perhaps questionable whether the lid that was •teft: off'(~ not made; Setueru:e rs} is 
re£erentially identical with the Hd that did not exist (Sentence J 4}. But dtis is a haf'In1cn asmmp-
tiOil that be requir~ fOr interpretation of tbe tM. 
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,..,. in yet/no questions, ::1;19 
dliptic:al e.xpres:sion of,...., :208-9 
marked ""'. 179-So, 201 
prnuppoo.tionof-, ut, ;r7(S-8o.t9:l.-3 
switch of""', 259 

positi~ {p<;llaricy}, t]6--8o 
marked ""'• 171, 1'79--80. 191, ;JOl 

pouessives. 45-6, 5-J-S, t57 
post-deictic, t59-6I 
postmodifier, 40. 147 
ptedicator; 

""' in clause: MrUCtttH:, 19-f
premoditier, 40. 1-4-7 
~n, 228, 2J0-:l, .29! 
ptepOiiti<:lnal group. 147, 23~. 294 
pf'(Silppositioq, J-9. 14, 17 

_, and dependem:e. .2:03 

- aDd~22-J 
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presuppmition,----«mld 
-. by ellipsis, I.p--6, 14-B-53, 155-62, 

•6-f---6, 17~-'l-, 176----9, 181-~, J:t:l&-92, 

""-" 
""'by r-eferffl{:e, $6,6)-), 82, IJJ 
...., by substirution. 92-5, IO)-U, fiJ-.!J, ,,.,... 

pn:..-ious, 262, :us6 
pro-form, 103-4 

pronoun. 41, 4-5, 29'! 
indefinite '"", .p, IOJ, 22]. 

pen.onal ""• JS. 42-4. 147 
pm-noun, 103 

Dttt' as """. 102-4 
thing~ ~, 10):, H2 

propOl'ition.U clement (in dau!ie}, 193-.f, 197 
ellipsis of,...., 197-201 

pro-verb, 12.5-7 
proximity (in demonstrati..-es), ]3, 57, sS-

61, 305 
proximity (of linguistic items), 285, 290 
pun.cr;u.;uion, 17, jl, 2JZ, J2S 
purpose, 2.5t'i, USo 
qualifier, 4(1, 93, 14-7--9 

partitive ...... 148-9, 162-3 
quantifier: 

"" in nomi:n:o.l. group, 40, J47 
rompuative """, 76, &o 
indeliniu "". 161-2 

question; 
-.. ~ amwrr, aob-1J, 3I:S 
- t:r.g, 176 
e!:ho -. 21$,218 
irnlirett .... ' 217--9 
non-polar - , see WH- ~ 
polar ..., , iltt" ya/no -

WH- "", t.,S.. 19!, 198-9, .no- u 
yes/no-.., t77-9. H)l, 19&. 2o8-1o 

nnk shift, 1)6, 221, 2.2J, 2.25 
- of fad da=e,. :z.21 

p.-csupposition and - , I 96 
rn:lization, 2, s. 293 
reason, zs6. :.Wo 
ttCOvcn:blc (and see given}. 69, 72. 89. IJ6, 

I«-5. 2!18, 302-J, J25-6-
reducal form: 

article u -, 101 
continuative as ,..,. , :U>8 
vc:tbalopttatoc as,...,, llj-6. 179-So 

reference,. Chilpter 2 (passim); .f., 89. Z75-7. 
Jo8-I4, 333-4 
-.. ;md conjunction, 75--6,zz6-7, 2]0--2 

- >1nd kria.l cohezicm, :z78-84. JOC-1 

,...., and substitution, 88-90> 95, I2J, IJ6, 

145. 304-S 
coding of .... , 3 33-4 
compar.anve ..., , 39, 76--87, 248 
.ru-monru-.arive ~, 38, 57-76 
extended .... , 52-3, t'i6-7 
meaning of ...... 30&-14 
person.tl ""'• JS,4J-.'i7 
:SJ'tuationa1 and texnn.l-, 32, 305 

reference item, J7, 44, 1:98, z)o-r, 27j, 277-
82 

retinal, 206, :.n6 
reginer. 2.2-6, :U. 294 
reitc~tion, 278--9, J 18-9 
rejoinder, zo6--8 

"" to command, .:u6 
"" to stttemt":nt, 214-6 
que~tion ""• 214 

rep-etition, 4. z78, 281-4 
report. J:U-3. 221-2 

reported clause ; 
dl.ips.is in,..,, zu, .217-22 

substitution of,..., lJI-4 
repudiation, 93 

,_ .in conjw:u:ticn, 23~ 
- in nomin.U ~llipsis, 1!§1-J, r.sS.. 16o. 

••• 
~ in tespoll!ieS., 2l3, .2I8 

-.. in verbal ellipsis, 174-5, 176-94 
'""'with_ lW, IT4, ll'}-2], IJO 

~ with <.>m', 94-5 
~ with Slml<", IOj, 107-8 

re!lervation, 271-3 
respective, 2:;9, 261 

response, 206 
- to st;otement., 198 
_. toWH- question. 178, l9I, 198----9, 

ZlD-2 

"""' to yesjno question. ITJ-9, l9't, r'}ll, 
208->0 

direct ..... ' 206. 20$-I:l 
indir.ect ..... 20<6, 212-J 

supplementary -, zOO, 2 0 
restricted code, 34 
result, 256. z6o 
nwmptive, UIS, 267, 270 
retrmpective function, 236, 2n 
rever.ed cauul. 2j7, z6o 
rheme, 325 
salient (phonologically): 

- formi of articles, 101 

- forms of verbal operator.~, 179 
J,u-,1o8,ns 



MU: i1S ~. 'lo:i. 

14tflefi ""• 'l.I(), 112 

S<lme': 

"' as referen.::e jrem, 78, 79-8t>. 107 
""' as subst:itut.e, 91, 105-r2 
- in ellipsis, 16o 
~lht -, 109-iO 

Jo tht! ""'' 108-9 

$1:1}' flu,.,, 107-8 
second mention. 7J 
semantics, semantic (S« aho ~aning), .f, s. 

1~ ~-S, 88-9o, 305 
..., connection, 304. 3o8 
,.,... rdations, 278-8~ z8s, 320 

semantic unit. 2, 7. 293 
scnten«, 7-to, 28, 143--6, 235, 29J-S, P5-6 
~lion of ""• 235. z.u 
immed!.attly preceding,.,., I.f., 2111, Jlr;t 

initi.:il ,., ' ~8 
intervening .... , J:Jl 

isolated '""'. 300 
orthographic ""'• I7, 232-3 

:seqw:ntiai, ~~. U06-7 
sM, J:n,lw{l), #. 47 -' ,.... as ooqjiWctive tehtion, 247, 250 

"" u l>.'ference, 39. 76 
t.imultmeow, 262, 2.66 
.situation. 17, :.U, 240, 305-6 

rommullication "", 240, 253, 264, 267 
se: (see ako tlo so} 

,.,. as oomp2ntive, 79, So,. 14-6 
- a$COOjunction,. 2Jl,2J7, l]9, 25-6-7, JOI 
"""assubstitute,91, IJo-4-I 
""" = 'true', IJ!i-9 
""' in response forms, .137--9 
forms of_, {table), 140 

-· 100, 157-9 
speakc:T; 

...,. and addressee, 45-6 
.,.,me, 

"""deiaics, 154. 155-7, 309 
"" furJU5 in sul»titutioa, 314 
_. rd«m~ 309-10 

speci6arion (in nominal group), .p 
speech act, 240 
speech function. 197-8 

- of report, J:l7 
speech roles, -45. 4Jl--52 
statement, 198 
m1ita (see also kvcls), :J 
structure, smxtur21, 6, ]0] 

- :wd cohesion, :Z.)J-4 
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clause "'• IJo-R, 143, r96---201 
elliptical "-', 1.43;., 167-8 
seotence ""'• r:;6, 143, r46 

mbject: 
- in verbal ellipsU, 183 
..... jn clause structure, 143, 194 
rdi::rcnceto ""'• ]IQ-l 

repudOOon of'""', 1.19, 194-5 
requin:mart of ...... , jJ, I2.f. lJO 

WH--, 2Io-I 
mbj~N:t-.maner, 25 
mbmodifier: 

..,. in nominal group, 43, 147 
com.panriv-e ;os ..... 77, 3I, 86 

substitution., Chapter 3 {passim); 307, JI.f--8, ,. 
""' and ellipsis, 88-9, 92, 97-9, 117-22, 

142-6.154, 199" 
.- and lexial cohesion, ~o 
"' Zbd refuence, 88--9o,. 95, lZJ, I:Jc'i, 

145. 304-8 
"' counter, 145 
- in responses, .zoo. ~ 
dauuJ:.,..., 91, t:;o-41 

coding a( ""' , 334 
meaning of """• Jt;YJ, 314-8 
nominal """'• 91-ll2 
verbal -.., 91, 1 Ili-29 

!!JUh, 79, l4-6, JOI 
supedative, &t, US!, 163-5 
supero~e, 63, 275, ~ 
mpctnution: 

clause of""', Io8 
Sllt~ly. 2']0 

~n~,63-5, 72, 278-9.~92 
symmic {featules, options). 144, 16'7-9, 204 
temporal. 2J9. 241-4 (table), 2.61-J 
tenor, U. 26 
tense, l67, JS<f--7 

compound ""'• Ill8-9o 
prewpposition of ,., , 12-1, 1S~. 19k-J 

primacy ""'• 187 
secoodary '""'. 187 
i.impk '"". 188, 191 

text, I:, 4, :1.], I.p, ~34, Z4Q. 267, 290, 293---.8, ,,.,.... 
textual component, 27, 29, 234, 237-8, 299, 

324-(i, ]28 
textl!te, :Z, 7, 2.3-6, 73, 285, 289, :A9J-9, 320 

""' of discot.u=, 326-7 
""' within lhe sentence, 32.5-6 
imaginary "", .2;9'7-8 
tight and loose ...., • ~5-7 
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dJdt, tlwJ;e, $7• 59-']0. Z.JO 
fM. ), 570 '70--4. 96, JOI, '156-7, I6j....('i, ~75-7 
dteme,. thematic 3ti'UCtl.ln:o 1.7, 299, j.lj, 325 

""' and refuenc;e, Jll-2 
subrtirute so as ,.... , I J.C. ,., 
demomtrative """, 57, 74-5 
- aa temporal conj>&nction. 231, 237, :ZJ9, 

261-3 
Ai :uausalroQjunction,.zs?-8 

lhm. n. 7.4-~ 
tktt;lt»t. ~30. 2Jl, :l:S6-7 
thesis,. ZJ~ 26'] 
Jitry, tlftm, llrrir(s).. J, j, 44. l()I 

t~oq, 

"""""""('im"""""''·" tiring. !OJ, 274-6 
thing (in DOminal group), 40. j2, 1)8, ll]., 

1.4?-Sl 
tiis_ lbue, 57, 59-70. <J6--7, :lJO, )01 
tfwMgfi, 250 

dats. 248. 2j6->} 

tie. 3. Z93> 2;96. 319. P9-P 
jmmrdiatc """, :no 
mediated """ , .no 
reuJO(e -. J.Jl 
types of ..... J~J2 

~(see • a:mpotal): 
succession in -, .2~. 2)9 

internal (situation) - • 2.40 
cxtemal (them) "". ~ 

tone group, 7.7, 2j0-I, ~ 
took (tonic promiDence), 102, 116, lj.:l-], 

161, ].26 

""'in ellipsis. ISl 
conjunctive as ,., , 250-1, 271 
demoosttative u -. 69 
leas-, 116, I:U 

nurkcd ""'• IS:J 
Dm a ""'• roz 
Si<liJSt'U "'• 110 

substitute u .... , 94 
verbal operator u ,..,. , 168, 179 

zw, *· JOl: 
transitivity, Jlo-1 

verb: 
anxiUary -, see operatoc 
general ,.,. , 114--j 

lexical-, 170.178 

verW group, IIJ, :r~, '1'70-94- 294 
e:llipsis in ...... 1:14>. 11&-9. t6?-76 
substitution in .... , ll..J-.23 

vocabulary, see lexical 
vocative, 277 
voice, 167, I~l 

presupposition of ""'• I.:ll, 18:1-J, 19:rJ 

wt', ws, mlt(s), 44-o 49-SO 
we: gem:ralized('im.pc:nonal'}, 53 

weok (phonologially)' 
<lenwwttative as """• 65 
determiner as """• Ioo-I 
~tote iD as"", roB, us 
substitute ;Jilt' as """, roo. to6 
'SUbstitute so as ""', I 11 

wen,~ 

WH- eJtPtts:sions. 210, ~JO 

wocling (see abo lexi~. S. tp, 

145, JI4 
yu, 1.J7. 173. 208-"9 
)'d. 2]7. 239. 2jQ-:i 

,_.~,$~ 
,_, }'t'Uf(s), #. 48-9 ,..., 
~ ('"""""""' ,. " 

zeugma, ZI4 
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